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1 2E9CEE2I: GS
,

2 8:30 a.m.

3 MR. MOELLER The meeting wall now come to order.

4 This is a public meeting of the Advisory Committee on

5 Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on the Three Mile Island

6 Nuclear Station Unit 1. I am Dade Moeller, the Subcommittee

7 Chairman.

8 The other ACRS member present today are William

9 Kerr, William Mathis and Harold Etherington. Algo present

10 are the following ACRS consultants: Ivan Catton, W. Monroe

11 Keyserling, Walter Lipinski and Zenon Zudans.

12 The purpose of this meeting will be to review the
.

13 modifications made to the plant hardware, organization,
.

'

14 procedures and so forth as a result of the accident at TMI-2

15 in preparation for the restart of TMI Unit 1. This will be

16 the third time the Subcommittee has met to discuss these

17 matters. The other Subcommittee meetings were held on

18 January 31 and February 1, 1980, in Middletown, Pa., and on

19 November 28 and 29, 19 80, in Wa shington, D.C. |

20 An agenda has been prepared for the meeting which

21 ve in general plan to follow. Item number II, labeled

22 miscellaneous, will be covered either the last thing today

23 or the first thing tomorrow morning. Within this item there

24 are three additional subjects we would like to cover. These

25 are s
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1 One, the interactions between Units 1 and 2;

2 Mumber two, the responses of the management to the

3 health physics appraisal review conducted a year or so ago;

4 And three, plant security, with particular comment

5 on the implementation of the recommendations of the review

6 that was conductad by the group from the Los Alamos Ne.tional

7 Laboratory.

8 This sea ting is being conducted in accordance with

9 the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act and the

10 Government in the Sunshine Act. Mr. Richard Major is the

11 Designated Federal Employee for the meeting.

12 The rules f sr participation in today's meeting

13 have been announced as part of the notice previously

14 published in the Federal Register on June 8th, 1981. A

15 transcript of the meeting is being kept and it is requested

18 that each speaker first ide'ntify himself or herself and

17 speak with sufficient clarity and volume so that he or she

18 can be readily heard.

19 We have received several written statements from
J

20 Marvin Lewis of the public and items taken f rom these

21 statements are on, our agenda for discussion. There have

22 been no requests for time to make oral statements f rom any

23 members of the public.

24 One last item concerning the agenda. I notice

25 tha t lunch is written down as at 11:30 "p.m." It will
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1 n either, be, p ro bably , 11:30 p.m . o r a.m . , but probably about

2 a half-hour past noon today.

3 (Laughter.)

4 NR. M0ELLERs We will now move on with the

5 m ee ting .

6 Let me first ask if any of the members of the

7 Subcommittee have comments, questions, or suggestions at

8 this time?

9 (No response.).

to MR. MOELLER: Do any of the consultants have

11 questions or comments or suggestions?
.

12 (No response.)

13 MR. HOELLER: There being none there, I will call
.

14 upon Harley Silver of the NRC staf f to begin the
,

15 presentation . And he will be covering a summary and status

16 of the review and hearing summary of primary issues on which

17 the Boards have focused.

18 MR. SILVER: Good morning. I'm Harley Silver of
>

19 the NRC staff.

20 (Slide.)

21 To start off with the first agenda item, the first

i 22 portion of it is a summary and status of the review. I
!

23 prepared this slide as a little bit of history to indicate

24 the progression of requirements in very superficial form

25 from the start of the THI-1 restart proggan, which of course
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1 was the- August 9 order of 1979 by the Commission. That
;

2 order was modified several times by further order of the

- 3 Commission. And of course, the other requirements are --

4that is, some of the requirements embodied in the order were

5 developed into the action plan, NUBEG-0660, su.sequently

8 NUREG-0694, which was then subsumed in NUREG-0737.

7 So just to indicate how that applies to this

8 particular plant, the order itself contained eight

9 short-term items and four long-term items. Order items 1,

to 2 , 3 and 8, I can explain what those are if it's necessary,

11 but I think for this purpose perhaps not.

12 Order items 1, 2, 3 and 8, and long-term items 1

13 through 4 became items in NUREG-0737 ultimately, a total of
i

14 approximately 54 items of 0737. The. remainder of the August
,

15 9 order is unique to TMI-1. It covers such items as
.

18 separation of Units 1 and 2, vaste management, management

17 capability, and financial matters.

18 I mentioned the modifying orders of the

is Commission. The March 6 order of 1980 defined in more

20 detail the management issues v,hich the Commission wished the

21 parties to examine or the Board to examine. And the March

22 3 , 1981, order did a variety of things.

23 It first defined that, contrary to the position

24 tha t the Staff had previon: sly taken, that thit earticular
.

25 plant was to be considered. an operating reactor rather than
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1 a near-term operating license applicant insofar as the

2 requirements of NUBEG 0737 and some oth"ers, but instructed

3 Paul not to go back and disturb the record unnecessarily on

4 positions already taken; and also eliminated financial

5 matters as a subject to be considered by the hearing board,

6 and permitted Net Ed to use pump heat to hot functionally

7 test the unit prior to restart. The original order had

8 required it remaining in cold shutdown and departure from

9 cold shutdown presumably constituted restart.

10 As I said, those items are unique to THI-1. They

11 were reviewed in NUREG-0680, the so-called SER and its

12 various supplements, the supplements as indicated.
!

13 NUREG-0746 is the SER covering emergency planning matters,

14 And it to was supplemented.

15 There are of course 'other items in 0737, other

16 items other than those that were included in the original

17 order which are in f act applicable to THI-1 and other plants

18 a s v . - ll . That is the total of 28.

19 Again, these totals depend a great deal on how you

20 count . Don't hold me to the exact numbers. These are

21 guides. We evaluated those items in rather short SER's,

22 individual SER 's, enclosed with two letters of April 22nd to

23 Net Ed, which I believe everyone has seen, and also

24 NUR EG-0752, which is the control room design review report,s

25 which also has been suppemented once.
I

\
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1 In addition, there are a number of non-THI-2, that |
' i

2 is non-sc=ident-rslated , items which are both applicable to

3 both plants. There are a variety of those, of course, and

4 they're all over the map. They also have been evaluated in

5 individual SER 's.

6 Any questions on this?

7 MR. H0ELLERs Any que stion s?

8 (No response.)

9 MR. 30ELLER: There are none. Go ahead.

10 (Slide.)
-

11 MR. SILVER: Just to give ar. indication of the

12 status of the hearing, the year apr,arently is open over

13 her e. We'll fill that in as we ge*. to it.

14 The issues in the hearing have been divided

15 assential'ir into four major chunks, for convenience really:

16 desig'n and analysis, sepa ra tion of the units, management,

17 snd omergency preparedness.

18 The record has essentially been closed on the

19 design analysis issues, with the exception of one contention

20 dealing with environmental qualification which is to be

21 heard starting next Monday, and hopefully finishing next

22 Honday. But who can tell

23 The separation of the units, the record is

24 eff ectively closed and proposed findings are filed.

'25 Incidenta.4.17, on the design analysis issues other

|
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1 than UCS-12, the environmental qualification contention,

2 proposed findings have been filed by all parties, I believe, |
'

!

3 on each of the issues.

4 The record is closed on management issues and

5 proposed findings filed. Emergency preparedness, we have

6 gone a considerable ways through the hearing on that subject

7 but we are not quite done. We will resume the hearing on

8 that subject af ter the environmental qualification issue is

9 concluded next week and presumably conclude that some time

10 during the following week, around July 9 or so. So that

11 effectively, barring other complications, the hearing will

12 be completed br July 9 or 10 or af.d-July , let us say.

13 (Slide.) -
.

14 MR. MOELLER: Excuse me. Under " design and .

15 analysis," to help me with it, where it says the record is

16 closed, that does not mean that everything is cesolved, or

17 does it simply mean everyone has stated their position?

18 MR. SILVER: It means that all testimony has been

19 taken and tha't proposed -- Well, the " record closed" means

20 all testimony has been taken. As I say, proposed findings

21 have been filed. There is in no way agreement between all

22 the parties on many of the subjects.

23 MR. 50ELLER. Okay, thank you. That helps me.

24 MR. SILVER: The next item in agenda item 3 is a

25 summary of the issues on which the Board ha s focused. This

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 is a difficult one to be very specific about. What 1 have
1

2 dont essentially break down the design and analysis -|

3 issuma, and for that matter all of the issues, into a little

4 finer group and attempt to show by subject matter the

5 groupings of the contentions which were heard in the case.

6 I have indica ted the number of contentions in that

7 subject matter and the number of formal board questions in

8 that area, as a very rough guide of perhaps where the

9 emphasis has been. The asterisked items -- emergency feed

to reliability, safety classification, and detection of

11 inadequate core cooI *2J -- are a rather subjective judgment

12 of three of the issues which perhaps received greater

13 emphasis than some of the others.

j 1-4 I don't know if there's any point in simply
,

!
15 reading the names of the titles of the subject matter. I

!
I

j 16 think most of them are fairly self-evident. I did not break
!

; 17 down separstion of the units, management, or eme gency

18 planning very fine. As you might note, emergency planning

19 had a very large number of contentions, and again this is an

20 approximation of the number. There were many parts and

21 subparts and overlaps and things of this nature.

22 MR. MOELLER: Mr. Zudans has a question.

23 MR. ZUDANS4 What is the significance in this

24 number of forual board questions, the "zero" and the

25 " dash"? What does that mean in general?

l
1

i

I

Al.DERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC. j
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1 MR. SILVEh The significance is, change the l
i

2 zeroes to ,a dash , and -- I missed one -- there is no

3 dif ference.

4 NR. ZUDANS: What does it mean, for example, in
~

5 detection of inadequate core cooling where you have three

6 contentions - i no questiet s arsed?
!

T HR. SILVER: The questions -- Let me define what a

8 " Board Question" is. A Board Question in this context is a
9 formal question, written or dictated by the Board, which in

10 effect is essentially in a way a contention of the Board.

11 In other words, it's a formal specific question which

12 requires testimony to be prepared to answer it.

13 The board obviously had a myriad of questions of a

14 cross-examining nature during the hearing, which I made no

15 attempt whatever to indicate on this chart.

16 MR. ZUDANS: Could it be understood to mean that

17 if the Board did not have such a formal question, that the

18 Board did not consider that an issue?

19 NR. SILVER: No, I would not construe it that

20 var. And again, this is the difficulty of trying to

21 construct a chart of this kind.

22 The board is quite interested in the case of

23 inadequate core cooling. The principle conflict, if you

24 will, was between the Staff and the Licensee as to the need

25 for a water level indicator, and we will get into that a

.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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| 1 little f urther later in this session. But it does not
!

| 2 indicate the Board was not interested, simply that the
,

3 contentions perhaps covered the ground that the Board was

4 concerned about.

5 MR. ZUDANS: Because you said in a previous slide

6 that the design and analysis essentially was closed.

7 HR. SILVERS I didn't say the issues were

8 resolved , though .

9 MR. ZUDANS: You said the process was closed.

10 ER. SILVERS Right.

11 HR. ZUDANSs And I understand when you explained

12 Dr. Noeller's question that that doesn't mean resolved.

13 That doesn't mean the books may not be opened again. Is

14 that a correct interpretation?
.

15 As long as there are no questions, could we

16 construe this as the end of the story?

17 HR. SILVER: The board, of course, must decide,

18 and ultimately the Commission must decide, as to whether the

19 requirement as stated by the Staff holds or not. In this

20 particular case, the requirement is essentially for a

21 commitment and some preliminary work prior u. restart,

22 rather than the installation of the de vice prior to

23 restart.

24 And the argument and again, I'm sure that you--

25 vill hear more about it later -- is the need for such an
*

|

|
'

i
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1 instrument.

2 MR. M0ELLERs Mr. Catton?
.

3 MR. CATTON: How many of these contentions

4 originated through the Intervenors?

5 HR. SILVERa All.

8 HR. CATTONa All?

7 MR. SILVER Yes.
1

8 ER. CATTON Are there any -- !

9 ER. MOELLER: Use your mike, if you will.

10 MR. CATTON: Well, detection of inadequate core

11 cooling, that's a contention that originated f rom the NRC

12 staff ?

13 ER. SILVER: There are contentions which duplicate

'

14 requirements of the order or requirements of the. Staff. I
.

15 use t9e word " requirements," recommended requirements of the
.

16 Staff. And in fact, some of them simply repeated the

17 requirements of the original order.

18 Some of them did such things as a ttempt to require

19 short-term items in some of the long-term requirements.

20 Some of them, of course, were entirely new, not covered by

21 the order in any way, and additional requirements which

22 intervenors felt should be either short or long-term |

23 requirements.

24 HR. CATTON: Thank you.

25 MR. MOELLER: I think I have a related question.

1

1*
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1 If an item is not in contention, does the Board ask

2 questions about it? I mean, are there items that ther

3 submitted formal questions on that you don't have listed?

4 MR. SILVER: Yes -- No , no t formal questions. The

5 board did of course examine the mandatory issues, that is

6 the iss'aes of the order, that were not in contention. And

7 although that occupied a relatively short fraction of the

8 total time of the hearing, most of which was spent on

9 contentions.

to HR. HOELLER: Harold Etherington?

11 HR. ETHERINGTON: I'm still a little bit uncl Ar.

12 Where the Board has no question, does that mean that ther
.

13 have dismissed any contention on that item?

14 ER. SILVERa No, sir, it does not. It was simply'
.

15 an identification of the -- perhaps the Board felt that the

16 contentions were not comprehensive enough or that they did

17 not address things that the Board felt should be addressed

18 on that subject matter, and raised their own questions on

19 the subject.

20 HR. ETHERINGTON: Where does that stand, if there

21 is a contention but no questions?

22 ER. SILVER: It's still in litigation. Again, the

23 questions are all related in some way to contentions, I do

24 believe, going through that instantaneously in my memory.

25 So that the proposed findings I believe address the

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 questions as part of the contention, that is within the same

2 discussion or the same package of findings. The contention

3 related to an issue is addressed with the proposed finding

4 on the contention.

5 HR. ETHERINGTON: Thank you.

8 MR. MOELLER: And you are also stating that, even

7 if no formal questions were asked, 'the se ma tters were

8 discussed?

9 NR. SILVER: At length in many cases.

10 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

11 MR. SILVERa I would say a wide variety of time
-

12 was spent on issues, f rom perhaps a couple of hours at the
'

13 shortest to several weeks on the longer ones.

14 (Slide.)-

.

15 MR. SILVER: If I can go back to this slide, the

16 very first one, I indicated a number of open items in the

17 extreme right column. And again, they are related to the

18 review document or documents. In other words, there was one

19 item in NUREG-0680, one in emergency planning, six in the

20 0737 items, and essentially three in the non-TMI 2-related j

21 items. 1

22 (Slide.)

23 Agenda item 4 essentially discusses the items

24 requiring resolution prior to restart, that is open items

25 which the Staff feels should be resolved prior to restart.

,

J
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1 As a summary sheet, let me use this chart. These are
.

2 identified in terms of the NUREG-0737 identification, and in

3 f act all but the first one in the TMI-related items are 0737

4 items. Ihese six are the six open items indicated against
,

5 NUREG-0737 items on the first chart.

6 - II.F.2 was in the original order, and that is the |
!

7 instrumentation for detection of inadequatec core cooling,
|

8 and that is open insofar as the water level indicator is

9 concerned. The o,ther aspects of inadequate core cooling we
10 feel are satisfied and that is the only open aspect. We

11 will have another discussion on that in a moment.
.

12 While I an up here, perhaps I should d'iscuss the
.

13 remaining six THI-2 related , or I should say five of the
~

1-4 seve'n of the open items. I can do that quickly and we will.

.

15 have separate presentations on II.F.2, the water level

16 indicator and emergency preparedness, which is III.A.2. |

17 That may have to be delayed a little while. The
i

18 FEM A and PEMA people who arranged to come down and make |

19 parts of their presentation today plan to be here af ter |

20 10:00, in accordance with your second schedule of the --

21 were there was another item at 8:40, and could not change

22 their travel plans. So if we may, we can discuss that when

23 they arrive .

24 MR. MOELLER: Fine.

25 MR. SILVERS To do this quickly, since these items

s

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 are I guess relatively minor - .

2 (Slide.)

3 II.K.3.2 involves -- again, these are open items

4 which the Staff feels should be resolved prior to restart.

5 II.K.3.2 requires a report on PORY f ailure. The licensee

6 dii in fact submit a report in April, and in reviewing it

7 the Staff identified f urther analyses regarding probability

8 that we felt were required. licensee has not yet, as far as

9 I'm aware, not yet responded to that request.

10 As f ar as the safety significance with regard to

11 restart, of course this item aerely would determine if

12 automatic PORY isolation is required. And that item, of

13 course, is II.K.3.1, authomatic PORY isolation, which again,

14 because the Licensee concluded as a result of II.K.3.2 that

15 this is not necessary, their . submittal simply said as much.

'e When II.K.3.2 is completed, if in fact the

17 conclusion is that in fact automatic PORY isolation is
18 required, then NUREG-0737, modified slightly for this case

19 schedule-wise, would require a design prior to restart and
;

20 installation six months af ter the first reload after the
21 design is approved. So that clearly there would be no

.

22 implementation of any hardware or anything else with regard

23 to these two items with regard to restart.

24 NR. MOE1LERs Mr. Kerer has a question.

25 HR. KERR Has any other plant been required to

s
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1 install, or is it going to be required to install, this

2 automatic PORV?

3 MR. SILVER I don't know what the result of the

4 review of the plants has been.

5 HR. 30ELLER: This is a generic issue.

G HR. SILVER: Yes, it is applicable to all plants.
'

7 I am sure that all other plants have in f act submitted a

8 report.

9 HR. KERRa Is the requirement for installation

10 based only on the operating experience of one plant, rather

11 than the generic operating experience of PORV 's?

*

12 HR. SILVER: I don't know, frankly, Mr. Kerr, how

13 the Staff will evaluate this. It is being done generically,

14 that is ,across the Board.
,

15 MR. MOELLER: Have the dect;1ons been reached'on

18 other BCW plants?

17 HR. SILVER: As to whether there should be

18 automatic PORY isolation?

19 HR. MOELLER: Yes.

20 MR. SILVER: I strongly suspect not. I expect Tr.

21 Stolz may have soue comment, |
1

.

22 MR. CHOWS My name is Ed Chow. I am an employee

23 of the U .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and I was

24 responsible for doing the review on the BEW generic report

25 on this item . And based on my review, I believe that ther

|

|

|
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1 have used operating data on all the BEW plants.

2 HR. ZUDANS: I guess that would make sense,

3 because there's not enough statistics on TMI to cover the

4 iten II.K.3.2 and it would have to be all of them. And if

5 it is all of them, it applies to all of them without

6 question.

7 MR. KERRs I guess I'm not sure why it is --

8 HR. ZUDANS: Right. Why it's not here.

9 HR. KERRs So it is not just a TMI issue. It's a

10 general question.
~

11 ER. SILVERS That's corree:.

12 NR. HOELLER: And if thert 's been one report

13 prepared --

14 HR. ZUDANS: That 's it.
'

15 MR. HOELLERs -- why den,'t they all use it? I

16 guess that's what conf uses us.

17 HR. CHOWS As a matter of fact, I believe they use

18 the same caport. For the other Licensee , f or instance, they
.

19 usa the report too.

20 MR. MOELLER: So everyone has submitted -- there

21 is a common report that everyone is using?

22 MR. CHOW 4 That's correct.

23 ER. MOELLER: Ein e . Well, now, is it being

24 reviewed by someone else in terms of the other B&W plants?

25 And what decision did they reach?

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 MR. CHOWS I'm not sure about the other plants,

2 but as far as I know I am the only one who is reviewing, who

3 has reviewad this report. And the application is just for

4 the THI-1.

5 MR. SIL'tER4 As a generality, I believe I can say

8 that we have not reviewed, we have not completed our review

7 of items that are due July 1 and later. But of course, th e

8 analysis in this case was due January 1st and I do believe

9 that all plants have in f act submitted analysis. I don't

10 know the state of the raviews f rom all of the plants.

11 ER. ZUDANS4 But it is still not clear, at least

12 to me, that there should not be more than one report,

13 period.
.

14 M8. M0ELLERs We will be taking this up in detail

15 later in the agenda, a nd perhaps we'll delay it until then,

18 and we can then ask.

17 ER. KERRs Yes, I think we'll understand it better

18 then.

19 (Laughter.)
,

20 MR. MOELLER4 We can ask thefLicensee at that time

21 to comment. We will hear from both parties.

22 So if that's all righ t with the Subcommittee, why i

23 don 't we nove ahesi . But I hope people are alerted as to

24 wha t is troubling us, so that you can prepare some answers.
.

25 3R. SILVER 4 I'm sure we can add to the general

i.
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1 fund of knowledge before the day is over.

2 The next item is kind of a combination of II.K.3.7
!
'3 and II.K.2.14 having to do with the PORV and. safety valve

4 flood f requency and the probability of lif ting. Licensee

5 did respond to that in April and indicated the PORY will

6 actuate in less than 5 percent of overpressure transients.
~

7 HR. MOELLER: Now again is this THI-1 specific or

8 is this being looked at generically? -

9 HB. CHOWS This is a generic item.

10
~

3R. SILVER: The Staff in general concurs with the

11 method used by the Licensee, but did request additional

12 information of a statistical nature to verify certain

13 aspects of this.

14 3R. ZUDANS: Would it not be obvious that this

15 item is required La order to evaluate II.K.3.2, because you

16 have to know how frequently you challenge it before you can

17 decide whether it is f ailing or not? Are these treated

18 together or not?

19 HR. CHOW: This is incorrect, because you have to

20 relate both topics together, and the same report addresses

21 both topics.

22 MB. ZUDANS: At the same time?

23 ER. CHOW Right.

24 (Slide.)
.

25 MR. SILVER: The remaining two open items that I
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1

1 will address briefly are II.K.3.17, which is a report on

2 emergency core cooling system outages -- the Licensee has

3 not responded to that one as far as I know, and we are

4 awaiting a response on that item. Control and -- )

5 NR MOELLEHs Again, is that being approached I

6 generically or simply for THI-1, the ECCS outages?

7 5H. SILVERS Mr. DiIanni will speak to that.

8 ER. Di IANNI: My name is Dominic DiIanni and I'm

9 the project manager also on TMI-1.

10 Io answer your question on that particular item,

11 it is handled generically.

12 NH. MOELLER: Thank you.

13 NR. SILVER: The pontrol room habitability item --
,

14 MR. KERE: Excuse me, Mr. Silver.

15 MH. SILVER: I beg your pardon.

16 HR. KEBRs Then when one refers to ECCS system

17 outages, one is referring to general experience with all BCW

18 plants and not the experience ith that specific plant?

19 HR. Di IANNI: All the plants are to give their

20 history on tne outages, and whenever we are referring to

21 generic that means all the plants would have to respond to

22 that item as far as giving the history of the outages.

23 dB. KERE: I guess I'm not making my question very

24 clear. When a decision is reached on TMI-1, 12 it reached

25 on the basis of the experience of THI-1 or on the basis of
.

\

|
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1 the experience with all similar plants?

2 MR. Di IANNI: It will be for all the plants.

3 MR. KERR4 And what is the requirement of.

4 availability that is being used to decide whether the

5 availability is adequate? Or maybe we vill hear this later

6 on?

7 NR. Di IANNI4 This really hss not been

8 determined, because we haven't really reviewed all of the

9 responses yet.

10 ER. KERRs I don' t see why you ha ve to review the

11 responses to know what availability you want. You can

12 review the responses to flad out what availability has

13 existed . But I don't see why that is necessary in order to

14 determine what is needed. , I must be missing something.

15 HR. NOYAK This is Tom Novak of the Staff.

'

16 Perhaps I can put it, at least suggest what the

17 direction of the requirement is. Obviously the concern of

18 the Staff is to look at the reliability of the ECCS system.

19 Many of these systems are very similar as you go through the

20 B&W designs. So there is an opportunity to combine data, to

21 get a more reliab12 data base, somethiac that stands the 1

22 sta tistical test.

23 What our goal is is to see if in fact there is a

24 better way to define the technical specification regarding ;

25 how much time an ECCS system may be out of service. Our
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1 goal then is to look at this data to decide if in fact a

2 cumulative outage requirement might not in fact be the

3 better type of technical specification, which says that-

4 rather than say the system might be out for 72 hours any

5 number of times during th e ye ar, you might decide that the

6 ECCS system may be out for 72 hours for a given period of

7 time, but in fact that the cumulative time that tha t system

8 may be out over a year should not exceed so many hours, and

9 if it would then that would be a basis for having the plant

10 come down and make the necessary maintenance to bring the

11 system back into what I would call an acceptable operating

12 regime.

13 So I don't know that we have a specific point in

14 mind. I think our*1 dea here is to look to see if'in fact an
15 improvement in safety can be accomplished through a

16 modification to the existing technical specifications

17 regarding the ECCS systems.

18 MR. ZUDANS: So this is no issue; it's rather a

19 collection of information.

20 58. KERE: Well, I guess it seems to me that one
i

21 can always imagine that improvements can be made in almost
'

22 any system. What I'm trying to find out is how you

23 determine what is an appropriate availability and what is

24 not..s

25 Are you going to determine that by findiu out

.
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1 sort of what the average availabilit t is across all the

2 plants and then saying everybody has to be above average?

3 (Laughter.)

4 MR. NOVAKs I don 't think that's our course of

5 action.

6 HR. KERR4 Well, what are you going to do with

7 Lt?

8 Is this going to be discussed later?

9 MR. MOELLER: Yes. It's on the agenda.

10 HR. NOVAKs I apologize for my lack of real detail

11 on this issue. We do have some-clarifying statements in the

- 12 NUREG reports, and I think perhaps as more people arrive we

13 will be able to amplify.
.

14 ER. KERBe ')kay, I will wait. Thank you.-

15 ER. SILVER: The last item on the list is in a

18 sense almost similar to the previous one, having to do with

17 control room habitability, where our goal is to determine

18 whether any modifications should be made or need to be made

19 to improve the possible availability of the control; room

20 for the operators. The Licensee has not responded to this

21 one , either.

22 But I would point out that, again, the purpose is

23 to simply identify the modifications. Thcre is no

24 requirement at this time, no scheduled requirement for when

25 such modifications should be implemented for this plant or
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1 any other one.

2 I believe de should go back now to the first open

3 item, II.F.2, covering inadequate core cooling. And to make

4 that prerantation, Larry Phillips has brought some
.

5 inf ormation .

6 HR. HOELLER: All right. Let me comment at thia

7 time on how we will proceed. We can for each item have the

8 Staff give us a report and then the Licensee. Is chat all

9 right, Nr. Clark?

10 3R. CLARKs However you wish.

11 NE. N0ELLERs I think we will tak e th a t a pproach.

i

12 B'It at this point, since Hr. Silver has finished his opening

13 statement, let se call upon Mr. Clark for any remarks or
.

14 opening words he may have on behalf of the Licensee., Is

15 tha t all right, Mr. Silver?

16 NR. SILVER: Certainly.

17 MR. CLARKs I think that represents a very fair

18 description of the present status. We will be discussing

19 individual items later.

20 I think the only general comment I have is that on
i

21 some of the issues where we have not responded by say the

22 0737 dates, it's been a question of priorities as to which

23 were most important and we felt these items were not as

24 important as some of the others we had to do. And
s

.

25 recognizing we wouldn't start until after July 1, we just

i
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|
1 have not gotten some of those in yet.

2 We will re prepared to talk about them today.

3 HR. 50ELLER4 How have you established your.-

4 priorities? I realize you do say in backfitting the plant.

5 you haie Selected certain items to begin with,, and in terms

6 of reports and studies you have selected a certain

7 sequence. How do you go about that?

8 NR. CLARKs I think it's the judgment of our

9 people who are knowledgeable in the area as to how likely it

10 is that that item will result in a physical modification.

11 For example, the ECCS outage ites that was discussed

12 briefly. We have a sense of what that is and the task of
*13 accumulating the data and interpreting the data is a 5airly

14 ?.arge task , wh.ch we think i's not going to result in any
.

15 modificP. tion to the plant. So that's an example of the kind

16 of judgment we have applied.

17 MB. M0ELLERs All right. And in terms of actual

18 modifications on the plant, what has determined the

19 priorities thete?

20 NR. CLARK: Well, I would say the technical

21 significance, we are making the modifications essentially.

22 that all the other plants are making in terms of

23 NRC-required sodifications, plus several modifications that

24 ve decided ourselves were of safety significance.

|
25 MR. 50ELLERs Well, for example, have yori

:

I
*
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1 undertaken the more difficult or the more lengthy

2 backfitting modifications first and left what you consider

3 to be the sore simple ones for later? Or are you just

4 completing them til?

5 ER. CLARKs We took the more difficult ones and

6 sta rted on them first. We are making as many cf the
,

7 modifications by restart as we can. We aren't deferring

8 them just because they're simple.

9 I'm not quite sure I got the point of your

10 question. Does that respond?

11 HR. MOELLER: I think that is responsive.

12 All right, then why don't we -- does that complete

13 your comments?

s14 ER. CLARK Yes, sir.

15 NR. MOELLER: Why don't we move on then back to

18 thw NRC staff, and we'll take up the items one at a time,

i 17 beginning then with iten II.F.2, the new instrumentation for

18 detection of inadequate core cooling. Did any members of

19 the Subcommittee or consultants have questions at this

20 time?

21 (No response.)
,

22 MR. PHILLIPS: Good morning, gentlemen. I'm Larry

23 Phillips , Core Performance Branch. And the subject I'm

24 discussing is THI Task Action Plan II.F.II, instrumentation
<

25 f or detection of inadequate core cooling.
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1 (Slide.)

2 (Slide.)

3 There were a number of modifications made to

4 existing instrumentation which have been required by the

5 S ta f t for TM.I restart. That includes extending the existing

6 core exit thermocouple. cabling outside of containment and to

7 the process computer, with a fall range of zero to 2300 F.

8 on the readout. The HTD's in the hot legs were extended to

9 end range of 120 to 920 F.
,

10 Redundant saturation meters have been installed

11 with appropriate pressure and temperature inputs, and

12 calculators to compute the margin to saturation. As a

13 backup, saturstion margin is romputed in the plant computer
.

'

14 for logging, printing and alarm. And in addition, the Staff
,

15 is requiring the Licensee to provide a backup thermocouple

16 display.

17 The interim cuidelines rely primarily on core exit

18 thermocouple information for response to inadequate core

19 cooling conditions. I don't believe all the details of this

20 particular item hsve been resolved. But I understand that

21 the Licensee has committed to provide such a system.

22 MR. ZUDANSa This is independent of process

23 com puter?

24 HR. PHILLIPSs Correct. And part of the reason

25 f or requiring such a system is that the -- we consider that

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 tha computar is not completely reliable for this particular
,

2 purpose, since emergency procedures do rely on the

3 thermocouple information.

4 NR. ZUDANS: They would be coming from the same 52

5 sensor signals?

6 NR. PHILLIPSs That's correct, yes.

? MR. ZUDANSs I see that you have sa tura tio n

8 meters, and the Licensee has not volunteered to put dual

9 scale pressure or temperature gauges in?

10 HR. PHILLIPS: That's correct.

11 MR. ZUDANS: Aren't you guys curious why ther

12 don 't do that? Isn ' t tha t the best saturation meter?

13 NR. PHILLIPSs B) " dual scales," I believe you're
.

14 ref erring to something you brought up earlier.,
.

. .

15 MR. ZUDANSt Yes, many, many times. And I will
.

16 con tinue until someone does it.

17 (Laughter.)

18 HR. MOELLER: I think you should pursue that, Mr.

19 Zudans. Why don't they do it?

20 HR. ZUDANS: It teats ne.

21 MR. MOELLER: Does the Staff think that the

22 suggestion is a poor one?

23 BR. PHILLIPS: No.

24 MR. MOELLER: Then you seo no benefits f rom what

25 he has repeatedly suggested?

|

|
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1 3R. PHILLIPSa No, I didn't say that. I haven't

2 seen anything where that is a Staff rdquirement. Of course,

3 it is pset of the control room design review of the Human

4 Factors Engineering Branch, and I would just assume that

5 maybe, if maple consideration has been given to it, that

6 they may censider it overprescriptive as an absolute

7 requirement. But --

8 HR. 50ELLER: Are you sa ying, then, that a

9 judgment or a decision or a recommendation on this would be

to sade by the human factors group, not by your group?

11 MR. PHILLIPS: That's correct.

12 f5. MOELLER: So we are going to talk about the

13 control toca and the huar.n f actors items in it later on in
14 the agenda.

,

15 NR. ZUDANS4 I unddrstand that sa turation meters

16 do have microprocesser computers in there. They do the same

17 darn thing tha t the scale would do, except that it's all in

18 one instrument. And I can't see how such a microprocessor

19 can be more reliable than simply a prin ted scale.

20 MR. MOELLER: Hight.

21 MR. ZUDANSa It just beats me, and I don' t knov

22 why the Licensee doesn't react to this simplistic thing,

23 just take the existing scale and just draw another one.

24 They won 't be linear -- one of them won't be linear, but so
,

25 what? You compute it once and that's all you have to do.
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1 I thought that there was a utility that did that,

2 one of the utilities did it, and I would like to know

3 whether anyone did. Something in my memory tells me that

4 someone already did that.

5 NR. PHILLIPS: Yes. I have no knowledge of that

8 arself.

7 MR. HOELLERa Has anyone on the Staff discussed

8 this with operators and asked them if this would be helpful

9 and what they though t of it?

10 ER. PHILLIPSs igain, this would be the Human

11 Factors Branch 's prerogative to do this, and I don't know.

12 ER. HOELLERs Have you made a recommendation to

13 them in any way?
I

14 3R. PHILLIPS: No, I have not.

15 MR. M0ELLERs Mr. Cla rk, has the Licensee

16 considered this and reached any decision on it? Do you

17 understand what Mr. Zudans is suggesting?

18 ER. CLARKs I understand the dual scale on the

19 meters. I do not understand whether he considers that would

20 replace the saturation meter or be in addition to it.

21 MR. 20DANSt No, there's no need to replace it.

22 There would be an additional reading more reliable than the

23 saturation meter can possibly be. It requires some

24 intelligence. You need a thermometer and pressure gauge to
s

25 know where you are. But the logic af ter that is extremely
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1 sim ple.

2 HR. CLARKs We have considered it and have decided
*

3 not to implement it prior to restart and have it in the

4 longer-term considerations of human engineering of the

5 control room.

6 HR. ZUDANSa That's good.

7 MR. HOELLER: And your human engineering review of

8 the control room, then, has been divided into short-ters and

9 long-term goals?

10 3R. CLARKs Yes, sir.

11 MR. MOELLER: Okay. Excuse me. Harold

12 Eth erington.

13 HR. ETHERINGTON: Larry, your last item is in

14 capitals. Is that just a stenographic aberration or are you

15 trying to point out something in particular there?

16 MR. PHILLIPSs That was at the discretion of the

17 typist.

1a ER. ETHERINCTON: That's a nice way of putting

19 it. I withdraw my comment.

20 (Laught7t.)

21 3R. PHILLIPS However, it is a little hit unique,

22 th a t particular item, in that the details of it have not

23 been completely resolved , although we have a commitment.

24 MR. KERRs What does that mean? Nobody knows how
s

25 to do it?

i

,
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1 (Laughter.)

2 PHILLIPS: I haven't seen any submittals which

3 describe what~ they 're going to do. They've committed, I

4 understand, in testimony that they would provide something

5 that's in accordance with NUREG-0737. Basically, our

8 requirement is that it meet the criteria set forth in

7 NUREG-0737.

8 HR. KERR I know. I've read those criteria and

9 that's the reason I asked the question.

10 MR. MOELLER: Mr. Zudans, remind us to cover your

11 point when we do the human f actors.

12 HR. ZUDANS: Yes.

13 (Slide.)
,

'

14 3R. PHILLIPS: So in a nutshell, staf f position so *

15 f ar as inadequate core cooling instrumentation for restart

16 of TMI is that the existing instrumentation, with the

17 commitment to upgrade as required by NUREG-0737, is

18 acceptable for restart. With respect to the additional

19 instrumentstion, which is water level instrumentation, the

20 Staff will require evidence of reasonable progress before we

21 vill agree to restart.

22 ER. CATTON: May I ask a question similar to

23 Zud ans' , but in another direction? There was a series of

24 calculations made for a PWR that showed the water level as a
25 f unction of time f or a whole range of breaks. One thing
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1 that became kind of obvious in looking at it was you could

2 go 1,000 seconds and then within 50 to 100 seconds you would

3 drop down into the core. And this was in almost all cases

4 where the level dropped into the core that it occurred in

5 this fashion.

6 So you had a long period of time where you would

7 sit at saturation with no information, and all of a sudden

8 you would see the level flash by in front of you and it

9 would be gone. When you think about that, that there's only

to 20 percent of the inventory in-core, why are you asking for

I 11 liquid level and not asking for inventory, when inventory is

' 12 the name of the game?

13 NR. PHILLIPS: We're asking for liquid level
,

.

14 instrumentation in order to monitor the codlant inventory..

15 ER. CATTON: But you're only getting inventory in

16 the core, and that changes so fast when the operator is

17 looking at it he may not be able to do anything with it

18 anyway.

to NR. PHILLIPSs No, we're monitoring from the top
,

20 of the vessel all the way to the bottom.

21 HR. CATTON: That's the part I'm referring to. If

22 you look at the rasults that came out of the study of

23 Westinghouse PWR's for a range of breaks, and you look at
'

24 those cases whtere the liquid level dropped into the core, it
t

25 occurred reistively fast when you take the whole time period

'
:
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1 of the incident in hand. I

2 In other words, you would have 1,000 seconds of*

3 nothing, 50 to 100 seconds of something happening very

4 f ast.

5 NR. PHILLIPS4 But I believe the 1,000 seconds of

6 nothing is while you're essentially depleting the inventory

7 abeve the core, is it not?

8 3R. CATTON: That's right. So you have no idea

9 where you're st until it drops down into the vessel and you

10 can sce it.

11 NR. PHILLIPS4 That's the way it is now. But if

12 the liquid level instrumentation is installed, you will be

13 able to monitor that progress of depletion.
.

1 <4 HR. CATTOMs taly if you pick up the level-

.

15 somewhere sbove the core, like at the pressurizer.
.

18 ER. PHILLIPS: It's picked up at the top of the

17 vessel.

18 ER. CATTON: I don't believe that's --

19 MR. PHILLIPS4 And it is knowing when the

20 pressurizer is -- Well, not necessarily with existing

21 instrumentstion. It's knowing when you go saturated, and

22 the level instrumentation, if it's installed as required,

23 monitoring from the top of the ve ssel. The top of the

24 vessel will be voided early in the game.

25 MR. CATTON4 When you start to void the top of the

I
'

1

1

! '

!
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1 vessel, I think you've already lost over 50 percent of your

2 inventory, at least in Westinghouse PWR's.

3 MR. PHILLIPS: It is the hottest point.

4 MR. ZUDANS: There 's something in what he 's

5 saying. If you lost ten percent of inventory, would the

6 reactor vessel level indicator show it?

7 MR. PHILLIPS: Ten percent of total inventory? I

8 don't recall what the pressurizer inventory is, but if we're

9 talking about inventory of the system af ter the pressurizer

10 has been drained, yes.

11 HR. ZUDANSs Well, I guess I would line to hear in

12 terms of the indicato- that's supposed to be installed.

13 HR. PHILLIPS: They haven't proposed one.

14 MR. ZUDAN'Ss The others have prpposed. They have*

.

15 to have some idas. With a delta P meter that goes from the

16 bottom to the top of the vessel, if you lost ten percent of

17 the inventory would that indicate anything?

18 MR. PHILLIPS: Well, if we speak in terms of, for

19 instance, of the Westinghouse delta P system, tha t system is

20 designed to indicate an increase in void content in the
1

21 primary system with the pumps running.

22 MR. ZUDANS: With the pump running that would be

23 sensitive enough to show such change?

24 MR. PHILLIPSs* That's what Westinghouse claims.

25 MR. ZUDANSt With the pumps not running, it

,
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1 wouldn' t show anything ?
'

2 3R. PHILLIPS: With the pumps not running, it
_

3 would monitor level.

4 MR. CATTON: If the level is above, it won't

5 seasure anything.

6 HR.ZUDkNS: The issue is how much inventory is

7 there above the reactor ve.ssel top. How much normally

8 resides in ths.t area.

9 HR. PHILLIPS: Are you speaking now of T3I-1 or of
.

10 a Westinghouse reactor?

11 MR. ZUDANS I guess we are now talking about

12 THI-1, right.

13 HR. PHILLIPS: For TMI-1, C* uke Power is looking at

14 a system where the delta P would be taken f rom the top of
.

15 the candy cane at the vent.

16 NR. ZUDANS: Ah-hah! Well, that's okay. That's

17 what he's saying.

18 53. CATTON: That's correct, that's right. And
,

19 between the top of the candy cane and the bottom of the

20 vessel you probably have 90 percent of the ir. ventor y

21 accounted for, and you have indeed an inventory system,

22 which is what I think is needed. I have no further

23 comment.

24 NR. ZUDANSs That's good progress. Nice to hear

25 it.

'
.

%
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1 MR. CATTON4 With pumps on or off, it turns out

2 the semi-scale tests have shown that the Westinghouse system

3 looks very good, that they use a little bit of software to

4 take care of the pumps-on aspect.

5 NR. ZUDANS: The pressure varies with the

6 mixture.

7 MR. CATTON: They did a very < job from what I'

8 understand. I have not seen the report yet.

9 NR.. ZUDANSa That's good.

10 (Slide.)

11 HR. PHILLIPS This slide shows the criteria to
,

13 show evidence of reasonable progress on additional

13 instrumentation, and they are taken from NUREG-0737. And

14 basically we require the Licensee to select a system and to-

.

15 define a development program and schedule f or development
.

16 and procurement of the salected system, which may be an

17 existing system which is well underway in development, and

'8 to provido evidence of a tangible commitment to participate

19 in any test progran if that is required for the syatem

20 selected , b ut te justif y why they selected the pa rticula r
'

21 concept that they did if it results in significant schedulo
,

22 delays, that is as opposed to a system that is more ready;

23 And if it is a system which is not sufficiently developed to

24 provide contingency plans and a schedule for procurement of

25 an alternative concept; and to provide appropriate analyses
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1 to incorporate water level status information into
.

2 guidelines for operator actions.

3 HR. 53ELLER: Now, in terms of showing evidence of

4 reasonable progress, which we understand the Licensee has

5 not done, but if they came in with a system that told when

6 you were losing water beginning at the top of the candy cane

7 as opposed to the reactor level -- I assume here you mean in

E the reactor pressure vessel -- would that he acceptable?

9 ,H R . PHILLIPSt Oh, yes.

10 NR. MOELLER: You're not -- when you say reactor

11 water level, do you term that or consider that equivalent to

12 reactor water level inventory or a number' of other words?
.

13 MR. PHILLIPSt Yes, righ t. We are looking at at
'

"

14 this point more or less synonymously between reactor water-

.
.

15 level and reactor coolant inventory.

18 MR. 50ELLER: Ivan Catton.

17 NR. CATTON: Whers could I get a plot of the

18 primary system inventory as a function of elevation? Are

to these available anywhers, starting f rom the bottom up to the

20 top ?

21 MR. PHILLIPS4 I don't know where such a plot is.

22 We have computations, of course. I

23 MR. CATTON4 A computation is fine.

,
24 MR. PHILLIPS: I'll have to dig it up and send you

25 some thing.
|

s
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1 MR. CATTON: I.would like to see that.
I

2 ER. PHILLIPSs For a BCW plant, I assume? i

3 UR. CATTON: For a BCW. I have such a calculation

4 for the Westinghouse plants. I would also like it for

5 Combustion Engineering if you happen to have one.

6 NH. 50ELLERi Er. Lipinski?

7 HR. LIPIMSKIs Such a plot would go hand in hand

8 if one were to insist that ther install a delta P system,

9 that the operator have information tha t he - be able to

10 translate from his delta P indications to his inventory in

11 the control room. Just having the delta P here only gives

12 him a rough indication, but the other one tells him how many

13 gallons of inventory are missing.

14 ER. PHILLIPS: We're hoping that the information

15 is transmitted a little better than that, and that however

16it is displayed will convert it for the operator and tell

17 him where he is in terms of pertinent information.

1a ER. LIPINSKI: I haven't seen any requirements

19 specifying beyond the level indication into inventory. That

20 was part of our earlier discussion, as to whether we were

21 concerned with level or whether we were concerned with
.

22 inventory. The NRC specifications to date have not

23 emphasized inventory.

24 MR. CATTONs If they put those delta P cells into

25 the system, it's simple sof tware to get to inventory.

.
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1 3R. LIPINSXI: I know it is, but it's got to be

'

2 part of your requirement.

3 MR. ZUDANS: It's nice to hear that ther.are

4 turning around. When we reviewed Reg Guide 1.97 that was

5 the big issue, at least as I understood it. I'm very

6 please.d to see now that the NRC is now thinking more about

7 inventory and delta P for level measurement is only a tool

8 to achieve that detection. And I think Ivan is quite

9 right, that 's the only important thing there is.

10 ER. PHILLIPS: We have emphasized in all of the

11 clarification meetings, meetings that -- at Idaho on
.

12 technical merits of various systems, et cetera, that the

13 display of the information is a very important

14 consideration. A,nd while you may not have found that in
15 v ri tin g , we have indicated that we have not been really

16 prescriptive in this item, but we have indicated that it

17 would be a very heavy subject f or review.

'

18 MR. MOELLER: In terms of helping licensees and

19 applicants in dealing with this matter, the Advisory

20 Committee on Resctor Safeguards wrote a letter entitled
!

21 " Instrumentation f or Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling,"

22 dated June the 9th. And Mr. Zudans and Mr. Lipinski wrote

23 letters to Professor Xerr, the Chairman of our Subcommittee,

24 on this matter on June the 1st, 1981.s

|
25 Have these letters been provided to the Licensee,

,
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1 for' example, and people who are in the midst of considering

2 this question? Mr. Clark, are you aware of these report's?

3 59..CLARKs Yes, we have those letters.

4 HR. MOELLER: Fine. So that answers that.

5 Go ahead, then, Mr. Phillips.

6

7

8

9

.

10

11

12

13

14
. .

15
.

16

17
,

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25 1

l
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1 I think, Zenon, that your comments are very'

2 important, * that this is the first time I also have heard the

3 Staff talking more about inventory than they are pressure

4 vessel level.

5 ER. ZUDANS: Yes.

6 NR. PHILLIPS: And to prove that this was not

7 con trived --

8 (Laughtar.)

9 (Slide.)

10 -- on the next slide we are indicating some

11 reasons, the basis for the Staff's position, since it is an

12 item of contention with the Licensee and our primary, by far

13 the most important, reason is to detect an approach to
.

14 inadequate core cooling.

15 The Licensee currently has saturation meters which

16 would give the firs indication, but that indication is

17 ambiguous.

18 Overcooling transients can overdrain the

19 pressurizar and cause it to go saturated. It also has core
.

20 e xi t thermocouples which will indicate superhea t when the

21 coolant level drops into the core. But there is an awfula

22 lot coolants you do not know what is happening between the

23 time you go saturated and the time the level drops into the

24 core. And basically, as you see by the third item there, a
s

25 knowledge of the coolant inventory is needed to monitor the

N
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1 continuing approach to ICC.and the effectiveness of any

2 recovery actions that are taken.

3 Secondly, the instrumentation will provide an

4 indication of void at vent locations to assist in evaluating

5 the use of the vents, which are another THI requirement, to

6 supply vents for the system.

7 Thirdly, they provide evidence that the core is

8 covered during re overy from a THI-2 type flow blockage

9 condition whero some thermocouples may show superheat.
.

10 And fourthly, they provide coordinating

11 information to assist the operator in restoring his water

12 solid primary system and normal level in the pressurizer and

13 assisting as another piece of information as to when it is

14 proper to terminate his recovery, terminate HPI.

15 Let me emphasis that this information may not

16 necessarily be used as the primary motivation to the

17 operator for actions that he siccht take, but it certainly,

18 as a minimum, it is useful information f or hia to help him

19 confirm that he is doing the right thing.

20 It also will provide diagnostic information to

21 assist in the evaluation of anomalous events both by the

22 operator and by engineering teams or staff or whoever are

23 looking at what happened in an event af ter it has already

24 occurred .s

25 So those are the reasons that we require
|

s
.

|
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1 instrumentation. And at this point the Licensee has not

2 agreed to it.

3 NR. 30ELLER: Yes, 3r. Mathis.

4 HR. NATHISs Larry, in your criteria on your

5 previous chart you say "Show evidence of reasonable

6 progress." Do you have a timescale associated with this?

7 HR. PHILLIPSa We have a timescale associated with

8 the installation of water level instrumentation. And that

9 timescale is January 1, .1982. It is quite obvious that

to unless the Licensee har been working very much behind the

11 scenes, that there is no way that he isgoing to have

12 instrumentation installed by January 1, 1982.

13 There are a number of other plants who also will
,

14 not have it installed by January 1, 1982. This subject,

15 along with schedules on another T3I action items, are under

16 review by the Commission in rulem-king proceedings.

17 However, we do not consider that for restart the schedule is

18 an issue.

19 Basically, at this point we want to see that ther

20 ar committing to doing .t.

21 MR. 50ELLERs Have the other B&W plants, the

22 Licensees, committed, or are they making progress on this?

23 HR. PHILLIPS: As I mentiond, Duke Power --

c 24 NR. 50ELLERs Oh, yes, you told us about that.

25 MR. PHILLIPSa -- is making a proposal, and we are

k

i
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1 studying that proposal.

2 HR. MOELLER: Well., if that completes your

3 presentation on this subjec, why don't we switch to the

4 Licensee and ask Mr. Clark to state the Licensee 's position .

5 First, Mr. Zudans.

6 ER. ZUDANS Let me ask a quick one. Larry,

7 although you stated just a while ago that level monitoring

8 and itsventory monitoring is used synonymous by you now. I

9 would suggest in f uture usage you should stay away from

10 level monitoring and just talk about inventory. It does not

11 matter how they are accomplished.

12 ER. PHILLIPS: I certainly will do that in front

13 of this committee.

14 HR. ZUDANS: The other thing is that would
,

15 disqualify many of the water monitoring systems immediately.

16 HR. PHILLIPS: Yes. As you know, we have really,

17 in most of our statement gf criteria and requirements and

18 for which we have received considerable criticism, we have

19 really referred to additional instrumentation for

20 monitoring. Inadequate core cooling, we have tried to star

21 away from specifically saying " water level."

22 ER. MOELLER: Yes. I guess that is even a step

23 beyond inventory.

24 Er. Clark.

25 MR. CLARKs First, I think, from our standpoint,

1

s
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1 the discussion illustrates very well why we have not

2 consitted to insts11 the specific reactor water vessel level

3 measurement system. We do believe that the real issue is

4 instrumentation that will evally assist in determining

5 inadequate core cooling.

6 Ve have been working very carefully on that, and

7 ve have a presentstion which we believe will show you that

8 we have given a lot of thought to it, that we .sve got a

9 pretty clear definition of how to approach it, and that we

to are approaching it.

11 We feel that a prweature decision to go put in a

12 reactor vessel water level measuring system, which is the

13 context of the original discussion and requirements, in f act
'

14 would have b*een improper. So we think we s re operating it ,

15 responsibly and f airly aggressively to determine what is
'

16 really needed.

17 And with that, I would like to turn it over to Bob

18 Keaten, who is the director of systms engineering for the

19 technical f unctions division of GPU Nuclear.

20 MR. MOELLEBs As Mr. Keaten comes forward, I guess

21 sy question is if you have been studying this and

22 considering this, why don't you share that information with

23 the NRC?

s 24 MR. CLARKs I believe we have been and that the

25 disconnect is that we have not :ommitted to install a system

|
~

<
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1 by a date, because we feel the question of what should be

2 installed is not clear.

3 58. MOELLER: Would you agree with that, Mr.
.

4 Silver? Is that your impression?

5 HR. SILVER I think I detect somewhat more of a

6 disconnect. But we do seem to be getting closer than we

7 have been.

8 NR. M0ELLERs Okay, Mr. Keaten.

9 HR. KEATEM: Yes. And in fact, I hope the

10 discussions this morning may help this process of

11 convergence between us and the Staff and the subcommittee.
,

12 Before I start talking about reactor vessel water
.

13 level or inventory and related matters, let me go back to a

14 little bit of the discussion a few minutes ago on the*

.

15 subject of the in-core thermocouple readout and also on the

16 issue of dual scale readout for the saturation margin meter.

17 With respect to the in-core thermocouples, the NRC

18 Staff, ac was reported, required that we develop a plan for

19 a backup readout device that would back up the existing

20 pla nt computer. I simply want to clarify what was said

21 earlier: that there really are two separate requirements

22 tha t - we are working to meet there.

23 Gne is the requirements as they are spelled out in

24 both 737, which not only requires a backup thermocouple5

25 readout or hardwired backup thermocouple readout device but
*

.
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1 also specifies a considerable amount of criteria on that
I
'

2 device exsetly what kind of criteria it must meet. And we

3 are working to meet that, and we are working to try to meet

4 it on the schedule as defined in 0737.

5 The other issue that arose is that given that 0737

6 did not require that on a schedule that is prior to our

7 planned restart dste, what would we do in the interim before'

8 that device is available, consistent with the schedule of
,

9 0737. We have proposed to the Staff that in that interim

10 period before the final hardwired readout device is

11 available that we use as our backup readout device the new

12 computer system which we are installing in the control room

13 which would be available and could read out the
.

14 thermocoupies independent of the Bailey 855 computer, which

15 was the original readout device, so that we would have two
.

16 readout devices.

17 So that has been our proposal in discussion with

18 the Staff as an interim measure of what we would do prior to

19 restart.

20 MR. ZUDANS: Will your two computer systems exist
.

21 side by side for a long period of time, certainly long

j 22 enough for the schedule of 0737 to be implemented?

( 23 HR. KEATENs Yes. In fact, we intend to keep both

24 of the computers svallable for operation during the first
,

25 ref ueling cycle.

|
| \
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1 MR. ZUDANSa All righ t.

2 3R. M3ELLER: Does that answer you?

3 MR. ZUDANSs That says tha t they have two,

4 devices. Now both are unreliable but --

5 (Laughter.)

6 MR. KEATEN We very much hope that the new

7 computer system will be more reliable.

8 With respect to the dual scale readout from the

9 saturation meter, I would like to point out that as a result

10 of our human factors review we elected to make the readout
11 from the saturation meters a digital readout rather than an

'

12 analog readout. So in order to get a readout that would

13 have both pressure and temperature margin, it is not simply

14 a matter of having two scales. -

15 HR. ZUDANSs I am not talking about that at all.

16 It is completely divorced from saturstion meter. You have a

17 pressure gauge that indicates pressure in the primary

18 system. You have temperature meters to indicate

19 temper 1ture. I aa saying on these instrument with the dual

20 scale on the pressure gauge you put the saturation

21 temperature scales on the temperature gauge pressure

I
22 saturation scale. It has nothing to do with your saturation <

23 meter.

24 Now your operators have saturation tables ine

25 dra wers and they look it up from time to time. I am saying

.

A

l
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1 put them on the scale so you don't have to consult a table

2 somewhere in the drawer.

3 MR. KEAIENs 1 am sorry, I did misunderstand. I
.

4 do understand what you are saying, and I did misunderstand

5 rou. I think my answec there is that we will have to take

6 that one under advisement.

7 MR. M0ELLERs Why don 't you be the leader and just

8 put the dual scales on? It seems so simple. And if you can

9 show us that it is going to do harm, then that is another

j 10 question.

11 MR. KERRa I would urge, however, that you not let

12 tue ACRS, even a subcommitter, design your instrumantation

13 for you around this table.
t

14 (Laughter.)
.

15 MR. KEATENs I think what I can cosait to,

18 standing here, is that we will go back and take a icok at it.

i

17 5R. MOELLER4 Fine.

18 NR. KEATEN4 I agree with you that, in principle,

19 it sounds like it may be <ery simple. A concern I might'

20 have might be in the specific area of the console Do we

21 have really enough room to put the scale in?

22 NR. ZUDAASs Yes. That is a human-factors

23 aspect. I would not quarrel with that. If you can prove

24 tha t that will hurt th e g uy , that he dos not have to run to

25 the drawer and pull out a table, that is something else
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1 MR. KEATENs Yes. Now that I understand better

2 than I did earlier, we can certainly consider that.

3 MR. M3ELLEBa, It migh t' even f ree up one of their<

4 desk drawers.
,

5 (Laughter.)*

6 ( Slide . 's

7 MR. KEATEN: Let me now turn to the discussion

8 along the lines of the previous NHC Staff witnesses. I am

9 sure all of you are aware the requirement that we are trying

10 to address is Requirement II.F.2 from NUREC-0737, which

11 reqitires that Licensees evaluate additional instrumentation

12 for inadequate core cooling and specifically that that
.

13 evaluation must include reactor vessel water level.

14 As I as sure all of you are ava,re, we have*

15 discussed this with you on previous occasions, and as part

18 of the discussions we were really, I think, in our

17 presentation concentrating on the issue of whether the plant

18 could be operated safely in our opinion without this

19 instrument.

20 I would also like to call to your attention, if

21 you are not aware of ~ c, th at this was really the issue

22 which was litigated as part of the hearings. It was not the

!23 question of whether the instrument might be desirable or

24 whether there might be some usefulness of it, but as defined |*

|
25 by the Board, the Board said the question that it felt like
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1 it was charged by the Commission to consider was the issue

2 of whether or not it was necessary.

3 So we have some fairly extensive testimony, both

4 of written presentation of testimony and verbal testimony on

5 the part of both ourselves and the NBC Staf f and extensive

6 Board queetions on this. Plus, there are now proposed

7 findings by G?U, by the NRC, and by the State of

8 Pennsylvania on the subject of suggestions of what the Board

9 should find as a result of this.

10 So if the subcommittee is not aware of that and is
11 interested, there is a lot of reading that is available on

12 the subject.

13 I would like today to shift gears a little bit and

14 cather than continuing ,the discussion of whether this is

15 absolutely necessary or not, to instead stand back and' take*

16 a little bit broader view of what we at GPU have been doing

17 in trying to address the re quirem ea t as it is written, to

18 understand whether there are advantages or disadvantages, as

19 the case may be, to additional instrumentation, and what

20 maybe we think that instrumenta tion would look like.

21 (Slide.)

22 In so doing, I would like to try and show you what

23 ve have been doing, where we think we are, and where we

24 think maybe we have some answers and where we think there

25 are areas where we do not have answers.

|
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1 The general approach tha t we have been trying to

2 take in addressing this requirement is basically

3 three-fold. The first one is to develop the criteria that<

4 would apply to the instrument. As Icu heard the discussion

5 around the table this morning and and as I am going to try

6 to point out to you in some other areas, what you end up

7 with in the way of an instrument is a strong function of

8 what you finally settle on as the criteria.

9 An instrument that, for example, is ideal for

to detecting an early approach to loss of system inventory

11 sight not be the same instrument tha t you would want to use,

12 particularly in a B EW geometry, to detect the existence of a

13 bubble at the head, as in the St. Lucie incident.

14- So it becomes important to understand what thing
0

1-

15 or what combination of things that we want to use the

18 instrument for in order to know what we really want to do..

17 In trying to pursue these criteria, we have

18 participated in the B&W owners group evaluation. And in

19 addition , we have done some in-house evaluations ourselves

20 in looking at how this might be used in conjunction with the

21 operator guidelines, which is part of the requirement.

22 And one of the things we have been doing is saying

23 even if there are areas where we do not think it is a direct

24 trigger for operator action, are there other things the

25 water level might be used for? I think in some cases the
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1 ancwer migh t be "Yes."

2 (Slide.)

3 The second thing is to understand what is really

4 available in the way of detectors. Here we have

5 participatad in the BCW Owner's Group evaluation on

6 potential detectors. Again, we have done some work

7 ourselves in trying to look at these detectors, and I am

8 going to show you some of the results of this.

9 In addition, deciding that we were not completely

to satifstf ed with either what the Owner's Group had sponsored

11 or with what we ourselves have done, we have taken the

12 initiative on our own part to hire a consultant who is not

13 under contract to us who is evaluating both the work that is

14 being done around the country and evaluating rarticular
'

15 detectors, and also who is looking at the question of are
,

.

18 there other possible means of detection which might be

17 preferable to those that are currently under development.

18 That is a reasonably short-term study. It should

19 be finished this summer.

20 ME. CATTON: Could I recommend that your

21 consultant speak with Peter Griffith at MIT7
1

22 MR. KEATENs You certainly can.

23 MR. CATTON: He has some rather interesting ideas

24 on how to put together this whole process, with little new(

25 instrumentation.
!,
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1 MR. KEATEN I certainly will.
*

2 In addition, Penn State University came to us |

3 sometime ago with an idea for a watcr level detector based '

4 upon the use of neutron level signals. We have subsequently

5 agreed that we would cooperate with Penn State in pursuing

6 the development of such a program if they could find a

7 sponsor for it, and they are actively pursuing that right

8 now.

9 Finally, we are also following the EPRI evaluation

to of detectors. And their report we understand is due in

11 October of this year.

12 So in all of these areas we are trying to make

13 sure ye really understand what are the pros and cons of the
,

:

14 various detectors that are available. Based on the results

15 of those first two things, we think that then it would be

16 reasonable f or us to commit to whatever the appropriate

17 action is, one of which might be to install one or more of

18 tl.e se detector systems. One might be a conclusion that

19 although it is usaful that the existing systems are not

20 really adequate for what we vould like and further

21 development is necesrary, or that there migh t be in fact

22 some alternative approach.

23 I will tell you right now that we do not today

24 think we have the answer to thiss-

25 HR. ZUDANS: Mr. Keaten, would it be appropriate
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1 to suggest that you change your water level and scope into

2 inventory scope?

3 3R. KEATENs In technical te rm s , ye s. I very much

4 agree with the discussion around the table. This is calle,d
,

5 " water level" because the requirtuent in NUREG-0737 says you

6 aust evaluate water level.

7 3R. ZUDANS: The new reg will probably come up

8 with a suppleeent that will change tha t -- hopef ully .

9 (Laughter.)

to HR. KEATEN4 Yes. We are certainly considering

11 inventory considerations as well as y st water level.

12 MR. ZUDANS: That is good.

13 MR. KEATENs One of the questions we tried to face

14 early on is that if we are looking a t instr,umentation to

15 detect inadequate core cooling or to detect the approach to

16 inadequate core cooling, what is inadequate core cooling?

17 We elected to take the definition as it is spelled out in

18 the regulations, which defines specifically wha t a re the

19 criteria that must be met by the core under all of the

20 accident conditions.

21 And ye said that for the purpose of our evaluation

22 we would define inadequate core cooling as that set of
|

23 conditions that would exceed the limits of those
'

( 24 regulations. Other definitions have been proposed, but --

25 NE. KERRs I am sorry? Would exceed the limit of

i
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1 what?

2 MR. KEATENs In this case, pa rticularly clad
i

3 tempera ture.

4 58. KERRs I thought you said exceeds the limit of

5 something regulations, and I didn't get the "something."

6 NR. KEATENt I think what I intended to say was to

7 extend the limits as they are spelled out in the

8 regulations--

9 ER. KERR: Thank you.

which has to do with clad10 - NR. KEAIENs --

11 temperature and degree of isola tion, and so forth.

12 5R. CATION: But that does not necessarily meet

13 the anticipatory requirements of 0737.
,

14 ER. KEATEN My point is that in order to.

15 understand what is anticipatory, I first must understand

10 what is the condition that I am trying to anticipate.

17 3R. CATIONS Certainly.

18 BR. KEATEN: 2his was not the definition of where

19 you needed to start detection. It was simply a definition
s

20 off what is inadequate core cooling. And then I want to be
i

21 able to detect the approach to inadequate core cooling,

22 which means I have to do it at some point before then, maybe

23 very much considerably before then.

24 The other thing we did in addition to looking at
s

25 the criteria that are in some cases similar to those given

i-
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1 in 0737 -- and I will be talking about some more -- we took

2 these four critaria. They really came out of the results of

3 our human engineering review of the control room, which we

4 discussed with you last time. I would like to talk about

5 these a minute because I think we have come to some useful i

8 ideas using these criteria.

7 (Slide.)

8 The first one is one you have heard from me before

9 in previous meetings. We believe that we should put

to instrumentation into the control room only if people in the
,

11 control room are going to be able to use that under some set

12 of conditions. So one of the things that we have

13 concentratad on right from the beginning is, given that we

14'have a water level or inventory device or void fraction.

.

15 meter or whatever it was, how can it be used?

16 The second thing is we have found that we think it

17 is very useful to distinguish between the different types of

18 personnel that will be in the control room. It is very easy

19 to talk about providing inf ormation to the operators, but in

20 f act there are several diff erent types of people that are in

21 che control room, under the kind of conditions where

22 something like water level device might be useful, or the

23 control panel operators who are the guys with their hands on

24 the panels and are used to responding according to the-

25 procedures using the hardware and instrumentation and

.
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1 con trols that they have staring them in the face.

2 And then there is a foreman, who is trained to

3 stand back a little bit and coordina te the actions between

4 the panel operators and perhaps take a little bit broader

5 view of what is going on.

6 Then there. is the shif t supervisor, who is trained

7 to stand back f arther and take a much broader, bigger

8 picture of what is going on.

9 And there is the shif t technical advisor who will

10 be standing beside the shift supervisor, someone with a

11 dif ferent type of technical background, again trying to take

12 an overview situation.

13 Then , finally, depending on the type of event tha t
,

14 it is, there will be engineering personnel in the technical
.

.

15 support center. There vill certainly be personnel that are
.

18 trying to evaluate one of these events af ter the fact.

17 And so there are a lot of different persons who

18 have somewhat different needs for information. And so in

19 looking at how we might use water level or core

20 inventory-type measurements, we have been trying to keep an

21 eye on who would be using that because tha t would have an

22 eff ect on how we would install it and how and where that
,

23 information would be read out.

24 We thoroughly agree with the NRC criteria that is

25 so important to avoid ambiguous indications. And I will

'
,

1
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1

1 come back to that with respect to soma of the existing
.

_
2 instrumentation.

3 Finally, we think that it is very important that
.

4 we avoid the temptation to simply put somebody, something,

5 in . the control room in hopes that somebody someday will

6 figure out how to use it. We think that if we know enough

7 to put an instrument in the control room, we should also

8 know enough to give the operator specific training on how to

9 use it and in providing procedures on how to use it.
.

10 And in fset, there tre scenarios which we have

11 considered and which B&W has considered where that kind of

12 training and procedures have not been provided but something

13 like water level indicator could actually lead the operator
.

L4 to do the wrong thing.
"

.

15 So, we are again tying it back to the real needs

16 of the oporator and our ability to tell him how to use it.

17 (Slide.)

18 With respect to the criteria, let me show you in

19 very summary 1cra waere we stand today in trying to

20 understand how the operators might use the instrumentation

21 if it was available.

22 For the purpose of constructing this slide, I have

23 assumed tha t there is an ideal detector. I have not worried

24 about the ilmitations of current detectors. You can I

25 interpret on this slide water level as being equivalent to

A
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1 core inventory. I an assuming there is a meter that will do

)2 the kind of things that all of us intiutively think that a

| 3 meter should do.

4 .I have taken four types of evencs where

5 inf ormation that might be related to inventory or water

6 level which might be considered to be useful to the

7 operator. And for each of those I have taken two or three

8 of the key actions that the operator is intended to take.

9 And I have looked at how he knows whether to take that

10 action or whether not to take the action on the basis of

11 existing information, and then to what extent would a water

12 level or an inventory system help him.

13 Taking, first, then, the response to a LOCA, the
i

14 first thing an. operator mus t do is verif y that he has got

15 adequate htch-pressure injection flow. Pere I am basically
.

18 assuming it is a small-break LOCA where the high-pressure

17 injection syates is being relied on. He has a status panel

18 tha t tells his the valves are in the right position; the

is pumps come on, and he has got flow meters and procedures

20 tha t tell him what the minimum flow should be as a function
21 of the pressure of the system.

22 We see no way in which a water level in the

23 inventory system would help on that particular aspect. What

a4.he is interested in is the rate of addition of inventory.

25 ER. CATTON: He has flow meters, but the flow
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.

1 meters are external to the primary system. I think the

.

2 " adequate" is a esther strong word over there. Just because

3 his flow meters are reading high does not necessarily tell

4 his he is getting the water in in an effective way. The

5 change of inventory is the only thing that would tell his he

6 is being effective in getting the coolant into the primary

7 system.

8 RR. LIPINSKIa There are certain assumptions that

9 go with this that HPI lines are in fact intact. If they

10 sever, you have got a different incident, and he is

11 inferring information.

12 MR. KEATENs But you have also more than one flow

13 meter. And if you .iust severed one line, you also have the
~

'

14 flow information on the other lines.
. .

15 MR. LIPINSKI: That is something I would like to

16 discuss about procedures. When' these procedures are

17 written, they assume certain things are going to take

18 place. If indeed they do not -- and it happens in more than

19 one place -- then you draw the wrong inf ormation ; nameir -

20 you say you have got HPI flow. If both my HPI lines are

21 connected and indeed the flow gets into the primary system,

22 if something has happened to cause both of those to fail, I

23 draw the wrong conclusion.

24 I am looking at information upstream to infer

25 something that is happening downstream, that is a very

\
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1 low-probability event. But when that event happens, I then
1

2 draw the wcong conclusion. ]

3 HR. KEATENs You understand, of course, that we

4 have four HPI lines, not two.

5 ER. ZUDANS: I think I would be willing to take an

8 even stronger position. None of your arguments here really

7 tell me tha t you do not need inventory indication. '

8 NR. CATTON: Inventorr is the goal. Nowhere are

9 you measuring it.

10 58. ZUDANS: That's the whole thing.

11 MR. KEATENs Let me come back in a moment and talk

12 about the inventory some more, because I do not wan't to

13 imply we have a lesed mind on the situation. We do not.
,

14 But we see some problems in trying to use this . inventory

15 information, and I would like to show you.

18 ER. ZUDANS: Why? What would there be any

17 problems? What would be the trouble?

18 MR. CATTON : If your inventory is increasing, you

19 know you are successful.

20 ER. M3ELLER: Ivan, use your mike. Apparently,

21 they are having trouble hearing you.
.

22 HR. KEATEN: It is true + hat under certain

23 circumstances if the inventory is increasing, you can say

24 you have been successful. The problem is that if the

25 inventory is decreasing, it does not mean you have been

i

\
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.

1 unsuccessful.
*

2 MR. LIPINSKIs Let me take you back to your

3 previous slide, "Aroid ambiguous indications." Certain

4 seasurements give you inferred information if things are

5 going as planned. If they are not, you are getting

6 ambiguous information.

7 NR. KEATEN: Let me jump ahead in my presentation

8 and see if I can address this point.

'

9 (Slide.)

10 The problem is in knowing what to expect. This is

11 the analog of a slide that was referred to ear ~ier by I

12 think Dr. Catton. This is done by B&W rather than for

13 Westinghouse plan t.r. Ihis is a plot for e certain range of
"

14 small-brea'g LOCAs. The predicted water level is a function
,

'

15 o f time depending upon the size of the break.

18 MR. CATION: Elevation-vise, where is the flap

17 across the top there? There is a long plateau at the top of

18 your curve.

19 NR. KEATENs The top of the active core here is 12

20 f ee t . That is about 8 feet above the top of the active

21 core.

22 MR.'CATTON: Eight feet. And to put things into

23 perspective, what percent of the inventcry is still in the

24 core when you reach that point?

25 HR. KEATEN: I do not know. You have lost quite a

i

t
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1 f air amount of inver. tory at that point in time.

2 Mike, do you have any idea?

3 MR. CATTON: That is all right. Somebody is going

4 to give se these curves.

S i, 59. KEATENs You have drained all of the elevated

6 portion of the hot leg and you have drained a substantial

7 amount of the reactor vessel above the top of the fuel, so

8 you have lost a substantial percentage of the total

9 inventory.
.

10

11

12

13

14
. .

15
.

16

17

18

19

20

21

|

|

23 |

24

25

s
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1 Ils I mentioned, these are for small break LOCA's.
-s

2 And as yoh know, for large break LOCA's the level can drop

3 down very quickly down below the top of the core and then

4 refloods over a period of time. The probles that we see--

5 and to data ve haven't been able to solve this one-- is

6 knowing that you get this variety of responses for diff erent

7 sized LOCA's and given tha t the operator is not going to

8 know early on what size LOCA he has got, how do I tell his

9 to use information on the inventory to determine whether

10 he's successful or not?

11 Because in some cases he can drop right down; in

12 other cases he can flatten out and drop down. In other

13 cases he can stay flat for a very long time. And again,

14 this is for a limited range of small breaks. As you know,
.

15' for smaller ones the level may not even get down to this

16 point.

17 So we haven't been able to figure out a useful

18 sethod of telling the operator how to look at inventcry and

19 say, look, if you've got this much inventory at this point

20 in time you have or you do not have, alternatively,

21 adequately high pressure injection flow.'

22 MR. LIPINSKI4 Where is the location of the break

23 tha t size is varying on? That has to be somewhere in the

24 system .

25 HR. KEATENs Yes, and I have to tell you, honestly
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1 I don't know where it was.

2 MR. LIPINSKIs Because assuming you-move that

3 break around to dif f erent points in the system you'll get a

4 different f amily of curves for each point.

5 MR. KEATEN: I think that's right, and that simply

6 compounds the difficulty of usi.nq the information.

7 MR. CATTONs dell, wait a minute. If you are

8 monitoring inventory, the first thing you can do is probably

9 save enough money in not having to run all those codes to

~

10 cover the cost of the inventory system.

11 (Laughter.)

12 MR. ZUDANS: It's more than that. You don't have

13 any of this information to the operator. This is a

14 cr.lculated result.

15 MR. KEATENs That's correct.

16 MR. ZUDANS: So when the operator sits there he

17 doesn 't have these curves.

18 MR. KEATENs Right.

19 ER. ZUDANS: He just doesn't have to make a

20 choice; and he knows nothing.

21 MR. KEATEN: I wouldn't agree that he knows

|
'

22 nothing .

23 MR. ZUDANS: He doesn't know what's on this curve

| 24 and he doesn 't care. He knows when inventory is reaching a

25 certain point, he has something to do, and it's serious,

,
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1 And if the inventory is above that point, he knows he has

2 adequate cooling.

3 But if he doesn't have these curves he doesn't

4 have to make the choice of these curves. They are

5 seaningless to you to calculate a result.

6 NR. KERRs There is in NUREG-0737, I remind you,

7 something that says it isn 't enough to know that you're

8 okay; you've got te know whether you are approaching a loss

9 of coolant situation. .And the fact that you have inventory,

to unless you know what's happening to it, does not, if I

11 understand what 0737 requires, give you the information that

12 they want you to have.

13 HR.,CATTON: You know it's time to make a change.
,

14 HR. KERR You don't know time rate of change if *

15 you don 't know inventory. If you were adding an additional

16 requirement that one needs to know inventory and time rate

17 of change of inventory, that's different.

18 MR. ZUDANS: They have to be able to show trends

19 in particular parameters, so they could show the time f or

20 the past five minutes.

21 MR. KERR: That's another set of requirements.

22 That's okay with me, but that's not what you gentlemen have

23 been talking about. You've been talking about inventory. ,

!

24 MR. CATTONa I think that we assumed that was part )s

25 of it.

<
-
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1 MR. KERR4 I'm so rry , I wasn't able to read your

2 mind.

3 (Laughter.) |

4 MR. LIPINSKI: Let's go back to your figure where |

5 rou referrad to that top plateau and you said you didn't

8 know how such inventory you lost up to that point. Had you

7 had a level device that took you from the top of your

8 candycanes down, you would have had that information well

9 above where that plateau occurs.

10 HR. KEATENs I understand. I think we're talking

11 at cross-purposes here. Let me try to express the concern I

12 have, but first let me tell you that I am not using this

13 chart is an attempt to argue that there is no use for a

14 level device. I'm attempting to use this cl. art to say one

15 specific use that has been defined for a levol device, we

18 don 't know how to do it.

17 HR. ZUDANS: What is the specific use? I lost the

18 point.

19 HR. KEATEN The specific use is to try to detect

20 the approach to inadequate core cooling. The problem is

21 whether I have level or inventory or inventory plus rate of

i 22 change of inventory, I don't know what to tell the operator

23 to do with that information because those parameters can
|

24 vary very widely depending on the size of the break and the
,

25 location of the break, neither one of which the operator

i

\
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1 will know.

2 NR. KERB I have even a greater difficulty than
.

3 you. Not only do I not know how to do it, I don't even know

4 what it means to talk about an approach to loss of cooling.

5 It seems to se any time you have a hole in the system you

6 are approaching a bad situa tion. So beyond that I'm not

7 quite certain what the requirement means.

8 I had assumed that discussions that you had had

9 with the staf f had probably removed that ambiguity.

10 ER. KEA' fens No, sir, they have not.

11 ER. KERRs They have not?

12 ER. KEATEN4 No, sir.

13 If I could return for a moment to the earlier
~

14 slide * ,

*

15 (Slide.)

16 The point that I was trying to make was that as

17 f ar as initiating high pressure injection flow, basically

It what the operator looks at is flow rate. When you get down

19 here to the second item, which is the issue of how do you

20 know whether it's okay to throttle flow or not, here is a
,

21 case where on the one hand we believe tha t the existing

22 inf ormation tells the operator fairly unambiguously whether

23 or not he should throt+.le high pressure injection flew. The

24 procedures and training are very specific on that case.
,

25 So on the one hand, as far as we can see if we

s
.
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1 have an inventory or a level measurement device what the

2 operator wou,1d do would probably not be changed. But on the

3 other hand, as was mentioned this morning, and we would

4 concur, that you might use an inventory device or a level

5 device as a confirmatory measurement to the instrumentation

6 that already exists.

7 In this case we don't think the operator would end

8 up -- as f ar as we can see today, we don't think that he

9 would end up doing anything dif ferent other than having one

to more method of confirming that he knows it's all right to

11 terminate high pressure injection.

- 12 HR. ZUDANS: It's very easy to agree on that
~

13 because nobody's suggesting he would do anything different.
,

14 But he would know much better that he's on the right track.a

15 MB. KEATENs And as we say, we're willing to

16 accept tha t that is a usef ul consideration. The thing I was

17 really discussing was the third item, the approach to

18 inadequate core cooling. And I don't want to stand here and

19 claim that we have all the knowledge or we're claiming that

20 no one will ever figure out a method, a way to use this.

21 But in our own investigations we have, and BEW in

22 its investigations, have not been able to figure out how vs

23 would taXe an ideal level messurement and use that as a

24 determination of an approach to inadequate core cooling.

25 Nov if som1 body does, we'll certainly be glad to consider

.

%
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1 that. We just don't know how to do it.

2 MR. CATTCNa I can offer you a use for an

3 inventory systems the pumps-on/ pumps-off question. You can

4 decide immediately from knowledge of inventory and pressure

5 whether or not you should terminate the pum ps, just strictly

6 based on that. You just monitor inventory versus pressure.

7 If you're starting to lose pressure fast, you lose inventory

8 and pressure f ast, you trip the pumps.

9 If you somehow get into another regime where

to you're low on inventocy and your pumps are running and your

11 pressure is low, you snould lea ve them running, and tha t

12 eliminates the whole controversy of whether to turn the

13 pumps on or off.

14 MR. KEATENs Again, understand what our position.

"

15 is. I'm not trying to prove here that we don't need an

16 inventory system. I'm trying to understand what we would

17 use it for if we had it.

18 MR. CATTON: I'm responding to your statement.
,

19 MR. KEATEN I understand tha t. What you're

20 saying is that I have an action here that I didn ' t get on

21 the chart, which is to decide whether or not to turn off the

22 pumps.

23 MR. CATTON: That's right.

24 MR. KEATENs And then if you had an inventory

25 sys tem it might be used for tha t. And I am not prepared to

\

i
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1 dispute that.
|

*

2 MR. ZUDANS: Maybe you should, instead of

"3 rea soning that you don't need such a device at all.

4 NR. KEATENs Excuse me, sir. That's not our

5 position.

6 MR. ZUDANSs I mean, that is what you say here.

7 MR. KEATENs No, sir.

8 MR. ETHERINGTON: The last column certainly gives

9 the impression that you don'.t think very much of an

to inventory.

11 MR. KEATEN s Perhaps it would be useful if I
.

12 Fin tshed with this slides, to get the total of what I'm
.

13 trying to say.

14; HR.kOELLERs We'll hold off for a while.*

15 HR. CLARKs Bob, let me interrupt and go back to

18 the question on the first line of that chart in terms of HPI

17 flo w . I think the chart is meaningful and correct in the

18 sense, what you vint the operator to do if he doesn't have

19 HPI flow and what he's able to do is to go start the pump,

20 open the vs.'.ve, and do something to get the flow going.

21 Th:t is the action he can take.

22 If all four pipes are broken downstream of the

23 flow meter, he cannot do anything about tha t in the HPI

\ 24 systen. So in terms of operating the HPI system, the

25 inventory question really doesn 't enable him to do

.

%
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1 any thing. I think that is the way you should interpret

2 that.

3 That doesn't say that it isn't important te worry

4 shout inventory. But in terms of what that procedure and

5 what that instruction to the operator is saying, is make

8 sure that the pump is on, that it's started , that the valves

7 are open, that the flow is going through those pipes. And

8 if they arm broken inside there, he can 't do anything about

9 it in running the HPI system.

10 MR. LIPINSKI4 But there is one other thing he can

11 do, and we'll discuss that when we get to eastgency

12 procedures. He will have his advance no tice in terms of

13 when a major energency has occurred, and he makes a decision

14 as quick as he can..

15 MR. CLARKs He has other indications of that.

16 MR. LIPINSKIs But don 't discount the fact that he

17 can 't control the plant because some thing has happened. He

18 has other measures to take if he can't control that plant in

19 terms of giving notice.

20 MR. CLARKs I don ' t question tha t, and I again

21 don ' t want to give the impression that we are saying that
,

22 nothing more is needed. But I think we do feel very

23 strongly that you need to think through very carefully what

24 it is you're trying to do and what you really do with that1

25 inf orma tion.

!
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1 HR. 20ELLERs Go ahead, Mr. Keaten.

2 HR. KEATENs Let me cover overcooling response

3 very quickly . The only two actions that are identified here

4 are the same as the type of things that are needed for a

5 LOCA. As I'm sure everyone knowse as a matter of fact an

6 overcooling event and a small Lw!A look very similar early

7 on in the event, and the types of things that the operator

8 looks at and the types of things they have to do are similar

9 for the two events, and again in terms of being able to knov

10 when to throttle HPI flow, we don't think that his actions

11 in terminating HPI flow would be dif ferent if he had water

12 level, but it might be useful to have it as a confirmation
4

13 of the other indications he has.

MR.ZUDAN,ha But I guess,you would agree, or maybe14-

15 not, that the inventory indication would be an instant

16 recognition of the dif ference between LOCA and an

17 overcooling transient?

18 HR. KEATEN4 No, sir, I would not agree with that.

19 HR. ZUDAN5: Instantaneous recognition of the

20 difference between LOCA and an overcooling transient?

21 ER. KEAIEN: No, sir. As a matter of fact, I'm

22 going to address that on my next slide.

23 ER. ZUDANSc It's not going to be?

s 24 HR. KEATENs No.

25 MR. ZUDANS: We 'll ge t to that later, I guess.

I
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1 MR. KEATENs We will get back to that . Now there-

2 are two other types of things that have been addressed with I

3 respect to the possible use of a level or an inventory

4 device where f rankly our evaluation is still underway

5 here.

6 This chart is not intended to be negative with

7 respect to the use of water lavel for these. It is simply

8 intended to say that we are presently in the process of

9 trying to understand on the one hand what if anything we

10 would do dif ferent if we knew that we had a steam bubble in

11 the head, how that would be known, and whether having a

12 vater level or an inventory indicator would make that easier

13 or safer to operste or different actions. And we just have

14 not taken a position on that yet.

15 As f ar as determining that a bubble exists, that

18 can be done partly by looking at the unusual behavior of the

17 pressurizer level, and that in turn then can be confirmed by

18 doing a boil slow type seasurement on the primary system, as

19 in f act we did at TMI af ter the accident. It's not a very

20 direct seasurement of bubble indication.

21 The whole issue of the bubble response is not only

22 a question of how to determine if it exists and what to do,

23 but it's the question of how important it is for the

24 operator to know that he has a bubble and what he might do

25 differently if he knew there was a bubble, and that ;

)
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1 costinues to be under. evaluation at the moment. We don't

*2 have an answer on that yet.

3 Likewise with respect to the venting. The two

4 actions there would be one to open tha vants unde: certain

5 situations and the other would be ti, close them. We are

6 presently evaluating, as is BCW, what kind of guidelines the

7 operators might use for these operations, and we do not 'have

8 any position as to whether level or inventory is necessary,

9 helpful or what. He still have that under way.
.

10 (Slide.) ,

11 Now with respect to a couple of the other
.

12 questions that were raised, this first one sort of repeats

13 what was on the previous slide, that a possible use of wa'

14 level measurement is just as a confirmatory measurement for

15 actions that are already spelled out. Yes, that might in
3

16 fact be a good use for water level, but the re -- and this is

17 a little dif ferent from the previous slide. I'm no longer

18 sssuming an idesi detector here.

19 If what I really want to use the water level

20 measurement or inventory measurement for is to confirm

21 whether or not I need to keep injecting water, then just how

22 useful it is depends on tha details of the design, and we'll

23 go into that in the next slide. !
!
,

24 Now, the point that was raised earlier about being |
,

25 able to use it to distinguish between a 10CA and an
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I overcooling accident, we don 't understand how that could be

2 dona. The early behavior of the primary system for certain

3 size small break LOCA and certain size overcooling events is

4 exactly the same.

5 ER. ZUDANS I can see how they could be the

6 same. I guess it depends on the sersitivity of the device

7 tha t will establish the inventory. But if you're losing

8 inventory in one casa. yok 're no t losino it in th e o the r,

9 why wouldn't it be different? It's a question of

10 sensitivity, how much you have to lose before you notice

11 it. I would agree that perhaps the first five percent you
.

12 wouldn't know the difference. But if you had a correct

13 inventory measurement, then there is an obvious distinction
, .

14 between those ,two cases. In one you lose the inv.entory and

15 the other you don't.

16 Why would that not be useful? I can't see it.

17 ER. KEATENs I guess my answer is in torms of th e

18 kind of measurement devices tha t we know exist, whic. tend

19 to measure the volume of tha inventory.

20 ER. ZUDANSs But we agree we do not talk about ary

21 specific device in your presentation.

22 MB. KEATENs To, I said in this chart --

23 NR. ZUDANS: Then you are not fair, because you

24 say you are talking about an ideal device.

25 MR. KEATENs On the previous chart, yes, sir.
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1 HR. ZUDANSs And then here, you will switch to

2 whatever is in the marketplace.

3 ER. KEAfENs I guess I would agree that if there

4 were a device that gave an integrated mass inventory --

5 HR. ZUDANSs That's what we're talking about.

6 HR. KEATENs Then in fact, yes, there might be a

7 distinguishing --

8 MR. ZUDANS: Could you find a single negative

9 attribute to such a system?

10 MR. KEATEN s I couldn't, no, without knowing the

11 exact system.

12 HR. ZUDANS: Well, forget about that. You define

13 an ideal system just the way you define it --

e

14 ER. KERRs Why don't you agree with Dr. Zudans
,

15 that you can't think of any at this point? That will make

tehim happy.

17 (laughter.)

18 HR. KEATENs I will have to be real honest and say

19 I haven't been thinking in terms of an integrated mass

20 inventory device. So it is true at the moment I can't think

21 of any.

22 MR. KERRs See.

23 MR. ZUDANSs That's good, that's good.

24 MR. KEATENs Although there is the genersis

25 principle that we talked about the last time we went around ,

ALDER 3oN REPORT.NG COMPANY,INC,
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1 which is that we don't like to add complexity unless there's
.

2 some reason te do so.
!

3 HB. ZUDANSs Tha t's fine. So your objective ought

4 to be, not just by you but by everybody, to develop such a

5 system. Whether it exists today or not is somebody else's

6 decision. But then all of your negative comments with

7 respect to such a system certainly no longer are valid.

8 ER. CATTON: And isn't a DP cell system sort of
,

9 approaching that, measuring the mass between two points?

10 HR. KEATENs I'm going to talk about those in a

11 f ew m in u tes .

12 But the other thing I want to point out about the

13 overcooling versus the LOCA is that we do not believe it is
i

14 important early in the transient for the operator to be able

15 to distinguish between the two because h9 does the same

16 thing in the two systems.

17 ER. CATTON: He turns off the two pumps.

18 NR. KEATEN: Under today's criteria, that's true.

19 NR. CATTON: And I think that's part of the whole

20 issue. A good system might eliminate that need.

21 HR. KEATENs Then the third item on here is one

22 that was mentioned earlier, where I don't think we have any

23 disagreement with what was said. T5 one had a good

'. 24 instrument for measuring inventor'i, certainly in the context

25 of post-accident avaluations, understanding what really

. . 1
!

l
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1 occurred during the transient, that information would ba
i
'

2 used.

3 (slide.)

4 The next chart is just a summary of what we

5 understand from our own looking and our discussions with

6 others what are generally considered to be the f ront-running

7 devices. I don't think I need to dwell on this. The vessel

8 delta P system developed by Westinghouse has been used by

9 EGEG. I put General Electric on here because as you know in
.

10 boiling water reactors we use that kind of level device,

11 although during normal operation that level is measured in
.

12 the downconer and not in the core.

13 Our comments on this are, in the case where there
,

14 are reasonably quiescent conditions -- in other words, where

15 you can defiae a level as contrasted to a void f raction --

18 this is presumably a correct indication of probably more

17 accurately inventory rather than level.

18 If it is a low flow, by which I would mean na tural

19 circulation or a very low forced flow, it probably indicates

20 some sort of an equivalent level. We've seen this in the

21 boiling water reactor that we have. In cases where the
.

22 plant is shut down and there is low natural circulation

23 flow, you get an equivalent level.

24 I don't claim to have in any sense a final answer

25 on this. But I have to tell you that not only myself but
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1 everyone else at GPU that has considered this is very
.

2 skeptical about the ability of this device to measure void

3 f raction under a high pump flow condition. I think it would

4 indicate void fraction under certain sets of ideal

5 conditions, but I think under real conditions it would be

6 highly dubious that it would be a reliable indication.

7 HR. CATTON: Without having seen the report,

8 there's some feedback that I'm getting from the Semiscale

9 people in Idaho that tested the Westinghouse delta P systes,

to are very q'od. With some small amount of software plus the

11 delta P cella they're apparently getting all the

12 information ther need. It's looking very good.

13 HR. KEATENs Dr. Catton, again I'm not trying to

'

14 imply that we have a closed mind on the subject. I haven't

15 seen the report and we will get the report and evaluate it,

16 and if that conclusion is wrong it's wrong. I'm just

17 telling you, from what we know today this is th~ result of

18 our evaluation.

19 HR. CATTON: I think we would all like that

20 report.

21 MR. ZUDANS4 Hr. Keaten, the comments that you

22 have really apply more to the concept of level indicator

23 rather than inventory. That's the secor.d comment that you

24 have, indicates equivalent level for two-phase. That would
;

25 be just as correct a it is for single-phase. It just

.
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1 depends on gravity.

2 HR. KEATENs That's correct. I was addressing

3 level because that's what the requirement is.

4 HR. ZUDANS: Hight. But if we really address it

5 as an inventory, then it is bettet than unat you say there.

6 HR. KEATENs Those two I think are fine.

7 Actually, I intended this to be a positive comment and not a
~

8 negative one. Even if you're thinking of level, talking in

9 terms of some equivalent level, it's a meaningful thing.

i0 HR. ZUDANS: The difficulty in the forced flow,

11 there is no disagreement that it's difficult, but that it's

i 12 manageable. You can callibrate th:t while you're not really

I
l ;d operating, but not for all conditions. So I don' t know how

14 to solve t5at pr,0bles completely, .

.

15 HR. CATTON: You need to see the Semiscale report

is as well.

17 HR. ZUDANS: Yes.

18 HR. KEITEN I think we're all in the same boat

19 there.

20 Let me tell you, one of our concerns is that under

21 the practi:al conditions :here this kind of a condition

22 aight a rise, I think it is a very questionable assumption

|
23 that you would have a homogeneous, two-pha sed mixture

24 flowing through the vessel. And trying to then calculate
,

25 back to the pressure drop to the void f raction appears

.
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1 dif ficult to us, but as Dr. Catton said we need to see that
1

I2 report.

3 MR. CATTON: I'2 as eager to see the report as you

4 are . I was quite skeptical beforehand.

5 HR. KEATENs This is the system which was

6 mentioned earlier that Duke has been discussing with the NBC

7 staff. The work has been done by BCW and Duke. It is based

8 upon the unique characteristics of a B&W reactor coolant

9 system, in which the hot leg is very much elevated relative

10 to the reactor vessel.

11 So if you're thinking in terms of a level, that is

12 certainly the place at which you would expect to see a

13 change in level first. And in that sense, this is very much
.

, ,

14 of an anticipatory signal. This is the system that's been .

15 discussed by Duke. It does not cover the full range even of

18 the hot leg and does not go at all down into the vessel.

17 It 's only a t the very top of the hot leg. I think it's the

10 top ten feet, if I remember the numbers.

19 So again, it has some of the same characteristics

20 of any delta P syscen. It's a good anticipatory system.

21 One of the requirements of 0737 is that it be full-range,

22 and it does not meet that requirement.

23 Reated thermoccuples are being developed by

24 Com bustion. It gives the discrete response. We have still )s

I
!25 some questions in our mind and these are questions based on
I
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1 ignorance as to how these really respond in the presence of

2 a two-phased fluid. And this is an area where we sidply

3 need more information in order to clarify in our mind the

4 pros and cons.

5 And obviously, for a practical system we have to

8 have the right kind of penetrations in the vessel head in

7 order to be able to install these.

8 Neutron detectors were previously being developed

9 by EPHI. They have now terminated that progran and are now

to looking at all types of detectors. As I mentioned earlier,

11 Penn State University has made proposals to various groups

12 to develop such a system. It's attractive in that it's a
.

13 non-intrusive detector.

14 The tests that have been dono to date indicate* -

15 that sensitivity to water level above the to"p of the core

16 was very good as long as the level was within about eight

17 feat of the top of the core. For water level higher than

18 eight feet, the sensitivity dropped off very much.

19 There has also been the suggestion, although it's

20 not shown here, that really gsmaa rays might be better than

21 neutrons for this purpose. There has been some analysis.

22 I'm not aware of any really serious testing that's been done

23 in that area.

24 Finally, the question has come up, well, could the
,

25 core exit thermocouples be used for level detectors for a

.
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I certain type of Invel. Obviously, if the level is above the j

2 top of the core tae answer must be no. Below the top of the

3 core, it vis indeed suggested by the NBC staff witness at

4 the THI-1 hearing that it might be possible to correlate the

's 5.hermocouples with level, provided the level were below the

8 top of the core.

7 This becomes of interest because there are some

8 types of datectors that inherently would have a great deal

9 of difficulty in covering the full range of the vessel, for

to example heated thermocouples, where it might be possible to

11 install heated thermocouples at th e to p o f th e co re --

12 MR. CATTON: There is also the problem of your

13 heated thermocouples might indicate a loss of water due to
.

14 the de-entrainment on top of the core supp. ort plate.

15 MR. KEATENa Yes.

16 MR. CATTON: And the others, it would depend upon

17 their location. You might get into the same sore. of

18 dif ficulty.

19 MR. KEATEN: In the case of our in-core

20 thermocouples, I don't think we would have that problem.

21 (Slide.)
.

22 As I'm going to show you, one of the points of

23 these detectors is if you're really going to try to meet all

24 of the different criteria that people are talking about,
-

25 it's not at all clear to us that you're talking about a
.

s
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1 single system. You may be talking about a combination of

2 several systems.

3 This is an attempt to rack up these five, what I

4 have called front-runner detectors against some of the

5 criteria of 0737. That's not a complete list, but it's the

6 ones I think are perhaps the most challenging. This is our

7 evaluation of how the various things stack up against the
'

8 criteria. A question mark means that we simply don't feel

9 ve have enough information to take a position on it. Where

10 I have here a no followed by a question mark, we say that's

11 our opinion but va recognize it's sort of a subjective

12 opinion and it's subject to question.

13 As you see here, there are not any of the

14 detectors that as 've see them today meet all the criteria.

15 The ones we think are the toughest to meet are how do you

16 handle the pumped void fraction versus pool boiling, how you

17 get really full range, and remember in a BCW reactor full

18 range means from the top of the candycane to the bottom of

19 the vessel. It doesn't just mean across the vessel. And

l 20 this question of how you really check out these things with

21 the plant in opera tion, which is a suggested requirement for

22 0737.

23 Our conclusion with that is that there is not one

24 of them, based on the knowledge that we have today, that I
,

25 clearly leaps out as the f ront-runner. As Dr. Catton
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1 pointed out, there are diff erent problems with different

2 types.
|

! 3 MR. ZUDANS: Would you go through a mental

4 exercise and add another column and say reactor coolant
i

5 system delta P. Where would you get -- yes, reactor coolant

6 systes delta P, the lowest point to the highest point.
f

7 Where would the yesses and noes come in?

8 ER. KEATEN4 I would leave that one the same, that

9 one the same; that would change to a yes, that one would be

10 the same. This continuous indication, I've got a question

11 mark here because I wasn't sure from the wording in 0737

12 exactly what is meant. As I understand, there are some

13 cesputations required, and this may be periodic and it may
.

'

14 be that meets the requirement of 0737. I just wasn't sure..

15 Ditto for " recording." I would still have a question of how

16 rou check that thing during normal operation.

17 So I think the main difference would be to change

18 the full range of noes to yes.

19 MR. KERR You said at the beginning of the slide

20 that you were reasonably -- well, I think you said you were

21 convinced a' this point if one had to install.something, one

22 would have to use several systems.

23 NR. KEATEN4 If in f act one wanted to meet all of

2a, these criteria plus the additional criteria we'ves

25 developed.

s
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1 3R. KERR I was puzzled by that statement, and

2 maybe this is because I had previously misunderstood the NRC

3 position . I thought it was their position that indeed one>

4 needed a combination of the saturation meter, the core exit

5 thermocouples and something else in order to get unambiguous

6 indication of a lack of core cooling. So I had assumed we
,

7 were all working in an environment that ' aid it's going to

8 be a combination of things.

9 NR. KEATENs That is right. I didn 't mean to

10 imply otherwise.

11 MR. KERR Okay, all right.
.

12 MR. KEATEN: I think thet both we and the NRC
,

13 staff in the hearing clearly testified that it would be in

'

14 combina tion with o ther things. My statement was intended to

15 say something a little different, that in addition to the

16 instruments tion we already have that -- the T-set margin,

17 the in-core thermocouples and so forth -- if you want to

18 meet all of these criteria you need more than one of these
.

19 systems.

20 ER. ZUDANS: Walt a minute. You don't, because

21 you have esto exit thermocouples as a separate requirement.

22 That is there, so you have to assume that already exists.

23 So you can answer all of those questions, you point out

24 yes . Then a number of these systems would apparently

25 satisfy the total "yes" requirements.

s
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1 MR. KEATEN4 If you're going to interpret it that

2 var, that's correct. ;

3 MR. ZUDANS: Well, that is the way you have to

4 interpret it.

5 HR. KEATEN: But that is not the way I interpret

6 the requirements as they are written in 0737. For example,

7 the requirement that it be able to undergo operation checks

8 during normal operation, as I understand the requirement, I

9 wouldn't assume that that would be satisfy it for the delta

10 P just becsuse I could do it with in-core thermocouples and

11 check the thermocouples.

11 NR. ZUDANS4 Well, the ICC requirement it would

' 13 satisfy; not just the level measurement req uiremen t .

i
14 NR. KEAIEN: I guess to some extent that's a

15 matter of how you interpret the requirements. he regarded
'

18 these requirements as those imposed on the level measuring

171. Jtem itself.

18 HR. CATTON: As a matter of fact, ir you look at

19 t h a t , you would see that a combination of delta P cells and
,

|

|
20 thermocouples give you all that.

|
21 MR. ZUDANSa That 's correct.

22 HR. CATTON4 And I don't think anybody would

23 disagree with that position --

24 MR. ZUDANSs Except for the full range.

25 MR. CATTOMs Full range just means more delta P
.

%
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1 cells. But you do need tne combination of the delta P cells

2 and the thermocouples, e.nd then you get your yesses
.

3 everywhere on your chart. As a matter of fact, the only

4 place -- the full range is taken care of by more DP cells. ;

5 58. KEATENs Tha t 's righ t. You can get the f ull

e cance by adding more DP cells.

7 ER. CATTONa And thermocouple plus DP cells gives

8 you "yes"s everywhere.

G MR. KEATENs Yes, if you assume tha t i t 's --

10 ER. CATTON I'm just reading your chart.

11 HR. KEATENs I'm not assuming that a "yes" plus a

12 "?" eqitals a "yes."

13 HR. CATTOMa Well, I as taking the critical

14 question marks, and the thermocouples is a grea t'

15 questionsark. The yesses come from the other columns.

18 MR. KEATENs Tha t 's what I'm saying. The fact

17 that I can check my core exit thermocouples during normal

18 operation, I don't read that as satisf ying the NRC

19 requirement that I be ablu 'to check this system.

20 MR. CLARKs I think for example the core exit

21 thermocouple would be yes for the range it covers, but you

22 would still need * yes for the other system for the range it

23 covers. We need to meet the requirement, so therefore we

24 don ' t see a combination that meets them all.

25 MR. 50ELLERa Let's wrap this up if we can.

|

!
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1 HR. KEATEN. Let me th<>n conclude by telling you

2 where we think we are at the moment and where we think we

3 should be going. The first thing -- and this has not been~a

4 disputed conclusion between us and the staff nor betweenn us

5 and the Subconsittee -- is we don't believe it's necessary

6 to install hardware prior to restart, on the grounds that we

7 don't see any need to input the safety signals. I believe

8 that if such an incident occurred right after we restarted

9 that the operator could take the necessary actions based on

10 his existing information.

11 We have pretty much concluded, on the basis of the

il scrk that we have done so f a'r, that where we would install

13 such a system it probably would not be directed primarily

14 toward the control panel operator, the guy with his hands on
. .

15 the knobs. It is'more likely to be directed toward
.

16 confirma tory or later diagnostic information and probably

17 directed toward the more senior operating people, such as

18 the shif t adviser or the shift technical adviser.

19 (Slide.)

20 We also see there could be some use in terms of

21 the long-term actions, such as venting. And as I showed
|

| 22 you, there are several areas where we don't think we ,

23 concluded the evaluation and we still have work to do.

24 As f ar is the detectors themselves, we don't
-

25 believe that there's any ideal detector, and certainly none

,

|
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1 of the individual systems meet the 5RC criteria. Even after

*

2 the discussion this morning, I'm not sure that there's a

3 combraation of systems that we know today would really meet
;

4 all the criteria in NUREG-0737. And there seems to be some

5 incentive for looking at new approaches, although again, if

6 there is test results in the 3111 that we haven 't seen yet,
,

7 that criterirt of course could be affected by the results of

8 those tests.

9 We are and have been reluctant, as Mr. Clark said

to at the beginning of the discussion, to install

11 instrumentation until we know what we want and until we know

12 how to use it. And so our conclusion is that, on the one

13 hand I's certain1r not up h,ere trying to tell you that we

14 know there is no usefulness of such a ' detector. In fact, va

15 have been able to find areas where it might be useful. On

10 the other hand, we don't think that we really know yet what

17 all the criteria srea, and so we think that the appropriate

18 action at this stage is for us to continue with the

19 evaluation of both the criteria and the detectors.

20 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

21 Well, I think f or the staf f, you have heard a

22 report on the Licensee's response. Do you have any comments

23 on this? I

|

24 MB. PHILLIPSa Larry Phillips. I would only

25 comment that many of the questions raised, that the answers

.
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1 have been readily available both from presentations that the

2 staff has given in the regions, and many of the q'uestions

3 caised concerning the vendors' systems could be answered by

4 the vendors positively.

5 MR. 50ELLEH4 Are there any other questions or

6 comments by the Subcommittee?

7 Br. Clark, do you have anything?

8 MH. CLARK: Two comments. First, I want to assure

9 the Subcommittee that the bottom line there of further
10 evaluation by GPU is not a pro forma kind of commitment. We

11 are actively evaluating this question. Management is

12 supporting it, is pushing to get those evaluations done. So

13 that is a real commitment.

14 Second, it seems to me that perhaps out of this

15 discussion, since the requirements and a lot of other

16 discussions, since the requirements were articulated that a

17 restatement of the requirements aimed more at inventory than

18 a t water level, or aimed at the purpose of the requirements,

19 might be helpful to a lot of people, including ourselves;

20 that when you start off talking about reactor water level, I

21 think that gets everybody's mind headed in the wrong

22 direction. So it seems to me that some restatament might be
.

23 usef ul.
l

24

|

| 25

l

i
I
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|1 MR. MOELLER Mr. Kerr.
.

2 MR. KEBas I guess I did not undwestand Mr.

3 Phillips' statement.

4 Did you mean to imply that the answers to most of

5 the questions being raised by GPU already exist and that

6 indeed there is enough information so that they could make a
4

7 decision if they just had this information? Is c. hat the

8 thrust of your question?

9 MP. PHILLIPS: I meant to imply that many of the

to quesuions implied by them, especially concerning the

11 criteria, have been answered by the staff and that many of

12 the questions raised concerning some of the individual

13 systems have been answered by the vendors, or at least that.

.

14 they have a case concerning those' questions.*

15 The Staff, as you know, has not completed

16 evaulation of the Westinghouse Delta P system or the heated

'- dunction thermocouple system. So I do not mean to imply

18 tha t they can positively say this system will meet all the

19 Staff requirements and, therefore, we can install it

20 comfortably .
,

21 But I think the Staff has indicated time and time

22 again that we believe that when this review is complete and

23 the vendors have responded to our review, that those systems

24 will meet the staff requirements.

25 MR. ZUDANS Is Staff still requiring installation
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1 of these systems by 1 January '827

2 MB. PHILLIPS: That is the current requirement.-

< 3 MR. ZUDANS: Well, I guess there is no point in

4 discussing it hora. That affects everything, not just THI.

5 ER. PHILLIPS: That is true.

8 MB. ZUDANS And why should this be related to TNI

7 restart in any f ashion whatsoever?

8 ER. PHILLIPS: It is not related to TMI restart.

9 What we have said is that it is already clear they are not

10 going to meet schedule. As a very minimum, we require to

11 see some strong movement. The procrastination can go on

12 forever, and likely will, if that is the direction that we

13 permit it to go.
.

. . 14 NHJ ZUDANSa You want them in a f orward gear-

.

15 rather than in neutral; right?

16 NR. PHILLIPSt Right.

17 HR. ZUDANSa I acree with th a t .

|
18 NR. CLARKs I certainly feel I need to respond to

'

19 the term "procrastinacion." Obviously, it is not our view

20 that we are procrastinating, but that it is very complex and

21 that the definition of exactly what is wanted has been

22 evolving f rom the initial water level into total level in
|

23 the system in terms of total reac:or coolant and perhaps the |

24 f act tha t everybody did not sign up immediately to put in a

( 25 reactor level water. Delta P has been helpful in

i
.

b

|

I
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1 elucidating the real requirements in leading us all to a

2 better answer.

3 3R. MOELLER: Okay, that completes the discussion

4 of the first item under agenda Section 3.
.

5 We are going to take a break. We vill resume at

6 11:00 o' clock. And at that time we will pick up item

7 III. A.2, emergency preparedness, with discussions by the

8 Staff, Licansee, FEM A, and Bureau of Rad Protection, State
.

9 of Pennsylvania, or should I say Commonwealth of

to Pennsylvania. We will take the break then until 11:00

11 o ' clock.

12 (B rief recess. )

13 HR. HOELLER: The meeting will resumo.

14 As I announced at the break, we ar taking up the

15 subject of emergency preparedness, and then we are going to

18 begin on emergency preparedness, with the discussion by th e

17 NRC Staf f. Then we vill call on FEMA, then the Bureau of

18 Rad Protection, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. And lastly,

19 we will call on the Licensee.

20 Brian Grimes, are you in charge or who is in
,

21 cha rge of NRC7

22 MR. GRIMES: I guess I can just introduce Steve

23 Chesnut to lead off. He is our Emergency Preparedness Team

24 Leader for the THI-1.-

25 MR. MOELLER4 Okay. Steve. |
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1 (Slide.)

2 NR. 30tLLER: Go ahead. j
,

3 MR. CHESNUT My name is Steven Chesnut, the team

4 leader for the Pennsylvania Powerpla?' wich regard to

5 emergency preparedness. We have completed our review of the

6 energency preparedness around THI Unit 1. And I would first

7 like to give a little background information on the

8 standards that were used with regard to energency

S preparedness.
,

10 Following the accident, a restart order was issued

11 for short-term items, including about five points:

12 First, upgrading emergency preparedness plans

13 under Deg Guide 1.101, including emphasis on action level
. .

14 criteria used to declare emergencies and t'o take emergency
.s

15 actions;

16 Establishment of an emergency operations center,

17 including improved communiedtions ;

18 Upgrading off-site monitoring capability,

19 including additional TLDs*,

20 Assessing the relationship of state / local

21 emergency plans to Licensee 's energency plan to sssure the

22 capability to take emergency actions;

23 And to conduct a test exercise of Licensee 's

24 emergency plan. |
,

25 Subsequent to the issue of that order in August of
f

\
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1 1979, the NRC in its review of the problems at TMI developed

2 a more rigorous requirement of 10 CFR Appendix E and

3 NUREG-0654, which took into account and actually superseded

4 many of the standseds that we were using and reviewing the

5 energency plans around Three Mile Island.

6 The NRC has filed an emergency planning evaluation

7 report in December, which included a few open items, and

8 just recently, on May 29, 1981, the Staff filed an emergency

9 planning evaluation report supplement. In that supplement

to all of the previously identified open items have been

11 resolved, with the exception of one which, as NRC Staff

12 indicated in its position, tha t the Licensee's emergency

13 operations f acility should be staffed and functional .within

14 approximately one hour of declaration of an emergency of a

15 site area emergency or a general energency.
.

16 The Licensee's provisions in this plan call for

17 staffing emergency operations f acility in approximately six

18 hours in . a interim period between the declaration of an

19 energency and the six hours they would perf orm those

20 functions in an alternative methods and that would be
21 performed either from the control trea or the technics 1

.

22 support center on site.

23 Essentially, the conclusion of that supplement

24 reported that with that one exception that the Licensee's
,

25 emergency plans were in compliance or met the criteria of

(
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1 NUREG-0654

2 Also, in conjunction with the hearings that were

3 going on with regard to Ti+I restart, we vere requested to do,

4 sn emergenry preparedness inspection, which followed the

5 health physics inspections on .aite. And an early inspection

6 in August of 1980 resolved about 30 open items with regard

7 to new emergency planning rules and plans.

8 Just recently, a follow-up inspection was

9 conducted, closing 36 of'those open items. Those four items

to are dealing primarily with training on the new emergency

11 preparedness plans, which has been started. But as the most

12 recent provision, which was imp'lemented in April, that

13 training has not been coapleted although it is well underwar
'

14 and on track. And a few post-accident instrumentation,
,

15 which had been reviewed but not yet installed, have not been

16 f actored in to the accident assessment scheme. As the

17 equipment had not yet been installed, we could not test

18 equipment that was not in place.

19 Ihe Office of Inspection and Enforcement will

20 track these remaining items to completion.

21 (Slide.)

22 One additional item, the last element of the

23 short-term order indicated that the Licensee should conduct j

24 an exercise test of its emergency plans. Such an exercise
s

25 was conducted on June 2, 1981. Just to summarize, the

A
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1 performance of'it was acceptable. We found ne significant

2 deficiencies.

3 Off-sita, the FEMA report contained

4 recommendations, and the results of that exercise, comments

5 and recommendations were made in seven basic areas.

6 However, the results are reported that the State's four

7 counties within the plume-exposure emergency planning zone

8 performed acceptably during that exercise.

9 I should po. .nt out also that York County did not

to participate in that ex ercis e. York County is one of the

11 five counties in the plume-exposure emergency planning zone.

12 NH. M0ELLERt Are the five counties then roughly

13 equally within this zone, or is York, is it geographically a

14 very important area as f ar as the plume emergency zone is

15 concerned?

18 MR. CHESNUT York County, I believe, has the

17 second largest area of the five counties within the

18 emergency planning zone.

19 ER. E0ELLER: Why did they not participate?

20 MB. CHESNUT There was a variety of reasons. I

21 think there were some scheduling problems and also some

22 funding problems. The Federal Emergency Management Agency

23 is pursuing a method to review implementation of the York

24 County plans to include some sort of exercise.

25 HR. MOELLER: Thank you.

s

I
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1 MR. CHESNUT Overall, the Licensee has exceeded'

2 the requirements in the short term , the short-term items,

3 August 9, 1979, order. And it has corplied with tha new

4 emergency planning rule as well as the criteria in

5 NUREG-0654.

6 ER. HOELLER: Okay. Questions for Er. Chesnut?

7 (No response.)

8 HR. HOELLER Let me ask a couple. I noticed in

9 this NUREG-0746 that in the body of the report, section G is

to called "Public Information," and in the tsole of contents it

11 is called "Public Education and Information."

12 Is there any significance to that? Are you

13 downplaying ths.t educa . ton?
|

14 NR. CHESNUT~a No, sir, we are no.t downplaying. It
. ,

15 should be "Public Education and Information" in both cases.

16 HR. 50ELLERs Okay. What is the basis for this 1R

17 per hour at the site boundary as a trigger for declaring a

18 general emargency? Is there a technical basis for that

19 number, or is it simply based upon what some agency has

20 recommended? Can you tell us or someone else?

21 NR. C3ESNUT Although I was not part of the task

22 force that dev a.'oed those criteria, essentially there was

23 an attempt to just make a dividing line of where a major

24 response and a major off-site impact would be seen and also
s

25 a trigger level to where protective actions could be taken i

|

\

|
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I to hopefully prevent protective action guides from being
*

2 exceeded.

3 NR. MOELLER: Well, if you have 1R per hour at the

4 site boundary and you declared a general emergency, what

5 would the integrated dose be for the maximus individual in

6 the population? I realize that that does not have a simple

7 answer. But obviously, someone must have gone through this

8 type of an exercise.

9 ER. GRINES: Perhaps I could speak to that.

10 NR. H3ELLER: Thank you, Brian.

11 HR. GRIMES: This i rem per hour comes out of

12 A ppondix 1 to NUBEG-0654, which sets forth the four classes

13 of emergencies. And the example initiating conditions.

14 Basically, that 1 rem per hour whole-body or 5 com
. .

15 per hour thyroid vas an attempt to convert the PAGu into a
.

16 directly measureab's number.

17 HR. MOELLER So these are based on -- is it EPA's

18 guidance ?

19 NR. GRIMESs Yes. The E?A 's PAGs are 1 to 5 rea

20 total body projected.

21 MR. MOELLER: Rignt.

22 MR. GRIMES: This is an instaneous measurement

23 tha t indicates you are now in the range whece you are

24 definitely going to have to take protective action at the
i

25 site boundary. And this is under sctual ms :eorological

i
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1 conditions, not under hypothetical conditions.

2 So you sctually have a great deal of material at

3 the site boundary, and you do not reach those doses for-

|

4 reactor at the site boundary unless you do havo a very

5 degraded situation in the plant. So it is one direct

6 indicator that you do have a substantial problem in the

7 plant and there should be a general emergency plan for
!

8 preparing to take protective actions at least at the site

9 boundary.

10 ER. HOELLER: And how would they know it has

11 reached 1 R per hour?

12 ER. GRIMES: The Licensee is required to have

13 emergencT sction levels in their procedures, which include
!

14- values of specific parameters, and one would have an .,

15 effluent monitor, for example, that if it exceeds certain

18 levels, you would do a calculation based on current

17 meteorological conditions.

18 MR. MOELLER So it might be an estimate? You are

|
19 not saying that you require them to have a parameter at th e

{

20 site boundary, a series of external --

21 HR. GRIMES: No. That is a separate matter. Tha t

22 is under consideration.

23 BR. MOELLER4 At the moment it could be well based

( 24 upon an estimate or some airborne release?

25 HR. GRINES Or it could be a hand-held monitor at

x
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1 the boundary. This type of condition does not necessarily ;

1.

'

2 develop iss odia tely . You may well have teams out, but if a

3 tema at the site boundary does detect these levels of

4 radiation, it is an indication that off-site authorities

L should be alerted to go into the general emergency class and

6 very seriously consider protective action at the site

7 boundary.

8 ER.Mc{*LER: Mr. Kerr has a question..

9 HR. KERE: Do you have a fooling for what sort of
.

10 dose rate you would see at a typical Doundary if you had a

11 II0 14.844 source in a large dry containment?

12 BR. GRIEES: With the --

13 ER. KERR: With no leak rate at all, just the

14 penetrating radiation. ,

15 HR. GRIMES: Penetrating radiation would be below

18 this level,

17 HR. KERRs In terms of a measured dose rate at the

18 boundary you could have that sort of release in containment

19 without declaring -- there would be other things that might

10 aske you declare sn energency, but at least that dose would

21 not?

22 HR. GRIMESs Right. We ' Jill have action levels

23 which will indicate that if you do get s;oro than gar

24 activity in the containment you should be in emergencys

25 situa tion.

.

s-
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1 MR. KERRs Yes. Ths t is it, there would be other

2 indications that vculd take care of that. But as f ar as the

3 dose este at the boundary, this is bigger than what you,

4 would see even with that large '. source as long as it stays

5 inside the containment.

6 3R. GRIMES: Yes.

T 3R. KERE: Okay. Another one, maybe still with

8 Brian, there seems to be a discussion here at one of the

9 open items is this reactor coolant level activity for

to declaring an alert. Is that still unresolved?

11 ER. GRIMESa Narbe Steve can speak to that. I

12 believe it has been resolved.

13 NR. CHESNUTa At the hearings the Licensee has
,

' *

14 committed to changing its emeuJency action level to be

15 consistent with Appendix A and NUREG-0654. We have not

16 received the submittal.

17 MR . MF LER: It seems like it is resolved?

18 MR. CHESNUT: Yes, sir.

19 5R. MOEL1ERs Hell, to help me, is that a totsi

20 fission product activity level or iodine? Which of the

21 Losine isotopes? What is the activity you are talking about?

22 MR. CHESNUTs It would be an iodine equivalent 131.

23 MR. MOELLER: Okay. How is that information

i 24 cbtained? How do they kncv the iodine-131 in the primary
,

25 coolant? Was it available, for example, during the TMI-2

,
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1 accident ? Maybe I should ask ther.

2 Er. Clark, how will you know the iodino level, che
_

3 equivalent I-131 in the primary coolant, and was that

4 information availsbie during the THI-2 accident?

5 (GPU Staff conferring.)

6 3R. CLARKa The current way of determining that is

7 to take and analyze the primary coolant sample.

8 HR. M0ELLERs You mean you have to take the liquid

9 sample and take it over to a lab somewhere? If that is it,

'

10 I want to know.

11 ER. CLARKs For iodine, fes. That was done during'

12 the TMI-2 accident, at the cost of a ronsiderable dose.

13 And, of course, one of the modifications, or lessons

14 learned, is to provide methods for shielding and what not to
.

15 enable you to get that sample without the same dose.

16 Long r term, there is an effort underway to

17 provide an iodine monitoring capability.

Is NR. HOELLERa Is that -- can you elaborate, Steve,

19 on that? What are the long-range requirements? In other

20 words, to me, if you have to take a sample and take it tJ

21 the lab -- and, I gather, you probably have one or two or

22 three hours in which they have to get their results -- but

23 if you use that to declare an alert, that troubles me.
1

24 MR. CH2SNUT4 Well, the currect requirements are

25 for being able to obtain a sample and analysis within sbout
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| 1 three hours. And there is no current on-line capability

2 required.

3 HR. MCELLER: You are thinking of that, of,

4 requiring an on-line capability?

5 NR. CHESNUTa I believe the Stafi is investigating

, 6 Lt.

7 HR. 50ELLER Brian, could you help me with that?
,

8 I realize, of course, there are many other indicators that

9 you could use for declaring an alert, but this seems like a

10 very sluggish way of doing it.

11 HR. GRINES: I as trying to recall what the

12 requirements for upgrading those instruments are, and I am

13 afraid I do not have it in my mind right now.

'

14 HR. 50ELLER: You can report to us later.*

.

15 NR. GRIM ES4 I would appreciate it if I cduld do

16 tha t.

17 There are some direct indicators, of course, and

18 general levels of activity in the primary coolant, to give

19 you an idea .

20 ER. KERR: I cannot imagine that if the primery

21 coolant was very hot and they do have a way of taking

22 samples fairly soon, that it would take three hours to get

23 the resu1 Cs. It just does not take th a t long to run a

24 spectrum on iodine. The three hours may be something plenty
s

25 of time, but i* would not take you three hours to get an

i
N l

|
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1 iodine sportrum for a relatively hot sample.

2 . MR. MOELLER: Mr. Giangi apparently can help us.

3 MR. GIANGI Yes. The three-hour limit"is really--

4 used as a guidanza to both obtain and analyze the reactor

5 coolant system sample for .the chlorides, boron, and total

6 gamma spectroscopy.
'

7 MR. KERR I did not word my question very well.

8 I was really wondering whether you could not measure the

9 iodine in the primary coolant sooner than three hours after

to you took a sample. My guess it ought to take 15 or 20

11 minutes. Am I wrong?
,

i

12 NE. GIANG!: No, sir. For a typical reactor

13 coolant system sample -- and we are talking typical being
,

14 approximately 1 sicrocuries -- it would take on the order of*

15 a half-hour.

18 MR. KERR That is the kind of activity you would

17 see in a normally operating reactor. I am talking about one

18 in which you would see some sort of incident, say, your

19 iodine is up significantly.

20 MR. CLARKs The analysis of the order of 15

21 minutes af ter you have the sample.
.

22 MR. KERRs That is about what I had anticipated.

23 MR. MOELLER: Brian.

(- 24 MR. GRIMES: I do know that we do have a written

25 requirement, Dr. Moeller, on your question tha t the re b e a
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1 failed fuel limit indicator for the alert condition. If one

2 thinks there is on the order of 1 percent f ailed fuel, you

3 would be into the alert condition. That would probably

4 occur about the same time as you get this kind of iodine

5 activity. But it is snother check, another way of

8 determining that you have substantial fuel problems.

7 MR. MOELLER: And the iodine spike that you get
.

8 through changes in power and so forth, it will not anywhere

9 near approach the alert level you are talking about here?

10 MR. GRIMES: Generally, it will be lower than

i 11 that. We have seen a 2uel up in the 100 range. But, in

12 general, this is higher than one would see.

13 MR. ZUDANS; Mr. Chairman.

14 - MR. MOELLER4 Yes, Mr. Zudans.
.

15 MH. ZUDANSs I was left with a not fully answered

16 question. I guess the normal sampling-taking procedures

17 tha t allow you to take the sample fast, would they be

18 usuable 10 the case of a highly contaminated sa m ple , o r

19 would they have to devise additional steps?

20 MR. MOELLER4 I think we should ask the Licensee

21 to answer that. I mean he implied or he stated, Mr. Clark

22 stated, that they had modified the system so you can take

23 such samples more readily with less dose.

24 MR. CLARKs The sampling procedure after an

25 accident with high activity level is different than the

s
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.1 normal sampling. It does involve somo remote kinds of

2 operations and basically getting the sample takes the bulk,

3 of the allowed three hours. Getting the sample takes you on

4 the order of twc hours to gear up and do it. The analysis

5 for iodine then is the additional 15 minutes.

6 NR. ZUDANS: Then in that case the way you have

7 gotten it is that it is a sluggish way?

8 NH . KERB s. Well, but if you know that the sample

9 is that hot, you do not really care whether it is iodine or

10 wha t. You will have done something long before you analyze

11 that sample.

12 HR. CLARKs THere is a real-time total activity
. ,

13 monitor on the reactor coolant' letdown system --

14 MR. 50ELLER: Right. *

,

15 HR. CLARKs -- which is what gets you the early

16 indication that you have a problem.

17 MR. ZUDANSa Then you do not make the decision on

18 the basis of iodine.

19 MR. MOELLER: But you do. This says you do call

20 an alert on the basis of the aquivalent, the I-131

21 equivalent, in the primary coolant.

22 hR. ZUDANS: But that is two hours and 15 minutes,

23 according to what I heard last.

24 NR. GRIMES: It is simply covering another
s

25 parameter. Most likely in this case , you will have already

(

,
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1 declared the alert based on the gross activity in the i

2 letdown line.

3 HR. ZUDANS: It would be just like a confirmation

4 that you didn't make a mistake.

5 HR. GRIMES: Yes. If you did not pick it up on

6 that source, you took a sample and found high activity, you

7 should have a level at which you would go into the

8 emergency.

9 ER. CHESNUT Furthermore, if you had another

10 emergency sction level that was exceeded it, it would not

11 wait until the results of the iodine sample were back before

12 it was ieclared.

13 ER. KERRs It would be interesting to see if there

14 would ever be a conceivable situation in which this
i

15 particular indicator would be usef ul. I would wonder

16 whether it would.

17 5 T4 . ETHERINGTON: To what extent --

18 MR. MOELLER: Harold Etherington.

19 HR. ETHERINGTONs To what extent was the public

'

20 inf ormed in advance of this exercise?

21 MR. CHESNUT There were numerous newspaper

| 22 articles, a nd I believe there was a press conf erence a week

23 bef ore, of f urther details, I am not svare of.

24 MR. ETHERINGTON: There was no possibility of'

25 their finding out it was an exercise and not knowing about

I
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1 it in advance then?
.

2 5R. GRIMES : Do you mean --

3 5H. ETHERINGTON: It could, of course, alarm if

4 they had not known it was to be --

5 MR. CHESNUTs The public was notified. There were

6 numerous articles during preparation for the exercise.

7 HR. N0ELLER: What were the main key factors you

8 learned from this exercise or changes that you are going to
,

9 make?

10 HR. CHESNUT Well, first of all, va had a team of

11 about ten observers at the exercise in numerous areas. We

12 had comments on various matters which communications were
Q

13 proceeded in coordittation with press releases between the
.

"

14 state and the Licensee. GeneraK17, the comments were more

15 of a recommendation nature, and gene rally the performance

is was extrerely good, in fact one of the best exercises that

17 the team who observed this one had aver seen. The command

'8 and control of the exercise was very good.

19 MR. GRIMES: And I think we would like FEHA to

20 speak to the points on off-site.

21 HR. MOELLER: Fine. One last question on this.

22 You say you had the exercise or the drill, and one of your

23 problems or one of the areas in which you encountered some

24 problems, you sail, was communications.

2,; At THI-2 one of the major problems was a lack of

i
,

|
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1 information, the lack of transmittal of important key-'

2 information in terms of parameters within the reactor out to

3 the State, the people who are making the dacisions and so

4 forth or even to NRC back here at headquarters.

5 What has been done in revamping the THI-1

6 emergency plan from the NRC's point of view? What has been

7 done to assure that if an accident occurred in THI Unit 1

8 that there would be a free flow of the information, the

9 types of data that you really need?

10 ER. CHESNUTt Well, I think a tremendous amount
'

11 has been done in that araa. Specific responsibilities have

12 been assigned to individuals in the emergency organization ,

13 just to accommodate that information transf er. People are

14 assigned to be phone talkers, and there are people who

15 direct them what to say. There are numerous direct lines.

16 HR. M3ELLER: You have key people in the NRC, and

17 then they have counterparts there with the Licensee to talk

18 to to get what they need to know?

19 MR. CHESNUTt I was reporting on what the

20 Licensee 's plan has. The NBC's emergency response team will

21 include people, usually a resident inspector, who will

22 initially go to the control room and man the ENS line, which

23 is an NRC line. Then there is also an NRC health physics'

24 network line which can be activated to transfe: health
,

25 physics-related information.

s
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1 So the NRC will have its team responding and some

2 parallel inf ormstion will be going, and we will be able to

3 observe the Licensee's and confirm their assessments. In

4 addition to that, the Licensee's communications have

1

5 included not only people who are specifically assigned to )
"

6 communicate that information, but additional direct lines to

7 the key elements of not only the Licensee's emergency
I

8 organization but the State, the counties, and the NRC.

9 So in that regard, I believe a tremendous amount

to has been done, and I do not believe that problem will

11 reoccur.

12 HR. MOELLER: That sounds reasonable.

13 Brian, one new item, too, of course, is the

14 Nuclear Data Link. Now, is the emergency planning

15 organization or, say, the S ta te , will they be provided ant

16 information through the NRC's Nuclear Data Link ?

17 HR. GRIMES 4 First, let me say that we have not
1

18 gotten a go-ahead f rom the Congress to proceed along these |

19 lines ye t. But presuming that we do, the Commission is |
|20 recommending that we do, this will, we hope, take the place '

21 of a lot of the telephone traffic between the Licensee and

22 the NRC and between the Licensee's own centers. We would

23 have a subset of the information which we are asking them to

24 transmit au,vaatically between our own places where they
,

25 make decisions.

(
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1 We have provided the option for the State to

2 receive some informa tion. We think they would be primarily

3 intersted in eff.luent and meteorological information rather

4 than the plant data. He have not excluded that, but we have

5 not come to any decision on wha t should be done.-

8 ER. HOELLERS Okay. Thank you.

7 3H. CLARK s Dr. Hoeller, could I comment on that?

8 3R. MOELLER: Yes, Mr. Clark.

9 HR. CLARK Over and above the dedicated lines in
'

10 the communication things, in the case of TMI there is a

11 provision in our emergency off-site facility for a State

12 representative, and they do plan to man it, and they have

13 manned it during the drills. So he is there, and he has all ,

14 the access to the information in that emergency off-site
' ..

15 f acility .-

16 In addition, to be absolutely clear what the shift

17 supervisors and the operating personnel with regard to their

18 responsibility to fully and promptly report, there is an

19 instruction to them which calls this an essential element of
20 protection to advise off-site.

21 And it says: " Observe the following principles:

22 Promptly report all facts and information concerning plant

23 conditions and the potential threat to the public. Be

24 totally and thoroughly candid in your reports, and do not

25 withhold any information. Answer any questions asked to the

\.

.
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1 best of your ability whether or not they appear to be

2 pertinent to the situation at hand. Hake every reasonable

3 eff ort to convey information so that the recipients have the

4 understanding of the significance of the report, including

5 the degree of uncertainty that may exist as to plant

6 conditions and the prospect for f urther degradation in the

7 situation."

8 HR. 50ELLER: Thank you. That is very good.

9 HR. ZUDANS: That raises one question, though.

10 Who can direct those question., to him? Anybody from the

11 streeet?

12 BR. CLARKs No. And the preamble to this talks

13 about State, HRC, and company officials.
,

14 HR. ZUDANSa You may' create more chaos than you

15 would do good.

16 HR. CLARKs He is not in touch with the public.

17 HR. HOELLER4 Okay, Mr. Chesnut, does that

18 complete your presentation?

19 HR. CHESNUTa Yes, sir.

20 58. HOELLER Thank you.

21 We vill then move on to the FEMA presentation.
.

22 HR. GRIMES: Mr. Adler has a few remarks on the

23 exercise.

24 HR. HOELLER: Wait a minute while we fix your mike.

25 3R. ADLERs On the whole, the State and the county

s
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1 has participated or demonstrated adequa tely their ability to-

2 respond. There were some 38 federal observers, and in fact

3 FEM A participated as well, by loca ting itself a t the State >

4 EOC. FEMA's role was to meet unmet resource demands that

5 the State and counties might have.

6 So the bottom line was that there was an overall

7 adequacy demonstrated.

8 With one of your questions earlier about that

9 county that did not participate, I can tell you that we have

to received a letter from General Smith inviting our

11 participation in a meeting with York County. It looks like

12 it vil be towards the end of next week, at which time a

13 discussion of which testing and exercising York County

*14 should be involved in will take place. So I' fully expect

15 York County will be exercising in the near future.

16 The BHP at the State, PEMA, demonstrated excellent

17 coordination one with the othat and with the Licensee as the

18 incident progressed. There was some confusion at one point

19 when the State declared a state of emergency, in thaT3some

20 of the emergency personnel interpreted this to be a state of

21 general emergency, which it was not, among the four levels
.

22 of accident progression.

23 I do not know how we fixed that, but one of our

24 suggestions was that the State's declaration might be -- use |'

|

25 other terminology to prevent that conclusion. That is j

i

|
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1 really a small point.

2 But one of the things that the exercise

3 demonstrated is a need f or continuing training and drills in

4 such areas as exposure control, where when you get down to

5 the very local level -- 17 " local" I mean m unicipalities and

6 boroughs -- that some of the emergency personnel workers,

7 who are the fire and police persons, have not got the

8 f amiliarity with dosimetry that we would like to see. And,
.

9 of course, this is a continuing and ongofng. process by the

10 State in the counties and the training and drilling of these

11 people.

12 That, I think, underscores the value of the

13 exercise in that it is not just a test where you come in as
.

14 you would to the universit~r and answer questions and then

15 lea ve . The very process of the exercise is a training

16 proceses itself from which all parties learn.

17 There were some weaknesses in coordination that we

18 saw, primarily at the local governmen levels, and the lack

19 of coordination among the counties with the State as the

20 level of accident progressed. Tha t is, the word would go
1

[
21 out that we are moving from a site to a general energency

22 condition, and that word would go to the counties and the

23 time intervals taken by the counties to alert their

24 citizenry varied, so that different things were going on in
!

| 25 different counties at the same time. Not entirely a good

s
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1 situation.

2 And we have recommended feedback loops to the

3 State EOC on where the coun ties are at any given moment in

4 order that the State be better able to coordinate what is
- ' 5 going on at the love- levels of government.

8 One of the things we would like to see -- of

7 course, there are numerous items that will be reflected as

8 chaLges to the Sta te and county plans over the coming

9 months. These plans have not yet been formally submitted to

10 FEM A and a lot of the lessons learned in the exercise will
11 be factored back into plans, changes and improvements.

12 That, too, is a continuing process.

13 One of the things we do want to see in the plans
,

14 is the' posture that is taken in general by the State for*

15 evacuation throughout the ten-mile EPZ, since it is rather

18 an unwritten posture at this point. And either BRP or the

17 State can talk to it. But it is one of the things that we

18 would like to see more clea rly defined in their standard

19 o pe ra ting procedures.

20 HR. HOELLER: Are you saying taat there is no

21 clear-cut criteria on which to make a decision for

22 evacuation. Is that what you are saying?

23 HR. ADLEB: The criteria are there, but the

24 conservatism in the minds of the people interpreting this,
i

25 primarily BRP, as a result of the history since THI-2 is

%
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1 something that we want to see more clearly written into the

2 plans as they are updated and prob ~ ably before they ' art

3 f ormally submitted to FEMA.

4 All of these points are embodied in some 72

5 recommendations which are summarized in the seven points

6 aade in our transaittal t3 NRC of observations and

7 recommendations and which Mr. Chesnut referred to on his

8 slide.

9 MR. MOELLER: As a bottom line, do you,

iO represen ting FEMA, would you at this point judge that-the

11 energency preparedness was adequate for the restart of TMI

12 Unit 1, or do you still have questions in these seven points

13 yet to be answered?
~

14 MR. ADLER: I know of ao specific items that would

15 suggest an inadequacy for such a decision although, as you

16 know, our agency does not make that decision.

17 MR. MOELLER: Right. You transmit your findings

18 t o NRC, which, in turn, does it.

19 MR. ADLER: Yes, sir.

20 MR. MOELLER: And you have transmitted your
i

21 findings to them?

22 MR. ADLER: Yes, sir, we have done that. !
1

|

23 MR. MOELLER: Any questions or comments for Mr.

24 Adler?

25 (No response.)

,
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1 ME. MOELLEJ: There being none, we will move on to

2 the report from the Commonwealth .of Pennsylvania , the Bureau

3 of Radiation Protection, and Margaret Riley.

4 Up here, whatever, whichever you are more

5 comfortable doing.

6 MS. RILEra My name is Margaret Riley. I as from
'

7 the Bureau o'f Radiation Protection in the Department of

8 Environmental Resources. And anything I have to say here-

, ,

9 would represent actions and such things of the Bureau and-

10 not necessarily of the Commonwealth as a whole.

11 The prime agency in emergency planning in

12 Pennsylvania is the Pennsylvania Emergency Management

13 Agency, which is the state analog to FEMA. Our role at the
.

14 Bureau is one of accident assessment and evaluation of

15 radiation conditions, making health physics evaluations, and

18 advising PEM A, who is the generic implementer of protective

17 action; they cause protective actions to be made through

18 their advising county and local governments.

19 As far as the Bureau's experiences with the

20 exercise goes, we thought we sort of got a lot out of it.

21 O ne thing we found beneficial to our situation was our

22 participation in several preliminary drills with the

1. Licensee in the accident assessment area, which helped us
,

|
24 iron out several things ahead of time.'

25 Probably the greater set of issues that became
|
|

A
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1 clear to us as being things that we needed to do something -

, ,

2 about involved those things having to do with passing

3 inf orma tion -- not recommendations, but inf orma tion -- to

4 PEHA on interim basis so they have some feeling of what is

' 5 going on and so that they could talk somewhat intelligently

6 with tha counties and help a little bit with the

7 understanding of the situation.

8 We have also found that it is sometimes difficult,

9 say , when we have made a protective action recommendation,

10 for us to be able to g(e information back as to what is the

11 status of that recommendation; you know, "Did you do it? Is

12 it underway? Have you ignored us?"

13 Another ites is we think we are probably going to

14 have. to follow the example of several other entities and

15 actablish a role of communicator so that we have fewer

16 people talking to the outside.

17 Things that we did differently since the accident

18 that are in the plan are in practice is tha t we have --

19 well, as you would imagine, the old story goes, if you want

20 to get funds for an activity in radiation protection, you

21 have to start with a good accident, and the result is that

22 in 1979 that indeed came true.

23 (laughter.)

l
24 We have had substantial increases in equipment in 1

25 terms of analytic capability, survey instruments. We have
,

,
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1 had substantial inflation, so a substantial increase. We

2 finally have communications espability now, something other

3 than Ma Bell. We have also gotten several dedicated or

4 several vehicles that are ours and ours alone.
'

5 Our emergency plan has been revised several

8 times. Our emergency organization changed a little bit in

7 that we have finally bitten the bullet and sent a BRP

8 liaison , to PEH A to help the interf ace there. We also have

9 it chiseled in granite now that the nuclear engineer will
.

10 indeed go to the EOF.

11 Also within our office we have a physical facility
~

12 that is at least in part dedicated to accident assessment.

13 We have the communications equipment there and the maps are
.

14 there and the bugging equipment is there and everything,else.
?* Something was said earlier here about the Nuclear

16 Data Link. I think there is a little bit of a

17 misunderstanding about what our interests are. At least in

18 Pennsylvania we are interested in things other than

19 meteorology and source terms. We are interested in

20 hardware, but we io get this at least to some extent through

21 our dedicated phone line to the Licensee, although the

22 information on that line is more likely to be the

23 inf ormation between the health physics and the NRC.

24 We have tried to patch into the HP line in the(
i

25 Nuclear Data Link. We looked.into the faasibility or the

|
,

|
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1 permissibility of doing this. And it seems that both

2 options would create a delusion ef fect, and it really is not

3 possible. But as Mr. Grimes, said, with placing our nuclear

4 engineer at the EOF, he is privy to everything that everyone

5 else has.

6 I think, in general, we are substantially better

7 off than we were a year ago, but we do have some small areas
'

a where we do feel we need some kind of improvements for

9 instance, the layout of the assessment centet, it is awful.

10 Those are little things we ourselves have to deal with. We

11 have a f ew pie-in-the-sky things for down the road that are

12 real-y not germsne to the exercise.

13 HR. MOELLER: Questions for Ms. Riley?

14 (No response.)
.

15 HR. 50ELLER There is one that I have then, and I
.

16 think you probably already answered it. At THI-1, according

17 to what we read and what we have learned from talking to

18 people there is there is a lack of flow of adequa te

19 inf ormation. Did you find that to be true, Ms. Riley?

20 MS. HILEY: I certainly think more information

j 21 could have been used. But at that time the processes were

22 not set upto automatically cue things to pull information

23 out of them or for them to dump information on us. I feel
!

24 confident that had we asked for information , we would have

25 gotten it.
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1 MR. 50ELLERs So as opposed to both the case of

2 not being provided the information but, more importantly, i

3 the f act that nobody asked for it or knew to ask for it?'

4 MS. BILEY: We had the problem of people in

5 important assessment decisions being pulled away to do

6 things like brief elected officials. And you sort of need

7 to do that.. But at the same time, I think, the primary job

8 is accident assessment, and I think we have to make up our

9 minds whether we are going to offend people or have a repeat

10 of past history. I do not really know how to fix that. And

11 I think other people have the same problem.

12 MB. HOELLER: Well, from what you have described,

13 though, with your nuclear engineer at the EOF and with your
,

14 dedicated phone line and with your ties at FEMA and so-

15 forth, you have cartainly done about everything you can

16 think of to assure adequate flow and exchange of information?

17 HS. BILEY: Yes.

18 HR. MOELLER: And on the one item that you brought

19 up that you could not always be sure that people had

20 implemented what you had called and suggested they do, how

21 is the feedback to take place?

22 MS. BILEY: This is one of our internal unfinished |

23 items. 'de have to find some way of fixing that.

24 ER. MOELLER: You are working on it?

25 MS. RILEY: Yes. It is an internal message

.
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1 transfer and update thing. Part of tne problem is -- it is

2 not really a problem -- but part of the situation is that

3 our activities are staged in an area where we are not in the

4 State EOC, so we have a facility separation thing which in

5 some circumstances is a problem and in many circumstances is

| 6 not. So it is the matter of being able to get something

7 back through something as small as a telephone'line.

8 HR. HOELLERs And as a final bottom line -- and I

9 do not really know how to ask it -- but do you believe that

10 your capabilities are adequate to' keep up with a restart of

11 THI-17

12 MS. RILETs I think they are adequate for

13 restart. There is still grounds for improvement, but I

14 would think it would be all right for restart..

. .

15 H.R. KERRa Did I interpret your comments to say

16 that if one has another emergency, one has to be a little

17 careful that people are not so busy passing out information

18 to everybody that they forget to horry about the accident?

19 HS. RILEYs What I said was something like that.

20 (Laughter.)

21 MS. RILETs But what could euphemistically be

22 called " brass counseling," when the boss says, "Tell me what

23 is going on," you do not say, "Sorry, sir, I am just getting

24 a pile of information in here," although that is what you
,

25 should say.

\
.
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1 I think there are ways and means of dealing with

2 this, but it is an ever-precent problem with how do you say

3 "No" to tha boss and should you say "No," but you should

4 assure yourself that you have adequi,te assessment capability

5 in place.

8 HR. HOELLER Any other questions or comments?

7 (No response.)

8 NB. HOELLEBs Well, thank you very much. That was

9 interesting . .

10 We will move on. If I am keeping up with the

11 agenda properly, the next group to respond on the emergency

~

12 preparedness is the Licensee. And that will be Hr. Rogan;

13 is that correct? .

14 HR. CLARKs Yes. I think from an overall *

15 standpoint, we obviously have made a lot of changes. We

18 think the drill went quite well, and i do nor know that

17 there is much.. in tha way of prepared presen tation that would

18 be useful at this point, unless there are specific questions.
.

19 HR. 50ELLER4 I tend to agree with you.

20 Do we have specific questions for 'fr. Rogan from

21 the subcommittee?

22 (No response.)

23 HR. HOELLEBa We have, of course, received a

$ 24 rather complete picture from the other groups.

25 HR. ZUDANS: The only question would be is do you

\
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1 agree with everything that was stated by the previous

2 speakers on this point?
,

3 MB. MOELLER: Good point.

4 MR. ZUDANSs If you do not, tell me where you

5 disagree.

6 MR. ROGANs I think the evaluation has been a very

7 thorough one. We certainly acknowledge that there are some

8 areas whera ve would like to make some improvements. We do

9 feel we have come an awfully long ways and that we have

10 demonstrated a capability to manage an accident properly and

11 efficiently. And to that extent, I can find no objection to

12 the comments that were made by the Staf f. And certainly

13 with regards to our interf ace with the Commonwealth and the
,

14 local municipalities, their participation was excellent and

15 very enthusiastic and very dedicated.

16 So we were very pleased with the outcome of both

17 the exercise performance itself and the results of the

18 evaluations by the Staff and by the other observers.

19 MR. MOELLER: To what degree does the Licensee

20 work with the counties around the State in terms of helping

21 with training or whatever other types of assistance ther

22 need?

23 MR. ROGANs We have several programs. First, as

24 part of our formal emergency training program we provide on
i

25 a periodic basis trsining to the various off-site support

's
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1 agencies that would be called upon to support us, such as

2 fire, ambulance, local pelice, state police. We offer

3 occasional programs to BRP and to the Pennsylvania Emergency

4 Hanagement Agency.

5 HR. 50ELLER: Do you bring them to your facility

6 and put on a course, or do you help them at their own

7 f acility to put on a course ?

8 MR. ROGANs We have done both. Typically, before

9 this exercise we were just starting a new program and we

to invited people to come to the lite, depending on who we were

11 training. For instance on the fire department, we not only

12 go to their stations and present training on radiological

13 hazards in firefighting, but we actually run drills on our

14 sit e . We have actually taken fire companies into the

15 protected area and they have driven as much as 1500-2000

18 f eet inside the buildings and actually drilled on the site,

17 so they have an idea of what the requirements are. So we

18 try to make it as realistic as possible.

19 And we also have with the counties themselves both

20 in the planning exercise and in the training exercise we

21 have both our personal communications -- that is, our

22 emergency staff with the coordinators of the various

23 counties -- but we have a consulting services group that
I
'

24 assists us in the emergency planning effort and helps us out

25 and assures that we have a continuing dialogue and interface

*

s
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1 in terms of upgrading the plan and information and so forth.
.

2 HR. MOELLER: Okay. Thank you very much. _

3 Does the Staff have any further comments, or does

4 that wrap it up on this subject?

5 3R. GRIMESs I would like to comment on the State

6 of Pennsylvania's note about communicctions. Of course,

7 that is common to all organizations. And I think the way to

8 assure that that problem is minimized is to have frequent

9 exercises which involve high levels to all the

to organizations. And indeed in this case I understand the

11 lieutenant governor was directly involved in playing a role
.

12 in the States's participation.

13 MR. MOELLER: Very good.

14 Okay, let us then mote on or move back on our.

15 agenda and pick up where we lef t off this morning. And my

16 plan is to go perhaps sometimes between 12:30 and 1:00, and

17 then we will recess for lunch.

18 The next item was II.K.3.1, which is the auto PORY

19 isolation. And we will begin with the Staff comments on

20 this?
- 21 MR. SILVER: Perhaps there might be some

22 misunderstanding. The Stiff has no further presentation on

23 those items other than what I ga ve earlier.
|

24 HR. HOELLER: Fine. Thank you, Harley.

25 Well, then, let us move to the Licensee. Mr.

|
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1 Clark.
.

|
2 MR. CLARK & Mr. Keaten will both address II.K.3.1

3 and II.K.3 2.7

4 MR. MOELLER: Fine. They are closely tied. Let

5 us do that. We are covering the P0HY isola tion and the

'

8 report on PORY failures.

7 ,,

8 .

9

10

11

12

13
*

.

14 -

- ,

15
.

18

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

i
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1 - NR. KEATENs Actually, I'm going to go one step

|
2 further than that.

|

3 MR. N0ELLER4 Fine.'

|

| 4 ER. KEATENs I'm going to also cover II.K.3.7.

5 MR. MOELLER: Okay. We will also cover the

6 opening probability for PORV.

7 33. KEATIN: Lat me call your attention to an

8 error in the handout. The sheet tha t's sho wn on the first

9 page af the handout should be the last page. I apologize

to for that. That was done in the rush of leaving yesterday.

11 (Slide.)

12 What I am going to say is really a slight
,

13 elaboration of what Mr. Silver said this morning. These
.

14 three requirements, actually four according to 'the original
,

15 numbering scheme, in which II.K.14 and II.K .3.7 were very

16 similar requirements and have since been combined, was to

17 perform an analysis having to do with the opening

18 probability of the PORY in the even of an overpressure

19 transient with the new set points of the reactor pressure,

20 hot pressure trip, an the new set point on the PORY
.

21 opening .

22 II.K.3.1, as was' discussed this morning, is a

23 requirement or possible requirement for an automatic system

24 to close the PORY block valve, and that requirement, the
|

25 implementation of it, has been def erred until the completion i

l

l
i

~

!
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1 cf the analysis' in II.K.3.2.

2 MR. MOELLER4 Excuse me. When you say " deferred,"

3 deferred by you or the staff?

4 MR. KEATENs It is deferred in NUBEG-0737, which

5 says the implementation of that will depend upon the results

6 of II.K.3.2, which is then to perform the analysis of the

7 improvements which have been made on the PORY and also to
,

8 evaluate safety valve f ailure r' tes.a

9 As was indicated this morning, the work whien has

to been done in response to these requirements was sponsored bT

11 the SEW Owner's Group, and BCW at the request of the owners

12 group put together a generic report, which GPU evaluated and

13 then submitted to the NRC as representing our position. I

'

14 believe that it is correct thht the other B&W owners also
,

15 submitted the samo report.

16 We have subsequently received a staff response to

17 tha t, as I will be discussing.

18 ( slid e. )

19 This is a fairly brief summary of what was in the

20 report. First, with respect to the evaluation of the PORY.

21 opening under overpressure transients, the evaluation was
.

22 done by two methods: that 1s, one strictly analytical and

23 one based on actual operating experience with PORV's at B&W

24 NNSS systens. The analytical estimate was done on the besis

25 of defining three random variables which are shown here, the

'

t .

|
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1 high pressure trip set points; the pressure overshoot --

2 that is the amount that the pressure rises above the trip

3 set point; and then the pressure at which the PORY vill

'open.

5 ' So for each of those there was a mean value and a

6 standard distribution defined. They were issumed in all

7 cases to be no-=31 distributions. And then a Monte Carlo

8 analysis was ..cmed to determine the probability of the

9 PORY opening in the event of an overpressure situation.

10 The result is, as shown here, a very small number,
-6

11 about 4 x 10 per reactor year of operation.

12 The estima te based on, operating e xperience --
,

-6
13 MR. MOELLER: Excuse me. Now the 4 x 10 is

.
.

. .

14 the probability of what?.

15 MR. KEATEN: Of the PORY opening per reactor

16 yea r. It's not the probability of it opening per

17 overpressure transient, but the probability of it opening

18 per reactor year.

19 MR. LIPINSKIt What is the main number that goes

20 in to determine the challenges, because that's direct 1r

21 proportional to this number, isn't it?
~

22 MR. KEATEN: The're are three numbers.

23 MR. LIPINSKI: The trip set point is one, the

j 24 pressure overshoot is another, and the PGRV opening pressure'

25 is another. But I have to have an initiating transient with
, |

\

|
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1 a certain frequency. That's the Aey to the whole result,

2 isn ' t it ?
3 3R. KEAIENs We elected in the case of this
4 analyais to state the results in terms of per reactor year.
5 But as I wil? show yo" in the other case we have also
G related it in terms of per overpressure :ra nsie n t .
7 3R. LIPINSKI: Well, per reactor year has a

8 preceding number of challenges per reactor year --
9 MR. KEATENs Right.

10 MR. LIPINSKI -- and depending on the severity of

11 the transient, namely how high is the transient going, where

12 is the trip point set, what is the PORV opening pressure,

13 that then gives you the conclusion: Did the PORY open? But

14 the key nusPer is how may challenges per year, because ther

15 have a distribution then of different characteristics that
18 these random variEbles respond to.
17 MR. KEATENs That's correct, and I think on the

18 next slide I have that number for you. Certainly we t. ave it

19 in the information down below based on the actual operating
20 experience. As you can see from the operating experience,

21 prior to the IMI-2 accident in the BtW reactors there were .

22 148 PORY actuations -- that'is, on the basis of the data
23 which is availabla. And tha t of course is with the old set
24 point for the PORY, and the old set point for the reactor4

25 trip system.

A
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|
1 Since the TMI sccident there have been 42 |

2 transients, which would have resulted in a POEV actuation

3 with the old set points. Combining those into a total of

4190 transients which with the old set points would have

5 opened the PORY and looking at the actumi data from those

6 transients as to how the system would have been expected to

7 respond with the new set points, B&W determined tha t only

8 three of those would have opened the PORY with the new set

9 points on the PORY and the RPS. So that is 3 out of 190, or

10 about 1-1/2 percent of transients, which would have

11 previously opened the PORY that will now be expecte,d to open-

,

12 the PORY.

13 So if I define " overpressure transient" as being a

14 tra nsiunt that would have*previously opened the PORV, well

15 then this analysis would indicate that between one and two

16 percent of those would now.

17 MR. MOELLER Help me, and then Mr. Kerr has

18 questions.

19 The reason the PORV's are not now opening is

20 twofold t t'le pressure has been set higher and th e reactor
.

21 trip has been set lower?

22 MR. KEATENs Tha't's correct. And in fact the two

23 have been basically reversed.

24 MR. MOELLER: Right; from what they were.

25 MR. KEATEN In the earlier design it was intended

/'
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1 that the PORY open to prevent reactor trip on certain

2 transients, and now the opposite in true.
.

3 MR. MOELLER: Mr. Kere?

4 MR. KERRs Is it a valid interpretation, t.t e n ,

5 tha t the 190 incidents will under the new set of set points

e produce 187 scrans?
,

7 MR. KEATEN : Yes.

8 MR. KERR4 That wouldn't have occurred before?

9 MR. KEATENs No, I'm not sure about that. I'm not

10 sure that all of these 190 did not result in reactor
'

11 scrams. Excuse me. I'm not sure that all the 148 did not

12 res ult in reector scrams.

13 MR. 10ELLER: Do ;e have that data as to how many

14 of those 148, even though the PORY opened they still
. .

15 nerammed?

16 MR. KEATEN4 I don't think we have it here, unless

17 you have it, Ed.

18 MR, KANE4 Ed Kane of B C'4 .

19 The data there, all lu8 of those are actual

20 reactor trips. In those occurrences they were all trips.

21 The reactor did trip. -

22 MR. EATHISa In that connection do you consider it i

23 a good tradeoff t.o scram the reactor versus opening the

24 Pagy?
,

25 ME. KERR: Before he answers the question, let rne

s
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1 make sure I understood his answer to the earlier one.
2 You said -- I*a sorry. Did yoo say that of the

3 148 POPV actuations, each also resulted in a reactor trip?

4 3R. KANE: Yes. Those trips tnat were referred to

i
5 were high pressure trips, so the PORY was lef t open during

6 those trips.

7 MR. KERRs I'm misunderstanding.

8 MR. MOELLER: Yes. I am confused.
.

9 MP. KERRs I thought the earlier setting of the
,

10 PORY was a setting which was designed to permit one to get a

11 turbine trip without a ;eactor trip, and th at that's the

12 reason the ?ORY actuated.

13 MR. KANE: Before the PORY that was there did not

14 eliminate all the trips.

15 MR. KERR I thought you just told me that of the

16 148 actuations, which I assume counts all the actuations,

17 e tery one resulted in a reactor trip?

18 3R. KANEs Tha 148 reactor trips, the 148

19 actuations here, come from data wherein the pressure got up

20 to the reactor tric set point, therefore the PORY would have

.

21 actua ted.

22 MR. MOELLER: Wh'ere are the dats --

23 MR. KANE4 That number does not include events --

24 as we said in the report, it does not include events wher ,

25 the turbina ran . beck and the PORY may hare actuated. It's a

'
,

1
'
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1 conservative analysis in general. -

2' I see we're cetting lost somewhere in here and I'm

3 not quite sura where the confusion lieu.e

4 3R. NOVAK One thing I sight cdd that might help ,

5 I don't think you have data every time the PORY actuates.

S You have it by inference If I had a reactor trip, in the

7 old way nf saying things, then I assumed that the PORY

8 moved.

9 I think what you are looking f or, D r. Ke rr, is

to data taat might be tracked only by going through a lot of

11 traces of pressure to see if there were blips, which might

12 than have been issumed to be --

13 ER. KERRs At this point I'm not quite sure what
<

14 I'm looking for, because I had understood from some sort of
,

15 lore that is in. the field that the BEW design which had the

16 P08V actuate without a reactot trip was a design which

17 permitted one to got a turbine trip without necessarily

18 getting a reactor trip. Now you tell me that when that

19 occurrad nobody keeps up with it. I guess it's just

20 normal. You only kept up with the PCRV openings that also

21 resulted in reactor trips, and these are the ones that I see

22 ref er:ed to here?

23 MR. KANE: Let me cla rif y it. The PORY prior to |
i

s 24 1979 would open during , for example, a turbine trip where I

25 the plant successfully can back. It may also open during

i
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1 lost of two main feedvater pumps, okay? In that case,

2 regardless of whether the PORY opened, rhe plant would have

3 tripped on loss of main feedwater.

' Subsequent to that they were putting in placs

5 anticipatory trips on loss of main feedwater. It would

6 probably also have opened during loss of a single main

7 feedvater pump. In that case, the reactor would have stayed

8 on line.

9 We did not for this analysis attempt, nor do we

10 have all the data, to say all the PORY openings. We do have

11 data tha t said, on 148 resctor trips the pressure was such

12 that the POBV opened. By only using that data, the results

13 that we generate are conservative. So we just attempted to

provide conservstive resu'lts for the analysis.14

15 3R. KERRs I don't know what conservative and

16 non-conservative results are. If you're trying to find'out

17 how often a PORY opened, it seems to se if you have

18 insecurate results they are inaccurate results.

10 MP. KANE: Let me give you sn example. If you

20 have say five failures of the PORY and you only count 148

21 eve nts, the eliability of the PGaY is much lower than if
~

22 you try to go back and cou'nt the --

23 MR. KERR: But, you see, I don't want conservative

24 res ults; I want accurate results, because conservative'

25 results are wrong. And tha t is one of the problems we have

I
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1 had in this business for a long time. We use the term
.

2 " conservatism," to cover ignorance, and I think we ought to

3 stop.

4 MR. KANE: Well, the requirement was to justify, I
-3

5 believe, not a'significant contributor to 10 and the

6 analysis was done and demonstrated that. Therefore we

7 didn 't feel that it was appropriate that we should try and

8 justif y every opening and then perhaps begin to haqqle about

9 whether it was an opening here or not, when it really di'''t

10 matter in the final analysis.

11 MR. ZUDANS But it matters in this percentage, is

12 tha t correct, 1.6 percent?

13 MR. KANE: For the purposes of this report.

14 MR. ZUDANS: In t,erms of reliability, it 's a -

15 con serva tive result, because you simply put a smaller

16 nun ber--

17 MR. KERR: You see, the problem is, I don't knov

18 whether it's conservative or not because I don't know what

19 the data are going to be used for. Tha t's the problem with

20 talking about conservatisms.

21 MR. ZUDANSa But read this last statement. They -

22 say " Result, 1.6 percent PORY opening on overpressure

23 transients," but not all transients are equivalent, so there

24 are a lot more.

25 HR. CATTON: But Bill is asking how many scrams do
*

.
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' you have.

2 MR. KERR : I'm probably diverting things too much,,

3 but what I'm trying to find out is whether we're

4 substituting scrass for PORY openings. I gather we're ;.

5 MR. KEATENs Well, let me address that.

6 MR. M0ELLERs Give Mr. Keaten the floor.

7 MR. KEAIENs As you will see on the next slide,

8 although as Mr. Tane said BCW didn 't have enough information

9 to really :losely tie down the number of PORY actuations,

to they did make a total number of the PORV actuations, which

11 this is not, and tha t estimate was 150 or more.

12 MR. M3ELLER: So you are saying roughly 60

13 percent.
. .

,

14 MR. KEATENs In 60 percent of the cases where the

15 PORY opened, there was also a reactor trip, if that 250 is
,

16 an accurate number.

17 MR. LIPINSKI Mr. Chairman?

18 MR. MOELLER: Mr. Lipinski.

19 MR. LIPINSKIs I was going to try and tie down

20 your analytic estimate -- your operating experience

21 estimate. How many reactor years does it take to get these .

22190 actuations, so I can d'o the division and translate 1.6

23 percent to reactor years?

s 24 MR. KEATEN: The number 45 sticks in my mind, but

25 I ' m not sure that's right.

s
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1 3R. LIPINSKI: Because you say that the two

2 methods give you significantly dif ferent answers, but

3 they're not cast in the same units, so I can't compare

4 them.

5 ER. KEATEN: Right. Right. But that was based

6 upon this, so if you take 45 as being roughly right. ,

7 MR. KANE: That's correct.

8 HR. KERRs Does the new system result in more

9 scrans?

10 MR. KEATEN: Very definitely.

11 MR. KERE: A significantly larger number?

12 MR. KEATENs As we said, the estimate we have here

13 is maybe in 40 percent of the overpressure transients the

14 ' reactor vot.ld not scram with the old set point and it vsuld
*

15 scram --

16 MR. KERR Is your view that the system is thereby

17 less risky because one is now scramming rather than opening

18 the PORV?

19 MR. KEATEN: We are in fact going to address that

20 to some degree in our presentation later today, when we talk

21 about the pros and cons. But let me just say that it
"

22 certainly does reduce the ' number of times that the PORV is

23 called upon to act and it does increase the number of times

24 that the high pressure trip set point is called upon to

25 act.
.
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1 MR. KERR: I understand that, and what I'm looking

2 for -- and you're going to give me that -- is your

3 conclusion about the resultant risk reduction or increase.

4 NR. KEATEN: We have not at this time done a

5 quantitative risk evaluation that would give you & cleancut

6 answer to that question.

7 NR. KERE: Has anybody, do you know?

8 38. KEATEN: I have not seen it.

9 MR. ZUDANS: Maybe a related question. The

to anticipated number of scrams will increase with these new

11 settings. Will that still be less than the design number of

12 scrans for the particular number of reactor vessel, or say

13 other components? I am now talking about structural
-

e' 14 aspects. -

15 HR. KEATENs I believe the ansvar is yes, but I 's,

18not prepared to defend that answer. I believe that h =. 0 b::n

17 considered in analysis. I just don't have that information

18 here. with me.

19 MR. ZUDANS: BEW just said there were 250 total

20 openings?.
,

,
21 MR. KEATENs That was an estimate. -

,

22 52. ZUDANS: For all BEW plants? Does a record
.

23 exist on pressure-temperature on the tailpipe beyond the

24 PORV?

25 MR. KEATENs I suspect that's probably very plant
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1 specific and transient specific.

~

2 1R. ZUDANS: I'm talking about the record. If the |
:

3 record exists, it does not relate to transientse.

4 MR. KEATENs I'll have to say I don't know.

5 MR. ZUDANSs That would be an obvious way to pick

6 all these openings, because every time the temperature went

7 up you would have to open.

8 1R. CLARKs We do not have that data for THI-1,

9 according to our operating people here. We do not have

10 strip charts or any recorded temperatures or tailpipe

11 temperature downstream.

12 MR. ZUDANS: You do not?

13 HR. CLARKs Correct.

14 MR. ZUdANS: It's just a continuous indication,'
15 but no recording?

16 52. KEATENs Actually, the normal readout of the

17 tailpipe temperatures is via the computer.
.

18 ME. ZUDANS: If you have it in the computer, do

19 you store it on magnetic tapes or something you can play
20 back and count those peaks?

21 MR. KEATENs No, sir, not on the computer system
'

22 as it existed at TMI-1. There were only a limited number of

23 data points for which historical storage of data was

24 maintained.s

25 MR. KERR Maybe if you asked the computer it
1

x
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I would tell yous

2 3R. ZUDANS: But you have to ask.

3 (Laughter.)'

4 XR. ZUDANS: So that actually means there is no

5 way to say whether 250 is a reasonable or an unreasonable
.

6 number.

7 3R. CATTON: POEV is a valve designed tor steam

8 flow, gee, I think 20 or 30 years ago. Have you given any

9 consideration to just designing the valve right and

10 replacing it and avoiding all of these problems that we are

11 discussing? I think it would be cheaper in the long run.

12 3R. KEATEN: I guess I'm a little bit unclear of

13 what you mean, Dr. Catton, when you say designing it right.
,

I'4 ER. CATTON: It was designed for steam valves

15 only. It's been in the catalogues for years, and now it's

18 ralled upon to flow both steam and water, and the result is

17 it's continuously getting into dif ficulties, and you can

18 count the numbec that stuck open.

19 If you design a valve for two-phase flow at time

20 zero, you avoid all the dif ficulty. And what I'm asking is,

21 have you given any thought to putting in a valve that's
'

22 designed for the job rathe'r than designed for steam alone?

23 MR. KEATEN: Dr. Catton, I believe I'd like to

24 have some help here from our valve people.

25 MR. CAITON: Maybe it wasn't designed for that

s
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1 flow of staan. If you design a valve to open and close, the

2 valve should open and close. If it's not doing that, then

3 it should be redesigned.

4 MR. CLARK: We believe the EPRI valve program is

5 looking at that question.

6 MR. CATTON : They are not. They're looking at

7 flows through those valves and tha t still is begging the

8 issue of vny doesn't somebody just design a valve right.

9 MR. CLARK: I will check my source.'

10 MR. ZUDANS: The EPRI program just takes the valve

11 as it exists.
.

12 MR. CATTON: It has nothing to do with the

13 redesign of th e valve.
,

,

14 MR. MOELLER: Go ahead,'Mr. Keaten. *

15 MR. KEATEN4 I wanted. to see if some of the

18 people--

17 MR. CATTON4 The answer is he's answered my

18 question.

19 MR. KEATEN: I think a general answer, Dr. Catton,

20 is thero 's no way we're going to design a valve or anything

21 else that is 100 percent right.
~

22 MR. CATION: The're's no doubt about that. But

i

23 t h e re 's a lo t o f technology around that points to how you

24 design a valve correctly and there are people in the

25 business tha t want to design that valve. Yet I see here a
4

)
i

|
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1 tremendous program including instrumentation, fancy sonic

2 devices, accelerometers being attached to pipes. It seems

3 to me that what you're doing is you're building yourself one

4 huge headache, where a proper valve would eliminate all
:

5 that.

6 I have no more comment on that.

7 MR. HOELLER: Mr. Keaten was saying you have some

8 valve people here. Do they want to corrent on that?

9 MR. CLARK 4 While they comoare notes there, I

10 think it would be our belief that regardless of the

11 reliability of the valve we got that we would still want a

12 reliable valve position indicator, and that --

13 MR. CATTON: T didn't say anything about the valve
;

14 indicator. I'm afraid of the accelecometers. , ,

15 MR. CLARKs That's what the accelerometers or,the '

16 temperature detectors or the delta Ps are, an attempt to

17 know the position of the valve.

18 MR. CATTON: There are positive ways to detect

19 valve closure rather than asing an accelerometer on a pipe.

20 Having a shaking a pipe tell me it's open seems to me a

21 rather weak way to determine whether it's open or not.

22 MR. KERR: My concern has to do with I have very

23 real doubts that you decrease risk by substituting scrams

24 for opening PORY valves, because I think a scrammed reactor

25 is in a situation which one would like to avoid.
,
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1 MR. 50ELLEHs Has the staff examined this, and do

2 rou have any information or numbers on it?

3 38. NOVAKs This issue has been discussed.

4 Specifically, f or example, on the Midland plant I know that

5 ve have stated th a t we would review a design modification

6 that Midland was proposing which would provide a system

7 which would provide sort of single f ailure-proof advantages

8 to the closing. You would have a double block valve, for

9 example, but then go back to the original pre-THI set

10 points.

11 We have said that chis design modification would

12 be reviewed by the staff. So we are no t locked to these set

13 points =.s the only solution. If a propcsed design that

14 pt-avided us the assurance that the PORV would have the kind.

15 of reliability that one would want and that it would close

16 with a degree every time it is challenged, then I don't see

17 why the staff would be locked into saying, no, you can't let

18 it open , you must trip the reactor.

19 We recognize the risks involved with unnecessary

20 reactor trips, in a sense. There are many times during the

21 startup of a plant where you may in effect bump against the ~

22 high pressure set point just due to small transients. This

23 causes you to bring the plant down, come back up again, and

24 certainly the opportunity f or other kinds of transients-

25 developing.

.
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1 So I do think we are'open to this issue, but I

2 have not seen a concerted effort by the BC'4 Owner's Group to

3 come back and say, given we make these criteria as criteria

4 we would design to in terms of valve reliability both
,

5 opening and closing, most assuredly --

6 ,NR. KERE: The staff has made a judgment that one

7 decreases risk by cutting down on the number of P0HV

8 openings, even with existing design, and increasing the

9 number of trips. And I wouid wonder if there really exists
_

10 or if one can demonstrate that tha t decision has decreased

11 risk. I haven' t seen any evidence it does.

12 I realize that notiva tion, because one had a

13 serious accident where a PORY f ailed to close. But it's not

14 clear 't,o me that anybody has demonstrated that the fix has
15 reall'y decreased the risk.

,

16 3R. NOVAK: I'm not arguing tha t question. I

17 think , as you say, at the time of the accident there was a

18 judgment that continued operation of these plants could be

19 supported,1f we could reduce the challenge to the PORV.
20 Obviously agrees that that accomplishes tha t. The question.

21 is on be. lance are you operating the plant more safely under '

22 this mode or under the previous mode, in terms of raactor

23 trips and sc forth.

24 ER. MOELLER: Could you refresh me as to what the

25 main deficiencies or problems are in using the PORV block

|
|
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1 valve, you know, with an automatic closing sfter a certain

2 le. qth of time? What are the pitfalls there? I mean, I

3 gather -- isn't this what the Germans do?

' MR. NOVAKa The one point th at we have held onto

5 is that with the use of the PORV, it is the only opening in

6 the reactor coolant system. So if you want to accomplish

7 the depressurization through the PORY line, you can open.

8 And automatically closing the block val ve , there is a

9 certain chance that you may have isolated that line and in

10 f act it wouldn 't open. So I think that there is that

11 residual concern that we're looking at to maintain that

12 fle xibility.

13 MR. CATTON I would like to make a comment with

14 respect to interest in valves. The Fluid Dynamic's

15 Subcommittae met in San Jose and we invited in a gr up who

16 manuf actured va3 ves to talk about the kinds of valves that

17 sight answer some of these questions. It was extremely

18 interesting. Everybody lef t, includino the staff, and the

19 Subcommittee listened to the valve manuf acturers? So the

20 interest was very low on the part of the vendor, the

21 utility, and the staff. It goes a little bit further than
~

22 you said.

23 MR. ZUDANSs I think that is correct.
|

24 MR. CATTON: You were at tha t meeting. ;
I

25 MR. ZUDANS: Yes, I was. I saw what you said.
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1 I am just wondering whether anybody ever did a'

2 total picture of seeing what happens to the risk by

3 shif ting, caducin7 challenges to PORY and reducing scrams.

4 The questj on was raised many, many times in many meetings,

5 and I thought by now staff would have a very strong answer.

6 I understood it was acceptable because the

7 increased number of scrams was still below the design

0 number. That's why I asked this question before. That

9 seans the plant will survive. Whether it's 200, 300, it was

10 designed f or 400, so it'll be all righ t. If that's the

11 answer, it's probably acceptable.

12 MR. CATTONs \re you thinking survive

13 structurally ?

.

14 MR. ZUDANS4 That 's wha t I'm referring t o *.

15 MR. CATTON: I believe Dr. Kerr is referring to

16 other aspects.

17 MR. ZUDANS: Well, you need structures to keep

18 that demon in there.

19 3R. CATION: That's only part of it.

20 MR. MOELLER: Let 's go back to Mr. Keaten and see

21 where it leads us.
.

22 MR. KEATEN: In ' response to the question whether

23it really reduces risk or not, we have had some
i

( 24 discussions. They have been qualitative discussions within

25 GPU, and I have lo tell you honestly tha t we've had people |
|

|
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1 on both sides of the argument. I think the conclusion we

2 drew, .that that kind of qualitative discussion was unlikely

3 to give us a clear evaluation of it, that we would have to

4 have a more quantitative evaluation, and we have not done

Si I
that.

6 Our conclusions f rom this part of the study was

7 that v!'.n the criteria that were set up in NUREG-0737 was,

8 while those two methods of analysis gave somewhat different,

9 in f act somewhat more different results than we might have

10 expected , that we met the criteria.

11 Coming back to the point of wherner 1.6. percent is

12 a good number, if you use 250 as being a better estimate of

13 the total number of actuations then the number would be a
'

14 little less than one percent, still well below, though.

15 HR. LIPINSKI Before you take it off, there's a

18 f actor of 100 diff erence between your so-called analytic and

17 operating experience?

18 MR. KEAIENs I think that's right.

19 MR. LIPINSKI Of fhand I don ' t know whethe r your

20 analytical estimate is a good one, bect,use we haven't

21 discussed in detail how you formulated that to come out with^

22 this answer.

23 MR. KEATEN I understand tha t . I'm coming back

24 to this point in a minute.

25 MB. LIPINSKIa I'm glad, because the conclusion

1
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1 would be the andlytical estimate is not a good one.
*

2 MR. KEATENs We have a presentation exactly along

3 these lines.
4 (Slide.)

5 But first,.before I address.that,I let me switch to

6 the II.K.3.2. question, which was in this case the

7 probability of getting a small break LOCA and the

8 probability of getting specifically an opening of the POBV,

9 and whether this was a major impact on the total probability

10 of small break LOCA 's. So the work that was done here --

11 and again, this was generic work that was done for the B&W

12 Owner's Group -- was te look at the probability that the

13 PORY would open, and then look at the probability that it
'

14 would stirk open if it did open, and tha,t gives tha net*

15 probability of it eening and staying open.

16 As f ar as the probability that it would open

17 initially, B&W looked at five opening transients: the

18 overpressure transient was really one from the previous

19 slide; then a transient in which there was a delay in the

20 initiation of emergency f eedwater so the pressure went up; a

21 deliberate operator action to open the PORY -- as was

22 mentioned by Mr. Novak, this is a step in sor.e of the

23 emergency procedures -- then we looked ct instrumentation

A. 24 con trol faults tha t might open the valves and finally, an

25 overcooling event in which the system -- in which the
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1 pres'Pire would drop and the block valve on the PORY vould be

2 cloced in accordance with existing procedure, and then the

3 system would repressurize as the HPI refilled the inventory,

4 and the operator delayed for one reason or another his --

5 excuse me.

6 No t with the block vsive closed. In this case,

7 the operator delayed HPI so it went back to an overpressure

8 case, and then opened the PCRV.

9 As a result of those five things, as you can see

to on th e slid e , it gave au estimated probability of the PORY
-2

11 opening due to any cause of about 2 times 10 per reactor

12 yea r. Then looking at the existing failures in PORY's on

13 B CW plants -- and here 's what I mentioned earlier -- the
.

14 total openings, that is an estimate and it's probably
,

15 conservative. Tha total may be larger than that.
'

-2
to The net failure was about 2 times 10 per

-u
17 dem and, so that gives us a little less than 5 times 10

18 per reactor year as the probability of getting a small break

19 LOC A as the result of an open ?ORV.

20 MB. LIPINSKIs If we go back to the five

21 initiators, sin =e we vera s fsetor of 100 off on the
~

22 previous page, are we a fa'ctor of 100 off on this 2 times
-3

23 10 result?

i 24 NH. KEATENs The previous one was a very small

25 fraction of tha total.

s

,

W

|
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1 MR. LIPINSKI I'm questioning your analytical
-2

1 capabilities of arriving at this number of 2 times'10. .

3 I don 't know what you're doing in the risk analysis. I'm

4 only asking, do they as well carry a 100 factor error?

5 3R..KEATEN: In the first place, I don't think-

6 vo re convinced right now that necessarily tho differencee

7 between the two estimates is associated with the
8 analytical. So I would not concur tha t we can conclude

9 right now that the analytical estimate is wrong by a factor

10 o f 100.

11 One of the things that we have asked BC'4 to do and

12 tha t they're presently working on is to try and understand

13 the reason for those differences and see if we can reconcile
'

14 t h e m .
,

15 MR LIPINSKI Could you comment on what is done

16 with the other four that are in this list? Transient with

17 emergency f eedwater, is tha t again a Monte Carlo

'

18 simulation? Somewhere operator action is not analytical.

19 You have to assume a number for that.

20 3R. KEATEN No, in the case of operator action,

21 basically what was done was to look at the types of events
'

22 in which the procedures called f or operator action to open

23 the PORY and then estimate the f requency of those events

' . 24 occurring. For example, one of those is the steam generator

25 tube rupture.
.

\
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| 1 3R. KERR Do I interpret this correctly to say

2 about once every 50 years a plant will have a PORY opening,

3 according to this estimate? |

4 NR. KEATENs Yes.

5 MR. MOEL1EBs Neanin g it will fail to close?

8 MR.,KERRt Open.

7 MR. LIPINSKIs Once in a plant lifetime.

8 5R. KERR Would your experience make you feel

9 good about that number?

10 3R. KEATENs This is with the new set points and

11 so forth , not with the old set points.

12 HB. KERRt Somebody has experience with the new

13 set points, don't they? That would mean that with four or

14 five reactors in operation, one shouldn' t have had very many'

.

15 PORY openings. Have we had almost zero openings since

18 then?

17 MR. NOVAK4 The Crystal River 3 event was an event

18 where the PORY opened. It was due to an electrical failure,

19 b ut you have the revised set points, but there vss one

20 operating plant.
,

21 MR. KERR That's the only one as far as you
'

22 know?

23 $P.. NOVAK: That's the only one I recall at this

24 time, yes..

25 ER. KEATEN: Let se just jump ahead to my next

t
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1 slide, which really addresses that question, because the

2 response we had from the NRC staff on this initial report

3 raised in f act some of the same kinds of questions that are

4 being raised here.

85 (Slide;)

6 With the case of the PORY opening probability due

7 specifically to an overpressure transient, the staff

8 commented, as wss mentioned this morning, that ther

9 concurred with the general approach that was ursd, the Monte

to Carlo technique. But .ney felt like the caport had

11 submitted insuf ficient information for them to be able to

12 concur with the actual numbers that were used.
.,

13 So,the request from the staff asked us to submit
.

.

14 to them additional iaf orma' tion which would suppCrt the
*

.
.

15 specific nunerical values that were used , a nd this is what I

16 was referring to in answer to Mr. Lipinski's question, that

17 we were pulling together additional inf ormation there in

18 order to support those numbers. In the case of the safety

19 effects of PORV isolation, they asked us to consider four

j 20 additional items, some of which are new or expanded and some

*

21 of which go to the accuracy of the original estimate. ,

22 The first one was what would be the probability of

| 23 arriving at a small break LOCA due to a stuck-open safety
|
'

24 valve which resulted as a result of the sequence that

25 started with the plant operating in the mode where the PORY

d
s
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I had-a small amount of leakage through it and the PORY block

2 valve was closed st the beginning of the transient due to

3 the leaky PORY.

' The- staff in its response pointed out the

5 usefulness of this information; it would be useful in

6 determining how acceptable it would be to operate the plant

7 with the PORY block valves closed, as presently allowed by

8 the tech specs at the plant. That is work that had not been

9 done in response to the original requirements, which we have

io now initiated.

11 The sacond one and the third one are cases where

12 the staff rais9d questions of whether their estimates that I

13 showed you on the previous slide were accurate; did they

14 include the probability of a sticking open a safety valve

15 resulting f rom a depressuriza. ion event? And this is what I

16 was really ref erring to earlier, where the transient here is

17 where there's a depressurization event and the operator

j 18 closes the PORY block valve, and then as high pressure

19 injection repressurizes the system, th e pressure in the

20 event ot' inadequate operator action, th9 pressure overshoots

| 21 and opens a safety valve rather than the PORY since the
'

|

22 block valve is closed.

23 Fina lly , the third one here, the staff questioned

24 whether we had adequately included ICS failures in the

25 f ailure rate. And then finally, the original requirement

s-

|
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1 was to generate a failure rate for safety valves based on

2 operating experience.

3. As was shown on the previous slide, there have

4 been three pressurizer safety valves which have opened and

5 none of them have stuck open. B&W in the initial report did

6 not. attempt to estimate a f ailure cate based on that,

7 because of the very small number of data points.

8 MR. KERRt What acceptable probability does the

3 Staff have for these events?

10 ER. KEATENs Of sticking open a safety valve?

11 NR. KERE: Yes.
.

12 NR. KEATENs I don't remember that I've seen a -

13 number for.what was acceptable. Maybe the Staff could

14 add ress tha t. ,

15 MR. CHOWS This is Ed. Chow.

18 Acceptance criteria for a stuck-open safety valve

17 would be the same as a stuck-open PORV. That would be
-3

*

18 10 .

19 MR. ETHERINGTON: That would be less acceptable

. 20 because the flow would be much greater, Jouldn't it? And

21 you can ' t block it.
'

1

22 MR. CHOWS The flow rate would be greater through

23 the safety valve.

24 3R. KERR4 Where does one find a description of

25 how the staff arrived at these numbers? Could you refer me

s
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1 to a report?

2 HR. CHOWS It goes back to the WASH-1400, to the

3 small-break LOCA.'

4 3R. KERRs I don't think the W ASH-1400 gives

5 numbers that are acceptable to the staff, does it?

6 58. CHOWS No, but we feel like this is a good

7 number that can be reasonably achieved.

8 MR. KERE: So an acceptable number is whatever can

9 be achie fed reasonably?
.

10 MR. NOVAK This is Tom Novak again.

11 My recollection is that the staff has been looking

12 at the reliability of either the PORY or the safety vsive

13 and has tried to show, with the judgment that we can be
'

14 assured that it is not a signif,1 cant contributor to a small
15 break LOCA, in other vor,ds it is not the dominant reason why
18 a reactor coolant system would leak comparable to what you

17 would get out of a valve leak, then that is the basis for,

18 f or example ,1<stting the plants operate without requiring

19 the PORY to be blocked.

20 And the recollection in my mind is that we have

21 bean able to conclude that the likelihood of a small break
'

22 LOC A resulting f rom either a PORV hanging open with f ailure

23 to isclate with the block valve and/or with the safety valve
-3

24 staying open is less than 10 per reactor year. I

25 believe tha probability of the small break LOCA is on that

V
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1 skanitude.
2 So I think the logic, the judgment that I recall

3 is that when you look at the whole reactor coolant system if,

4 rou can reich the conclusion that the valves that are

5 ins'talled are no t the dominant contributor to a'small Dreak

8 LOCA and the other contributors are poor' quality of weld or

7 something that would lead to a small break LOCA, then that's

8 an acceptable basis for licensing. '

9 1R. KERBS Thank you.

10 MR. ZUD4NS: Mr. Chairman.

11 MR. MOELLER: Yes, Mr. Zudans..

12 N3. ZUDANSs I would like to go to your numbers in

13 the previous slida , if I co uld .

'
14 ( S lide . )

15 MR. ZUDANO: The estimated PORV opening
.

16 probability is kind of small, and all the reasoning that you

17 go f rom that point on to the end indicates that you really
.

18 don ' t need PORV 's. Why don't you suggest esmoving them?

19 MB. KEATENs Well, there are certain cases where,

I 20 I grant for low probability events, where it is very

21 convenient to have a PORV. -

22 MR. ZUDANS: You don't plan to uso it except in 50

23 yea rs or so , or 40 years.

24 HR. KEATEN: Gell, there are quite a few safety j

25 systems I don't expect to use very often, but I might want

|
\
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1'nevertheless to have them.
2 ER. ZUDANS: The other number that you give, PORY

-4
3 small break LOCA probability is 4.7 x 10 and total small

,
^ -3

4 break LOCA probability is 1 x 10 , and it to me looks

5 like PORY contributes half of the total. You s' aid it was+

6 insignificant. If those numbers are acceptable numbers, or

'

7 I ton't know how it is calculated.

8 3R. NOVAKs " Insignificant" is a strong term.

9 3R. ZUDANS: It's very significant. It's half of
.

10 the total.

11 3R. N0 YAK I agree with you. I didn 't mean to

12 suggest that our criteria was that the talve PORY had to be

13 insignificant. And I really haven't studied the Licensee's

14 numbers in this case.

15 I was trying to recall the logic of the basis for

4 16 how we treat safety valves and PORV's, in answer to Dr.

17 Kerr's question.
-3

18 MR. ZUDANS You said 10 probability of

19 f ailure would be acceptable.

20 MR. NOVAKs Well, that is actually a f airly high

'
'

21 number f or a small break. But let's say that's one side of

22 the range of where one might suggest you would have a small

23 break LOCA.

24 ER. ZUDANS4 I would like to comment to the 1
-

-3 -3
25 10 Is this'10 accepted or looked upon as a useful.

,

',.

I
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1 number just because it is the only number in town, so to
'

2.spe ak ? .

' 3 MB. NOVAK: Well, no. I think this is an

4 education process.

5 MR. ZUDANS: Or is there more of an education

6 process behind it?
,

7 NR. NOVAK: I think this whole idea of risk

8 asnessment, we are growing and we are becoming, I think,

9 certainly more educated. What we are trying to do is look

10 at these kinds of events, other events, probabilities of

11 them, and sake decisions as to whether specific requirements

12 need to be placed on the Licensee to accouplish certain

13 things to reduce a cer,tain scenario.

14 What we are trying to do when we make these
.

15 decisions is determine if there is a basis that the given

16 event, with its probability and those systems that are

17 designed to mitigate it, permit one to look at the system as

18 it is presently designed and see if it's acceptable for

19 operation.

20 I recall looking recently at the Commission's

21 decision on station blachout, where a board was discrssing -

-6
,

22 probabilities of 10 that we have used for certain siting'

23 considerations and showing that at the particular Florida

24 site the probability of a station blackout, that being loss
1

25 of both offsite and onsite AC power, was probably greater

\
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1 than that, and some modifications to the plant vere indeed

2 suggested.

3 I think what I'm getting a t, we are trying to look

4 at a number of these scenarios, look at what our best

S estimates are for the probabilities, and reach decisions on

6 whether plant modifications are necessary or not. I don't

7 think the. relief valve, PORY safety valve should be

8 considered a closed Assue. I think the discussions this

9 morning of the reactor trip is a basis to say leave it

to open.

11 There are a number of tests being run at EPRI,

12 which I think are showing certain design characteristics of

13 saf ety, relief and block valves. I think we will have a
,

14 better basis for making judgment's as to any chandes to plant

15 configurations when these kind of tests are concluded and

16 studies can be performed.
;

17 MR. ZUDANSs I guess you are right that the tests |
!

18 at EPRI will give you a better basis to judge existing |
l19 hardware . But they are not going to inprove tn. hardware. !

20 3R. ETHERIFGTONa If tt2 probabilities are as low

21 as indicated , it seems to me you would be much better off !
|

22 with a regular safety valve than a PORV, wouldn't it?

23 You ' ve got quite a reliability.

24 MR. NOVAK Yes, Dr. Etherington. The PORY

25 historically has been a designer 's option. There are plants
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1 operating today that do not have power operated relief

2 valves. We are noi supporters of PORV's. Neither are we

3 saying you must tak a them out.

4 We have historically said t h,a t as parc of the

'
5 inbailt flexibility of the plant and as long as it

6 represents a sma.ll contributor to risk it can be an

7 acreptanle part of the design.

8 MR. ETHERINGTON: I think it has a definite safety

9 value in that you have a block valve behind it, but there

to doesn't have to be a PORY f or that purpose. It could be a

11 saf ety valve.

12 MR. NOVAK: That's correct.

13 MR. ETHERINGTON: That protects you against the
,

14 regular safety valves getting stuck open.
.

15 3R. ZUDANS: But what is the reason to assume

16 safety valves vill perform better? It's only been

17 challenged three times. By the time they reach 250

18 challenges, they may have failures just like this one has.

19 3R. ETHERINGTON: I'm sorry, I wasn't with you on

20 tha t. '

21 3R. ZUDANS: They were challenged three times,
'

22 challenged in BEW plants,'the safety valves were challenged ,

23 and there were no failures. But that is not e7 indication

24 as to how good those valves were at all.

25 MR. ETHERINGTON: But if you had s safety valve in

f

!

!
'
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1 line with the block valve, then you wouldn' t be challenging

.2 this regular safety.-

3 MP. ZUDAUS: But see what they have done, tney

4 have changed the operating parameters and set points in such

5 a way that the challenge td PORY is so small that they might

9 ac ,well just not be there. I mean, what's the point in

7 having them there?

8 MR. ETHERINGTON: It still protects the challenge

9 to the safety valves.

10 MR. CATTON: They're set lower than the safeties.

11 MR. ZUDANS: Yes. But according to this, they

12 won't be challenged in a number of years.
,

13 MR. LIPINSKI: Qnce per plant lifetime.
6

- . ,

14 , MR. ZUD ANS : So what do I care?

15 MR. KERRa Well, we also design aatomobiles, if

16 rou want to talk about that.
17 (laughter.)

18 MR. KEATEN: I think anot:2er thing about the PORY

19 is , in addition to being the thing that opens first and

20 being isolsble, it is a component for the operator to take

21 certain actions that he could not take if it were a safety
~

22 valve.

23 MR. KERE: In response to one of Mr. Zudans'

24 earlier questions, you said yes, but there are other safety

25 systems that you don't use very often and you have tcem,

,
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1 which could have led me to believe that the P0FV is not

2 saf ety-grade.

3 MR. KEATEN4 No, sir, and I did not mean to imply

4 that. What I meant to imply was that in this case, in
,

5 certain types of* accident scenarios, the operating

6 procedures called f or the operators to use the PORY if it is

7 available. There are other things they can do if it is not

8 available. But it becomes for certain scenarios the

9 preferred line of action if it is available.

10 MR. KERR: Thank you.

11 HR. ETHERINGTON: As a means of depressurizing,

12 for example?

13 HR. KEATENs Yes, sir.
,

14 MR'. M0ELLERt Well, I guess to begin to wrap this
,

15 u p we could ask, what 1,s the bottom line? Tom, am I to

16 understand f rom your comments that in other words these are

17 matters that are under discussion?

13 MR. NOVAK That is correct.

19 MR. HOELLER: But you do have certain requirements

20 tnat you are imposing upon THI-1, do you not? Like I guessi

21 on the automatic PORY isolation, you are requiring that, are

22 you ?

23 MR. NOVAKs No, not at this time. What we want to

i 24 do first is establish whether or not it can be demonstrated

25 -tha t the reliability of the PORY is acceptably high, such

*
.
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1 that it is not necessary to have an automatic closing

2 f eatures.

3 MRe MOELLER: So the bottom line here really is on

' these items, is they are something like the inadequate core

i
5 cooling. You are expecting the Licensee'to conduct

8 investigations and issue reports on these, and you want to

7 see progress.

8 58. NOVAK I think so. As Mr. Clark mentioned

9 earlier, t!!is is one sroa their priorities suggested th e y.

10 would get to af ter July 1. And I think as long as it

11 remains such that we can review this issue and make a

12 decision as to whether there is any reason for modification

13 to the plant before resta rt, that it .is acceptable.

'

14 "MR. KERR Okay.

15 3R. KEATEN: I'd like to make clear to the

18 Subcommittee that this is not in the area in which we, GPU,

17 feels there is confrontation between us and the staff.

18 MR. KERR: Sure. Okay.

19 MR. EATEN They have asked for some additional

20 inf ormation, and we have now indicated on this slide that we

21 are intending to try to supply tha t information to them by
~

22 about the 1st of September, and it should hopefully give
~

23 them time to evaluate this and to give us time for

24 additional dialogue if necessary.

25 MR. MOELLER: Very good.

.
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1 MR. LIPINSKI: Mr. Chairman, I have one question.

2 Given post-THI experience with the new set points,

3 how many PORY openings have there been in how many reactor

4 years?<

5 5R. KEATEN: I'm sorry, I don't know.

6 MR. LIPINSKIs Because if you do have that number,

7 that is the --

8 3R. HOELLERt I thought that's what we didn't

9 have.

10 MR. KERRs Mr. Novak said he knew of one.

11 HR. MOELLER: Yes.

12 3R. LIPINSKI: Secause this goes with the number
-2

13 that you are using, your 2.3 x 10 that is based on

14 analytical work, but again you didn 't support that with any

15 numbers based on experience.

16 MR. KEAIEN: On this chart, that is correct.

17 Perhaps if you want to pursue this further, perhaps the

18 apprcpriate thing would be for us to supply you with a copy

19 of the submittal which we made to the NRC. That went into

20 more detail. This was just intended only as a summary and

21 not a detailed discussion of how all the numbers were
'

22 arrived at.

23 MR. LIPINSKI What is bothering me is I don't

24 have confidence in your analytical work' as it compares on

25 the overpressure transient, and I'm a little disturbed by

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 just accepting the 2.3 x 10 as being a good number.

2 HR. KhNE4 Ed Kane again.
|

3' I think there was a little confusion between the
|

| 4 snalytical and the experimental results. On one of the

5 slides' that was up there, there was a combination of

6 overpressure prot'ection, operator error, steam generator,

7 tube rupture. Ihere were five different results that really

8 ought to be classified in the analytical area. That didn't

9 cose across.

10 When you do that, the numbers are, I believe,
-2 -2

11 2.3 x 10 and 2.1 x 10 So looking at those numbers,.

12 the results are very close between the analytical estimates
,

13 and the previous operating e,xperience.
.

14 EP. CLARK: I think if you take the page labeled

15 II.K .2, PORY opening probability, which has the analytical

16 estimate and the estimates from operating experience -- and

17 I believe that that is a misleading comparison, that the

18 analytical estimate is for overpressure transien'ts only and

19 the operating experience is f rom all sources, and tha t that

20 was not made clear by us earlier. And it's obvious you

21 would tend to compare them and you shouldn ' t. And with th a t '

22 properly understood, then'the numbers are not that far off.

23 MR. LIPINSKI: Well, they are now, because now if

24 I translate your estimate from operating experience that's
-4

25 3 .6 times 10 per reactor year. It's the 1.6 percent in

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC, i
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1 45 reactor years. And if I go to the next page I see a
-2

2 number like 2.3 times 10 and I'm a factor of 100 off in

3 the other direction.
4 Now, again, if you're estimating a factor of 100

! 5 high you're conservative.

6 MR. KEATEN: Understand, though, that on the third

7 page where you're talking about the PORY opening probability

=\ 8 only the first of the five items is all of the items from

9 the previous page.

10 MB. LIPINSKIt That's what he just corrected. The

11 operating axperience is all the events that have gone into

12 opening the valve, and you have adjusted them with the new

13 set points. Now, what events are in that estimate from
.

1& operating experience?
. .

15 MR. KEATEN: Well, as Mr. Kane said -- -

16 MR. CLARK: May I suggest th a t perhaps we regroup

17 during lunch between BCW and ourselves and make sure we know

18 exactly how we are using these numbers, and that that would

19 be more fruitful than continuing?

20 MR. MOELLER: Fine, let's do that.

21 MR. ZUDANS4 I would like o add an additional
-

I 22 question. You mentioned that some of the operating
|

23 procedures require or suggest that PORV 's be used.

( 24 MR. KEATENs Not require, just suggest they be

25 used .

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 MR. ZUDANS: That represents additional challenges

2 to the PORV's.
3 MR. KEAIENs Yes, sir. That's included in the

4 list.

5 MR. ZUDANSt That's not what's'in the lifetime.
6 MR. KEATENs That depends on the probability that

7 it's going to be called upon to be used.

8 MR. ZUDANSt I wanted those numbers, whether

9 they're included in this number.

10 MR. KEATENs Yes, sir, they are. And I'll be glad

11 to provide' the consultants copies of the re ports.

12 MR. ZUDANS: If it's that low, my previously

13 strong opinion may be, not very nicely expressad What the

14 hell do you need it for?'

15 MR. KERRa You need it for when you need it,

16 Zenons.

17 MR. LIPINSKI4 It's there in case you need it.

18 Mr. Chairman, I think it would be beneficial to

19 see this report, to see the backup numbers.

20 MR. MOELLER: Right, I agree.

21 Thank you, Mr. Keaten. Does anyone have any
~

22 further comments prior to going to lunch?

23 (No response.) ,

24 MR. MOELLER: We will resume at 2:00 o' clock.

25 (Whereupon, at 1400 p.m., the hea ring was
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1 recessed, to reconvene at 2:00 p.m. the 'same day.) !
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (2:00 p.m.)

3 NR. MOELLERa The meeting will come to order. This

4 is a resumption of the meeting of the Subcommittee on the

5 Three Mile Island Unit 1. We will pick up with the agenda

'

6 item II.K.3.17, which is the ECCS system averages.

7 I might mention a t this point tha t we will be

8 continuing hopefully along through the agen.da this afternoon

9 in the sequence in which it is laid out. As shown on the

10 agenda, at 4:00 o' clock we had intended to have a discussion

11 of the report prepared by the majority staff of the

12 Committee on Interior and Insular Af f airs of the U.S. House

13 of Representatives pertaining to the accident at Three Mile

14 Isla'nd Unit 2. We still intend to have tha t , but it could
, ,

15 slip to perhaps even n:30 or 5:00.

16 If it does slip as late as 5:00 and if it takes an

17 hour or so, my intention would be to recess this evening

18 around about 6:00 o' clock, because we are going to aave to

19 meet in the morning to finish up the other items and I would

20 rather meet fresh in the morning than to drive too hard this

21 evening .
~

22 So let's pick up'the next item, which is ECCS

23 system outages. Harley, you said you had already --

24 some times I' m slow. You have already made your speech.

25 Well, Mr. Clark, what do you have? What does the
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1 Licensee have to report on this topic?
,

2 MR. CLARK: Mr. Ross will address that subject for

3 us. He's the manager of plant operations at TMI-1.

4 MR. M3ELLER: Fine. Mr. Ross? l
|

~

5 MR. ROSS: I guess our presentation would just I
l

6 simply consist of the status of where we think we are in

7 ref erence to the staff's item. Basically, Met Ed has

8 submitted a letter to the NRC of April 9 proposing how to

9 close out this ECCS ' outage item. Our proposal would consist
1

10 of a review of LER's giving dates, causes, system component,
i

11 corrective action. It would also use average outage times.

12 We would target our submittal for July 30th,

13 1981. We don't think this will be a problem with the

14 staff. That is the status of where we are.

15 MR. MOELLER: Again, how many utilities are being

16 asked to submit this type of a report?

17 32. DILANNI: My name is Dominic Diani.

18 Ihis is being requested of all the utility

19 companies.

20 MR. MOELLER: So the report, when you receive the

21 report f rom the Licensee of TEI-1, you will probably receive ~

22 it simultaneously from the'others?

23 MR. DILANNI: Ihat is correct.

24 MR. MOELLER: Is this item then mainly a report on

25 this or what in addi f on will be involved?.

I
!

!
~
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1 MR. DILANNI* It will be nothing more than a

2 report of their outages.

? MR. M0ELLERs And wha t are the -- I might ask Mr.
.

4 Ross. What are the main reasons you lose the ECCS?

5 MR. ROSSa There is required maintenance that we

6 do do on the ECCS system. They are minimal in nature., We

7 do require surveillance on the ECCS system. And on

8 occasions we do have failures. In most cases they are

9 reported on the LER system.

10 MR. MOELLER: You're hinting that the LER's may

11 not turn up all the outages. Are there occasions when ther

12 are not reported?

13 MR. ROSS: Surveillance outage or planned

14 maintenance outages would not be reported under the LER

15 sys tem , no, sir.

16 MR. M0ELLERs Well, back a, sin. Maybe you started

17 to answer my question and I didn't hear it. Wha t will the

18 staff do with this report.

19 (Staff conferring.)

20 MR. NOVAKa This is Novak again. The intention of

21 this report is to obtain a more quant.' tative data base, to
~

,

!
22 suggest if there is any need for changes in the technical

23 specifications regarding ECCS systems. At this time we

24 cannot say specifically what actions might come. It is an

25 area tnat we think is worthy of review at this time and we

Is

I
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1 plan on looking at the data.

2 'de will develop a position, and there there may be,

3 some plants that for some reason or another have a chronic
i

4 situation of a' number of outages perhaps there a technical |

5 specification which places an rdditional requirement on then ;

6 tha t would suggest that the integrated time they're out

7 should not exceed some given value. It is an attempt to put j

!

S the systes in a more ready position, although we have no i

9 specific inf ormation right now that would say any one

10 particular licensee has a problem. 'de have seen things, as

11 the Committee has, over a variety of years of particular

12 kinds of problems, and there is a tendency to go back and

13 sake certain changes and see if in f act that does sol re the

14 problem o' -at, and take a look at it overall.

15 %. L T.LEH s Okay, thank you.

18 Any questions then on this?

17 (No response.)

' 18 MR. M0ELLERs There being none, let me ask about

19 whe ther it is possible to insert this item'at this point.

20 One of the three items I mentioned this morning was health

21 physics appraisal, and I know that the Licensee's person I
~

22 believe will be here in the morning on that. But I

23 understand the staff's person is only here this afternoon.
,

24 Is that person here now?

25 MR. SILVERS Yes, he is.

:
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1 MR. 50ELLEU: Could we have a report on the health

2 physics appraisal system or the health physics appraisal

3 which was conducted?

4 3R. SILVER: This report will be made by Don

5 Haverkamp, who is the senior resident inspector at THI-1.

6, MR. H3ELLER: Ihank you.

7 MB.'HAVERKAMP4 My name is Don Haverkamp.

8 ER. MOELLEHs How do you spell that?

9 MR. HAVERKAMP: H-a-v-e-t-k-a-a-9

10 ER. HOELLER: Thank you.

11 ER. HAVERKAMP: I was given rather late notice of

12 the request for this information. In fact, it was about

13 3300 p.m. yesterday af cernoot. .

14 I would like to first say that I was not a member

15 of the team that did the inspection. In fact, the team

16 leader is no longer employed by the NRC.
17 Since the evaluation, which was last year in July

,

18 and August, there were a s'eries of letters from the Licensee i
i

19 and in each of those corrective actions were reviewed and
20 the y were found to be acceptable. There were 27 items that
21 were identified that require resolution before restart, and '
22 all but nine were closed out during that inspection, which
23 was in March.

- 24 ER. 50ELLER: This was a follow-up inspection,
25 then, this March, and all but nine of the 27 were deemed
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1 corrected?
2 NR. HAVERKAMP: That's correct.

3 NR. HOELLER4 Are they developing a written ALABA

4 program, the Licensee, do you know?

5 HR. HAVERKAMPs I would say yes, yes.

6 18. MOELLER: We can find out more,about that

7 tomorrow.

8 NR. HAVERKAMPs Yes, sir.

9 MR. MOELLER: Do you know -- well, we'll just talk

10 to them about what new people they brought ca and what

11 changes in organiration they had.

12 You're saying the items here are in supplement 1,

13 appendix B , the various itens that the health physics
.

14 appraisal found n'oeded attention?

15 MR. HAVERKAMP: These items that are described in

16 supplement 1 and the more recent supplement, the reviews

17 that our staff did of the responses are discussed in

18 supplement 2. In that supplement we stated that the

19 corrective actions were adequate. So we have reached

20 resolution . ,

21 Some of the items had not yet been corrected when '

! 22 the inspection was performed. Some of the items were

23 reported corrected by the Licensee, but due to time

24 constraints were not inspected.
/

25 MR. MOELLER: Okay. Does anybody else have any

J

1
,
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1 questions on this item?

2 (No re.aponse.)

3 MR. CLART: Since the NRC person will not be here

4 tomorrow, I would like to be sure that our understanding is

5 horrect that saat we have proposed to do is considered

8 responsive and adequate and the remaining questions are to

7 see if in fact we do it. Is that a fair way to characterize

8 it?

9 MR. HAVERKAMPs From our revie1, tha t is correct.

10 I understand that at the hearing each of these

11 findings was discussed, or a few of the items were discussed

12 whe re we h e.d no t y e t reached resolution or 1*. appeared to
.

13 sembers of the hearing boarc we had not reached resolution,

*

14 but in fact we wet a satisfied with the progress.

15 MR. M0ELLERs Mr. Clark, temorrow I would like to
,

16 have your representative give us a rundown of some of the

17 specific steps you have taken in the way of personnel and in

18 the way of written procedures, whatever vou have done to

19 see t and correct the 26 items. Not one by one, but in an

20 overview sense, five or ten minutes.

21 UR. CLARK. Certainly.
'

22 MR. MOELLER: .et's move on then to the next item

23 on our list under sp.cion III, and that's III.D.3.4, which

24 is control room habitability. Mr. Clark? Let's see, I

you said Mr. Moore will cover25 guess I could be looking at --

,
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1 that? |

2 MR. CLARK: Yes, Mr. Moore will cover that. He is

3 annager of sechanical components in our technical sections

4 group.

'i 5 ( Slide . )

6 MR. MOORE: The control room habitability question

7 consists basically of three diff erent investig'ations that

8 ve've been performing with 'espect to TMI-1. The first item.

9 here 14 to evaluate the control room habitability for

10 hazardous chemical release in accordance with Reg Gitide

11 1. 7 8 g. secondly, to evaluate the accidental release of

12 chlorine. The Res Guide there is 1.95. Ant then evaluation

1'd of protection for DB A radiation source term, and the
:

14 resource document there is standard review plan 15,6.5.

15 52. CATION: Where does the chlorine come from?

16 MR. MOORE: Chlorine -- one onsite source for

17 chlorine is use for the cooling tower water treatnent.

18 MR. CATION: Thank you.

19 MR. MOORE: In addition to the onsite sources of

20 gases and possible toxic liquids that could evolve into

21 gaceous fori, we are required to evaluate the off site
~

22 transportation of chemicals in proximity to the site and

23 also the fixed stora e site tanks located in the vicinity of

24 the site.

25 The approach we've take here is to evaluate tha j

l

|

|
|

l
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1 axisting system, the capability of the existing control

2 building ventilation system to adequately protect against

3 these three types of hazards. We have completed our

4 evaluation with respect 'o the accidental chlorine release

i5 from onsite. We've also evaluated the existing system

6 against the DBA radiation source term.

7 E8. MOELLER: How do you do that last one? Do you

8 assume a caleasa in the containment and the containment

9 leaks at a certain rate at certain elevations?

10 3R. 500RE4 What it is, that analysis had been

11 performed for other reasons. Basically what we are doing is

12 evaluating the ability of an existing systet to cope with

13 that based on the guidelines contained in the standard

14 review plan , l'n other words as to th e leak-tightness o'f the

15 system, the pressurization of the control room, all the

16 things required in order to be able to cope with t h a *: .

17 38. MOELLER: Did you also look a t your experience

18 during the TMI-2 accident? I mean, I understood there were

19 problems of control room habitability during the THI-2

20 accident. Have you reviewed those in the light of THI-1's
,

.

21 control room ?

22 MR. MOORE: Not'at the stage we are at right now.

2a This is another ongoing item, which we're really statusing

24 to tell you where we are at. This has been purely drawing a'

25 comparison of these items, what do these documents say we
i

I

|
'

I
,
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i should have versus what are the capabilitias of our sistoa.-

2 In the case of the chemical release, we're in the

3 process now of performing some rather detailed analysis of ,

|

4 off site chemical releases. We're obtaining data from |
|

5 Conrail shipments. There are two rail lines close to the |
|

8 site. We have data from Conrail as to the transportation of

7 these gaseous and liquid chemicals past the site.

8 In order to be expeditious in analyzing ther

9 without undue -- without takina too long and getting too

10 complica tai about it, we developed some rather conservative

11 criteria and have been able to screen oqt a rather fair
i

12 number of these :hemicals and been able to determine thati

|

13 they are not a hazard as far as the control room goes.

14 We are now in the process of continuing the*

15 evaluation f or those chemicals that we were unable to screen
_

18 out based on those very conservative screening criteria, and

17 hopefully a good number of those will also disappear.

18 At this point in time we have identified, based on

19 the work done to date, that there are inadequacies in the

20 existing systen to meet these new requirements. Some of the

21 major areas of concern are the lack of capability from --
'

I 22 not to be able to take the single failure, and this is going

23 to be -- involve modif ying or replacing dampers in the

' '
24 system.

25 We lack the capability for detecting and rapidly

I <

l
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1 isolating the control room in the case of chlorine. So this

2 is going to require the installation of some redundant

3 saf ety-grade alars systems..

4 MR . MOELI.ER: What sort of alarm systems do you

5 have? Since you have chlorine on site, you could puc in a
.-

6 chlorine detector. and have a systen for that. How do you

7 tell what other toxic gases to have a system for?

8 MR. MOORE: That is the ongoing work that we're

9 working on right now. Basically, we're working in the ---

10 MR. MOELLER: It will be based on what is

11 transported past?

12 MR. MOORE: Based on whatever we have in the
'

!

13 control room. Then we have the toxicity limits and evaluate
,

14 that, based on site meteorolocy, and then come,up with ppm

15 in the control room, and then we 'll know what chemicals we

16 have to address as f ar as protection alarm isolation.

17 MR. ETHERINGTON: Where would the detector be? If

18 it's in the control room, the nose is as good a detector as

19 a ny .

20 MR. MOORE: Well, we have got -- one of the

21 requirements is to make sure there's an anticipatory stage j

l
'

22 to this.

23 MR. EIHERINGTON: That's what I meant. You would

24 have a detector somewhere nearer the source of the chlorine? |

25- MR. MOORE: Right. We have with the THI-1

s
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I configuration, there is a fairly lengthy air intake tunnel.

2 There is a separate there's one point of air intake for--

3 this area, for the long tunnel. So the detection will occur

4 near the cource within the control room. There is a

5 reaction time involved here. In fact, the reg guides de

6 anticipate early reuction.

7 MR. CATTON: Do you actually calculate how much of

8 the chlorine for a particular leak will get to the intake '--

9 MR. M00BE: Yes.

where your detector is?10 MR. CATION: --

11 MR. MOORE: Yes, that's the basis of our

12 evaluation.

13 MR. CATTON: How do you calculate that?

14 MR. MOORE: It's essentially the same thing that's
. .

15 done for the radioactivity releases of f site , using exact 1.7
.

16 the same data base and the same analytical models that are

17 used for that type of --

18 ER. CATTON: But offsite it is further away and

19 all the inaccuracies that are possible tend to get v. ashed

20 o u t . If you 're closer to the source, don't you have to do

21 something else, with the effects of buildings and all this
~

22 kind of stuff? Or do you care?

23 MR. MOORE: What we're doing is, most of these

24 chemicals are just going the opposite route of the direction

25 the radion=tivity would be going. In other words, the rail

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 line is at the site boundary, so we are tracking it

2 b ackwa rd s.

3 3R. CATTONs O h ', okay.

4 58. MOOREa It's basically the same models we use

5 for the radioa'ctivity releases.

6 MR. CATTON: Do you concern yourself with the

7 amount of calm you have at the site?

8 MR. MOOREs Yes, it's all factored into --

9 MR. CATTON: No, that's not factored into the

to normal -- I'c just curious. Do you treat it separately?

11 MR. MOORE: Maybe I misunderstoad your question.

12 HR. CATION : NRC usually recommends that you use
.

13 the Pasquel methos f or alculating a dispersion. If you
f

1-4 have a calm , the Pasquel method is no good. Do you consider,

15 calms separately? *

16 3R. MOOREs We would have to get some of the

17 people who are actually doing the calculations. I can't

18 speak about the details of the methodology we are using.

19 The bottom line on this, our current schedule

20 calls for impleme,nting modifications by January 1st, 1983.
21 In the meantime, we will be making a response to the NRC

'

22 staff within the next month, bringing them up to date as to

23 where we are.

A 24 3R. KERHs Chloric gas is heavier than aire isn't

25 it?

s

|
;
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,

1 MR. HOORE: Yes, I believe it it.

2 that's it, unless somebody has some questions.

3 MR. HOELLER: Are there questions on this ites?-

4 (No response.)

5 MR. MOELLER: I guess I have already asked how you

6 will know' the vide rar?e of chemicals that you may have to

7 have detectors for. You know, that could go on and on. But

8 perhaps there are some guides.

9 Dr. Keyserling? --

_

10 MR. KEYSERLING& Are there specific procedures

11 tha t will be undertaken in the event of different types of

12 releases ? And is that included in this habitability plan?

13 MR. MOOREs Yes. This will involve development of

14 pro'c,edures f or tha control room. It involves the

15 av'allability of bottled air onsite-offsite to be able to
,

16 cope with this sort of thing. So that there are a lot of

17 things that may have to be done in response to these reg

18 quides to cope with the problem.

19 MR. MOELLER: Monroe, in your written comments you

20 raise the question about how many air packs, Scott air packs
.

21 or whatever, they had. Do you want to pursue that?

22 MR. KEYSERLING: Well, we could pursue it now.

23 In the control room design there was a question,

24 raised by the human factors re riew team saying that there

'

25 were only three Scott air packs located in the control room,
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1 but that there might be up to ten persons in the control

2 room at a given time. The response for the recommended

3 procedures to deal with that problem said something to 'the

4 extent that there really is not a need for the Scott air

5 packs, therefora there would not at this time be more

6 provided.

7 Now, it's not really clear to me whether that is

8 the right answer or not. If there is a need for any air

9 packs, it seems like there should be enough for everybody to

10 have at least one. If there is not a need, then certainly

11 there does not need to be three air packs around. And it

12 really is not clear to me what the current status is of some

13 of these emergency procedures and the availability of

14 respirators and/or air packs. .

15 3R. MOORE: I personally am not prepared to

16 respond to that. I'm involved on this a nd in developing the

17 need based on these particular releases, but we may have

18 somebody here that can speak to it.

19 HR. MOELLER: Well, that would definitely apply to

20 control room habitability. If you're in it you need to

21 breathe.
'

22 ME. HOORE: I'm not questioning that.

23 (laughter.)

24 3R. MOELLER: Is there someone who could answers

25 the question .

s

.
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1 HR. CLARK Can you respond, Don?

2 MR. ROSS: To answer your question, I guess the-

3 best way we'would respond isa we don't feel air packs are a

4 necessity in the control room. We maintain in the control

5 room air packs for any contingency, including responding

6 from the control room for certain people to a fire.

7 NR. KEISERLINGs So that would only be for certain

8 individuals who would be leaving the control room to go to

9 some other point, and the air packs are not provided to

10 maintain life or good health within the control room? ;

l

11 HR. ROSS: No. We like to think the control room

12 is already designed for that where we would have bottled

13 air, or a submarine type system where you would have a

14 hookup of air. We don't feel that bottled air is necessary-

|

15 in the control room for any contingency we can think of. We

16 like to keap than on hand as in emergency source. We always
,

17 keep everything you can. j
i
'

18 MR. X0ELLERs Do you have a separate tank of air

19 cr manifold f or multiple users in the control room?

20 MR. ROSSs We do not have such a device.

21 MR. 30ELLER: On the control room air intake,
-

22 we've heard a little bit about it. Do you have several

23 intakes and you can switch from one to the other depending

24 on the conditions?

l
25 M;. ROSS: The control room is designed such that |

|

l
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'

1 it receives its air from an intake tunnel, that intake

2 tunnel being approximately 125 feet in length.

3 MR. MOELLEPs Are there several places f rom

4 which--
: 5 'MR. ROSS4 Should anything happen that would cause,

6 us to isola te that source of air, the control room itself

7 has the ability itself to have an internal recirc through

8 radiological filters, and we could bottle it up if need be.

9 MR. ZUDANS: How long could you stay bottled up?

10 MR. MOELLER: Yes, how long can you stay bottled

11 up? Let me ask tde staff, is this standard' procedure to

12 allow control rooms with only one air intake location

13 MR. SILVER Let me a sk Mr. Rimirez, who was the.

,
~

*
14 team leader of the human factors review of the control room

15 and who dii in f act examine this question of air packs, to

16 respond.

17 MR. RIMIREZ4 My name is Ray Rimiret. I'm with

18 the NRC.

19 We looked at the fact that they had three air

20 packs in the control room and they, they GPU, feeling that

21 the y would not be needed in the control room ever, that they'

22 would use them only going outside of the control room. But

23 ve did not look into the number of air ' intakes that were

24 involved in providing circulation in the control room. We
r

1 -

' 25 did not look into that.
| '

| -

'

- A
,
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~
1 -HR. MOELLEB Well, what is the standard

2 practice? Is it acceptable to have only one air intake,

3 without an option for switching?

4 NR. SILVER: 'this is essentially the purpose of

5 this 737 item. The plant at the time of its licensing met

6 the requirements of the NFC. There are other plants with

7 equal or worse control room habitability problems. And

8 again, the intent of this item is to rectify those.

9 I would point out, of course, this item is at the

10 moment purely a documentation one. That is, the requiremen t

11 is to submit specified information, including a proposed

12 fix, ,

13 5R. 30ELLER: So you're still in the process of

14 reach'ing a position, gathering inf orma tion ?*

15 3R. SILVER: As far as the required fix for ant

18 specific plants, th a t is co rrect. There is neither a

17 requirement nor a date for installation of fixes at this

18 time, generally. That is, for the 0737 requirement.

19 NR. LIPINSKI: Mr. Chairman, even though a control

20 room is supposed to be bottled up, there's still a swinging
.

21 door syndrone.

22 MR. MOELLER: Yo~u have to have some makeup.

23 58. LIPINSKI: I'm talking about people coming and

24 going during an arcident. You have to have some restriction

25 tha t says the door cannot be opened. j

.
s
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1 ~ MR. MOELLER: And even if you bottle it up, you're
.

2 still going to have to put something fresh in, or you'll -

3 create a vacuum..

4 MR. MOORE: This system handles more than the

5 control room. It's really the control building and not just

6 the control room itself.

7 MR. MOELLER: Well, I guess the basic -- another

8 basic question I would add is saying you c'an go to

9 recirculating -- what degree of flexibility do you have?

10 What I mean is, can you go totally on outside air, all the
.

11 war from that to totally recirculating, with any blend of
.

12 the two? Do you have that range of flexibility?

13 MR. ROSSt Yes, sir, we do have thtt flexibility.
-

t.
14 We have a temperature control system that will automatically

. .

15 do that 'for us, to modulate, to control temper,a ste. But we
,

16 also have the ability of the operator to intercede and do

17 that manually, mix it either full outside air or no outside

18 air on the recirc path.

19 MR. MOORE: That's our normal operating mode.

20 MR.'MOELLER: If the one air intake senses'

'

21 chlorine , does it automatically close the intake and put it

22 on recircula tion?
|

23 MR. MOOREs That system doesn't exist today. That

24 is in response to 0737.,

25 ' MR. MOELLER: So the bottom line is that you are

|

.v
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1 doing evataations and assessments and you are going to

- 2 provide that information to the staf f, and a decision is

3 somewhere down the road?'

4 MR. MOORE: That is correct.

5 EH. MOELLEHs Well, that is helpf ul. And I hope

8 in the course of geviewing this you will look at some of the

7 newer control rooms, because certainly in the course of our

8 reviews we have heard of rooms which apparently were pretty

9 well designed and seemed to have the f eatures are are .

10 discussing.

11 MB. LIPINSKIs There's cre statement that was

12 made, that this involves the entJ:a control building, not

13 the control room.
,

14 MR. M00BEs The system serve's the building. The

15 requirements here pertain to the control room.

18 MR. MOELLER When you put it on recirculating f or

17 the control room, does t:.at really mean recirculating the

18 whole building?

19 MR. MOORE: Except it's divided into, I believe it

20 i s, three floors?

21 MR. ROSS: If I may again -- Mike Ross -- if you

22 do go to recite on the control tower, you recirc three

23 floors of vital equipment, including the control room

24 itself. The-bottom floor being the HPE service area where

25 the health physics technicians are has its own ventilation

s

;
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1 system and it is separate from the control tower recirc

2 system under this particular condition. Normally we have

3 air going down there and not being returned. Should we go
)

4 to-recire, we exclude that air from our recire path and set
1

5 them up with tneir own internal ventilation system.

6
;,

7

8

9
.

i

10

11

12

13
1

14*

15
.

16

17

18

19

20

21
*

22

23

, 24

25
.

1
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1 MR. MGELLER: Again, I do not know that much about

; . 2 it , but it would saes that you would have set the control

3 room up on their separate air and let the health physicists

4 share '''*ng air. But as I say, I have not looked at

5 tt. f
.

6 MR. KERS: You do not want to get health

7 physicists mixed up with the rest of the building, surely.

8 MR. ZUDANS: Have you figured out how long you can

9 stay bottled up?

10 MR. CLARK: I do not think we have anybody here

11 who has a definitive answee to tha t . We think we ought to

12 clarify that "bettled up" is not completely airtight in the

13 sense that you would draw a vacuum. There would be some

14 communication in the recirculation system is designed t,o use-

15 some of that leakage into the building and recirc it and

16 clean it up .

17 MR. M3ELLER: And then you do have a charcoal

18 system or something for the recircula tion ?

19 MR. CLARK: Charcoal and, you know, to take out

20 radioactivity and some gases.

21 MR. LIPINSKI: How effective is this against

22 chlorine gas if you have in-leakage?'

23 MR.. MOORE: The main thing we have to do is keep

24 the levels in the control room below a certain level, where
|

25 they would begin to affect the operators. And so that what i

| !
,

I
r

!
I

|
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1 you have to do is make sure 'that you are keeping the great

2 in-leakage below that which voald get you up to the toxic

3 toy,1,

4 MR. CLARK: But I do not think'we want to go

5 beyond the fact we are evaluating and we kno1. there are some "

8 changes we have to make. We have not finished the

7 evaluation not have we designed the changes.

8 MR. ZUDANS: Like , for example, you do not know

9 how much in-leakage you have through different walls, and

10 you could not possibly decide on the adequacy of your

11 recirculation system until you knew that.
.

12 MR. MOORE: That is correct.

13 M R . C A'_20 N t , Measuring it would be tough.
,

14 MR. ZUDANSt That is another question: How do

15 they measure, it; send everybody out, pump it out, and see

16 how much it takes?

17 MR. MOELLER: Walt, did you have more?

18 MR. LIPINSKI: You made reference to a 125-foot
19 tunnel. That is in the horizontal direction. Does that not !

20 suck on a vertical direction as well?
21 MR. M3 ORE: The structure is at ground level.

~

22 MR. LIPINSKI: A~nd tha t is where the air comes
23 in? Oh, yes, that was the white-type structure that was out
24 and away from the main building and you traveled
25 underground. I remember that, yes.

*
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1 MR. M3 ELL,ER: Wha t is the time schedule on this

2 item? Can the Staff tell me?

3 3R. SILVER: On the submittal of the documentation.

4 3R. 50ELLER: And then reaching a decision.

'981, for5 33. SILVER: I believe it was January 1, 1

6 the submittal.

7 3R. M0ELLER: Of 1981. So they are past the

8 deadline?

9 ER. SILVER: Yes, I believe so. There is no

to schedule for a decision on the implementation

11 modifications. 0737 indicates to be determined.
.

12 53. MOELLER: Any other comments on this?

13 (No response.)

14 MR. 5QELLER: 3kay. Thank you.

15 We will go on then to the next item. We are

16 moving into section 4. These are non-THI-related items

17 requiring resolution bafore the THI-1 re sta rt.

18 There are two items heres the loss of non-Class

19 IE instrumentation and masonry walls. Will the Staff report

20 tha t?

21 Yes, the third item, containment sprays, there are'

22 three items here.

23 3R. DI IANNI As an introduction to the three

24 items --

25 MR. MOELLER: I hope that in reviewing tnese three

.

|
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? 4.asos for that is because of . the Commission order and the -

'

2 etrensts:ces which !!!-1 ts in. However, the Licensee was

I stie soste of these items that were being imposed on othe"

4 3td 7 ssts. So they see currently familiar with the .ssues.

1 As far ss tse status is concerned, we can say the

1 Lisats4e 13 day is partially responsive to this issue.

? 21. TE31 a What does that mean?

* '3. O! IA33Is It manns simply this: that, you

6 s ee . 7:12r to isz its these orders, which was a result of i
|

.
'O tse krsis! Itver event --

l

" a l . IIll a What d os -> " partially responsive" mean?
4

tI gg, :: A13!s ! sm coming to that. You see, as a

M r e s tit u t !?.e C 7stal River events there was a series of

|* * i +v et :-sesttots inst all the Licensees, including 3 t *J , was
; 1

'S * * s te st e t is r es;sst to. That they have responded to

*1asrtis;17

ti !!=e store are so e verification tests that have,

i

'l t 3, sste. Aat to our 'tnowledge, the Licensee has not

i
;~ M ratzietet ttese * *;;1ficatio n te sts ye t . Once these tests
:
!

i 20 are r: s ;; e t e 4. then ! believe it is my understanding that

it- **y eit; :ive as s resplete report on this whole issue.
.

::: 11. t!21s Okay. ~ hank you.

| :2 ?!. 0* IA33Is The second ites I would like to

is telt s:+2s is tae sasonry valls.

25 ?R. 30ELLEP: Are tnere sny questions on this
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1 first item by any of the. consultants? Zenon?

2 MR. ZUDANS: I guess I understood you correctly

3 that while they were not originally ~ imposed on TMI, because

4 the shutdown order was in effect --

' S MR. DI IANNIt That is correct.

6 MR. ZUDANSs, -- they are now made a condition for

7 restart?
8 MR. DI IANNIs That is correct.

9 MR. MOElLER: And have all of the operating BCW
.

10 plants already taken these actions?

11 MR. DI IANNIt Yes, they have. They have

12 responded to these issues.

13 MR. ZUDANS: Have they implemented the changes?

14 MR. DI 1 ANNI: I cannot answer that, because I did

15 not review, I was no,t involved in the review of the other
.

16 rr.sponses of the other plants.

17 MR. MOELLER Can anyone answer that?

18 MR. NOVAK I am sorry, I did not hear the

19 question.

20 MR. ZUDANS: Have the other BCW opera ting plants

21 responded with the installations to these questions? In
~

22 oth er wo rds, have they done the work?

23 MR. NOVAK: Yes, they have. This, just to

i 24 summarise, was an af termath of the Rancho Seco light bulb

25 event and the Crystal River event, where a certain fraction

V
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1 of the information available to the operator was lost due to

2 a power supply f ailure. And some of tGe tasts that Dominic

3 is referring to is af ter you got sufficient separation to go

4 back and trip certain buses and get what information there

5 is to the operator so that he will know what he can use,

6 depending upon the specific power failure.

7 This was done, in effect, as a confirmatory

8 order. And in hindsight now, we probably should have

' 9 followed through in the same licensing basis on Three Mile

to Island at the time

11 The need for the urgency, the confirmstory order

12 asp e ct , we did not see the need for it. The Licensee was

13 f ully aware of the concerns. He had participated in the
.

14 zestings in evedy other respect. So it is just a question

15 now of him finishing up these items, as having a chance to

16 review them prior to restart.

17 3R. LIPINSKI: What is the formal procedure?

18 Becausn you say it is not part of the older. Was a letter

19 ever sent to the Licensee that he had to conform to this, or

20 is it simply a gentlemen's agreement? |
|

21 MB. DI IANNI: There was not an official letter

22 tha t was sant to them. As'a matter of fact, I was keeping

23 the Licensee informed on this action and other actions that

A 24 were taking place.

25 MR. NOVAK: The Licensee did receive the

.
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1 bulle tin . There is an ICE Bulletin 79-27. I

2- 3R. DI IANWI: I' thought he was referring to the

3 total f.our issues that are on my handout. Were you talking
,

,

4 about the four issues? He has received the bulletin.

5 HR. LIPINSKI: He has received the bulletin, and

6 rou are saying even though he is not in operatin, before he

7 goes in -operation he has to conform to the bulletin?

8 3R. N3VAK: Yes. ICE will satisfy themselves that

9 there is resolution of that bulletin, that a certain stage

to of resolution is schieved consistent with operation. For

11 examp1'e, the next problea on nasonry walls is an ongoing

i 12 problem; we would expect that in a number of years to fullr

13 resolve in the sense of being completed. But there is a
,

14 judgment by the Office of Ins'pection and Enforcement as to
.

15 whether the Licensee is on the right track to resolving th e

16 concern expressed in the bulletin and, on that basis, they

17 support con tinued operation .

18 MR. M3ELLER: Does that answer it, Walt?

19 MR. LIPINSKIs Well, there is the confirmation in

20 terms of some of the tests to be performed. Will they be

21 performed bef ore they go into operation?
~

22 MR. NOVAK Before.

23 3R. DI IANNI: My understanding is before they go

i 24 into operation.

25 MR. MOELLER: That helps. Thank you, Walt.<

.

A
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11 Other questions on this item?

2 (No response.)

3 MB. MOELLER: Okay, let us go on to the masonry

4 valls.

5 MB. DI IANNI As far as the masonry walls are

6 concerned, what we require the Licensee to commit to is the

7 following, that the licensing walls will be evaluated in

8 accordance with the ICE Bulletin 80-11. He is to complete

9 the modifications to the masonry walls prior to restart. As

10-f ar as the criteria are concerned whi:h the Licensee is to
11 follow, we are more or less leaving it up to the Licensee at

12 the present time to follou his own criteria.

13 As far as the modifications, whe,n the
'

14 modifica tions are implemented in this item I above, that
,

15 does not preclude the option of implementing additional

16 modifica tion that could result from the Staff's review of

17 the Licensee 's crite ria.

18 What we intend to do here is to review the

19 Licensee 's criteria. We are doing this for all other

20 operating plants. And as a matter of fact, we are right now

21 in the throes of negotiating with Ames Laboratory to assist '

22 us on a consultin7 basis in this area.

23 Then, prior to restart on the following cycle --

24 that is, in the case of TMI ve are talking about Cycle 6 --

25 tha t the Licensee will resolve any differences between the

i |
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1

1 Staff criteria and the criteria developed b y the licensee.
,

i

2 Tha t is, the criteria that the Licensee is working under now.
,

3- It addition, any of these additional modifications

4 that will result from the resolution of differences will be

5 completed by the Licensee prior to restart on the following

6 cycle. In other words, once we wrap up the problem and

7 review the Licensee 's criteria , we expect that - by the

,8 startup of Cycle 5 tha t the items will be implemented.
9 As far as why we have selected this item as a

10 prerequisite f or restart, it is requiring the adequacy of

11 the masonry walls. It is really based on the requirements

12 in the technical specifications. This has to do with the
.

13 operability definition .in the technical specifications in

!
' '

14 the li, cense.

i 15 To expand on this a bit, we expect that all

! 16 saf ety-related systems will be operable at all times. If,
t

17 however, the safety system can be damaged due to f ailure' of

18 the masonry walls, then we have to find this as a system

19 being inoperable. And we have imposed this requirement on

1 20 all other operating plants. This is the reason why we are

2.1 h a ving this as a criteria for restart as a prerequisite for

22 restart.

23 As far as the status of this item is concerned --

24 HR. KERR Excuse me. I do not understand. Do

25 you mean that there are plants that are shut down because

,
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1 their walls have not yet been anaylzed ?
|

. e have requested the other2 MR. DI IANNIs W

3 operating plants that they adhere to their own criteria.

' And any walls that were found inadequate during the next

5 extended sh'utdown they were to repair the walls and have

6 them meet their own criteria. I do not know if tha t answers

7 your question.
s

8 MH. KEHR Well, if I can interpret that answer to

9 sean "No, there are no t any plants that are shut down

10 because of this," then it answers my question.

11 MR. DI IANNI: No, today there see no plants that

12 are shut down because of this, that is true. But take, for

13 example, the case of Trojan. When this discovery was made
,

'

14 in the case of Trojan, Trojan was kept down 'and they made

15 repairs to their walls and then thef went back up into

16 operation.

17 MR. ZUDANS4 I guess your writeup here says that,

18 "You shall review the criteria." And 'cou may find the

19 criteria unacceptible, then you may direct them to make th e

20 changes during the next refueling outage?i

'

21 MR. DI IANNI4 That is right. In other words, we

22 would have to resolve any ' differences in the criteria, and

23 st the same time, by the start of the Number 6 fuel cycle

i 24 th e y would be required to implement any field modifications

25 as a result of the dif ferences in the criteria.

s

I
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'

- 1 MR. ZUDANSs In other words, you allow them to

l
2 Work out their own criteria and to do the things that they

3 s ee --

4 MR. DI IANNI Right now.

5 MR. ZUDANS: You do your reYiew afterwards and you |l

6 do not shut the reactor down even if you . find the criteria

7 they used were not exactly what you would like to have?
I

8 MR. DI IANNI No, I do not. think we would be '

9 shutting them down. -

10 MR. ZUDANS: Except in Trojan?

11 MR. 53ELLERs Why are you so relaxed on this

12 parti,cular item ? Is i t just something that really does not

13 matter?
*

14 MR. NOVAK: I do not think that is the case. The

15 history has been the problem originated at the Trojan

16 pla nt. There was an extended hearing. We found tha t those

17 kinds of construction practices probably occurr to some

18 degree in every plant. Masonry walls are found in operating

19 reactors.

20 Ihe problem then is further complicated by j
i

21 architect-engineers ' varying design procedures, which may
'

22 then use those walls in some ways to support safety

23 systems. So you sust go through the plant, almost

24 walk-through; you have to find where the walls are, find4

25 what characteristics they have, what reliance was placed on
.

\
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1 those walls for strength in terms of seismic events, how

2 they would move, whether they were supporting walls, and

3 then find out what you would expect any safety-related

4 equipment to do in the event those~ walls have some sort of a

5 failure. They could crack, they could spaul, they could

6 actually crumble, I guess, depending on the severity of the

'7 event.

8 Now, we recognize this problem is basically a

9 low-probability event; it is going to take a rather severe

10 seismic event, in our mind, to cause failures sufficent to

11 challenge "a complete safety system."

12 You probably are talking about a system, a

13 situation which may reduce the' reliability. You may affect
*

,

14 some portions of systems. Yo may have to look at it. I do

15 not know that redundant systems are on the same walls; you

16 would have to track that, so to speak.

17 We believe that continued operation is merited on

18 the basis from the reviews that have been done. There have'

19 been found no what I would call situations developing which

20 required immediate action. The re wa s a basis f or con tinued

21 operation. But I would view this as an upgrading in terms

22 of the margin of saf ety.

23 MR. KERR: What is it that the Licensee must do

i 24 bef ore he starts up? It was not clear to me what it is you

25 are requiring thes to do. l

I
\,

-
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! 1 3R. DI IANNI: Well, prior to restart, the

2 Licensee would -- let me give you think this will all come

3 out. By letter dated July 11, 1980, and November 17, 1980,

4 the licensse has responded to Bulletin 80-11. Based on this
.

5 study, the Licensee has identified 18 valls. Of these 18

6 valls, six of ther were analyzed.

7 HR. E0ELLERs Were those the six rorst or

8 something or the six most important walls?

'

9 ER. DI IANNIs That I cannot answer. I know there

10 were 18 valls that dealt with safety-related systems

11 attached, to them. I do know that they have analyzed six of

12 them, and the six that they have analyzed they found then

13 acceptable as far as stress levels were concerned and things
.

*
'

14 of that nature.

15 Now, as far as -- to answer your question -- with

16 regard to what is required for startup, we would require the

17 Licensee to be responsive to his -- and complete his

18 analysis on the remaining 12 walls and implement any changes

19 based on his criterion prior to restart.,

20 ER. ZUDANSs You say here that stresses are below

21 the allowable. Where did the allowables come from for

22 masonry walls?

23 ER. DI IANNIs Casey, do yo'u think you could field

24 the question?

25 MB. LEUs My name is Casey leu. These allowable

;

i
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1 stressos are based on their own criteria, Licensee's. The

2 criteria they used are primarily based on the current

3 available commercial codes and standards.
4 MR. ZUDANS: Which specific codes handle the

5 masonry walls?

6 HR. LEUt Such as ACI, and they have specific

7 stresses for certain types of masonry construction.

8 NR. ZUDANS: Well, now, if the licensees do the,

9 analysis, they set the allowables, and they pick the walls,

10 they pick the fix, what is the problem?

11 MR. LIPINSKI: Because they do not agree.

12 MR. ZUDANS So you can run it until the next

13 review?

14 HR. DI IANEIs You can run it, Dr. Zudgns., We are

15 going to review their criteria and review their submittals.

16 We just have not done it yet.

17 MR. ZUDANS: I understand that. But are you

18 allowing them to start or not?

19 MR. DI IANNIs Yes.

20 HR. ZUDANSs 'So even if they have any seriosu

i 21 problem with those remaining 12 valls, they will not be able.

22 to fix it until nex outage?

i 23 MR. DI IANNIs That is not necessarily true. THey

i

24 may be able to f?x it. Depending on the nature of where the

25 valls are, th-c may be able to fix it or not.
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1 MR. KERR I thought when I asked you if tney had

2 to complete the review and the fix before startup, the

3 answer was "Yes."

4 MR. DI IANNI Yes.

5 MR. ZUDANS: Now he said "No."

6 MR. KERR Mr. Zudans asked the same question.

7 MR. LIPINSKIs There is a recycle item at the top

8 of his list. But then the Staffis going to analyze it, and

9 if the Staff disagrees, they send them back to Item III

10 where they have to correct the disagreements.

11 HR. DI IANNIt That is correct. And whenever I

12 was addressing Dr. Zudans, I was talking to him about Item

13 III . In other words, the recycle.

14 HR. LIPIN5 kit .What about the six --

15 MR. KERRs Excuse me just a minute. Supposing

16 that they analyzed and discovered that they needed to fix a

17 vall which was going to take a year to fix. They cannot

18 start until they fix the wall; right?

19 MR. CLARK: L :. K err --

20 3R. DI IANNIs Right now, that would be the case.

21 But right now, they would have to. submit to us a request for

22 relief; we would have to look at the wall in question and

23 see how serious it is.

24 MR. KERRs My question is too hypothetical. I'

25 will withdraw it.
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1 (Laughter.)' |

2 MR. LIPINSKI4 Of the six valls you analzyed, have
,

3 you reviewed it and agreed with the analysis?

4 ER. DI IANNI4 No.

5 ER. LIPINSKIt So it is really the 18 valls.

6 23. DI IANNI Correct.

7 NH. IUDANSa Just to make sure we understand.

8 Whatever they find on these 18 valls, if you find any to

9 modify construction, they would have tc do it before
,

10 starting?

11 NR. DI IANNI: That is correct.

12 HR. ZUDANS: If they analyze, use their own

13 criteria, and fini there is no need to do the modification,

,14 ther can start? And if you find that they were not right,
,

15 in your opinion, then the next ref ueling cycle they will
*

,

16 have to fix it?

17 HR. DI IANNI4 That is correct.
,

18 ER. ZUD7'IS: So they are going to start it without
,

19 fixing it. That is kind of logical.

20 ER. LIPINSKI Is the basic problem that you do

21 not have criteria for them to look at to see if t'1ey are

22 meeting them?

23 ER. DI IANNIs Their criteria has to be based on

24 the requirements that were specified in Bulletin 80-11. We'

25 do specify requirements there.

\
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1 HR. ZUDANS: Not in terms of stress limits, no.

2 MR. DI IANNIs I do not believe so.

3 MR. ZUDANS: You only specify that no'

4 saf ety-related equipment shall be damaged if the wall f ails.

5 HR. DL IANNIs That ir right.

6 ER. KERRt That seems pretty specific to me.

7 HR. ZUDANSs Good enough, yes.

8 ER. LIPINSKIs May I ask one more?

9 HR. M0ELLERs Yes, Walt.

to HR. LIPINSKI: At the last meeting I thought there

11 was some doub't about how to do analysis on masonry walls and

12 there was not an accepted masonry standard on that. Am I

13 wrong? .

14 NR. DI IANNIs I cannot answe'r that. I defer it

15 to Casey Leu.

to ER. LEUs That is right. There are available

17 codes, but they are only applicable to the commercial type

18 of building , not for nuclear plant use. So in that regard,

19 SCP has developed an interim criterion based on the j

20 available information, and we intend to use that for the

|

| 21 future evaluation of the walls.
|

22 ER. LIPINSKI: And that is acceptable to the Staff

23 at this time?

\ 24 MR. LEUs That is, as we indicate, based on the

25 state of the art at the present time. In the future, with ,

|

i
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1 any available testing or other research available, the

2 criteria will be improved.

3 MR. LIPINSKIs You are accepting that as it stands

4 then as r,f now?

5 HR. LEUs Yes.
'

6 HR. ZUDANS: Could you repeat who developed the

7 criterion?

8 HR. LEUs Our branch, structural engineering

9 branch.

10 HR. ZUDANS: That is the branch criterion. And is

11 this criterfa coly used by you in evaluating the Licensae

12 response, or do you hand these criteria over to Licensee and

13 say , "You shall work according to these"?.

14 HR. LEUs We only use these criheria for internal

15 use, for our own evaluation purpose.

16 HR. ZUDANSs Isn't that kind of the wrong thing to

17 do, give them the criteria to begin with?

18 HR. LEU: Because in the beginning there was no

19 such criteria.

20 HR. ZUDANS: But there is now.

21 MR. KERR: But that is not fair. Let them develop

22 their own criteria. The Staff developed th ei rs .

23 MR. LIPINSKI: There are rocks and there are

'

24 stones.

25 (Laughter.)

.
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1 MR. ZUDANS: I work by logic, not by fairness
.

2 principles.
'

3 What are typical fixes, if any, that you have seen?,

.

4- 5R.'LEUs Pardon me, sir?

5 ER. ZUDANS: What are typical fixes' for a wall

6 that is shown not to be adequate?

7 NR. LEUa Are you talking about THI-17

8 3R. ZUDANS: In general. You have seen something

9 that you have seen --

10 TR. MOELLER: Generically, what do you do to fix a

11 masonry wall?

12 MR. ZUDANS: Throw it out and recast the concrete

15 vall.-

,

*
14 MR. NOVAK; Each problem is solved depending on

15 the severity. Steel plates can be bolted against the wall.

16 You can drill and support it a number of ways. What you do,

17 you decide the f ailure mode , which was is the wall subject

18 to failure, then you go back and strenghten it.

19 Now, a number of different things are done. Ther

20 look for obviously the ways where construction modification ,

21 ca be accomplished without excess labor. It is a very

22 dif ficult jol. You are doing a lot of chipping out of

23 concrete, you are strengthening the wall. Basically, you

, 24 are replacing the wall with steel or something of that

'

25 nature.

.
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1 MR. ZUDANS: It is a very difficult fix. You

2 sight reroute the piping, leave the wall where it is, and.

3 decie.e to go a different way. So you would look at the

4 particular probles and choose a solution.

5 MR. DI IANNIs To go back to the criteria, we were

6 looking at. I would assume the internal branch review is an
7 in-house check of a design approach, the architect-engineer

8 has a variety of ways he designed that wall and what loads

9 he plannel on and what criteria he decided was a sufficient

10 criteria . It might be a lot easier just to review his

11 criteria and see if they were acceptable, because he took a

12 conservative approach.

13 And what we would use perhaps our criteria is
,

14 perhaps where it is not clear.what his criteria mean, you*

15 can use yours as a sounding board fr.-r developing questions

16 and continuing the revie'v. And son stimes, sure, you share

17 that information with him. I think it is just a development

18 tool at this time.

19 MR. ZUDANS: Fell, at least they know now that you

20 have criteria.

21 HR. MOELLER: I guess I had a question on this,

22 too , that maybe Zenons can help me with. But presumably, in

23 setting the criteria for these walls and in estimating the

24 stresses that the walls may be subjected to in a seismic

|
25 event, they are going to use whatever seismic criteria was

_

y
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1 in effect at the time the plant was constructed.

2 Now, has there been any new data on seismic

3 activity in that area of the world, or the United States,

4 siste the plant was designed and built?

5 HR. NOVAKa I would think today our understanding

8 is improved. I think, including the SEP program, we have

7 more specific criteria.

8 HR. M0ELLERs Was the SSE and so forth for this

9 plant conservativa on the basis of the knowledge we have

to today? In other words, where does it fit in? Have there

11 been any nawer plants, Beaver Valley or something, built in

12 the same geographical area? And what were their seismic

13 criteria ?
,

,

14 MR. NOVAK: I do not have that firsthand
,

15 inf ormation. I would actually go to seeif the seismic

18 criteria for TMI-2 changed or was it the same as TMI-1.

17 HR. MOELLER That would be another good question.

18 ER. NOVAKs Licensing could add information.

19 MR. MOELLER: Could you add, Mr. Clark', something

20 and give us information that I am requesting? In other

21 words were 1 and 2 designed to the same seismic criteria?

22 HR. CRONEBERGER4 My name is Don Croneberger. The

23 answer to that question is "Yes." They were identical.

s 24 ER. MOELLER: What were they?

25 NR. CRONEBERGER: The large earthquake was .2 G,

,

'
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I and the small earthquake, now called " operational basis
,

'

2 earthquake," was .06 G.

3 MR. ZUDANS: Don, since you are the wall expert'

4 there, I am sure, what do you do to decide that the wall

5 will work? Do you disallow tensile stresses?

6 HR. CLARKs We do have a presentation by Mr.

7 Croneberger on that subject. We would be glad to do it nov

8 or however you want to address them.

9 ER. HOELLERs Let us go on to the third one and

10 then come back and hear the Licensee. That is fine. Thank

11 you.

12 MR. DI IANNI The. bottom line on 80-11 is that
13 the Licensee has to submit a report on the reanalw.is of the-

14 remaining 12 valls. That is really the bottom line.

15 As far as the containment spray effectiveness,

16 this deals with the illumination of the sodium thiosulfate
17 as an unreliable iodine suppressor. This has to do with the

18 containment spray system when used with sodium hydroxide in

19 the containment spray solution.

20 In the event of a design basis accident, there is

21 a certain amount of iodine tha t has to be suppressed.
t

!
|

22 Earlier we thought the sodium thiosulfate would do the job.

23 I guess we all got educated a little bit with time.

24 We found out that the sodium thiosulfate

25 maintained 1 percent by weight as required or as stated in
*

;

.

g
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1 the FSAR, that this could not be done very easily with

2 reasonable assurance. So what we did is we imposed -- we

3 did not exactly impose the' requirement, but we kind of let

4 the othe'r utilities know that we would pref er eliminating

5 the sodium thiosulf ate and using straight sodium hydroxide.

6 HR. 30ELLEHs You are saying that was a Staff

7 decision?

8 ER. DI IANNI That was a Staff decision..

9 MR. N0ELLER: How many plants actually use the

10 com bination today?

11 HR. DI IANNI: None.,

12 _HR. MOELLER: Okay. I did nct think I had hea rd

13 of any.

14 HR'. DI IANNIs They have all changed over.

|

15 NR. HOELLER: So THI-1 would simply be doing what.

16 everyone else is doing?

17 MR. DI IANNI: That is right.

18 MR. CATTON: There was a letter f rom Read to

19 Arnold on 1980 that talkad about draudown of sodium
|

| 20 thiosulf ate.

21 HR. DI IANNIa This is the same issue.

22 MR. HOELLER: So you are just going to eliminate

23 the sadium thiosulf a te and you will just simply use the
|

24 sodium hydroxide?

25 MR. DI IANNI: This is right. |

.
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1 The basis or the position for the restart on this

2 particular issue is that we have judged that this thing has

3 gone on for severs 1 years, and we feel that this should be

4 resolved. Af ter all, it is done on all of our operating

5 plants, the job is completed, and we io not see why this

6 cannot be done prior' to restart.

T Qut of the three, I would say the' basis for

8 restart, this is the weakest one. But this is a judgment
,

9 call . _
10 Now, as far as the status on this item, we are

11 still avalting the Licensee's response on our March 7, 1980,

12 letter. We itave not received a response on that.

13 That is all I have. Are there any questions?

14 (No re'sponse.) . ,

15 MR. MOELLER: I have a question for the Licensee

is on this ona. When the accident occurred at THI-2 and the

17 containment sprays cut on, was sodium thiosulfate and sodium

18 hydroxide injected?

19 MR. WALLACE: My name is Ed Wallace.

20 There vis no thiosulfate in Unit 2; it wa s

21 eliminated before the accident. So there was hydroxide
.

22 addition, but no thiosulfate.

23 MR. MOELLER: O ka y. Thank you. That is helpful.

24 That completes the Staff's presentation.

25 I think we will take a ten-minute break.

s
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1 (Brief recess.)
l

2 3R. MOELLER: The meeting will resume.
'

,

3 We are going to pick up wi th the Licensee's

4 presentation on the three items which we have just finished,

5 and I gather it will be Mr. Chisholm on the first item, Nr.

6 Croneberger on the second, and Mr. Moore on the third.

7 MR. CLARKs Yes. Dick Chisholm.

8 3R. N0ELLER: You will be covering the

9 instrumenta tion.

10 (Siide.)

11 HR. CHISBOLE: Our response to 79-27 really

12 involves looking at two incidents, one at Oconee and one'at

13 Crystal River, both of which involve in different ways

'

14 f ailures of the power aupply to the ICS/NNI system. What I

15 would like to do is show the slide of the scond page of the

16 handout and summarice what we have done. There is more

17 detail in some of the other handouts, and I would b glad to

18 talk about them if there are any questions.

19 Our response to this bulletin involved first

20 performing a failure-modes-and-effects analysis, which was

21 documented in a report and, I believe, submitted to the

22 Staff.

23 We also committed to running a test. The object

24 of this test was to substantiate the results of the

25 analysis. Where we stand on that right now is the test

s
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'

1 procedure has been undergoing a rather long review. There

2 have been a lot of change; to it. It is now in its final

3 drsft form, and we eypect to be running thIat test sometime

4 during the sonth of July.

5 The f ailure-modes-and-effects analysis brought out

6 certain deficiencies in the system which could ba caused by

7 power supply failures. One of them was a -- some failure

8 modes te various valves which f ailed in certain ways that
'

9 could aggravate overcooling or depressurization of the

10 plant. And those, the controls have been changed to correct

11 those situations.

11 There was also, if you lost the ICS/NNI, you lost

13 all of the display instrumentation or substantially all the
.

14 display instrumentation in the control room. The conclusion*

15 was that we would not have adequate information for the

18 operator to go to safe shutdown using the steam generators.

17 He would have to go to bleed-and-f eed.

18 Io correct that, we installed two new instrument

19 systems which are safety-grade. They are entirely
.

20 independent of the ICS/NNI, and they provide enough

21 information in the control room so that even if you lost all

22 of the ICS/NNI, the operator would have adequate information

23 to maintain the plant, bring the plant to safe shutdown

24 u sing the steam generators.
5
; 25 3R. KERRs I am sorry, I should have beeng
'

%
:

t
ik v ',

*
'

&
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l

I certain. Did you say that this is highly reliable

2 saf ety-grade or something?

3 3R. CHISHolMs Yes, they are. They are neu

4 systems right down f rom the transmitters to the readouts.

5 One of the issues that was invovlved was not only-

8 complete failure of the power suppl 1 but failure of

7 individual power supplies which could have very complicated

8 effects that might not be easily apparent as to what was

9 going on.

10 We put in t power supply monitoring system which

11 monitored each individual main power feed to the ICS/NNI,

12 and that information will be available to the operator in

13 the control room so that he will know where the f ailure has

14 occurred.
*

, ,

15 There is a procedure nov being implemented which

to will tell him on the basis of which part of the power supply

17 has failed what ha should expect to happen and what action

18 he is supposed to take. As a result of the Oconee incident,

19 which was f ailure of the feed to a bus which fed the ICS/NNI
20 and a simultaneous f ailure of an automatic transfer switch,

21 we put in a backup bus transfer which is operable from the

22 control room. It is a manual transfer operable from the

23 con trol room .

24 The operator will get an alarm when there is no

25 voltage on the bus that feeds the ICS/NNI, and he can then

|

I
,

|
|
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.

-I transfer voltage from another source over to that bus.

2 So that is the summary of what we have done in

3 response to Bulletin 79-27.

4 MR. MOELLER: Any questions on this? .

!

5 MR. KERRs How did you know, when you were

8 finished, how did you know whether you had enough

7 improvements to satisf y you or the NRC?

8 NR. CHISHOLM I think basically it was satisfying

9 the findings and the recommendations in this

10 f ailure-modes-and-ef fects analysis . We think we had looked

11 at --

12 MR. KERR Well, the failure-m, odes-and-effects
13 analysis tell you what failures can occur and what the

,

14 results will be, but it does not fix anything. '

15 NR. CHISHOLHs No, it does not.

18 MR. KERR How do you know when to stop fixing,

17 that you have fixed every possible f ailure7

18 MR. CHISHOLM: No. There was some judgment

'

19 involved on the consequences.

20 MR. KERR: THat is what I am trying to get at.

21 MR. CHISHOLMs I guess the critoria that was used

: 22 was that we wanted to be able to, without the ICS/NNI, to

23 allow the operator to safely shut down the plant using the

24 steam generators. That was the basic criteria that was used.

| 25 MR. KERS: So not only can he use power supplies,
|
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I but he can use the ICS and still shut down okay?

2 3R. CHISHOLH He can lose the whole ICS/NNI

3 system.

4 3R. KERRs And the reliability of the system that

E rou providad which permits him to do that is not quantified

6but at least qualitatively it is the sort of reliability

7 that one expects of safety-grade equipment?

8 ER. CHISHOLMs It is safety-grade equipment, and

9 ve think we have bought the best equipment that was
.

10 available.

1'1 ER. 50ELLER Walt.

12 3R. LIPINSKI In your modification of valve

13 f ailure modes, yon do not list the PORV. The PORY was part
,

14 of the Crystal River event because it popped open. What -

15 have you done as part of your modification to review PORY?

16 MR. CHISHOLH On our plant it does not go open.

17 MR. LIPINSKIs Yours is different than Crystal

18 River?

19 HR. CHISHOLH4 It is more like Oconee.

20 MR. LIPINSKI: You did not have the same failure

21 modes as Cryst,a1 River 3 had?

22 ER. CHISHOLM No.

23 3R. LIPINSKIs When you selected the instrument,

24 you provided in the control room independent of the ICS

25 nonnuclear instruments. I only see six on the list. Do I

i

|
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1 conclude that thcae are the only six instruments he needs,
|

2 or do you have another list that you are not showing us and

3 he supplemented that list with these six?

4 HR. Chihn0LMs These are the ones that we had to

5 add to supplement what was already in the plant.

6 HR. LIPINSKI: So from this list I cannot judge

7 what he aas available to him in total?

8 5R. CHISHOL5s Not from this list alone.

9 53. LIPINSKI How does this list compare with the

10 other request that is not resolved completely, I quess, in

11 terms of the safety shutdown panel?

12 MR. CHISHOL5s I think it is substantially --

13 well, the list on the safe shutdown panel would be greater
~

14 than thi's. This is a subset of what would be on your remote

15 -- are y au talking about th e re mo te shutdown panel?

16 3R. LIPINSKIs Not the remote; the safety shutdown

17 display in the control room wh e re the operator is to have a

18 concise set of information that he needs to determine the

19 status of the plant. You are not familiar with that

20 requirement ?

21 3R. CHISHOLH: I am not familiar with that
,

22 requirement.

23 HR. LIPINSKI Is there anybody a t BCW who can

24 address that questions that is, ;he SPDS, the safety

25 parameter display?

,
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1 HR. MOELLER: You are asking if anyone from where?

2 3R. LIPIN$KIs He has another vuegraph that has _ ;

3 six items on the list, and I am wondering how this relates

4 to the safaty parsneter display issue. Are these six items

5 part of the safety parameter display and now you are making

6 provisions tat the operator can see these? I do not know

7 what the timetable is for resolution of that SPDS

8 requirement.

9 HR. MOELLER: Is there anyone who can help us with

10 that?

11 HR. SILVER: That is NUREG-0737 item I.D.2. And I

12 have not checked this in detail. I do not believe there was

13 an implementation schedule for actual installation of
(

' '

14 hardware. *

.

15 MR. CHISHOLMs This was not meant to be part of

16 that inf ormation.

17 MR. LIPINSKI: You have given some advanced

18 thinking, and you have concluded that the eperator needs

19 this six indications in order for him to manipulate that

20 plant. I assume when you get to the SPDS, we will see these

21 same six items on that list?

22 3R. ZUDANS: At least.

23 MR. LIPINSKI: At least these items.

i 24 MR. CLARK We will look, at this when we look at

25 the SPDS, but we are not that far along on the SPDS at this

s

i
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1 point.

2 MR. MOELLER: Zenons.

3 3R. ZUDANS: I really do not have a question. I

4 would just like a clarification from you. On the next slide

5 -- I do not know if you plan 'to show it -- you say

6 " pressurizer spray valves change from mid-open to mid-close

7 and loss of signal." What is the implication of that? You

8 do not need the sprsy to control pressure at that time

9 because something else happens?

10 MH. CHISHOL3 It is not that you do not need it,

11 but that if it failed open, it would contribute to

12 depressurization of the pla nt.

13 ER. ZUDANS: Yes. But you may not be in the mode
-

i .

14 of ,depressurization; you may be in the mode of increasing
,

15 pressure. In other words, you do not know what mode are you

16 when the electrical portions f ail and this happens.

17 HR. CHISHOLH: I think the mode we vill be in is

18 the plant will have tripped --

19 MR. ZUDANS: And the pressure will go down.

20 ' MR. CHI 5HOLHs Well,,the analysis that was done

21 showed that the pressurizer spray valves failing open would

22 have an aggravating effect on the transient.

23 3R. ZUDANS4 Could you think of a situation where

241t would be the othe way around?

25 MR. CHISHOLMs Well, ideally, you would like to
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1 maintain control of the pressurizer spray valves. But the

2 decision that was made was that until such time as power .

3 cou3 d be restored, it was best to have it fail closed.

4 MR. ZUDANS: Okay.

5 ER. LIPINSKI I have a question for the Staff.

6 Looking at the six items on this list of the instruments

7 still bothers me, because this is not a complete set. Has

8 the Staff looked to see rhat the complete set is, these six

9 plus whatever else was available, as to whether it

to represents an adequa te set?

11 3R. NOVAK This is Tom Novak again.

12 We did a review of the sensitivity of B&W reactors

13 probably about 4 year ago. And as part of that review we

. s 14 looked at the instrumentation that we felt would assist the
15 operator to read s variety of overcooling or undercooling

18 tra nsien ts. My recollection was that we identified as

17 minimum of about 12 parameters that we thought would be a

18 minimum set for quick implementation of plants, that being:
i

19 look to see that you have more or less independent ways of

20 obtaining values of these pai; meters. And we did not wait

21 on the complete review of the SDS, so to speak.

22 So, in my mind, we looked at these -- I think the

23 Licensees in meeting with us even added one or two that ther

24 said would be necessry things that we were not quite

25 knowldgeable about, because you have to bring the plant down
!

'
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1 -- I think something like the tank wall, the quench tank

2 level was one we had anissed. And they said makeup tank

3 level was one that should be there because it helps the'

4 Licensee operator to follow the behavior of the plant.

5 But in my judgment, we came up with about 12 that

6 ve thought would satisfy the near-term requirements. I do

7 not know if that is a comple te answer, but that is the way

8 we came out .

9 HR. LIPINSKI4 But you have an idea of what the

10 Licensee should have available. Now, the question of

11 testing case up earlier. I presume you were going to kill

12 the power to the other instrument supplies and verify that

13 indeed these systems are still active in the control room1

,

I
.

14 and available to the operator? Or what tests do you plan? 1
,

|-

15 ER,CHISHOLE: The tests that are being run next l

16 mon th will not be testing the plant as modified,

17 necessarily. The tests will be done acre to substantiate

18 the f ailure-modes-and-ef fects analysis to verif y that it was

19 accurate.

20 We are going to disable power supplies one by one

21 and in various combinations to note the results of these

22 things and to see that the analysis that was done was

23 correct. As the new systems are being put in, they will

24 have their own operational tests to prove out the design.'

25 MR. IIPINSKIs Will there ever a test done after

s
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1 the installation? Because you are talking about doing this
.

2 piecemeal'sfter the fact rather than before the fact.

3 ER. CHISHOLE: Thers will be individual checkout'

4 tests done for each of these modifications as they are put

5 in to see that they operate properly.

6 3R. LIPINSKIs How about the alternate control

'' room control, which is shown as your last line off in

8 inverter E7

9 ER. CHISHOLE: L'et me put that up there so
,

10 everybody can see it.

11 (Slide.)
.

12 Is this the slide you are ta,1 king about?

13 MR. LIPINSKIs Yes. Now, when you say alternate
,,

' '

14 control room control, does that indicate there is another
.

15 path that allows you to execute control and that this is now

18 an alternate and parallel path for control?

17 ER. CHISHOLH: Let me give you an example of what

18 that means. The atmospheric dump valves were found to have

19 f ailed open on a certain combination of power supply

20 f ailures. That was changed so that they failed closed. Nov

21 we have put an alternate controller in there so that when
'

22 the ICS/NNI is not available, the operator can operate them

23 independently. That is what the alternate control is. It

!

| 24 comes from a different power supply.'
'

!
! 25 MR. LIPINSKI: Are those valves electrical or
|

! t

.
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1 pneumatic, the final elements? -

2 3R. CHISHOLHs Those are pneumatic.

3 NR. LIPINSKIs So that somewhere else the y a re,

4 interacting with pneumatic selenoid in this alternate

5 codtrol path to modulate the valve?
.

6 MR. CHISHOLHs They are modulating valves, and the

7 modulating effect would be the same. What is changed is the

8 signalling which comes from the ICS.

9 3R. LIPINSKIs That is what I am questioning,

to because this part here is electrical; you have got an

11 intdeface with a pneumatic system, and it is a parallel path

12 application.

13 MR. CHISHOLEs. It is not a parallel path.

14 MR. LIPINSKI4 It is an alternate path?

15 ER. CHISHOLNs Right. It is a switchover of the

16 signal f rom the automatic signal which comes from the ICS to

17 a manual signal which is operable by the operator in the

18 control room.
4

19 ER. LIPINSKIs That requires a switchover?

20 MR. CHISHOLHz It is automatic. It is there, and

21 he can use it when the other thing fails.

22 HR. LIPINSKIs So these diagrams are not complete,

23 in the details of what is involved, because this do ; not

s 24 show any switchover?

25 NR. CHISHOLH4 It is an alternate control.

s
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1 MR. MOELLER: Dr. Zudans.

2 MR. ZUDANS: On this list of instruments to be J

3 provided in a . control room that are independent of ICS/NNI,

4 is your subcooling meter independent of ICS/NNI?

5 MR. CHISHOLMs Yes. That list of meters was only

8 the ones that are being added to replace instruments that we

7 would presume to be unavailable if the ICS/NNI failed.

8 There are other instruments in the control room.
9 MR. ZUDANS: Would it not be nice if you had a

10 =oaplete list and just jotted down the ones that are added

11 so we would not have to ask these questions ?

12 MR. CHISHOLMs I was trying to describe here the
,

,

13 modifications we a,re making in response to this specific
,

'

14 b ulle tin . - ,

15 HR. ZUDANS: That is all.

16 HR. MOELLER: All right, that finishes that ites.

17 Let us move on then to the Licensee's report on the masonry

18 walls by Mr. Cronabreger.

19

20

21

22

23

24,

25

i
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1 MR. MOELLEHe And it is in your presentation, |
!,

2 then, we will hear more details on the seismic

3 considerations?
4 MR. CRONEBERGER: Yes. I will attempt to do that.

5 HR. MOELLERt Fine.

6 ER. CRONEBERGER: To try to get some understanding

7 of the activities relative to this bulletin 80-11, basically

8 the bull tin asked for two things to be done. One was to

9 identify those masonry walls in the plant which were in
.

10 proximity to safety-related equipment and then to

11 re-evaluate the design adequacy of those walls to give some

~

12 understanding as to the scope of application of masonry

13 valls of THI-1.

14 The application was substantia 11y more limited
,

15 than other plants, such as Trojan. Basically, the
,

18 applications fell into only the categories that I have

17 listed up here.

18 (Slide)

19 The first category of walls, which is really the

20 dominant number of walls in the plant, are scattered

21 throughout the auxiliary building, which is what I call

22 knock-out panels which were installed to permit removal of

23 components should major problems occur requiring

24 replacement.

25 The second type of wall application, which was

%
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1 only one application, was construction of an elevator shaft

2 in the reactor building, and the third was an application

3 which was used for an air shaf t in one of the other
4 buildings external to containment.

5 Ihe type of construction used was as shown for the

6 elevator shaft and the air shaft, what is partially

7 reinforced hollow block construction.

8 MR. M0ELLERs What is the partial reinforcement?

9 Could you explain that?

10 MR. CRONEBERGER4 Typically, on hollow block

11 construction one is installing within the bed from block to

12 block some reinforcement, and you wi1I also wind up having

13 periodically through the hollows in the blocks some vertical

r
14 steel going th ro ugh .

15 When I call it partially reinforced, that is a

18 typical type of construction.

17 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

18 MR. CRONEBERGER: In the auxiliary building where

19 ve were installing these knock-out panels, we had to

20 basically provide biological shielding in that area and tha t

21 involved solid block construction. When I say

22 multiple-Wythe construction , I am talking about the number

23 of through thickness layer of block that is in the

24 construction.

25 MR. LIPINSKIs How do you sum these to 18, which

s

|

|
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1 is the 18 you have reference to?

2 MR. CRONEBERGER4 I have been trying to figure

3 that out. I think in the original, the elevator shaft was

4 construed to be 2. I am no t sure, but I think that was the

5 dif ference between 17 a n d. 18 .

6 (Slide)

7 This is an extract from one of the letters of

8 submittal in ouc return. Internal work which continued

9 since that time, shows the type of construction for what I

to call the knock-out panels.

11 Ihis shows one example where there are simply four

12 thickness layers of block, one of those layers keyed in to

13 the adjacent concrete. What is shown here is the typical
.

14 kind of dimensions of the walls that were used for knock-out,

15 panels, typically head-room heights to get into the*

16 compartzeht and depending on the size of the equipment that

17 we needed to get out.

18 So that is the particular dimensions for the type

19 of construction f or those knock-out panels.

20 3R. LIPINSKI What is the typical thickness you

21 had for that Section AA? Are those eight inches time four?

| 22 ER. CRONEBERGER: The nominal thickness of the
|

23 block is eight inches.

24 MR. LIPINSKIs So that would be a 32-inch thick

25 vall?
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1 3R. CRONEBERGER: That is correct.

2 MR. ETHERINGTONs What does that two by eight key

3 sean?

4 5R. CRONEBERGEB4 The arrow should not be there.

5 It just means the thickness back here (Indicating).

6 MR. ZUDANS4 Don, what do those boundary

7 conditions refer to? To analysis?

8 HR. CRONEBERGER4 Yes.

9 As I said, this is one sheet out of the report,

10 and for this particular wall, this is simply'the boundary
11 conditions for that particular panel.

12 HR. ZUDANS: How do you justify the fixed stage on

13 the masonry wall?

14 NR. CRONEBERGER: Typically, the fixed edge was

15 only 'asumed for the bottoa joints.

HR.ZUDkNS4 Enough gravity to hold it on?16

17 HR. CRONEBERGERs That is correct.

'18 (Slide)

19 The conclusions of the investigation were that for

20 all of the knock-out panels, the design using techniques

21 that were a little bit better techniques as far as the

22 seismic analysis was concerned than was employed in the

23 commercial design showed that all of the multi-Wythe block

24 valls were adequate.

25 There was only one problem that we did encounter
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I in the' field investigations of these walls. We did pull out

!2 some blocks to see if, in fact, there was contact, that is

*

3 block width to block width, and we found that indeed in the

4 cases that we investigated there was a gap which precluded

5 the multi-Wythe a: ting as a unit.

6 One of the activities which will be underway will

7 be to provide a collar joint which is to insure that, in

8 fact, that gap is filiad so that the wall widths act

9 together.

10 MR. ZUDANSs That is talking about a gap that goes

11 vertically in the wall between the four layers of the block?

12 5R. CRONEBERGER. That is correct.
.

13 HR. ZUDANS How do you fill that?

14 HR..CRONEBERGER: By drilling a hole and grouting.

15 HR. ZUDANS That will move the whole wall.

16 HR. HOELLER: What was your response?

this pic'ure again.17 HR. CRONEBERGER: Let me try c

18 (Slide)

19 When a block wall is built fou really wind up not

20having -- when you build up these blocks, you really do not

21 have an intima ta con tact. There is a nominal dimension

22 between there.

23 When they pulled out some of the block, they found

24 tha t in here they were not, indeed, in intimate contact.

25 Thsy went to close that space.

!

l
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1 MR. MOELLERa So you said you would drill and

2 grout?

3 MR. CRONEBERGERs We will drill in and grout up to

4 a certain elevation to assure that they are acting as a unit.

5 MR. M0ELLERs Mr. Zudans pointed out this might

6 spread the blocks.
.

7 MR. CRONEBERGER: And one of the limits is that,

8 in fact, one will not be able to grout 24 inches high at one

9 time. One will have to grout a limited height, and then go
.

to in and grout again.

11 MR. ZUDANSa You go in and grout a limited height,

12 but then you will grout the bottom one?
*

13 MR. ETHF#INGTON What is the principal problems
,-

14 f ailure to support equipment, or damage to equipment by

15 f al2.ing on it?

16 MR. CRONEBERGER: The major problem is falling on

17 items, and not the load f rom any equipment. And, in fact,

18 with certain limited exceptions, the main problem

19 encountered was the presence of some field-run electrical

20 conduit which vera in close proximity to the walls. That
3

|
21 was the typical type of problem with grout that we

,

22 encoun'ered.

23 MR. CATTON: Why not reroute the conduit?

24 MR. CRONEBERGEB4 That was another option, but
,

|

25 this seemed to be easier.
,

I
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1 MR. ZUDANSa Could not they be prestressed,

2 because you have a concrete structure that surrounds this?

3 MR. CHONEBERGERa Tha t could be done, but that is.

4 substantially more complica ted.

5 3R. MOELLERa Could you help me on this? I as

6 lost by your last statement because I thought the primary

7 problem was the structural integrity of the walls because

8 you have category one piping attached to the wall.

9 In other words, the wall was not a

to properly-designed unit to which you could attach the

- 11 supports for this piping.

12 Are you simply saying that your problem is not

13 that -- the problem is the walls may f all over something

14 important? *

15 NR. CRONEBERGER: It is a combination of the case.

16 3R. MOELLER4 But you also did ha've some seismic

17 supports hooked into these masonry walls?

j 18 ER. CRONEBERGER Yes, although the original
2

19 designs, since these are supposed to be knock-out panels did

20not have major things on these walls. It was just things

21 that were field run. ,

22 3R. 30ELLER: Okay.

23 (Slide)
l

24 3R. CRONEBERGER4 The other type of thing we found*

25 was that in the air shaf t the design appeared to be okay.

'

.\
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1 in the field investiga tion, it was noted that there was some

2 cracking of the masonry. 'de will go back in there and

3 repair the cracking as a solution.
<

4 The only area that we found any design deficiency

5 was in the elevator shaf t. In the elovator shaft, steps

6 were being taken to provide some additional external

7 reinforcement of a portion of that staff.

8 So the net result of all this is that we are

9 proceeding with the modifications and our first priority is

10 to reinforce or correct the construction to assure that wall
1' failure does not jeopardize ability to achieve and maintain

i2 saf e shutdown of the plant, and that is underway.

13 HR.'ZUDANS: Is the air shaft underground?

*14 MR. CRONEBERGERf No.
.

15 Basically, what it is is a shaf t in one of the

16 buildings to permit, as I recall, return air to another

17 portion of an air handling system.

18 MR. ZUDANSs That is not the same intake air shaft

19 tha t was f aulty?

20 MR. CRONEBERGER: No.

21 A few miscellaneous comments. I did try to

22 indicate that I am not aware, in that portion of

23 Pennsylvania, any dramatic changes f rom a seismicity

24 standpoint, as indicated on the TMI-2 basis.s

25 Ihe question was asked about criteria. Indeed,

s

i
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1 one of the problems in this type of construction is there is

2 really is some criteria that was developed for particular

3 nuclear applications.

4 Ihere is an ACI Standard -- I think it is 531 --

5 which is applied f or masonry construction f or normal

6 consercial appliestion, but that cannot be applied as

7 written, but it was the basis for extension of the criteria

8 for these applications, when we are dealing with more

9 extreme and less frequent kinds of loads that were applied

10 for more frequent application.

11 MR. ZUDANS: Do you happen to know the Susquehanna

12 G 1evel?

13 HR. CRONEBERGER No, I am not sure where that is.

14 HR. HOELLER: Does the staff? Can you give us the'

15 Susquehanna G 1evel?

18 HR. ZUDANS: ? r SSE?

17 ER. HOELLE3: Could someone call and find it out

18 for us?

19 MR. STOLZ: Yes.

20 ER. MOELLER: All righ t.; That would be helpful.

21 Are there any more questions for Mr. Croneberger?

22 (No response.)

23 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

24 We will move (n, then, for the licensee's
,

25 presentation on the containment spray by Mr. Moore.

,
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1 HR. ZUDANSa I would like to ask one more question.

2 MR..MOELlER: Go ahead.

3 MR. ZUDANS4 When'you did the analysis, did you

4 assume that the wall would fail if it developed any

5 significant tension? |

6 HR. CRCNEBERGERS There was criteria that allowed

7 tension values iifferent, if in f act it was a horizontal

8 joint as contrasted to the vertical joint. I am not

9 positive of what the basis for those numbers were, but it

10 was typically on the order of 30 PSI; very low tension

11 values.

12 12. N00REs Er name is Jim Moore. I am going to
.

13 qive you a status report on the Reactor Building Spray
,

*
14 Systen Modification. -

15 As pointed ont by the staff, the basic concern

18 here was to convert the present re ac to r-b u11 ding spray

17 system f rom the existing combination of sodium thiosulfate,

18 sodium hydroxate and boreated water to one that uses only

19 sodium hydroxide and boreated water.

20 This modification is being implemented. We have

21 performed a singla failure analysis for the system and have

22 done all the necessary evaluations to evaluate the

23 capability of the system using only the hydroxide. The

24 submittals in preparation will be submitted to the -staff

25 within the month.
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1 MR. MOELLER: When ild the similar change take

2 place in THI-2?

3 MR. MOORE: Prior to initial start-up of TMI-2.

4 ER. M0EILER4 So it was changed before you ever

5 operated?

6 NR. M00RE4 Yes.
,

7 ER. HOELLER: What does this change involve?

8 HR. 500RE: To eliminate the sodium thiosulfate is

9 simpir a matter of draining the tank.

10 MR. ZUDANS: And the system remains the same and

11 you do not have to adjust pipes and valves and what-not?

12 MR. HOORE: .There are some minor differences in

13 instrumentation. These are rather large tanks, 57' feet
*4

14 tall. In the analyses, one has to base the analysis on

15 certain potential errors and tue indicated level of these

16 tanks.

17 We are improving the capability of the read-out on

18 these tanks, decreasing the potential error level.

19 MR. ZUDANS: But you do not have to do anything on

20 the meter-level reading?

| 21 MR. MOORE: That is correct.

22 MR. MOELLER: And there are no dangers in just

23 simply valving off what used to be the sodium thiosulfate
1
' 24 system as opposed to comple tely removing it?

25 HR. MOORE: We would prefer not to upset it.

s
. ,

I

|
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1 There are some potential uses for further upgrading of the

2 ystem in the' future. We may want to use that.

3' MR. M0ELLERs Will the tank be drained, or filled

4 with water? What do you do with the thiosulfate?

5 MR. MOOREa Our intention is to drain the tank,

6 block the valves off and lock it closed.

7 MR. 50ELLERs How big is the tank ?

8 ER. MOOREs All three tanks are relatively the

9 same pipe based on the density of the fluids that are in

10 it. They are roughly 50 feet high, in that proximity. The

11 diameters vary. I do not recall the na tural volumes.
.

12 The thiosulfate tank is a very slim tank because

13 of the small goantity.
< .

14 MR. LIPINSKI: TMI-2 had already m'ade the mod.'

,

15 Tou had shut down for refuelling and were getting ready for

16 a restart, but you had not made the decision not to drain

17 the tank and valve off ?

18 MR. MOORE: Well, the modifica tion of unit two

19 was, as I recall, made at our own volition. Is that

20 correct?

21 ER. CLARK: Yes.

22 MR. ETHERINGTON: What has been your experience

23 with the thiosulf ate? Have you had any decomposition?

24 MR. MOORE:, I can 't speak to the actual opera ting

25 experience there.

~
,
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1 HR. WALLACEs With regards to the question about
_

2 Unit 2, initially the incen tive to changeover in Unit 2, I

3 believe, was a result of staff questions during the FSAR

4 review vith regard to single-failure assumptions and the
.

,

i

5 effect of single failures on the chemistry in the system

6 with those failures, because you would get a certain

7 percentags upsets in the thiosulf ate, hydroxa te or whatever,

8 wherever you saw the failures.

9 So we evaluated those failures. Since the system

to is basically a gravity draindown system, the relative piping

11 configurations between the banks had a predominate effect on

12 the final =hemistry in the spray headers. So that was the

13 principal initiator of that. changeover.

14 This activitri which started, I would have to-

15 guaca, about in the same timeframe, possibly a little bit

18 later, started as a question regarding single failures and

17 the technical specification levels in those tanks. So we

18 can live within the error bands of those instruments and
.

19 still get the right drawdown between the tanks at extremes

20 of the levels.

21 So that is sort of the genesis in Unit 2 and Unit

22 1.

23 HR. LIPINSKIs Yes, but now we are talking about

24 tha beneficial ef fect of the sodium thiosulfate. From whats

25 you have described, that didn't seem to be a question for
|
|
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1 THI-2 at the time.
.

2 3R. 500RE: To my knowledge, it hasn't been an

3 issue on T5I Unit.1; it has'been whether you could draw down-

4 and keep everything in the correct proportion to get the

5 benefit that you wanted to. I am not aware of any

6 detrimental' effects of the thiosulfate itself. It is the

7 inability to really control it.

8 ER. ZUDANS: Finally we learn why we are getting

9 rid of it.

10 58. MOELLER: Well, it is the metering, right, and

11 the mixing.

12 3R. ZUDANS: What a good way of doing it. If the
.

13 shoe does not fit your foot, cut your foot off.
s

'

14 MR. WALLACE: I think ther9 another reason, too.

15 There was some question about the thiosulfate performance

16 and its effect on equipment if you got an inadvertent spray

17 and the complexity of the metering that I think were all

18 cousiderations. So it was not a simple question.

19 MR. KERR: Is it worse than sodium hydroxide on

20 equipment?

21 MR. WALLACE: I am not sure I can adequately

22 address that. I am under the impression that it adds

23 additional complications in the clean-up, if you were to

24 have an inadvertent spray, but I cannot really go much

25 beyond that.

.
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1 MR. MOELLER: Well, then, on Mr. Etherington's
,

2 question, I had always heard that thiosulfate was unstable.

3 It does not matter, but I would be curious as to how

4 frequently you replaced it, or what you did, but if you are

5 eliminating it, we can forget that.

6 Okay. Thank you.

7 Let's move on to the next item which is a listing,

8 it says, of all improvements. I would rather say a listing

9 of improvements that have been made since TMI-1 at the

10 accident.

11 We want an overview here of changes of equipment,

12 new staffing, written procedural changes with some back-up

13 information on why the change was made and what it is
,
4

14 expected to accomplish.
. .

15 rou are dividing that into four groups, then?

16 MR. CLARK 4 Yes.

17 On the equipment dates, Slear will make the

18 presentation.

19 MR. MOELLER: Roughly how long, Mr. Slear,-is your

20 presentation scheduled?

21 MR. SLEAR: It really depends on how many

22 questions you ask.

23 MR. CLARK Without questions, I would thinA five

24 or ten minutes. v'

I
25 MR. MOELLER: All right. Fine. Then we will
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1 cover equipment, Mr. Slear; staffing, Mr. Clark; procedures,
|

2 Mr. Hukill. |

3 MR. CLARK: We have made a substitution on

4 procedures. Mike Ross will give the substitution on
:

5 procedures.

8 MR. M0ELLERs And Mr. Long on training.

7 It is item 5 on the agenda.

8 MR. CLARKs Mr. Chairman, while he is getting

9 ready there, I guess I would like to make a general comment

to on the restart items and the bulletin items tha t we ha ve

11 covered. I do not have numbers on my agenda, but it is No.

12 4 , ECCS outage, and the ones we have just covered.

13 MR. MOELLER: Yes.
I

14 MR. CLARKs What we are really doing in all of

15 thosa cases is really civing you a status report. They are

16 on the agenda because they are open items and therefore, you

17 know, we do not have the definitive final answers in many

18 cases as we would have if we were finished.

19 I think also in some cases we and the staff are
l

20 together going through these things ahead of their going |
l

21 through than on some other plants, and that that attributes

!
i 22 to their lack of some specifics in some cases and it is

23 because of this status that we are trying to give you an

24 intermediate point, rather than anything else.<

25 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

| '

l
l

|
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1 52. SLEAR: My suggestion is that since most

2 everyone who is interested has a copy of the hand-out, that

3 instead of using overheads I would basically ask you to go

4 through the hand-out page by page.

5 MR. HOELLERt Well, f or the public, if they do not |

6 have the hand-outs, which they probably do not, it is

7 helpful to put them up. MR. SLEAR: Okay. It is j

8 going to be more than ten minutes.

9 MR. HOELLER: Well, show them and refer to them as

to if they were not there.

11 (Laughter)

12 (Slide)
~

13 MR. SLEARs I have arranged the handout basically
i

14 in two parts. I have listed first the modifications that
. .

15 the NRC has required us to complete prior to restart; and
.

18 the second part is a set of modifications that we, GPU, has

17 committed internally to complete prior to restart. There

18 may very well be some of those that subsecuently the NRC has

19 turned around and directed us to do trior to restart.

20 I have also tried to indicate for those that the

21 NRC has required of us my knowledge of the source document

22 as f ar as the requirements are concerned and the definition

23 of what the criteria ure.

t 24 As you look at the first page, I think people are

25 undoubtedly famillar with the majority of these

*
,
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1 requirements. They came out of ICE Bulletin 79-05 and NUREG

2 0578. We are implementing those as indicated.

3 I think one thing worthy of pointing out on the

4 first page is that our containment isolation, the NRC

5 requirement is basically for diverse containment isolation.

6 We chose instead of HPI in containment pressure to

7 essentially isolate containment on reactor trip.

8 Containment pressures We selected a number of

9 process lines that could become contaminated and we would

10 isolate those on highradiation on the process lines. In

11 addition, we had a desire to keep cooling vater surfaces to

12 the reactor coolant pumps an.d chose line break detection as

13 a diverse containment isolation signal f.or those particular

' 14 cooling water lines. -

15 As far as the other items, I think those are

16 com parable to, what others are being or have been required to

17 do, and if there are no questions I would just as soon go to

18 the second slide, but I can certainly entertain questions if

' 19 you have some.

20 MR. MOELLER: We will have some. Mr. Lipinski?

21 MR. LIPINSKI: What is your tech spec on having

22 the containment vent valves open, the purge valves?

23 KR. SLEAHa I don 't know. Mike Ross, do you know?

24 MR. LIPINSK1: Because when you list containment

25 pressure at 4 psi you are not going to develop 4 psi with
1

1
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1 your purge valves open, so that you've got some tech spec of-

2 72 hours per year max for those valves to be open?

3 HR. SLEAR: As I recall, tha requirement is,

4 unless they are limited to 30 degrees open, they be open no

5 aore than 90 hours per year, and as I understand it, in

6 effect we are limiting them to 30 degree open with the stops

7 and sets on the limit switches.

8 MR. LIPINSKI: Right. -

9 HR. SLEAR: And my understanding is of the

10 regulatory basis that we no longer have the limitation on

11 how many hours they can be open, once we have limited their

12 travel.

13 3R. LIPINSKI: Once they are open, it is going to

14 take a terrific flow to develop 4 psi when you say you are *

15 going to isolate on containment pressure.

16 ER. CATTON: That's a pretty big area with a

17 36-inch valve.

18 ER. SLEAR: They are 36-inch valves.
.

19 MR. CATTON: That is a pretty good area.

20 HR. LIPINSTIs It is going to take a terrific flow

21 to develop 4 psi in containment When they are open.

22 58. SLEARs Those lines go shut on a high

23 radiation signal.

24 MR. LIPINSKI4 But when you give me a list saying
,

|

| 25 containment pressure 4 psi and you have those vent valves

I
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1 open, tell me'what the flow rate is to get the 4 psi.

2 MR. SLEARs I do not know the answer to that.

3 MR. WALLACE: Excuse me, Mr. Lipinski. I want .,

4 make sure that you understand that is not the only signal to

5- those valves. There are other signals.

6 MR. LIPINSKI I understand tha t, but I am looking

7 at a list that says containment pressure, 4 psi and if you

8 have vent valves open in that containment, tell me how much

9 flow goes through the vent valve to develop 4 psi in-

to containment.

11 MR. SLEARs I don't know the answer to that

12 question.

13 MR. CATTON: That question is kind of critical.
.

14 It may take a large break LOCA 'to get the 4 psi.

15 MR. SLEARs It may, and we may, within our

16 company, know the answer. But I personally do not knov

17 whether or not a large break LOCA with a valve 30 degrees

18 open would get you four pounds of pressure in the building.

19 MR. M0ELLERs Walt, what do you suggest on that?

20 MR. LIPINSKI Well, I have always seen this
i

21 listed and it is never qualified. If those vent valves

22 areopen, this is not a parameter that isolates containment.

23 MR. MOELLER: And that can be depended on 100

24 reccent of the time.-

25 MR. LIPINSKI: That is what I just found out.

s
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1 HR. SLEAR: It is my understanding the reason you

2 have diverse parameters is partly because of that concern,

3 par tly be suse of reliability.<

4 HR. LIPINSKI If you are going to have the vent

5 valve open then you have to qualif y the 4 psig as being ,how

6 aany million cubic feet per second on those valves to

7 develop the 4 psig.

8 MR. CLARK: Excuse me, but I would like to be sure

9 that you understand that with the purge valves open you

10 still have diverse isolation on reactor trip for high

11 radiation.

12 MR. MOELLER: We know that.

13 MR. KERR: Mr. Clark, I think the point is, if we
,

!4

14 never get 4* psig on that sensor, there is not very much*
.

,

15 point as listing it as a trip, and we are trying to find out

16 if there are circumstances under which you could get it.

17 MR. CLARK If the purge valves are closed,

18 obviously you can get the 4 psig.

19 NR. KERR: But we are told you have no requirement

20 for their being closed, so we cannot depend on their being j
l

21 closed, I guess. j,

22

23

24 |.

25
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1 MR. WALLACE: If I could try?

2 MR. KERR Sure.

3 MR. WALLACE4 For the circumstances we have for

4 containment isolation, give" a reactor coolant system

5 rupture with the valves open, there are three possibilities

6 to close those valves. Accepting your premise that pressure

7 vill not build up rapidly enouch for that initiator, that is

8 closed --

9 MR. KERR That is not my premise. What we are

10 trying to find out is whether l't will or not. We do not

11 know.

12 MR. CLARKs If the valves are open, it will not.

13 MR. LIPINSKI: Let me qualif y where that 4 psi.

14 came from. The Staff looked at pressure variations within

15 containment, and on the average they came out 3 psi., and
,

16 then they arbitrarily added 1 psi. to that value and came

17 out with 4 psi.
'

18 Now if you are going to operate with the vent

19 valves open, you are not going to develop the 3 psi.

20 background pressure; you are going to be running close to

21 atmospheric.

22 MR. MOELLER: Okay. On here you list a hydrogen

23 contrc install hydrogen recombiner. You did not have,

24 hydrogen recombiners previously?

25 MR. SLEAR: That is correct. We had recombiners

,
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1 on Unit 2, but we did not have the recombiner installed on

- 2 Unit 1. We have not installed it.

3 MR. HOELLER: ~3kay. And on the shielding design
,

4 review, you have relocated the stack monitor. What did that

5 entail?

6 MR. SLEARs Basically the stack monitor was in a

7 location where it was subject to radiation f rom fluid lines

8 that could become contaminated, and as such affect its

9 readings. Therefore we took the stack monitor out of.its
to previous location, built a new room beside the stack away

.

11 from any sources of post-accident radiation, since the

12 background radiation could not affect its opera tion.

13 Mg. MOELLER: Okay. Other questions for this page?
,

14 MR. ZUDANSa Yes. ' I am puzzled that purge valves

15 are allowed to be open under any, let's say, 70 or 80 hours

16 a d ay . Where is this new permissiveness, 30 degree open and

17 36-inch valve? It is almost open anyway.

18 MR. 50ELLEBs Are they saying it can be open

19 continuously?

20 MR. SLEARs That is what the speaker says.

21 MR. CATTON: 100 percent of the time at 30 degrees.

22 MR. ZUDANSs That is what he says, and that is

23 wh a t the whole issue is ,about.

24 MR. SLEAR: Ed, you may want to correct me, but its

25 is my understanding tha t once it is limited to 30 degrees
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1 open --

2 HR. WALLACE: That is correct.

3 HR. ZUDANS: What does the NRC Staff say about

4

4 tha t?. That does not sees right, because an air valve at 30

5 degree open is essentially open.

6 HR. HOELLER: You are wanting a response from the

7 Staff on this?

8 HR. ZUDANS: Yes. Whether they allow it and wha t

9 is the rationale again.
I

10 ER. NOVAK: Tom Novak again.

11 The containment purge is a generic issue. We have

12 nad a lot of activity over the last two years. There were

13 some interim positions on positioning of valves. The
(

14 approach we are following now is to minimize purging. Just

15 minimizing it as low as practicable for wha t I would call
.

16 " consistent ~ -With the good operation of the plant," as well.

17 So it is not the case that they can operate without regard

18 to how auen time out of any reactor cycle they are purging.

19 There have been cases where plants have operated under a

20 continuous purge. Those are the exceptions. And'as wc get

21 to these plants, they are going to have to operate in a

22 dif f erent aanner.

23 So it is true that it was a mixed bag for a number

s 24 of years. The approach now is to limit the position of the

25 valves so that you have assurance of closed under LOCA loads
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l

1 and to then reduce the amount of purging. Furging and

2 venting should not be used synonymously. Purging is )
3 normally used for very small lines. Venting.is a large

4 line, and we have to be careful of that kind of nomenclature.

5 MR. ZUDANS: But now we are talking about a

6 36-inch valve and 30 degrees open. It is essentially open.

7 ME. M3ELLER: These are not smaller lines; these

8 are the big lines.

9 ER. ZUDANS: And now if I read your correctly, you

10 say that NRC does not allow the vent to be open all the time.

11 NR. NOVAK: We are going in the direction of

12 reducing the amount of permitt ed purging and venting.

13 ER. ZUDANS: Are they allowed to be open 100
,

.

14 per, cent of the time? . ,

15 ER. NOVAKt In scme plant technical

18 specifications , yes, that was time case. And it was analyzed

17 such that in the event c.f an accident, the release that

18 occurred while that valve was closing was considered in the

19 off-site dose calculations. So it was done with knowledge,

20 obviously, but there is a better way to operate the plant

21 n o w .

22 3R. ZUDANS: Can these valves be closed at the
I

23 f ull flow? l

24 MR. NOVAK That is why we put the limits on the

25 position of the valves, to ensure that the closing can be

|

I
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1 accomplished vith the forces available from the' valve
'

2 actors, I would guess.

3 MR. SLEAR: We have done calculations to confirm,

4 based on model tests and extrapolations, that if they are

5 limited 30 degrees open they will go closed.

6 HR. CATTON: Then you do know the flow rates, but

7 you just do not have them here?

8 ER. 51 EAR: I am sure we have them in the

9 company. I just do not have them here.

to 3R. CATION: What is your reaction to 30 degree

11 open?

12 3R. N0YAKa I am sur? we are aware of it. We can

13 speak to it at the full committee meeting.

14 HR. ETHERINGTON: Containment pressure is only one

15 of three isolation signals. Does each of the others isolate
.

16 all of the lines independently? Any one of the other.three

17 will isolste all lines?

18 MR. SLEAR: Yes. High radiation would isolate the

19 line that it is sensing, and I think there is one

20 containment purge line -- is that correct -- coming out of

21 containment?

22 MR. WALLACE: Yes.

23 MR. SLEAR: So high radistion will sense that line
|

24 and close that valve and reactor trip will also close that ;

i

25 valve.
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1 MR . ETHERINGTON : Line-break detection?
,

2 MR. SLEAR: Line-break detection will not.

3 Line-break detection is only on two cooling water systems

4 that supply the casetor coolant pumps. Where those are

5 closed systems unless those systems are broken, you will

8 theoretically not be getting contaminatio external to

7 containment . We want to keep those systems functioning so

8 the pumps are available to us.

9 MR. ZUDANS: That is the seal coolant?

10 MR. ETHERINGTON: What about reactor trip? ;

:

11 HR. SLEARs It will.

12 ER. ETHERINGTON: It will isolate all lines.

13 HR. SLEAR: All the purge valves. Each
.

14 containment isolation valve has a diverse signal. That.

15 diverse signal can be a combination of reactor trip and four

16 pounds reactor trip and 30 pounds. I am not sure about the

17 line-break detection. 30 pounds in line-break detection, I

| 18 think it is, then the high radiation in process lines is on

i
| 19 top of those and provides a third signal for selected lines

I
20 but not necessaril7 all lines.

21 MR. ETHERINGTON: Anything like the --

22 MR. SLE,nR But these containment purge valves do

23 have three triggers.

24 ER. MOELLER: But I think you were just saying to

25 us that two of the events sust occur simultaneously to get
|
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1 the isolation. Is that wha t you are sa ying ?

2 MR. SLEARs No, no, no, I am not.

3 MR. MOELLER: Any one?,

4 ER. SLEARs Any one. Reactor trips, these valves

5 are shut. Reactor trip, and these valves are shut.

6 ER. ETHERINGTOMs Reactor trip does not shut all

7 of the --

8 ER. SLEAR: Reactor trip shuts theso. purge

9 vulves. Reactor trip does not shut all the isolation valves.
'

10 ER. ETHERINGTON: I was trying to find out whe th e r

11 the containment pressure trip is an essential trip, and I am

12 beginning to feel that it is because none of the others seen

13 to do exactly the same thing. Is that right?

- 14 MR. WALLACE: Mr. Etherington, containment

15 pressure is essantial as one of the diverse signals for.

16 other lines , for other lines but not necessarily essential

17 for the purge lines because of the reactor trip and process

18 radiation monitors which will also close those valves.
19 ER. CLARKs So as we see it, if you have high

20 radiation, it trips the purge valves even if they were

21 open . Once tripped, pressure will build up and make the 4

22 psi. a meaningful signal for the other four lines.

23 ER. MOELLER: And high radiation is high radiation

24 in the line, not just within containment?
s

25 HR. WALLACE: In the line, that is correct, sir.

e
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1 3R. LIPINSKI: I am confused on that last point.

2 The radiation will trip these valves and then the

3 containment has to go to 4 psi. before other valves trip.
l

4 Why does not radiation do that directly?

5 HR. CLARK: The pressure'has to go to 4 psi. In

6 order for that diverse signal to trip the o ther lines, in

7 sany cases radiation signal would also trip the other lines.

8 HR. SLEAR: I guess my comment'vould be when we

i 9 sense radiation, we sense it in selected process lines. We

to look at that particular containment penetra tion and answer

11 the question is it contaminated above some preset limit? If

12 the answer is "Yes," we shut that valve based on a radiation

13 signal.

14 MR. LIPINSKIs Why would pressure in itself be a -

15 requirement to isolate the other lines?

18 ER. SLEAR: Pressure is an indication of a high

17 energy line break inside containment.

18 HR. LIPINSKI Okay. But if I have got activity

19 first, why would I not be isolating certain lines on
i

20 activity before pressure goes up instead of isolating the

21 containment building of the pressure and then doing turther

22 isolation?

23 MR. SLEAR4 Do no t f o rge t the reactor trip. If

24 the reactor has tripped, if you have a transient that has

25 tripped for the reactor, you have also sent the signal to
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1 close these valves and other containment isolation valves.
2 HR. LIPINSKI4 Somehow this is 'not clear without

.

3 knowing specifically what the other lines are and what the

4 conditions are for their closures in terms of how the
5 sequence proceeeds.

6 NR. WALLACEs If I could maybe direct Mr. Lipinski

7 to the right place -- I do not have the table with me today

8 -- there is a table in th e resta rt report that covers all

9 the containment isolation lines and all the old and new
.

10 signals.

11 And what you will see is we have prioritized the

12' lines on the basis of the f unctions of the lines and our

13 perception of the importance of those those lines for

(
14 various events. Ihe least important lines -- and I will go

,

15 to another example -- some drain line would isolate one of

16 the earliest signals, reactor trip being the earliest signal

17 tha t would precede radiation or anything else. The more

18 important the line for continued operation -- and I would

19 include reactor coolant pump services in that condition--

20 would isola te only under the most extreme conditions of 30

21 pounds in the building, or rupture of those lines which

22 would interrupt their containment integrity since they are

23 otherwise closed systems.

24 So I think a review of that table might give you a,,

25 better feel for the kind of system we install.

'
,

I
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1 HR. ZUDANS: And, of course, pumps would be shut

2 down when that happened?
I

3 HR. WALLACE: That is correct. We retain the

4 services so we have the capability under inadequate core

5 cooling conditions to restart and maintain seal integrity.

6 HR. LIPINSKI: Thank you.

7 ER. ZUDANS: I do not quite know whether you are

8 allowed to keep your purge valves 30 degrees open

9 indefinitely or, as he says, you are attempting to reduce

10 the period of time they can keep it. Now unich one is

11 right?

12 3R. NOVAK We are in a transition' period here.

13 There was a period of time when tech spec allowed 90 hours

~

14 over the year.

15 HR. ZUDANS I remember that.

16 MR. NOVAKs Now I as saying we are looking at

17 these individually to go down to what I will call a minimun

18 value system with accaptable plant operation.

19 HR. ZUDANS: But he is correct in what he is

20 stating as of now?

21 ER. NOVAK We will be getting to this.

22 3R. ZUDANS: But he is not going to be able to

23 enjoy that luxury; is that correct?

24 MR. NOVAKs I think that is correct. We do nots

25 know exactly on what time frame, but we are in the process

s
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1 of looking at this now on all operating reactor plants.

2 MR. KERE: There must be some reason these purge _

- 3 valves are open occasionally. And one, I thought, was in

4 order to allow entry to containment to do inspections. And

5. that is not a negligible safety consideration. I think,

6 before we close these valves unequivocally, let us look at

7 the systen effect.

8 MR. IUDANSs Well, I just want to find out if they

9 work together or each one assumes their. own rules. I do not

10 really care.

11 MR. MOELLER: Well, in the past there have been

12 examples where they reduced purging to cut down on the

13 airborne radioactive material being released. Then that
i

14 cuts down on the f e'equency that insdections can be made. I
*

:

15 And there have even been examples, hopef ully now correcting

16 where lack of purging called the radiation instruments

|17 within containment to be offscale. So if a further increase
|

18 in radioactive meaterial had occurred, it would not have i

19 been detected.

20 MR. ZUDANS: I felt that the reduction in purging

21 time was mainly associated with the dasire to ba able to

22 isolate containment. No?

23 MR. MOELLER: Well, can we go to the second page ?

24 MR. SLEAR: Yes, sir. I guess on the second page

25 I will certainly address any questions you have.

s
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1 (Slide.)
|

2 Containment water level, we have in fact installed

3 a control-grade wide range. We are going to have this by

41/1/82 and have a second one with qualified indicators in by
,

5 1/1/82.
6 NR. MOELLER: And what assurance -- we will be

7 covering that tomo rrow -- b ut what assurance do we have that

8 your pumps, sump pumps in containment, will not be out of

9 operation or their float valves nonworking and so forth?

10 MR. SLEAR: I guess I am not sure what the

11 question is. .

12 MR. HOELLER: I think the Indian Point plant

13 recently had a probles of flooding of containment. Have you ,

14 studied that problem? -

15 HR. SLEAR Yes, I as aware of that problem. I
.

16 guess what I am calling narrow, we already have an indicator

17 of level in the sump, the small sump, which I will call a

18 narrow range, and we are replacing it with new indicators

19 when we go to the " safety-grade" system which will be

20 redundant. In this case, the zero to 90 inches is from the

21 containment floor itself. So you would get indication of

22 the water level both in the small pump and if ther

23 overflowed.

24 MR. HOELLER: Are these in duplicate?
|
l

25 MR. SLEAR: They will be in duplicate when we
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1 install the safety-grade installation. They currently are

2 not. Zero'to 90 inches covers a different range, if you

3 will, than the narrow range tha t was installed since the1 ,

4

4 plant was operational.

5 MR. MOELLER: Is this iodine particulate sampling

8 in the building's purge lines; is that what you are saying?

7 MR. SLEAR: That ir correct. That is from the

8 vent from the station.

9 Are there any other questions?

10 MR. ZUDANSa Where does your pressurizer spray

11 water come f rom? From reactor coolant pump?

12 MR. SLEAR Yes. And it puts basically the spray
.

13 yalve --

*

.

14 MR. ZUDANS: You do not have a redundant spray?
,

,

15 MR. SLEARs Mike, do we have the ability to spray

18 with systems outside ? I am not aware of it.

17 MR. ROSS: Well, on the high-pressure system, we

18 do not have a redundant spray, but we have the ability to
e

19 spray when we are on low pressure cooling or decay heat

20 removal. So we do have two sprays one a high pressure;

21 one a low pressure.

22 MR. SLEAR: Poes that answer your question?

23 MR. ZUDANS: Yes.

24 MR. MOELLER Several of the items on this page we

25 will be covering tomorrow in greater depth. So it is good

,

-
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1 to see thes listed here. Let us go on to the third page

'

2 then.
3 (Slide.)

4 Fire protection.

5 NR. SLEARa Once again, these are all -- I am not

6 sure you have covered them separately as part of the TMI-1

7 restart, but we are implementing the requirements that the

8 NRC has laid on us in CFR 50 Appendix R.

9 3R. M3ELLER: Ihe Staff has reviewed the fire

10 protection changes, and thereare no problems here; is that

11 correct?

12 MR. DI IANNIs Their submittal is still under

13 review. We have not completed the review yet.

'

14 MR. M0ELLERs What is the schedule for the
.

15 completion of that review? I do not recall it having been
,

16 listed as unresolved or outstanding item.

17 MR. DI IANNIs It is not'an outstanding item for

18 restart.

19 MR. MOELLER: You can complete this after restart?

20 MR. DI IANNIs That is correct.

21 MR. WALLACE: Mr. Chairman --
, ,

22 MR. DI IANNI: In other words, they have to meet

23 the schedule in Appendix R. There is a sche .e specified
4

24 in Appendix R.

25 MR. MOELLER For operating plants? i
|

x

l
|
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1' 59. D1 IANNI: For operating plants, yes.

2 MR. 10ELLERs What is that schedule, roughIy?

3 ER. DI IANNI I do not know.

4 MR. NOVAK It is a staggered schedule, D.r .

5 Moeller. A number of pieces of equipment, for example, are

6 required by the end of this year. I recall a December

7 date. We have had a number of requests for exemptions to

8 certain parts of that rule, for example, dedicated shutdown

9 systems or what they refer to in fire protection as an

10 siternate.

11 So we are treating Three Mile Island as any other

12 operating reactor, and it is just a question of priority.
.

13 ER..MOELLER: Any other questions on this page?
t .

*14 ER. KEYSEBLINGs I have a qdestion under the

15 control room design review where it says "Show normal range

16 on meters." I know that was one recommendation coming out

17 of the review. There were also some questions about neters

18 f ailing in mid-ranga. Has anything been done in this area

19 in terms of actually changing the meters or changing their

20 f ailure mode ?

21 3R. SLEAB: I am personally not aware of any
,

22 changes.

23 Dick, is you know of any changes that have been

24 made, or Gary? The question has to do with the failure mode-

25 of meterss Have we made any changes associated with the
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1 concern tha t I guess the -10t10 volt-signal feeding them if

2 they' fail to zero, do they fail midscale?

3 ER. KEYSERLING: Yes.

4 NR. SLEAR. I as aware of that situation. I
i

5 NR. BROUGHTON: My name Gary Broughton. I am from

8 GPU. Pending the results of the test that Mr. Chisholm
1

7 talked about earlier, the test will deenergize certain power

8 supplies to test which instruments do fail. We do plan to

9 mark meters which have a particular failure point tnat is

10 important to the operator, and that would be done before

11 restart.

12 HR. MOELLER But this is simply again a marking.4

13 You are not getting to the f:Indamental problem. Am I

14 correct?

15 MR. BROUGHTON: In the short term, what we would

16 be doing is marking the meters to indicate their failure

17 point. There is no plan in the near point to change out the

18 meter circuits; they are a different failure point.

19 MR. KEYSERLING What if the f ailure point happens

20 to be in a normal operating range, how would you know that

21 rou have a f ailure instead of normal conditions?

22 HR. BROUGHTOMs That would be the purpose of the

23 marking on the meter, to indicato that the f ailure was not

24at that normal point. Plus another output of this test

25 program is to provide tha t type of information so that the

'
.
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|1 operators could be trained on what they would expect to see
'

2 pending different f ailures of instruments.
i

'

3 3R. KEYSER1ING: I am not sure that they would

4 always be able to distinguish normal conditions f rom

5 f ailures .
6 HR. KERE: The sign vould say, "If the meter reads,

-

7 normally, it is broke."

8 (laughter.)

9 53. MOEL1ER: Let us do have comments from the

to Staff.

11 MR. NOVAKs Again, let me try to help. What the

Ib dea of this test is to accommplish is to identify for ai

13 different power supply what are meters that can be affected
.

14 by low power s.upply and then t,o identify where that meter'

15 would read given it were to fail.

IP Now the logic in this interim fix is to first

17 identify what power supply, so to speak, has failed. Then

18 the operator knows from his training which instruments he

19 can rely on. He knows that certain instruments would be

20 aff ected by an NNI bus A f ailure, and he knows that tha t

21 instruaent is to fail at a certain range. He now knows

22 through his procedures what othr.r backup instruments can

23 give him what information he woLid have read off that
1

24 instrument. )

25 MR. CATTON: If it fails in a normal operating

.
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- 1 range, how will he know it has failed?

2 3R. NOVAKs He first knows E2 has a bus failure.

3 If he has a black bux failure, all black-marked instruments j
.

4. tagged black are not to be relied on.

5 NR. CATTON: It is s separate indication?

6 MR. CLARK 4 Ies. I think Mr. chisholm covered the

7 f act that we have put in indicatior, of f ailed power supply.

8 So if a power supply f ails, an operator will get an

9 indicatics that that power supply has failed and he then

to knows what instruments are suspect.
~

11 NR. CATTON: I certainly hope this power display

.2 system is displayed properly.

13 MR. CLARK: It is.
,

14 MR. MOELLER: Is this under review by the Staff,

15 or are you happy with what we are hearing in this?

16 MR. NOVAKs This is part of the 79-27 Bulletin

17 review, and until we have seen the Licensee's response

18 exactly, I would just have to hold the review open.

19 MR. KEYSERLING: Are there any long-range plans to

20 overcome this situation in terms of new standards foc

21 instrumentation and how they would behave under power

22 f ailures? Because it seems at best that this is only an

23 interim and perhaps doubtful solution.

24 XR. NOVAK I think the long-erm solution is the

25 dedicated panel, which would be independent of any NNI

|
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1 feilure. The system is built -- in fact, unless you decide

2 to tear'out your :ontrol room and start all over and rec tif y

3 these kind of things, you are going to lose a certain amount

4 of instruments if you f ail a bus.

5 The idea is to have enough redundancy so that you

6 are not missing any important piece of information. The

7 idea of a dedicated panel independent of any of these bus

8 f ailures, that is the panel that the operator is trained to
'.

9 go to to gat the confirmatory information to accomplish safe

10 shutdown.

11

12

13
,

14

ov
15

16

17

18

19 ,

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 MR. ZUDANS: I perceive the problem as something

2 more profound than that. I think the idea of failing an

3 instrument f or whatever reason in the opera ting ra'nge is a

4-wrong one, anyway.

5 3R. MOELLER: Fundamentally, it is wrong.

6 HR. ZUDANS: Yes. If the instrument f ails for

7 either power supply or whatever, it should not fail in the

8 operating range, because that makes no sense at all. You

9 cannot solve it by having indications of buses or whatever.

to In the lonc range, that should not be allowed.

11 HR. NOVAKa I really don't have the detailed

12 inf ormation. We got into this discussion by saying minus 10

13 to plus 10 and they fail to zero, by definition you put me

14 in the operating cance.'

, ,

15 ER. ZUDANS: Just forget about TMI. Just in

16 general.

17 MR. NOVArz We don't know, and that's why we are

18 Looking at this information.

19 HR. ZUDANS: You know, your gasoline indicator,

20 fuel indicator, f ails at an empty tank, so you worry.

21 (Laughter.)

22 ER. NOVAK: I've had a failed gas fuel tank since

23 the day I bought my car.

24 (Laughter.)

25 ER. HOELLER: Okay. Walt, and then let's go to

(
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1 the next ptge.
,

2 MR. LIPINSKIs Where in TMI-1 is the drain tank

3 pressure tamperature indicated? Is it on the face of the

4 control panel?

5 MR. SLEABa Mike Ross, I suspect yeu're best

6 prepared to answer that.

7 MR. ROSSs The BC drain tank pressure and

8 temperature are indicated in the control room on one of the

9 back panels. But the back panel is readily available to

10 the operator.

11 MR. LIPINSKIt Hold it. This is THI-2 ve are

12 describing, or TMI-17

13 MR. HOSS4 THI-1 I'm describing. It's a back

14 panel. It's is in the control room itself.

15 MR. LIPINSKI He can see it from the main

16 console?

17 MR. 305S4 He can see the main indication from the

18 console. He may have to take a step back to the computer to

19 see it.

20 MB. LIPINSKIa Now is it recorded, or just

21 indicated just that when it blows it goes to reco?

22 MB. ROSS4 As f ar as level is reported; as far as

23 pressure it's just indicated. As far a temperature, it's

24 just indicated. I might also add that these are alarmed

25 computers, both these parameters.

i
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1 MR. LIPINSKIs Yes, but so is THI-2, except when-

.

2 they blew they went to zero. Pressure and temperature.

3 MR. CATTON4 Then went back to normal.

4 3R. LIPINSKI4 They went back to normal. Then the

5 f allback indication was containment pressure. containment

6 and pressure.

7 HR. ROSS: But any perturbatioi. you would have,

8 you would see a spike on your level recorder and it would be

9 readily apparent that something had happened in that drain

10 t,nk.

11 MR. LIPINSKI4 Except I'm going back to THI-2.

12 These were going up and I think somebody noted it in the

13 first 15 minutes, and when it blew it went back to zero, and

*

14 it was not a piece of information that was being followed

15 after the first 15 minutes.

16 HR. CATTONs As a matter of fact, they thought

17 everything was fine since it went back to normal.

18 HR. LIPINSKIs That's right..

19 5H. CATTON: Why don ' t you trend the information?

20 Is that a costly thing to do?

21 HR. ROSS: We do trend some of the information, as

22 I pointed out. We trend the level indication in the tank.

23 Should you have a relief valve actuation or anything going

24 into that tank, that level would show a trend and continue

25 to show a trend. So it's strictly not just looking at

|
[

l
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1 temperature or pressure.

2 MR. LIPINSKIa If I blow the disc, the level is

3 going to flash and the liquid is going to go out through the

4 disc. That level vill go back to ze ro. You'll see that on

5 your trend recorder. You will have built up and then gone

6 back to zero in the tank.

7 ER. ROSS The probability level indicator would

8 indicate f ull. Tha t would indicate --

9 MR. LIPINSKIs If that rupture disc goes and I

10 have a heated liquid over 2127

11 MR. ROSS: We have a DP instrumentation with a dry

12 lake in that particula r tark itself'.

13 MR. CATION: So once it blows like that, it ceases
*

.

14 to be operable.
.

15 MR. ROSSs I wouldn't say ceases to be operable,"

16 but it's a good chance it indicates --

17 MR. CATTON: Indicating full when it's not full,

18 by my definition that ceases to be operable.

19 MR. ROSS: The RC drain tank -- let me just

20 cla rif y . The RC drain tank is not the only parameter we're

21 loo'. ng at to deteraine whether or not a code safety valve

22 or a PORY valve is open as it was in the past. We now have
\

23 flow indicators on the console telling us it's open. In

24 addition to a flow indicator on the PORY, we have an

25 accelerometer. So we have two redundant indica tions on th e
.

\

l

l
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1 PORY valve now, in addit'on to the much talked-about light

2 indicator.
-

-

3 So what you have iu a myriad of indicators that

4 you can draw indication from. You have a flow meter telling

5 rou the safety valve is open. He'll have the temperature

6 indication of an increase that will stay up in that tank and

7 say , gee, you have a high temperature. You have a level

8 increase that will do something funny at worst casa. And

9 you have a pressure indication and an alarm on the

to computer.

11 So you have more than one indication to draw a

12 conclusion f rom.

13 MR. CATTON: I thought you had a concern about
*t

14 confusing the operator with too much information?'

15 MR. ROSS: We do, but we also like to have enough

16 information to draw concrete conclusions. He will know the

17 valve is open, he'll know something's happened in the tank

18 to bring the temperature up, he'll have increase in sump

19 level . It's like anything in the plant. There are more

20 than one indication to draw conclusions f rom.

21 MR. MOELLER4 Any further questions?

22 MR. KEYSERLING: The last item on the page it says

23 " annunciator, tone alarm adjustment." Could you just

24 cla rif y what that means? |
|

25 MR. S1 EAR Yes. My understanding of this is that |

.
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1 there are several different annunciators in the control

( 2 room, and the intent of this modification is ta, number one,

3 be able to adjust their volume so that the decitel level is
f

4 appropriata for where the operator is and the sound
,

5 background level in the control room. So it's going to be

6 ad.1ustable. And I assume the human engineers will decide

7 anaunciator X has got to read db Y at this location and that

8 will be set up as part of the testing.

9 ER. KEYSERLING: But once it has been adjusted it

to will be fixed? In other words, the operators won't be able

11 to readjust these downward?

12 3R. SLEAR: I don't know the answer to that

13 question.
,

14 MR. KEISERLING: ell, that could be fairly --
.

15 it 's n ot uncommon for people to turn down annoying things,
,

16 even if these annoying things happen to be alarms. And I

17 would strongly suggest that if these things are made

18 adjustable that they not be made adjustable to the
,

19 operatorr.

,20 MR. SLEAR: Gary Broughton stood up. He may know

21 the details on it.

22 HR. BROUGHTON: Yes, that is the intention. The

23 alarm sound level will be set with th e test procedure before

24 the plant startup, and then those settings would bes

25 prese' d.

.
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1 MR. KEYSERLING4 Thank you.

2 MR. M3ELLER: Let 's go to the nex t page.

3 (Slide.)'

4 (Pause.)

5 MR. MOELLER: All right, if there are no questions

6 on this, why don't we move on.

7 (Slide.)

8 We are seeing?

9 MR. SLEARs It's the ICS again. .

10 MR. MOELLER: Right, some items we've already

11 seen. We will be talking about separation of TMI-2 and 1

12 tomorrow.
,

.

13 What is the --
'

i .

14 MR. SLEARs *With regard to physical modifications,

15 we have in fact installed a separate TMI-2 RCS sampling

16 f acility and removed the TMI-2 f acility f rom the TMI-1 area.

17 We are in the process of doing that. The fuel handling

18 building modifications, they were aimed at divorcing the

19 ventilation systen in the auxiliary building from the fuel

20 handling area. So it includes both a damper that goes shut |

|21 on the high radiation in the f uel handling a rea , and also a
<

'

22 barrier for some lower doors that previously would have

23 enabled the auxiliary building to communicate f reely with

24 the fuel handling area.
,

1

15 MR. MOELLER: What is the last one, the concrete
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1 coating?

2 MR. SLEARs We are recoating areas in the

3 auxiliary building and in the containment itself , recoa ting

4 with paint, if you will, areas that were worn, areas that

5 were chipping. The thrust is, or why is to improve our

6 ability to control contamination really on a day to day

7 basis when we're operating the plant. And if you have an

8 accident, it would make it easier to clean it up.
!

9 3R. HOELLER: Any questions on this page?

10 (No response.)

11 ER. E0ELLERt Let's go on to the next.

12 (Slide.)
|

| 13 HR. HOELLER: We have talked about the control

14 room. We will be talking about details later on the

15 agenda.

16 The decay heat pumps; should we ask anything

17 here? Does anyone want to ask about that?

18 ER. SLEARs If I can elaborate on it, the

19 perception is that with an accident cnd the radiation levels

20 we experienced at Unit 2 and those required to be addressed

21 by NRC, we won't get back into the decay heat pump pits for
,

22 aany months, if not years, due to the high radiation le vel.

23 And if you put that system in service, you want to be able

24 to monitor the pumps , i.e. , vibration monitors. They do use

25 oil over periods of time. You want to be able to monitor
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1 the oil levels and re-oil them. And in fact if they become

2 air-bound you want to vent them.

/ 3 NR. MOELLER You 're doing all of that remotely?

4 MR. SLEARs Yes.

5 MR. E0ELLER4 O ka y. Questions or comments?

8 (No response.)

7 ER. MOELLERa Okay, let's go to the last page.

8 (Slide.)

9 What is that first item, or can you elaborate?-

10 MR. SLEARs The engineered safeguards actuation

11 system essentially activates at 1600 pounds and decreasing

12 to initiate high pressure injection. We had a situation--

13 well, previously the design, if in f act the operator
,

14 recovered pressure and set his criteria for terminatigg hign

15 pressure injection and in f act turned off the high pressure

18 injection pumps the system did -not automatically rearm, such

17 that if he repressurized, the PORV stuck open again, he went

18 through 1600 pounds a second time. If the operator is not

19 paying attention and doesn't manually re-initiate HPI, the

20 IE/SSA -system, the system doesn 't rearm itself. We just

21 basically made it an automatic reset.such that when we've

|

22 recovered to above 1600 pounds and the operator manually

23 terminates it, the system is primed to fire again. If

| 24 something else goes wrong and you drop below the set point, i

!i

25 it requires an action.

I

I

!
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MR. MOELLER: And csn you elaborate on the last

2 item? We've been talking about containment isolation.

3 MR. SLEAR: The ASCO solenoid valves?

4 MR. MOELLER: Yes.

5 MR. SLEAR: Yes. There was I believe a bulletin ,

i

6 or a circular that basically said that ASCO alerted us as a

7 Nation I guess that they have solenoid valves with limited

8 life inside containments, and we took off to evaluate all

9 our ASCO solenoid valves. Our ASCO solenoid valves are

10 outside containment.

11 In this case we identified and reported in an LER

12 the fact that these 11 ASCO solenoid valves were designed to

13 oparate with a maximum diff erential pressure of 70 pounds,-

f
14 and our instrument air can maintain 90 pounds, so the valves

.

15 were really designed with the wrong differential pressure. .

,

16 So we've replaced them with the right valves.

17 MR. CATTON: Aren't the FORV's the refurbished

18 valves? Isn't that the same manufacturer?

19 ER. SLEAR: That is the same manufacturer, that's

20 correct. We also -- as a matter of fact, I fargot to list

21 it -- bt.t we sent the safety valves back also, and we have

22 now sent. the safety valves back and had them refurbished and

23 have had them tested.

|

24 MR. CATTON: So you are taking the PORV out of the
|

25 system to refurbish it. It wasn't done in place?

|

l
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1 MR. SLEAR What we did, we refurbished the spare

2 PORY and put it on. We have spare safety valves and we have

3 spsre PORV's.

4 MR. CATION: So you're happy with that Dresser

5 valve ?

G NR. SLEARs For the time being, we're happy with

7 the Dresser valve. I know of no reason we wouldn't bo.

8 HR. ZUDANS: What is the manual control from the

9 control room? Didn't you alresdy have that?

10 3R. SLEARs No. And in fact some of the

11 inadequate core cooling procedures now require and direct

12 the operator to use the valve. He could have done that, he

~ 13 had to leave the control room and be in communication with
,,

14 someone somewhere else. We have concluded that it is better*

15 -- At Unit 2 ve had tha t , as I recall. At Unit 1 we did not

18 have that switch and we now have it.

17 MR. 30ELLER: Okay. sy f urther questions on this

18 first topic of the changes that have been made?

19 (No response.)

20 MR. MOELLER: Thank you, M r. Slea r.

21 ER. ZUDANS: I wanted to ask a question on the

22 previous page, which went so fast.

23 HR. MOELLER: All right.

24 MR. ZUDANS: On the reactor coolant pumps on the' '

25 previous psge, can you explain what that means?
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1 MR. SLEAR: Yes. On Unit 2, as I am sure you will

2 all recall, the pumps were off and we wanted to get th'e m

3 back on. Everybody was worried about when do we turn them

4 on, and are they going to start. And as you looked at the

5 circuits, there was a concern raised early in the games

6 Gee, did we put these surge suppression capacitors in Unit

7 27 It turns tat we didn't in Unit 2, but in Unit 1 ther

8 vere in the re. The concern is over starting turns, the

9 damage to the motors under many, many starts.

10 The surge compression capacitors turn out to be

11 the limiting integrated dose radiation item when you look at

12 the reactor coolant pumps. I think we were gaining like a

,13 f ac to r of 10 or 100 on the ability of the next limiting item
14 on the pump . And in fact, the circuits, just the cabling,

,

15 on the analysis of the capacitance of the cabling going to
,

16 the pumps it turns out we really don't need those surge

17 capacitors. So we just removed them.

18 It was really, as we were looking at Unit 2 we

19 remembered they were in Unit 1 and they might be limiting,

20 and af ter the accident we concluded in Unit 1, since we

21 don 't need them, why not take them out.

22 ER. ZUDANS: Did you start the pumps up?

23 MR. SLEAR: Yes, sir. And it is not a problem. ;

24 ER. MOELLER: Well, thank you, Mr. Slear.

25 Mr. Clark, looking at the clock and thinking in
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1 terms of the comment on the report prepared by the majority
|

.

2 staff of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, you

3 Pre going to have people arriving to do tha tt'

4 NR. CLARKs Mr. Dieckamp was set duled out of la

5 Guardia at 2:10. The plane was delayed until 2: 45. So I

6 expect that they will be here imminently. They are the

7 people who are prepared and I do not think we have people

8 here who are really prepared and the proper people to do

9 tha t.

10 55. NOELLEHs Well, we hesitated to call on Mr.

11 Stelle until they arrived, so that they could hear his

12 presentation.

13 Mr. Stello, would 5:15 or something like that be
i

14 okay to start with you? It's not *--

1

15 MR. STELLO: We are at the pleasure of the

16 Subcommittee. Whatever it desires, we will be happy to do.

17 MR. M0ELLERs Well, all righ t. Let's go ahead

18 quickly with the -- let me make a suggestion, Mr. Clark, as

19 you come up. You are going tc talk on staffing cha'nges, and

20 yet we do have an ites, item 6, management and

21 organization. Were you going to give that presentation

22 also? I mean, later when it's scheduled? Could you delay

23 staffing and do it at that time?

24 MR. CLARKs We can take them in any order you

25 vis h .
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1 MR. MOELLER4 I think maybe I would suggest we.

2 combine the presentation you are about to make, delay it and

3 combine it with item 6 on management and organiration. Then

4 training, the last of the four items, the Subcommittee heard

5 a detailed review of your training program at the last

6 Subcommittee meeting, so I don't think we need to hear that

7 again.

8 So what I am suggesting is we hear procedures and

9 then let that wrap this up, and then we'll take a break and

10 then we will move onto the next item.

11 Mr. Catton?

12 MR. CATION: Last time we discussed mixing of

13 hydrogen, and I understand there is a report from Lehigh
(

14 where they supposedly took their hydrogen collection to ,the

15 top of the dome to rest. We discussed hydrogen mixing in

16 the top of the containment last time, and I understand

17 the re 's a report available, work done by Lehigh or

18 something?

19 MR. MOELLER: Right. Where should we cover that?

20 MR. CATTON: I would just like to get a hold of

21 the report, and I could bring it up tom orro w.

22 GR. M3ELLER: Is that report from Lehigh

I
23 Univeristy on the hydrogen, hydrogen mixing within )

24 containment, is that available? Mr. Catton would like to,

l

25 see it. |

s
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1 MR. WALLACEL I think we provided that after the

2 last meeting , sir.

3 MR. MOELLER: Didn't we already provide it?

' ER. CATTON: I may have it. If I do, I've lost

5 it. Maybe I should get another one.*

6 HR. 50ELLERa All right, provide him with another

7 one. Let's go on to procedures and Er. Ross. And we'_1

8 take a break when Mr. Boss is finished.
9 MR. BOSS: Gentlemen, I till address the agenda

10 item on procedures and improvements we 've made in

11 procedures. Generally, after looking at our procedures, we

12 wanted to increase their technical content, yet make it

13 eaier to understand for the operator. We wanted to increase
,

'

14 their pictorial appearance to the operator so he could

15 easily read it.

16 We also wanted to change our review chains so that

17 we got the proper people with the proper expertise in

18 reviewing them, thus increasing the two items I just talked

19 about. In addition, we wanted to make sure that our

20 operators knew what the management policies were on

21 procedur. and the various items that revolved around

22 procedures. So those were our three undertakings on

23 procedures.

24 The changes we made to procedures included

i 25 incorporating into them stressing the heat transfer aspect
|
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1 of maintaining adequate core cooling, incorporation of NRC

2 bulletin 1tems, lessons ler ened task force recommendations, ,

'' 3 philosophy of using multiple plant parameters to judge

4 system conditions -- in other words, don't just rely on one

5 single indicator -- including as a follow-up action the

6' rechecking of key parameters using available alternate

7 indications, denoting the use of newly installed systems

8 designed to assist in comba ting any accidents -- in-core

9 thermocouples would be a good example of thats providing

to firm instructions f or continuing high pressure injection,

11 and providing definitive instruction on bypassing th e

12 engineering safeguard signals, including in the procedures
.

13 definitive operator guidance where necessary to accomplish
i

14 core cooling through either the PORY or the code safety

15 valves in order to prevent core damage.

16 MR. CAT"0Ns What 's the diff e rence between fira

17 instructions and definitive instructions?

18 MR. ROSS: We vanted to make sure they were firm

19 but also tell then exactly what they should be, not just a

20 firm "do this," but "do this in this manner." Including

21 independent verification -- Did I aasver your cuestion,

22 sir?

23 MR. CATION: I'm confused. Would you answer that

i 24 again?

25 MR. KERR: Do you want a firm, definitive

\
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1 definition?
.

2 ( Laughs er. ) i

3 MR. CATTON: I give up.

' MR. MOELLER: Go ahead, Mr. Ross, and repeat your )
1

5 answer. And we will see if we can provide --

6 MR. ROSS: I was saying, we give the operators

7 firm instruction to continue high pressure injection.

8 Definitive instructions mean we tell him exactly what to

9 look at, in addition to having instructions to do that.

10 MR. CATTON: So " firm" is a level beyond--

11 " definitive" is the level beyond " firm"?

12 MR. ROSS: " Definitive" tells you exactly how to

13 do it, in my way of thinking, not being an English major.
-

.

14 MR. CLARK : " Firm" implies you don't use judgment,

15 you absolutely do it. And " definitive" implies detail or
.

16 specificity.

17 3R. ROSS: I think that was our thrust.

18 MR. KERR: I'll be glad to give you a short

19 seminar ,on the diff erence some time. They are different.

20 MR. CATION 3 Good, I'd appreciate that.

21 (Laughter.)

22 NR. ROSS: Some of the other items we wanted to

23 include in our procedures, and have been required to

24 includes independent verification of system lineups and ,

1

25 components to ensure that we have emergency feedwater and
i
1

|
,
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1 the ECCS system is available prior to doing any maintenance |

2 on that system.
1

3 We also changed the procedures to include valve i

e lineups and independent alignments after maintenance or

5 tes ting , to assure the system is placed back into service

6 properly.

7 We upgraded the procedures to reflect newly

8 installed change modifications. We also incorporate a firm

9 quidance to initiate the emergency plan when the applicable

10 E plan initiating event is reached.

11 We made an effort to make procedure words and

12 plant equipment ~1abels agree throughout all procedures.

13 To increase the pictorial view of our procedures,

( .

-

14 we blocked caution notes. That is supposed to visually aid
,

_

15 the operator in noting the importance of these items.

16 In order that the operator more fully understood

17 what the purpose of an emergency procedure was, we added an

18 objectives section to each emergency procedure.

19 To ensure our procedures do not become so

20 cumbersome to use tha t the operator lost faith in them, but

21 still give sufficient guidance to the operator, where

22 required, we've added appendices to some of the procedures

23 giving step by step alternate actions to be taken if during

24 the course of a procedure the . required action did not take

25 place as expected.
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1 A good example of that would be if the emergency

2 f eedvater didn 't start, you would go to the appendices and

3 that would tell you exactly step by step how to restore the

4 energency feedvater system.

5 Hany of our changes came about not only due to NRC

6 bulletins, but due to our management study of the Unit 2.

7 accident and the Human Engineering Team did a walkthrough of

8 our procedures. We for some time been doing a hunan

9 engineering walkthrough of procedures on the mockup at TEI.

10 Some sd11tional emergency procedure changes

11 resulted from actual simulator checkout of plant procedures

12 with our TMI crews during their normal training selection.

13 The crews while there not only checked out the procedures,

14 but they also checked out the crew concept of training that*

.

15 we',re advocating st TMI that we briefly talked about.
16 Basically that concept says tha t everybody in the control

17 room has a specific duty and a specific function. They have

18 a specific place to be and they have a specific function

19 tha t will be accomplished in that area.

20 We've trained STAS, shift foremen, shift

21 supervisors, and control room opera tors in that concept.

22 We've used that concept during emergency dr' ills at THI and

23 the big emergency drill of June 2nd. It worked very well

24 for us aha it really improved comm unica tions.(

25 58. LIPINSKIt Mr. Chairman, before you continue,

.
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1 I like the fact that you ha ve inserted these alternate

2. actions. And generally most of these emergency procedures

3 have an automatic section, and the operators verify that it

4 took place. Does every procedure that has automacic action

5 have an alternate action for the operator if it does not

B happen automatically?

7 ER. ROSS: I think the answer to that is

8 definitely no, not every procedure would ha ve a detailed

9 guidance for an alternate action for every single step that

10 happens on a trip. The major items would in fact have

11 alternate actions.

12 XR. LIPINSKI You mean if I flipped to an
.

13 emergency procedure and it says automatically so and so is
|

14 going to happen, verify it, tha't you won't give me guidance*

,

15 if it doesn't happen? I'm going to be left up to my own

18 devices to how I'm going to proceed?

17 MR. ROSS: No, I wouldn't say it in quite tho se.

18 words, sir. What I would say is the procedures would get

19 you out of that problem in some part. For instance -- let

20 se find one that isn't in there.

21 The turbine bypass valves automatically open to

22 control 10-10 pressure. We probably won't give you an

23 alternate action for that because there's not much else that
i 24 can be done other than try to take manual control of the

25 bypass valve. So we won't tie you up with sayin'g, take

s
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1 sanual opera tion of th a t pa rtic ula r . valve . But we would in

2 f act give you definitive guidance if you f ailed to get an
,

3 emergency f eedwater system to start. We would put you in

4 the procedure and give you an item.

5 MR. LIPINSKI Take high pressure injection for an

8 example. If high pressure infection was to come on

7 automatically and I observed that it didn't, that system can

8 f ail in two ways. One, the sensors that pick the signal up

9 and were to inject it, were to cause the automatic action,

10 all failed, because there would be more than one; or the

11 signals were picked up but they didn't get through the

12 breakers that were supposed to close to stark the pumps.

13 Now if I execute a manual action and I go through
i

14 the same breakars, I may not be able to close thCse breakers

15 remotely if that's where the failure has occurred. Have you

16 gone into that depth of detail to see where the problen may

17 arise and what guidance you're going to give the operator?

18 HR. ROSS: We haven't gone into details where

19 we' re going to analyze the signals per se. We feel that

20 would really complicate it.

21 Let 's take the example you gave, high pressure

22 injection wouldn 't initiate. We would have procedures to

23 manually initiate.

24 MR. LIPINSKI: Yes, that's right. They switch on
.

25 the panel and that's where the f ailure has occurred, it's

,
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1 downstreas from the switching action, so the automatic

2 system couldn't propagate through and the manual action

3 cannot propagate through. What's my next step?

4 HR. ROSS: You start the redundant emergency

5 system. You verify you have the other systems fully

' C functional, because you know that in f act all ECCS systems

7 are in f act redundant.
8 MR. LIPINSKIs I' m giving you aultiple f ailure.

9 MR. ROSSs I understand. Let's just go on. Let's

10 say it progresced to where he only got one of the systems.

11 When he got into the inadequate core cooling section he
.

12 would have additional guidance on what to do with the core.

13 You wouldn't want the procedure to be so detailed that we

' 4 start talkinc 3 bout putping a jumper in tha breaker or

15 something like that at this point in the procedure.

16 MR. LIPINSKIs I'm asking for the appendix,

i 17 though , because you said you had an appendix. I wouldn't

18 expect to necessarily see these failures to be in that

19 procedure such that the procedure becomes 100 pages long.

20 But if something did n ' t h a p pe n, that you allowed me to jump

21 to some other section that I could refer to.
I

22 MR. ROSSs I think in many cases we do that.
,

1

23 Emergency feedwater is one I gave. Inadequate core cooling
.

24 is another example. We wouldn' t give you guidance in

25 aanually initiating, but putting into a procedure how to

s

|
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I jumper out a breaker f or an item so remote to happen, I

2 don 't think you've done the operator s justice. You've

3 burdened him with a pile of paper is what you've done.-

4 MR. LIPINSKI Yes, except when he's in that

5 control room and things are happening quickly and he doesn't

6 have an opportunity to digest, assimilate and plan a course

7 of action. You in your office can take your time and think

8 something through and recommend before it happens, and it's

9 a lot easier to do than when you're under pressure.

10 MR. ROSS: I agree with that, naturally. And'the

11 point I was trying to make is that we have done that on many

12 occasions. In the case of high pressure we have, but we

13 h av en ' t gone down to where we put a jumper in because the

14 f ourth ites in the line possibly could fail. We haven't

15 analyced it in such detail that we've looked at triple and

16 quadruple f ailure.

17 MR. LIPINSKIa Th a t's righ t, and they have

18 happened.

19 MR. ROKS The only comeback I would have to tha t

20 is that if it iuld happen we are adequately staffed now to

21 handle thst . The, concept of trsining, the inadequa te core
22 cooling procedures we're designed to handle that. When we

23 get to a point, when we have met something tha t is not

24 happening properly, we have on site technical advice right

25 away from the shif t technical advisor.

!

!
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1 MR. CLARKs I think there are a large number of

2 contingencies for which you could write procedures or

3 11 ternate procedures and appendices. 'Jha t we ' ve done is

4 provide a good number of those where we felt it could be

5 helpf ul to the opera tor. That's been done in conjunction

6 with the operators in terms of where they felt they could

7 use guidance as opposed to being able to rely on the rest of

8 their training.

9 Mr. Ross is the operations manager, not the

to designer. And we have given a f air bit of weight to the

11 opinion of him and his people as to what truly would help

12 them in an emergancy.

13 MB. LIPINSKI: I think you have hit on a key

14 point, because this is going to come up in our later

15 discussion as to the role the procedures play and the rule

18 training plays. Because there was a paper written by one of

17 the ACRS staff, not consultants but fellows, and his

18 conclusion was contrary to what you are stating now. And I

19 agree with you in terms of where training fits in.

20 Procedures are only part of the picture.

21 MR. ROSS4 Very defintely. That's been our whole
,

22 management approach. It's a twofold approach: the i

23 procedures have to be good and the training has to be

24 better.s

25 MB. ZUDANS Your procedures consist of hard

.
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1 copies stored, conveniently secassible to the operator?

2 MR. ROSS That's correct, sir. They*re hard

3 copier lik, this. We've arranged them so they're a little

4 bit more accessible to the operator by having a pullout

5 book. It's like s parts book. He goes 12626 and he 's on

6 the console right in front of him.

7 MR. ZUDANSs Mr.ve you ever considered putting a

8 certain set of the proceduces on the computer in a

9 reca11able form, or la f act even going a step f urther and in

to y'our computer system picking out the proper procedure snd

11 telling the o'perators Here, you may either follow this or

12 that or that, for these and these reasons, and then flash it

13 on the screen for him. Or is that going too far?

14 MR. ROSS: Gary Broughton, do you have anything to

15 sdi to that?

16 3R. BROUGHTONs The answer to your question is
,

17 that is something we're looking at. We don 't think tha t

18 ve're yet prepared to implement computer-assisted procedures

19 ret, although I think the last time we talked to the

20 Subcommittee we give an indication of the direction we're

21 going and the type of things we're studyinc.

22 MR. ZUDANSs Yes. You do have a new computer?

23 MB. BROUGHTON The computer is capable of doing

24 the work.

25 MR. ZUDANS: It's just a matter of getting the

s
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1 right software?
,

2 MR. BROUGHTON: That's correct, and saking sure we

3 have the format that is useful to the operator. We're doing

4 a lot more thinking about how we want the operator to

3 interface with the computer, as opposed to the procedures

8 that h4's using now.

7 NR. ZUDANS I like those things, and there's a

8 very simple reason for its The computer can react to

9 anything so much f aster than a human being can. For

10 example, if you flash the procedure, or even if it didn't

11 flash the procedure -- you said to the computer, I'm going

12 to proceed with this procedure. It would monitor what you

13 do. If you did the wrong thing, it will come back sayinga
/
'

14 f ellow, you 're just not' following the procedure or something

15 of that nature.

18 MR. LIPINSKI Mr. Chairman, at my last visit to

17 the Zion simulator the procedures that were in the back of

18 the simulator room had a logic diagram laid out in computer

19 format that effectively guided the operator in terms of wha t

20 the procedure was to look up, based on the condition of

21 various key plant variables, namely, is pressure greater

22 then, less thans he goes to a branch that says, is this

23 condition here or theres he goes to a branch and it says,

24 look up procedure so and so.

25 Effectively they had the thing laid out in the

N
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1 format that'you would see somebody who's de signing computer |
1

2 sof tware in terms of his logic diagram -- somebody had done

3 some advanced thinking as to how the various parameters in

4 the plant allos you to do your diagnosis as to what

5 procedure applies in the particular set of conditions.

6 NR. ROSS: We've done some looking at that. In

7 f act, we have some work in progress. I'll just ask Gary

8 Broughton to very briefly describe our work in progress. We

9 have not ignored that.

10 MB. BROUGHTON: The type of work you've just

11 de: ibed is something we're looking at in conjunction with

12 an abnormal operating guide program, which is a B&W p rog ra m

13 to develop improved operating procedures. The improvements

14 that are being looked at are both in * terms of technical

15 content and in terms of presentation of that information to

18 the operator under the conditions that would exist under the

17 transic 7ts.

18 Logic diagrams are part of that. We'rt also

19 looking et using the computer to present information that's

20 directly related to the procedure and to provide the

21 operator some guidance as to which parts of the procedure he

22 ought to be addressing based on plant conditions that he has

23 determined.

24 MR. ZUDANS Thank you.s

25 MR. ROSS: In fact, we have recently gone as far a
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1 to check some of that out with experienced people on the

2 simulator, just looking specifically at that concept.

3 MR. MOE1LER: Why don 't you to ahead and wrap up
|

4 your prusentation?

5 MR. ROSSa Thank yo'u.

6 In addition to the actual procedure upgrades, we

7 have changed our way of reviewing and approving procedures.

8 We hope that these changes will in fact improve the quality

9 of the review and help the people involved in the review to

10 f ocus on safety items.

11 Under the previous method af procedure review and

12 approval, basically anybody could submit a change. We're

13 not trying to discourage that, but then the changes will all

14 end up in the Plant Operations Revies Committee, where ther

15 have to sort out the changes and look at the merit of a

16 large amount of changes. Basically no one person has

17 control of say particular procedure. Under our new basic4

18 new method of doing business -- I'm sorry, sir.

19 MR. CATTON: On your PORC, is that wha t you call

20 it? ,

21 MR. ROSS: Plant operations review committee.

22 MR. CATTON: Do you have anybody that's a member

23 of that committee who is also associated with the training

24 program? Or is there a disconnect?

25 MR. ROSS: When you say associated with the
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1 training progran?

2 MR. CATTON: You look at procedures within PORC.

|
You address other types of safety issues within PORC. Your3

i
' 4 operator is probably the key man with respect to safety and

5 rour operator is trained by a group that you have that is

6 separate. Do you have anybody that is associated with that

T training arm as a member of PORE?

8 NR. ROSS: Nobody who reports to training is in

9 f act a member of PORC at this time.

10 MR. CATION: It seems to me that it night close

11 * circle for you if you had a member of the training

12 program also on PORC.

13 MR. ROSSA I think we have close that circle
'

I4 another way, v,ithout tieing them up in an area that could
15 possibly be construed as being outside of their realm of

16 training.

17 MR. CATTON: I think it would be a lot better if

18 you had somebody as part of your training program directly

19 involved with the PORC activities, because they he could see

20 how well it's going.

21 ER. CLARK: I think we need to point out that at

22 the last meeti g e3 identified that we are moving to a

23 saf ety review process which does not have PCRC as it is
,

|

24 constituted today. We discussed that in some fair detail at

25 the last meeting. The idea of having the training involved

1
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1 in looking at the. procedures and having a feedback loop as

2 to how effective the training is, I think we are covering

3 those.
4 MR. CATION: But not directly. It's indirect.

.

5 HR. CLARKs It's direct, but it's not as part of a

6 committee that is going to go out of existence.

7 MR. CATTON: What committee is going out of

8 business?

9 MR. CLARKs PORC. They'll be involved in the

10 saf ety review process and there vill be a feedback in terms

11 of checking the effectiveness of the training and revised

12 procedures. I think those were the two elements you

13 mentioned?
.

14 MR. CATTON: Yes, thank you.
.

15 MR. MOELLER: Go ahead.
,

16 MR. ROSSs The procedure review chain has in fact

17 been changed. Now the way we are aligned is that every

18 procedure now has a procedure owner and he is responsible

19 for the content of that procedure. The purpose of that is

20 to make the continuity of changes and to make sure
,

21 everything is all-inclusive. Also, every procedure has

22 assigned a responsible office. For instance, operating

23 emergency procedures, emergency procedures fall under my
,

24 o f f ice . Radiological control procedures would fall under

25 the Radiological Manager 's Office. So they have,a
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1 responsible office.
.

2 The hopa here would be tha t the cognirant people

3 would in fact do the detailed review 3 also, that PORC

4 wouldn't be ini:ndsted with changes f rom various groups that

5 reflected improperly on another group. We feel this has

6 been a good improvement, and also in regulating the workload

7 of our senior management people so they can in fact focus on

8 procedures related to their particular area.

9 We also changed the way of doing business such

10 that non-safety related procedures -- for instance the

11 ventilation system in a non-saf ety rela ted building -- does

12 not need the, site manager's approval for that procedure to
13 he distributed. That would be the operations manager. If

14 it's non-saf ety-related there's no reason to tie anybod'y up
*

15 with that item, and it gives everybody else a chance to

16 f ocus.

17 So we're hoping that the procedure review, we've

18 seen some increase in the technical content and the

19 completeness of our changes by doing this. We are hoping

20 this will help us.

21 To go siong with the technical increase in

22 procedures and display increase in procedures and the review

23 process changes, we have instituted a new operating and
<

24 administrative procedure that is designed to get

25 aanagement's desires and requirements on plant operation
.
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1 down to the opersting level. The new procedure is called

2 the conduct of operations and the items that are

3 specifically covered in that procedure are items such as

4 control room formality, control room access, control room

5 distractions, ea ting, trainee supervision, shift supervisor

6 responsibility, working hours, requirements on component

7 labeling , procedural compliance, housekeeping and

8 cleanliness, personnel work attire and a ttention.

9 The purpose of that procedure is to assure that

10 the working level operator knows what the requirements of

11 our management are. We're hoping also that this will get

12 our policies down to them and ensure that in fact they are

13 followed.

14 HR. MOELLER: Thank you. Any more questions for

15 Mr. Ross?

16 MR. IUDANS: I just want to make it absolutely

17 cle ar. Certain procedures are already assisted by

18 computers; those were the abnormal operating procedures, is

1J that what you said? Or you plan to use the procedures for

20 tha t?

21 MR. BROUGHTON: Yes. Currently there are no

22 procedures that are computer-assisted. We are working on
l

23 ways to computer-sssist these abnormal transient operating

24 quidelines, but we have n't yet implemented any scheme ofo

25 com puter assistance.

|
.
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1 MR. ZUDANS: Nothing implemented or planned for

2 abnormal and not for emergency?

3 MR. BROUGHTON: That's correct. There is nothing.

4 implemented, bu't our plans are to work on those first and we

5 have a program under way that hopefully will be able to

8 implement compute assistance for those procedures.

7 MR. MOELLER: Any other questions or comments?

8 (No response.)

9 .MB. MOELLER: There being none, then I will
.

10 declare a ten-minute recess and we will resume at 5430 with
11 the review of the House Committee report.

12 ( B eces$;. )
^

13

i *

14 -
- e

15

18

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

,
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1~ MR. 30E11ER: The meeting will resume.

2 In March of this year the uajority staff of the

3 Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the U.S. House
4 of Representatives issued a report entitled " Reporting of

5 Inf ormation Concerning the Accident at Three Mile Island."

6 And then, on June 4, Edward Abbott, a senior fellow with the

7 ACRS, prepared and there was distributed a report by him on'

8 the re. port by the House Committee.

9 Because of the significance of these reports to

10 the review of the Three Mile Island restart application, we

11 have asked and we tave with us this af ternoon several people

12 who will off er comments on it. We will begin with Victor

13 Stello, Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement.

14 Vic?
. .

15 ER. STEL10: Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

16 Reviewing why we are here. I had received a copy

17 of Mr. Abbott's report and in reviewing it decided that it

18 might be appropriate to come before the Subcommittee and

19 very quickly and, hopefully, efficiently review a whole host

20 of studies and reports that have bee:t written on th e

21 accident that cover a variety of topics.

22 The majority staff report parallel to a report

23 that we had issued was particularly interested in the

24 question that remained with us for quite a bit of time>

25 dealing with the flow of information that occurred during
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1 the accidents.and the lessons we had learned from it and
2 what kind of emphasis and needs for rectifying problems

3 identified in that study we felt were needed.-

4 Mr. Abbott's report looked at the staff report and

5 did not -- he may not have been aware of some of the other

6 things we had done and review those for the Committee very

7 quickly.

8 I have asked Mr. Moseley to go th rough, if you

9 vill, a thumbnail sketch that starts with what we consider

10 to be the major topics of interest as a result of these two

11 reports hnd also to remind the Subcommittee of the many

12 other reports that have been written and to focus on a

13 number of conclusions that I think are important, including
:

14 the conclusion of the majority staff report, which we will,

15 address specifically.

16 Norm, with that let me ask you to begin.

17 (Slide.)

18 MH,50SELEYs As Vic has said, I intend to talk

19 briefly about these four ma jor topics. And in this way we

20 hope to provide to you important 1.tf ormation rela ted to what

21 is addressed in the Abbott report. 'Je feel that you should

22 have this information in your consideration of this report.

23 Each of you were provided a copy of these slides

24 during the break.

25 MR. MOELLEHs Do all of the consultants a nd

4
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1 subcommittee members have these? Dr. Kerr needs a set.

2 MR. MOSELEY: John?

3 MR. KERE: I've got it.

4 MR. M0ELLERs He 's go t it. Okay.

5 MR. MOSELEY: On this slide we show each of the

6 reports which address conclusions about the basic or

7 underlying causes of the TMI accident. Each of these

8 reports leads to a conclusion that the causes were many and

9 had bases and roots that fit back to all segments of the

10 industry including the regulators.

11 ( Slide. )

12 MR. CATTON: The Frampton report -- I'm familiar

13 with all of them but the Frampton report.

14 MR. MCSELEY: The Frampton report was a supplement
. .

15 to the Rogovin report where it addressed specifically the

16 transfer of information.

17 (Slide.)

18 On this slide I have shown the underlying cause

19 statement which came from the first investigation report

20 that was issued on the accident -- the NUREG-0600. This

21 list came f rom the foreward of 0600 and clearly shows the

22 broad number of the underlying causes. I could have gotten

23 an even longer list had I summarized from other reports.

24 But even in this brief list operator performance

25 is only a part of one of the six numbered, broad causes from

i
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1 the foreward. In view of the extensive record of evidence '
~

2 of widespread causes of the TMI accident we believe that the

3 statement on page 12 of the Abbott report --

4 (Slide.)

5 MR. MOSElEY: And I have that here. We believe

~

6 that this statenant is misleading. As it says, it is based

7 on the premise that we viewed the seriousness of the

8 accident to be. based on operator error. The NRC action plan

9 is not so narrowly based. It is based on the widely-held

to view that the problems were many and came f rom diverse

11 sources.

12 (slide.)

13 MR. 30SEL'dYa The next major area I wan t ,to talk

14 about is that of inf ormation flow or reporting.. Each of the
.

15 reports are shown on --

16 MR. CATTON: Do you disagree with the conclusion

17 d ra wn , a side f rom the statemc.;s about the action plan, but

18 the seriousness of the accident was a cesult of operator

19 error when, in fact, it was a result of f aulty procedures?

20 MR. MOSELEY: I am saying there were many, many

21 other causes that had an effect, and to say that our action

22 plan is based on the presumption that operator error is the

23 only cause is not true.

24 MR. CATTON: As I recall NUREG-0600 made a very

25 strong poin t that it was operator error.
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1 MR. MOSELEY There was some discussion about the
,

2 operators, had they taken certain actions they could have

3 lessened the severity, but this list tha t I just showed you

4 comes from 0600, which states that there is a broad spectrum

5 of problems that have their lists in different places.

6 MR. CATTON: Well, go ahead. We disagree, but go

7 ahead.

8 MR. STELLO: Let me amplify. We 'save discussed,

9 if you 2ay recall, this particular point wi :h the Committee

10 in the past at great length, and it is unfortunate that

11 someone can, which I guess it is easy to do, take a

12 particular sentence out of the foreward and say that's what

13 ve have said, and in some instances not give equal weight to
.

'

14 the other statements that are in that foreward. .

,

15 The list of the underlying causes that Mr. MoseleY

16 just showed you are taken directly from NUREG-0600. They

17 ought to have at least some weight. That sentence has

18 caused me a great deal of f rustration in dealing with iti

19 following issuance of that report. And I think it got a -

20 great deal more attention th T think was needed.

21 The thought that I had in my mind wLs a very

22 simple thought, that with the equipment that was there, the

23 pla n t that existed , could the act. *ent have been made less

24 severe? Did you really need to have other things in order

25 to have either prevented or made it less severe? And I

s
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1 think the answer is no.
2 Nov why did the accident occur? What was the

3 principal point. I would probably point to the inadequate

4 analyses that were done f rom which procedures were derived

5 rather than the procedures themselves. The analyses is the

6 beginning of all procedures and they clearly were inadequate.

7 MR. CATTON: I wouldn 't disagree virh that.

8 S2. STELLO: Part of the problem is trying to make

9 a simple statement of what it is that is or is not the

10 principal issue. There are a lot of issues. Taking one out

11 and trying to make it the central theme loses and detracts

12 from a lot of other issues, even and including equipment.

13 Clearly _ the Task Action Plan, which the Committee has gone,

14 through and we vill not bother to repeat, the many, many-

15 equipment modifications tha t are made ought to suggest that

16 there was not a preoccupation with operators and their

17 inadequacies, although there clearly are problems there to o .'

18 Rather, I think that the central theme of the

19 Kemeny report, which I think says there was inadequate

20 attention to the man-machine interf ace I think is a true

21 statement. This Cormittee and NBC has not paid the time and

22 attention to that subject that it deserves. But I hate to

23 use only one issue and say that is the only issue.

24 The conclusion that Norm put up that's in the

25 Abbott report I disagree with strongly. It detracts from
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1 what I think we really learned from TEI.

2 . MR. LIPINSKIa Mr. Chairman, may I supplement his
_

3 comments?

4 MR. 30ELLER4 Yes. !

|5 ER. lIPINSKI: Abbott's conclusion is that it was

6 the result of faulty procedures because there was another

7 procedure in effect at the time, namely 2202-1.5 pressurizer

8 system f ailure.

9 After the accident we did quir the operator as to

- 10 w h y they did not implement this procedure, because the

11 automatic manual action says close block valve. And all of

12 the symptoms that are outlined in terms of this procedure

13 did apply it the time, with the exception that they already

14 had the high tail temperatures and they ignored the f.act
.

15 that that was a condition and that therefore they should

18 implement this procedure. It was a decision on the part of

17 the operators that they wanted to ignore these symptoms.

18 Let me read the symptoms: Belief valve discharge

19 line temperature exceeding the normal 130 degrees

20 Fahrenheit; alarms on computer at 200 degrees Fahrenheit.

21 Number two, RC drain tank pressure,above normal on

22 the control room rad waste disposal control panel and
i

23 temperature above normal on the local rad waste disposal

24 control panel.

25 Three, BC system makeup flow above normal for the

i
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1 letdown flow and RC pump seal in-leakage conditions.

2 Four, boric acid concentration continually

3 increasing in the pressurirer.

4 Immediate actions Automatic, none; manual, ones

5 Close the electromatic relief isolation valve, RCV-2.
-

6 But they did not implement this procedure.

T ER. MICHIElSt Mr. Chairman, I would like to

8 comment on that for ;ost a moment.

9 ER. HOELLER: All right. Karl Michaels.

10 HR. MICHAElS* I agree with you except tha t the

11 indicating light, of course, said the PORV was really

12 closed.

13 ER.,lIPINSKI* There is another procedure that I

.

14 could read that goes beyond this one, because then -- this
<

,

15 was the leaking pilot operated valve -- and then the other

16 one was that there was the inoperative rel. nl valve and it

17 sayss For a failed open, the manual action is ' ose the

18 electromatic. And there they had the light on the console

19 and they are assuming that the thing had closed.

20 MR. M,ICHAELS: Now if you read the same procedure

21 a little further you will find that if a code relief valve

22 is stuck open you will find the same set of symptoms and you

23 vill, of course, believe that the code relief is the problem

24 because the indicating light says the power-operated relief

25 valve is already closed.

,

,
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1 So why didn't you just flip over to the code

- 2 relief valve and use that procedure? And that procedure is

3 rather explicit, because there's no need to isolate that'

4 valve. So it said instead, control the level to 220 inches,

S which is precisely the sort of thing that they attempted to

6 do, which of course got them into difficulty.

7 The procedure is clearly wrong for the code relief
.

8 valve.

9 MR. LIPINSKI* But not for the PORV. -

10 HR. MICHAELS: For the PORV, the procedure is

11 correct, but the indications aren't correct, because ther

12 had a " closed" light. Sn I think they should have gone to
,

13.the code relief valve and then he would have gotten into the
,

.

*

14 identical trouble he got into.
,

15 MR. 30ELLERs I think perhaps too for the record

16 ve ought to restate Mr. Stello's statement and that would be

17 to state again wha t part of the Abbott report, which

18 statements in it, trouble you the most. I didn't get that

19 in what Mr. Lipinski was just saying.

20 MR. STELLO: Norm, put the slide back up.

21 MR. MOELLER: Yes, put the slide back up. I think

22 you were citing the further conclusion, am I correct? The

23 slide here?

24 18. HOSELEY: That's correct.

25 MR. STELLO4 This sas the statement tha t I
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1 strongly disagreed with.

2 MR. MOELLER: Yes, let's be sure everyone is

3 together on what you are saying.

4 MR. STELLO: We are going to cover other aspects.

5 We are thus far. I want to make it clear that I think the

8 record also makes clear that this has not been what the NRC

7 has done.

8 MR. MOELLER: Fine, I wanted to clarify that in

9 case there was any misconception. Go ahead, Mr. Moseley.

10 (Slide.)

11 MR. MOSELEYs On this slide we have a list of

12 reports which discus.s the flow of information reporting.

13 Each of these reports lead to a conclusion that information

14 which should have been reported or passed on was not. For*

.

15 our purposes today we are only talking about f ailure to pass
,

18 on information to the state or to the NRC, who have

17 responsibilities for possible off-site action.

18 (Slide.)

19 MR. MOSELEY: Now on this slide I have shown

20 enf orcement action which was taken by NRC following the

21 investigation into inf ormation flow. The results of this

22 investigation are documented in NUREG-0760. In t his

23 enf orcement action we specifically sta ted the licensee's

24 responsibility to obtain, evaluate, and immediately-

25 communicate important information on-site and to off-site

,

|
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1 officials.
|

2 We stated tha t on the day of the accident there

3 was a clear failure of Het Ed to do this. There were two

4 specific citations. One was the f ailure to obtain and

5 evaluate specific information and the other was for failure

6 to report specific information to the NRC and/or the State

7 of Pennsylvania.

8 (Slide.)

9 MR. 50SELEI4 On this slide I have quoted verbatim

10 the majority staff report of the House Committee on Interior

11 and Insular Affairs. I won't read it to you, but we believe

12 that the actions taken, when we issued NUREG-0600, these,

13 actions, which were summarized in the preceding slide are
,

'

14 consistently with the conclusions stated on this slide. .

15 Our belief on this has been stated.

16 NR. STELLO4 Excuse me, No rm . I believe you used

17 the wrong number. You don' t mean 0600.

18 MR. MOSELEYa I did use the wrong number. Excuse

19 me.

20 Our belief is that our actions are consistent with

21 this. It was stated in a letter to Congressman Udall dated

22 February 13, 1981, and signed by Chairman Ahearne. I have

23 some copies of this for the Committee, but I don't have a

24 slide. But I will read you quickly the approrriate

25 sen tences.
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I "'Je have also ' reviewed the revised version of the ,

2 conclusions stated on page 247 of your staff report."

3 Skipping a little bit, "Our reading of the revised

4 conclusion is they are consistent with the enforcement
.

5 action taken in our notice of violation sent to Metropolitan

6 Edison on January 27."

7 In the Abbott report, in its summary, the

8 statement there may lead to a conclusion that the NRC takes

9 another view. You should understand that we believe that
,

10 the total actions that have been taken are consistent with

11 this conclusion.

12 HR. STELLO: Norm, it might be usef ul to point out

13 in the Abbott report the reference back to NUREG-0600, and
s

14 it was my understanding that the copy of 0600 was not made

15 available to Mr. Abbott, is that correct?

16 MR. FRALEY: I'm sorry, is that correct? 0760?

17 MR. SIELLO: You had a copy?

18 MR. FRALEY: Yes.

19 MR. STELLO: I took that to mean that it was not
;

20 considered in his review. I guess I don 't know whether

21 tha t 's tru e o r n o t , and perhaps we could ask him if it was

22 or was not, because I was unable to determine it. Could you .

!

23 respond to that question, please?

24 Use the microphone if you can to be sure they can

25 hear.
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1 MR. ABBOTT My name is Ed Abbott, Senior Fellow

| '2 of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. I did not

3 include comparison between your report and the Udall report
i

4 in my report.

5 ER. STELLO: By our report do you mean 07607 You

6 did use NUREG-07607

7 ER. ABBOTT: T did look at NGREG-0760.

8 HR. STELL0s That did not consider and was

9 specifically accepted on the flow of information at the

to direction of the Commission because it was pending before
.

11 the Rogovin group and it was not until after the Rogovin
.

12 group finished and several exchanges of correspondence with

13 Fr,ampton that we began our study that led to the report
14 NUBEG-0760, which is this positive NRC document on the flow

s.

15 of information following that.

16 ER. 50SELEYs I have already talked about two of

17 the areas addressed in the Abbott report and there are

18 several others about which I spoke briefly. The first one,

19 I believe, is quite important. It's relating to th e

20 relationship of the license limit to core cooling.

21 The technical specifications do cover normal

22 operation or exos:ted operation. They are inplemented

23 through the operating procedures, as we know. In accident

24 situations emergency procedures are to de sc ribe the actions

25 to be taken . Ir. some cases these emergency procedures do

|.
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1 direct operators to take actions which are contrary to

2 technical specifications.

3 In accident situa tions that are not covered by the'

4 emergency procedures they are expected to take independent

5 action to return the plant to a safe condition. A rule

6 change is b31ng draf ted now to clarif y this issue for one

7 and all.

8 5H. STELLO: Let me again remind the Subcoumittee

9 --

10 ER. KERR. Excuse me. I'm not sure that issue it

11 was thtt was already clear that is being clarified?

12 MR. STEL10a I'll cover it, Norm.

13 We discussed, along with the accident, a number of

14 evolutions for where there wore conditions set forth in the
. .

15 tech specs that one coi21d ask were they consistent or

16 inconsistent with the actions you wanted to take. Did the

17 tech specs prevent you from doing what was right? And

18 although we made it very, very clear that what we had to do

19 was to do whe.t was right for safety, notwithstanding

20 whatever was in the tech specs, there became a question and

21 a concern ought we not to clarify that given an accident the

22 tech specs don 't spply. And the consensus agreement was

23 that we needed a statement that says if you have an accident

24 you don 't spen up the tech specs and try to follow th e tech

25 specs. They clearly are not intended to apply to that kind

.

I
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1 of an environment.

2 MR. KERR So there could have been some ambiguity

3 before you made the statement?'

4 MR. STELLO: There could have been some ambiguity

5 there. It is now ambiguity in light of your question.

6 MR. KERRt You are clearing up an ambiguity which

7 apparently you felt existed and hence you make a statement

8 to clear it up.

9 MR. STELLO: There is no question that ambiguity

to existed.

11 MR. MATHISs In your mind.-

12 MB. STELLO: Even. in the minds of the operators a t

13 TMI . Let me see, there was one particular incident that I

14 do recall. We were reaching a decision about letting the

15 plant go water solid in the pressurizer to do some

16 particular test to measure the response of the level

17 instruments, and the operators relieving the high pressure

j 18 pumps in their automatic mode and, as was explained a little

|
| 19 while ago, the particular design of that system is such that

20 as you go through the pressure swing you get a reset of the

21 ECC actuation, so you could have wound up in a position

22 where if you lef t them in the automatic, went solid and

23 weren 't careful you could have actuated ECC and the pumps

24 would have come on f ull with the solid system.-

25 That clearly was undesirable. They were leaving

1
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1 them in that position because the tech specs required them

2 at' the conditions they were in to have ECC. They met the

'- 3 conditions. And what we did, as I recall, we issued an oral

4 amendment at the pla. to say if that's a problem forget

5 it. Take them and put them in th e pull off position. You

6 don't want them on. That's the kind of conflict I'm talking

7 about, where there is a need.

8 The unfortunate thing is why it takes so long.

9 But working for the NRC as long as I have, it just takes a
.

10 long time to get snything done.

11 HR. HOSELEY And the reason we bring it up at

12 this point, my reading at least of the Abbott report tended

13 to say that that confusion or misunderstanding could persist

14 and that is why we bring it up today.

15 Now relating to the second item on operating

16 procedures. being correct, of course all of us scree with

17 tha t. However, we should note that a good procedure or a

18 correct procedure can only be prepared if there is knowledge

19 and understanding of the transient and its behavior.

20 Of course this knowledge and understanding won't

21 exist unless the appropriate analyses have ,been made.

1

22 Now referring to item three on this slide, on

23 passing on or reporting of information, as I have already

24 covered earlier we came to similar conclusions and so stated-

25 in the enforcement actions which were taken after the
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1 N UREG-0760 investication.

2 So in summary, we believe that the various

3 investigations into the T3I accident have shown that the

4 determining causes were many, were varied, and that they

5 were derived from deficiencies in all sectors of the

6 industry. We believe there were deficiencies in the

7 information flow of the day of the accident, particularly to

8 agencies with off-site responsibility. We believe our

9 collective actions taken are consistent with the conclusions
to stated in the report by the majority staff of the House

11 Cosaittee on Interior and Insular Affairs.

12 We also believe that an important relationship

13 exists betwee,n tech specs and procedures. Tech specs should
.

14 never be allowed 'to interfere with placing the plant in a

15 saf e condition.

16 Thank you, sir.

17 HR. MOELLER: Thank you. Do we have questions for

18 either Mr. Moseley or Mr. Stello ?

19 (No response.)

! 20 MR. 50EL7.ER4 I think in summary, if I can

21 paraphrase what we've heard, you did show the section 6, the
i

22 conclusions of the House report and you said you have taken |

| 23 steps to implement the -- or you said, in essence, that

24 NUREG-0760 was consistent with the conclusions of thiss.

25 report , and indeed the various recommendations that you have

.

|
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1 made will bring about corrections of the problems noted. Am

2 I putting words in your mouth?

3 MR. KERR Yes, I think you are. I didn't hear

4 his say tha t .

5 MR. MOELLER: Okay, let's --

6 3R. STELL0t Could I just agree with what you

7 said? Would that be simpler if I just agreed and say res?
,

8 Yes.

9 MR. MOELLER: Yes. Fine.

10 MR. STELLO: Yes.

11 MP. MOSELEYs Excuse me, Vic. I think there is an

12 important point to clarif y here. There are some differences

13 between NUREG-0760 and the conclusions stated. What we are

1-4 saying is the actions that were taken at that time ' met this

15 conclusion.

16 MR. MOELLER: Okay. In terms of the action plan

17 and the criticisms in the Abbott report relative to tha t ,

18 let me ask a couple of questions.

19 Has the NRC specifically taken steps to assure

20 that all utilities in he future vill provide f ull and

21 completa inf orms tion on a timely basis if an accident does

22 occur?
.

23 MR. STELLO: Yes.

24 MR. M0ELLERs Roughly how have you done this?

25 MR. STELL0s Well , th e re a re a va riety of things
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1 we've done. It would be helpful to have the Committee's
;

2 support ~1n putting it in the oven, which is one of the

3 things we would like to do that would enhance that

4 capability. I'm sorry, I couldn't pass the opportunity up

5 to solicit the Committee's help in that regard.

6 HR. 50ELLERt Well, on that item will the NDL

7 reduce the responsibility of a utility to provide timely and

8 accurate information to the NEC7

9 MR. STELLO4 Not at all.

10 MR. MOELLER: Not at all?

11 NH. STELLO: It does not in any way interfere with

12 that responsibility, but it assures our ability to get

13 significant and important information regarding accident
*

14 scenarios directly. Whether or not that will come to pass,i

15 I did not mean for that to be the key issue.

16 We are now in the process of reviewing all

17 emergency plans for all of the operating plants consistent

18 with the new regulation that went into effect on April 1 of

19 this year. One of the central issues and themes is to look

20 at emergency procedures regarding how the flow of

21 inf ormation will occur among the various state, local, and

22 federal of ficials. To that end, before we finally write off

23 on the total emergency preparedness at a facility, we

24 require an exerci se that shows that these channels and lines

25 of communication that assures that the information is going
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I to flow are in fact in existence, and that the -people are

2 tware and they do ' understand what it is tha t their jobs are

3 and how that information is to be processed through the

4 system to assure that it does get to the appropriate places.

5 Let ne' emphasize, however, the most appropriate,
,

6 the most important, the most significant place for that

7 information is with the operating crew that is dealing with

8 the accident. With respect to that issue there have been a

9 large number of things that have been done inside of the

10 control room, including putting in a safety parameter

11 display system to assist the Navy operators as well.
,
,

12 I don't want to go through ar long list and

13. detract in any way to say that the fact remains emphatically
.

'

14 that the licensee must do what is correct.

15 HR. M0ELLERt Well, in the House report it had the

16 three conclusions which you have again shown on the slide.

17 The first one is that the THI managers did not communicate#

18 information in their position that they understood to be

19 related to the severity of the situation.

20 Did your investigation confirm this?
4

21 MB. STELLO: Yes, it did, and the enforcement

22 action that Norm referenced by specific citation is an

23 exsaple of that kind of information.

24 MR. MOELLER: Well, then, I think that one of the

25 basic diff erences between your studies and those of the

.
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1 House Committees, the basic difference 'would be that their

2 report implies that there was a willful withholding of

3 information and I think your reports would imply that it was

4 d ue to confusion. Is that a fair assessment as far as you

5 know?

6 MR. STELL0s If I read the conclusion itself I

7 don't believe it is necessary to reach the conclusion of

8 wi11f ulness, and I have had a large number of conversations

9 with tha principal author of that report and it is my view

to that it is his view. What the words say, I think, are

11 obvious to each of us and each of us may have a somewhat

12 dif ferent view.

13 My reading of the words show consistency. I have
!

14 struggled 'with this withhoiding , of intent,ional dissembling
15 and lying to the point where I think I have memorized' the

16 definition of every word and synonym and derivation

17 thereto. But I don't, at least in my reading of it, feel

18 com pelled to come to that conclusion. I guess each

19 individual who reads it will have to come to. his or her own

20 conclusion.

21 MR. MOELLER4 Well, thank you. That's a very

22 clear and straightforward answer.

23 M r. Zudans?

24 MR. ZUDANSs I am not quite satisfied with putting
,

i

25 aside the procedure. As I read the procedure I would be a
i

! l
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1 very poor operator if I did not implement those steps

2 anyway, even if there was an alternate procedure with the
*

3 same symptoms. There is a set of symptoms that says you<

4 can do this, a simple thing, by closing the block valve.

5 There is another set of procedures that is simple

6 and direct to close the safeties. I would still implement

7 both, so I don't think that is adequate explanation.

8 3R. STELLO: I don't mean to steal the thunder

9 f rom Carl Michaels, but if I migh t just comment, the point I

10 had been trying to make is that one ought not to look for a

11 simple answer and be able to go into the accident say if

12 only one had done such and such. There are a whole host of

13 things that one can postula te, including something as simple
.

14 as if you hadn't turned the ECC off you would never have had
-

.

15 an accident of any consequence.
.

16 There are a lot of what-if s that sound so simple,

17 like they are the answer. But clearly the procedures were

18 deficient as well. But the reason they were deficienet is

19 the most fundamental thing. You need to write good

20 procedures as a good analysis of the transient and that

21 clearly was not available.

22 MB. ZUDANS: That I don't agree with. That was

23 correct, but what I kind of don 't like is the argument by
1

t 24 Carl said yes, indeed, the Frocedures were wrong. The code

45 is much diff erent than that. That procedure is not wrong,
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1 because all you hsve to do is open a valve.
.

.2 MR. KERR Would you agree, however, Mr. Zudans,

3 that hindsight is very much better than foresight?
.

'

4 MR. ZUDANS: Well, of course, tha t's correct.

5 MR. LIPINSKI I don't think that is the issue.

8 The statement is the procedures were f aulty, okay?

7 MR. KERRs Walt, we have been through this

8 ar7ument over and e 'er and over. Do you want to continue it?

9 MR. LIPINSKIs I disagree with the conclusion that

10 the procedure was f aulty.

11 MR. KERR I think that's clear f rom what you said.

12 HR. MICHAELS: There is no doubt that the
* .

13 progedure for this stuck-open relief valve is correct. You
f; e

14 close the block valve. That terminates the' event. The
,

15 procedure is correct. However, the procedure did not act u.1

18 the symptoms he had because he already had an indication his

17 block valve was closed.

18 So he goes on to found another.

19 MR. LIPINSKIs No, his block valve was not closed.

20 MR. MICHAELS4 The PORY was closed.

21 MR. LIPIL..Is That's what the procedure calls for.

22 MR. MICHAELS: Only if it's open.

23 MR. LIPINSKI It had opened, and it reclosed.

A 24 The light said it was closed. The temperatures were up.

|
25 Wex t the drain tank pressure anC temperature was up.
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t MR. MICHAELS: Right.

2 MR. LIPINSKIs All right, that was another symptom

3 he didn't have prior to that.

4 MR. MICHAELSs He couldn 't have had, right.

5 MR. MOELLER: I think we need to move on.

6 MR. MICHAELS4 Yes, I think the re is -- well, at

7 any rate, if there is any question about it -

8 MR. ZUDANS: Mr. Chairman, the point is no such

9 strong statements are valid , an ywa y , in this connection.

10 MR. MICHAELS: I ttlak the importa;.* point to

11 note, which is wha t Vic was trying to make, is if this had
,

12 been, say, a broken off nozzle on the PORY upstream of the

13 block valve, or if this had been a broken off safety valve,
f

14 the procedure, for instance, for the broken off safety would*

.

15 h, ave been quite incorrect. It would have meant a loss of

16 coolant acrident for which you would have gone to a

17 dif ferent set of procedure, but you wouldn't have had the

18 same set of symptoms.

19 The problem is simply the analysis for the LOCA at

20 the top of pressurizer had not been --

21 MR. MOELLER: Okay, we're going to move on. The

22 next person that we want to call upon to make a statement is

23 Mr. Robert Arnold of the Licensee.

24 MR. ARNOLD Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert C.s

25 Arnold. I am the Senior Vice President of Metropolitan

s
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1 Edison Company, the licensee for the Three Mile Isla d Unita

,

I

'2 1. I as also heti of the GPU Nuclear Group, which the

3 license recognizes, the operating organization for Three

4 Mile Island Unit 1.

5 I have to confess to, I guess, some uncertainty as

6 to exactly what would be the specific question that I may be

7 responding to at this time, but I understand at the moment

S tha t the request is that we would respond to the conclusions

9 of the majority Committee report of. the House Committee.

10 HR. M0ELLERs Yes, if you would respond to those

11 tha t would be good.

12 MR. ARNOLD: And,what I would like to do, if I
,

13 a a y , is resd a. statement which was directed , I think, to the
,

,

~

- 14 same issue, but that issue was described in Mr. Abbott's -

15 memorandum and report to the Subcommittee. I have given

16 copies for distribution to the Committee members and their

17 consultants, and I think that the NRC has a few also.

18 As I go through I will come to one point where I
,

19 will have a correction where a line of type was omitted in

20 th e d raf t a nd the typing.

21 Ihis issue is one that has been ,very important to

22 the company and GPU has concluded that the accregation of

23 plant information, the synthesis of that information into an

24 assessment of the safety status of the plant and its

25 potential for hazarding the local populus, and the

|
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1 communication of that quarity of-information to the company

2 management, state authorities, and the NRC was inadequate

3 during the first few days of the accident.

4 GPU does not believe that thu communications
.

5 failure was a result of a conscious effort to mislead. Tens

6 of thousands of pages of testimony, interviews, and

7 depositions exist relating to the accident. The conclusions

8 drawn from this record must give adequate recognition to the

9 state of knowledge prior to the accident, the stress of the'

to situation, the extended time period of the record, the

11 degree of isseparability of original knowledge from acquired

12 knowledge, the influence of the interviewer, the background

13 and interest, of the diverse participants, and many other

14 f actors. -

15 The Three Mila Island accident is probably unique

16 in terms of the number of in-depth public investigations.

17 These investigations were conducted by competent individuals

18 who had no e.11egiance to the company or the technology and

19 who sought only to extract the f ull learnings from the

20 accident.

21 We wo :1d urge that Mr. Abbott as well as anyone.

j 22 else reviewing the report of the staff by the House
.

23 Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs on the reporting

. 24 of information concerning the accident at Three Mile Island

25 would take into account the conclusions resulting from those

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 very extensive investigations, specifically the report of

2 the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile
3 Island and the Need for Changes the Legacy of THI, October

4 1979, states, "we do not find that there was a systematic

5 attempt at a coverup by the sources of information.

6 Second, the second study report en, titled "Three

7 Hile Island s A Report to the Commission and the Public,

8 Volume I, Nuclear Regulatory Commission Specisi Inquiry

9 Group", generally termed the Rogovin report , of January

10 1980, on page 156, "While both the public information

11 performance of Met Ed and the NBC can be faulted in many
.

12 instances we found no evidence that officials from either
13 the utility oc the regulatory agency willfully provid.ed

14 f alse information to ,the press or public."

15 On page 159: "In sum, we concluded tha t the

16 evidence f ailed to establish that Met Ed management or other

17 personnel willfully withheld information from the NBC."

18 Report number three is contained in the memorandum

19 to Chairman Ahearne from Mitchell Rogovin and George T.
i

20 Frampton , Jr. The subject are questions submitted by

21 Congressman Udall, March 4, 1980. On page two of that

22 memorandum he states, "The evidence f ailed to establish that

23 Met Ed management or other personnel willfully withheld

24 information f rom the NBC. There is no question that plant

25 information conveyed from the control room to offsite

%
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1 organizations throughout the day was incomplete and in some

2 instances delayed and often colored by individual

3 interpretations of planned steps. Indeed, information
~

4 conveyed by Met Ed , NRC and the control room to their own

5 management and off-site information was in many cases

8 incomplete and even inaccurate.

7 "However, based on the evidence we could not

8 conclude that the causes of this breakdown in informaton

9 flow went beyond confusion, poor communications, and a

to f ailure by those in the control room, including NRC and BCW

11 employees to comprehend or interpret the available

12 information , a f ailing shared to some extent by offsite

13 organizations as well."

14 The fourth reference is to " Nuclear Accident and
. .

15 Recovery at Three Mile Island", a specal investigation,

18 Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation for the Senate Committee

17 on Environment and Public Workd dated July 198 0, which on

18 page 13 states, "The evidence reviewed by the special

19 investigation does not confirm any intentional concealment

20 of information by the utility on the first day of the

21 acciden t."

22 Fifth is an "Investgation into Inf9rmation Flow at

23 Three 311e Island, NUREG-0760, January 1981, previously

24 ref erenced by Mr. Moseley. And on page 11 contains, among

25 its other conclusions item number 5: "Information was not

(

i
l
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1 intentionally withheld from the state on the day of the

2 accident," and Conclusion number 5: "Information was not

3 intentionally withheld f rom the NRC on the day of the,

4 accident."

5 Members of GPU's senior staff have spent many
.

. 6 hours discussing the conclusions of the various reports. We

7 agree that there are many human behavioral f actors that can

8 contribute to or impede effective communications. We do

9 believe that these kinds of influence should bej given

10 specific racogition.

11 GPU has (a) issued to all shif t supervisors, and

12 posted f or the benefit of all nuclear personnel, a policy

13 statement emphasizing the importance of candor and

14 timeliness in all coenunica tions, and, (b) and I will go a

15 little slower so you can write in this additional, has

18 structured emergency communcations formats so as to better

17 asstre that meaningful information critical to the best

18 assessment of any emergency situation is communicated and

19 tha t sue.1 rommunications are thereby less vulnerable to
,

20 inadvertent omissions due to the stress of the moment or the

21 specific focus of the reporting or the receiving party.

22 Since the TMI-2 accident the company has

23 undertaken a complete reevaluation of its response

24 capabilities d uring an emergency situation regulating in the

25 development of an entirely new emergency plan. The plan,

.
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1 the basic document which directs and governs the company's

2 response to an emergency, is the end result of a process

3 involving the company, the NRC, the Federal Emergency

4 Management Agency, Pennsylvania sta te agencies and others.

5 The company submitted Bevision 3 of our new

6 emergency plan in January 1981. Throughout this one and a

7 half year process, the company has met, and coordinated its

8 emergency plan with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

9 including PEZA, Bureau of Radiological Protection, and the

IILPennsylvania Deartment of Transportation, and the five

11 counties of Dauphin, York, Lancaster, Cumberland and

12 Lebanon. This coordinated planning process began with

13 agreement on organization and communications concepts,

14 including such matters as which offsite agencies would be

15' notified of an emergency situation at THI, when and by what

16 means that notifica tion would take place, and what

17 information would be transmitted.

18 Additional meetings continued throughout the

19 detailed planning stage. Items discussed at these meeting

20 -- for example, initial and continuing notification

[

|
21 procedures, ear. y warning systems, evacuation time studies,

.

22 and the specific role of BRP -- assure that in the event ofi

l
23 an emergency at TMI the proper interf ace between onsite and

24 off site response personnel will occur.

25 PR. MOELLER: Do we have any questions for %r.

s
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1 the basic document which directs and governs the company's

2 response to an emergency, is the end result of a process

3 involving the company, the NRC, the Federal Emergency,

4 Management Agency, Pennsylvania sta te agencies and others.

5 The company submitted Revision 3 of our new

6 energency plan in January 1981. Throughout this one and a

7 half year process, the company has met, and coordinated its

8 energency plan with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

9 including PE!A, Bureau of Radiological Protection, and the

llPennsylvania Deartment of Transportation, and the five

11 counties of Dauphin, York, Lancaster, Cumberland and

12 Lebanon. This coordinated planning process began with

13 agreement on organization and communications concepts,

14 including such matters as which offsite agencies would be

15' notified of an emergency situation at THI, when and by what

18 means that notifica tion would take place, and what

17 information would be transmitted.

18 Additional meetings continued throughout the

19 detailed planning stage. Items discussed at these meeting

20 -- for example, initial and continuing notification

21 procedures, early warning systems, evacuation time studies,

22 and the specific role of BRP -- assure that in the event of

23 an emergency at TMI the proper interf ace between onsite and

24 off site response personnel will occur.

25 MR. MOELLER: Do we have any questions for Mr.

%
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1 Arnold? |

~

2 (No response.)

3 MR. MOELLER: Let me wrap up today's Subcommittee

4 meeting by reviewing with you very briefly, once again, the

5 conclusions of the House Committee report snd ask you if you

6 believe that the record indicates that in reporting to state

7 and federal officials on the day of the TMI accident GPU

8 officials did not communicate information in their
9 possession that they believed to be rela ted to the severity

to of the situation.

11 NR. ARNOLD: Mr. Chairman, I think the important

12 element in that phrase -- statement -- is one that states

13 that they understood related to the severity of the
t

14 situation. I think that now we see where inf orma tion which

15 they had within the total staffing at the plant clearly

18 related to the severity that we now understcod existed, but

17 it was not understood by them in the context which it is

18 understood today.

,

19 So tha t while I think tha t they did have

20 inf ormation which they understood was pertinent to the

21 condition of the plant, their failure to properly synthesize

22 all of that information into an adequate assessment of plant

23 conditions led them to misjudge the 1.7portance of that
.

24 inf orma tion to the assessment.

25 And with that sort of qualification of the

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 situation, I wo uld agree that they had information that was

2 pertinent to the severity of the situation that they did not

3 convey. But that severity was not understood in the way it

4 was today, and I do not believe that their failure to pass

5 it on was in any way an attempt to not disclose the severity

6 which they understood existed.

7 3R. MOELLER: Thank you.

8 As second item. As f ar as you know, did the lack

9 of such information prevent state and federal officials from

10 accurttely assessing the condition of the plant?

11 MR. ARNOLD I don't think there's any question

12 that during the first two days after the initiat19 of the

13 accident that the incompleteness of information to offsite

14 organizatior.s made it almost impossible for them to

15 adequately assess the condition of the plant.

16 MR. E0ELLER: Thank you.

17 ?nd, lastly, do you agree with the final stat hment

18 of the report that the record indicates that TMI managers

19 resented state and officials misleading statements -- i.e.,

20 statements that were inaccurate and incomplete -- tha?

21 conveyed the impression that the accident was substantially

22 less severe and the situation more under control than what

23 the managers themselves believed and what in fact was the

24 case?

! 25 MR. ARNOLD: I think, again, the critical element
|
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1 of that statement is that with regard to what the managers

2 themselves believed. And my judgment is the information

3 that was provided to the state and federal authorities by

4 the management of the company-vas done in a way that

5 attempted to convey their understanding of the situation.

6 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

7 Yes, Mr. Catton?

8 ER. CATTON: Is the Met E?=s 54 billion suit a
9 result of the belief that the NRC is somewhat at fault in

10 the incident? Maybe I don't understand what the $4 billion

11 lawsuit is all about.

12 MR. ARNOLD: Maybe I don't understand your

13 question. It seems to me one files suit when they believe
*

i .

14 there is some degree of responsibility.
.

15 ER. KERR: Mr. Chairman, I would say that since

18 this is a matter under litigation we should not press the

17 applicant to discuss it.

18 HR. MOELLER: Ihank you, Mr. Arnold. We will

19 recess today and convene promptly tomorrow at 8:30.

20 (Whereupon, at 6:22 o' clock p . m . ,1, the Subcommittee

21 recessed, to reconvene at 8:30 o' clock a.m., Friday, June

22 26, 1981.)

* * *23

24

25

|
_
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STATUS OF RESTART HEARING

'

. . .

'

DESIGN AND ANAL.YSIS

.

RECORD CLOSED, PROPOSED FINDINGS FILED, EXCEPT UCS-12 (E.Q.)

HEARING ON UCS-12 JUNE 29, 1981

.

SEPARATION OF UNITS 1 AND 2

~' '

RECORD CLOSED, PROPOSED FINDINGS FILED-

..

MANAGEMENT -

g. , ,

,

RECORD CLOSED, PROPOSED FINDINGS FILED

.

'

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS -

HEARING RESUMES JUNE 30 ,1981, EXPECTED TO BE CONCLUDED BY JUEY 9,1981.

.

./

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CONTENTIONS & BOARD QUESTIONS .

,-

DESIGN & ANALYSIS CONTENTI0tl FORMAL BOARD
QUESTION

NATURAL & FORCED CIRCULATIOrt 2 3

ADDITIONAL LOCA AtlALYSIS 2 1

*EFW RELIABILITY 0 8

SAFETY SYSTEMS BYPASS & OVERRIDE 2 0

* SAFETY CLASSIFICATION 3 i

VALVES & VALVE TESTING 2 1

CONNECTION OF PIR HEATER' TO DIESEL 1 -

"

ICS 1 -

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION 1 -

FILTERS 2 -

-2C0t1PUTER
-- -

.

SAFETY SYSTEMS STATUS PANEL 2' -

~

IftSTRUMENT RANGES 2 -

*0ETECTION OF INADEQUATE CORE COOLING 3 -
.

- CONTROL ROOM DESIGN 2 -

CLASS 9 4 -

STAFF POSITION ON 0694, 0660 2-

HOW IDE!!TIFY REQUIREMEllTS 1' -

,

IREP Ott TMI-l 1 -' -

APPLICATION OF NUREG-0667 1-

SEPARATION OF UNIT 1 & 2 3 i

MANAGEMENT 5 1

E!!ERGE!!CY PLAf|NING

.
ONSITE 36' -

' 0FFSITE 107 -

'

.

t

* BOARD EMPHASIS
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OPEN ITEMS" '

> ' .

II.K.3.2 REPORT ON PORY FAILURES

e LICENSEE SUBMITTAL 4/6/81 (REQUIRED 1/1/31)
e STAFF REVIEW IDENTIFIED FURTHER PROBABILITY ANALYSES

REQUIRED

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE FOR RESTART - DETERMINE IF AUTO PORYe-

ISOLATION NECESSARY. SEE IL.K.3.1
'

.

II.K.3.l' AUTO PORY ISOLATION

e-' LICENSEE SUBMITTAL 4/6/81 STATED MONE REQUIRED BASED ON.,

II.K.3.1

IF II.K.3.2 SHOWS NEED, DESIGN REQUIRED PRIOR TO RESTARTe

(7/.1/31 PER NUREG-0737) INSTALLATION 6 MONTHE AFTER
IST RELOAD AFTER APPROVAL -- -

,

e SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE FOR RESTART - ASSURANCE OF ADEQUATE

LONG-TERM IMPLEMENTATION

l'Y
. p/ I I . K . 3. 7/ II . K . 2.14~ PORV/SV LIFT FREQUENCY & PROBABILITY

*

* LICENSEE RESPONSE 4/6/81 - PORV WILL ACTUATE IN (3%
OF OVERPRESSURE TRANSIENT 5 -

e STAFF REVIEW CONCURS IN METHOD, BUT REQUESTED ADDITIONAL
'

. STATISTICAL INFORMATION

e SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE FOR RESTART - ASSURE MINIMAL

CHALLENGES TO PORY

|
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OPEN ITEMS -

-

.

I I . X . 3.17 ECCS SYSTEM OUTAGES

e NO RESPONSE FPOM LICENSEE - REQUIRED 1/1/81

(STAFF WILL ACCEPT PRIOR TO RESTART)
a SAFETY SIGt!IFICANCE FOR RESTART - IDENTIFY ANY

CHANGES REQUIREE TO IMPROVE AVAILABILITY OF ECCS.
,

,

ITF.C,3.4 CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY

NO RESPONSE FROM LICENSEE (REVIEW REQUIRED 1/1/81)e

e SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE FOR RESTART - IDENTIFY MODIFI-

CATIONS REQUIRED TO IMPRQVE HABITABILITY
(NO REQUIREMENT YET FOR IMPLEMENTATION)

-

.

h

e e*
y e
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(ICC)
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TNI RESTART MODIFICATIONS T'O
.

.

EXISTING INSTRUMENTATION
-

.

*
52 CORE EXIT liiERM0 COUPLES- PRIMARY DISPLAY .

- CABLING EXTENDED OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT TO PLANT CCSITER (0-2300F READOUT) -
.

.

EXTENDED RANGE OF REACTOR OUTLET RIDS (2 in EACH hot LEG) To 120F-920FM ROUTE TQ CCm4ER AND
TO SATURATION METER

*
PROVIDE REDUNDANT SATURATION HETERS (REDUNDANT TEMPERATlRE/ PRESSURE INPUTS TO REDl40 ANT CALCULATORS)

* C0tPUTE SATURATION MARGIN ON PLANT CotPUTER FOR LIXiGING, TRENDING, Ato ALARM '
.

PRNIE BACKlP T/C DISPLAY .-*

-MINIMUM OF 16 I/CS (Il PER CORE OliADRANT) HUST BE OPERATIONAL FOR POWER LEVELS > 5% .

..
.

.

.

* 0

o

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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STAFF POSITION-Icc INSTRUMENTATION .
..

,

FOR RESTART
J: .

.

. . . . - - '-.

_

-
. .

, .
.

-

*

EXISTING INSTiltDlIATIGi WIW10)mIRENT T0 lRME PER f(IEG-075/ IS
ACCEPTABLE FOR ESTART i.

*

EVIIHKE OF IBSONABff ff0GESS ON ADDIT!0fR INSTIUfNTATION (IfACTOR HALER
llWD IS EQUIED

'

-
.

4

9

e

9

e

e

6

,

Y

*
e

___
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AITERIA To Siiow EVIDENCE OF |kASONABLE flW$ESS ON ADDITIONAL
. . .

INSTRtNENTATION (IkACTOR WATER (IVEL) .

'

l. SELECTION OF A LEVEL. NEASUREMENT SYSTEM CONCEPT OR AN EQUIVALENT SYSTEM fur DEVELOPMENT '

2, IMFINITION OF THE DEVEWPHENT PROGRAti AIO SCHEDUEL FOR DEVEWPMENT Am PROCUREMENT OF TIE
4

'

, SELECTED SYSTEM.

,

| 3. EVIDENCE OF A TANGIBLE COPNIWNT TO PERf08 HANCE OR PARTICIPATION IN THE APPp0PRIATE TEST

PROGPAMS TO EXECUTE TIE DEFINED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM .

11 . JUSTIFICATION FOR. TIE CONCEPT SELECTED IF iT RESULTS IN SIGNIFICANT SCIEDULE DELAYS

5. CONTINGENCY PLANS AND SOEDULE, FOR PROCUREMENT OF AN ALTERNATIVE CONCEPT
,

6. APPROPRIATE ANALYSES TO INCORPORATE TIE HATER LEVEL STATUS INFORMATION INTO llE GUIDELINES
' '

FOR OPERATOR ACTIONS WITH RESPECT TO ICC .

;

*
_

e

O

%

*
1

- - -- - - - - -
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EERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 'TMI-1 ','

0 RESTARTORDERREQUIREDUPGRADEDEMERGENCYPREPAREDNESSPRIORToRESTART.T0 INCLUDE: :

0 UPGRADING EERGENCY PLANS TO SATISFY REGULATORY GUIDE 1.101 WITil EMhlASIS
ON ACTION LEVEL CRITERIA; -

~

, .

'

0 ESTABLISHINGANEMERGENCYOPERATIONSCENTERSANALTERNATELOCATIONFORSUCH
, ,

''

CENTER AND COMMUNICATIONS TO TijE PLANT; .

.

0 UPGRADING 0FFSITEMONITORINGCAPABILITY,INCLUDINGADDITIONALTl_DS) -

'. ,

0 ASSESSING THE RELATIONSHIP.OF STATE / LOCAL' PLANS TO LICENSEE PLANS TO ASSURE ,
'

.
CAPABILITY TO TAKE EERGENCY ACTIONS;

,

0 CONDUCTING A TEST EXERCISE OF LICENSEE'S FLAN ii
~

0 NEW EERGENCY PLANNING RULES AND CRITERIA 0F NUREG-06Sil IMPOSED MORE RIGOROUS REQUIREENTS

! ;;
'

'

-

.

%

6-

-

. ,

he e

'
_ ___ __
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,

THREE MILE ISLAND - EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS .
.

.
'

~

STATUS REPORT-
,

~

.

0 NRC STAFF SER SUPPLEMENT ~ FILED"MAY 29,"1981 ONONSITEEMERGENCY" PREPAREDNESS
~ '

.

,

0 1 OPEN ITEM - TIME To STAFF E0F .... -.,

l. k''

0 IN COMPLIANCE WITH NUREG-0654 J ..-

- - ,
.

' ~~

0 HEALTH PHYSICS / EMERGENCY" PREPAREDNESS INSPECTION , [. ; -
.

. ,

: ) .:. :.

.

O CONDUCTED WEEK OF MAY 4 - 26 0F 30 ITEMS CLOSED, -:1, . .'
.

.
.- .

.

*
. E

l&E WILL TRACK REMAINING TO COMPLETION h.( ![r'

,
,

'

0 JOINT EXERCISE ~-- CONDUCTED' JUNE 2; 1981 <

!

0 ONSITE-NOSIGNIFICANTDEFICIENCIES'.
' '

'

0 0FFSITE - FEMA REPORTS CONTAINS RECOMMENDATIONS IN'SEVEN AREAS.HOWEVER, STATE AND :
..,

8

FOUR COUNTIES PERFORMANCE REPORTED ACCEPTABLE
-

..

'
''

0 YORK COUNTY - DID NOT PARTICIPATE IN J0 INT EXERCISE

OVERALLf-LICENSEEEXCEEDSREQUIREMENTSOF^SHORTSTERMITEMS0F_ AUGUST;.9';.1979 ORDER..
'

'

0
_

_

.

4

__ __.
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SUMMARY OF TMI-1 EXERCISE SCENARIO
*

l

|

The exercise scenario was initiated at 5:15 a.m. on June 2,1981"

at TMI-L which, for purposes of the exercise, was simulated to have been at

100% power for eight days. Initial indications-o.f a developing abnormal

condition were provided by simulating increased radiation levels and an

alarm on radiation monitor .RMA-E, the. condenser off-gas monitor, an indi-

cation of a possible steam generator tube leak. The RMA-5 radiation levels

exceeded the Emergency Action Level (EAL) for an Unusual Event. This con-

dition was allowed to worsen until the operators determined the reactor

coolant system leak rate, which was computed to exceed technical specifi-

cation limits and required plant shutdown. The condenser off-gas monitor
,

*b continued to increase to the point offexceeding the Alert EAL. Due to

simulated power grid .lfmitations, the plant was ramped down in power at a

rate of 2%/ minute.

While actions were being taken to assess the events and initiate a con-

trolled plant shutdown and cooldown, a faulty waste gas compressor seal was

simulated, requiring a demonstration of emergency corrective actions to

isolate the compressor.
_

The can' trol room operators were subsequently given indications of an

increased steam generator leak rate and activity levels, increased condenser |

off-gas monitor readings, and increasing primary letdcwn monitor (RM-LI)
,

j readings. These indicators were designed to trigger the declaration of a Site'

Emergency. During a site accountability operation, two persons were simulated

to be missing, requiring search and rescue operations. During a subsequent! ' -

evacuation of non-essential personnel, five individuals were simulated to be

contaminated, and required conitoring and decantamination at Crawford Station.
'sk |a

. - - . .- __ _. . _ _
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To evaluate the Licensee's ability to handle an individual who became

contaminated and injured, an auxiliarf operator who was dispatched to investi-
,

gate an increasing bearing temperature was simulated to slip after breaking

a. pressure sensing line, breaking.his leg and becoming unconscious.' This

required. a. responsa by offsita. medical and. transportation support.

There was a. simulated fire in the circulating water pump house. This fire

was fought by the onsita fire brigade as well as offsite fire companies. The i

fire caused the loss of circulating water flow, loss of condenser vacuum, and
,

the need to steam to the atmosphere to continue plant cooldown. During this

process, major fuel damage was simulated to occur with offsite dose rates which'

would trigger declaration of a General Emergency and p'rotective action reconnend-

ations.
< -

In summary, his. was a comprehendive and. detailed scenario, escalating*

from an Unusual Event: b the General Emergency category. The scenario called

for very little simulation - informatior uc plant parameters and conditions

was provided to participants only ;i,y " Je actions which would be required

u~.1er actual accident conditions to abtain or produce such information had

been taken by the exercisa participants This satisfied the NRC scenario objective'

for the emergency exercise.
i
l

I
t

-
,
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POTASSIUM 10DIDE

PORC APPROVED PROCEDURE

- EXPOSURE 210 RAD THYROID DOSE
- ADMINISTERED BY SITE MEDICAL PERSONNEL .

- VOLUNTARY USE BY EMERGENCY WORKERS

l '

'

FOLLOW-UPB10ASSAYMONITORINGFOREXPOSEDPERSONNEL .

ONSITE STOCKAGE OF 1000 DOSES-Ki TABLETS
.

*

2

I

a

|

cla bonn
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IRANSFER OF RESPONSilllLilY :

1, SillFT SUPERylSOR - EMERGENCY DIRECTOR

EMERGENCY DIRECTORS LOG-

EMERGENCY PLAN IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES
,

EMERGENCY /ABNORMALPROCEDURES
'

11, EMERGENCY DIRECTOR - EMERiiENCY SUPPORT DIRECTOR
,

EMERGENCY PLAN IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURE

ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR CORPORATE MANAGEMENT OF EMERGENCY -
RESPONSE -

- CORPORATE SP0KESMAN TO 0FFSITE AGENCIES
- RECOMMENDS PROTECTIVE ACTIONS
- RELIEVESEMERGENCYDIRECTOROFRESPONSIBil.lTIESNOT

RELATED TO PLANT OPERATION,
2

111. RADIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT COORDINATOR - ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

COMMAND CENTER ,

.
EMERGENCY PLAN IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURE !

!

UPON DIRECTION OF Tile EMERGENCY DIRECTOR |

RAC - DIRECTS IN-PLANT AND ONSITE MONITORING !

EACC - DIRECTS OFFSITE MONITORING AND D9SE PROJECTIONS

._ _ - _ - - - - - _ - _ - _ - - _ _ _
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1981 ANNUAL RADIATION EMERGENCY EXERCISE SCENARIO
.

THREE MILE ISLAND

UNIT f
,

.

JUNE 2, i981
.

%

I

I

%

.,

\

.
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'

EXERCISE EVENTS !

,-,

DECLARATION OF EMERGENCY

NOTIFICATION OF 0FFSLTE AGENCIES
-

EMERGENCY ANNOUNCEMENTS

ACTIVATION OF ONSITE ORGANIZATION -

ACTIVATION OF 0FFSITE ORGANIZATION

FULL ACCOUNTABILITY

.

RCS POST ACCIDENT SAMPLEg

''

SEARCH AND RESCUE -
,

* EVACUATION OF PERSONNEL

MONITORING AT ASSEMBLY AREA

| * CONTAMINATED PERSONS ARE DECONTAMINATED

|

EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO CONTAMINATED-INJURED

PERSON

0FFSLTE MEDICAL RESPONSE'

'

RESPONSE TO FIRE AT CWP HOUSE

'

STATE POLICE HELICOPTER NOTIFICATION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL

. . . _ - -
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l

- MAJOR SCENARIO EVENTS |

T (MIN)

30 1. PRIMARY TO SECONDARY LEAK. INDICATED BY INCREASING |
COUNTRATE ON CONDENSER OFFGAS MONITOR. j

|

140 2. STEAM LINE RADIATION MEASUREMENTS INDICATE LEAK |
IN BOTH STEAM GENERATORS.

170 3. WASTE GAS COMPRESSOR SEAL FAILURE ALLOWS BUILDUP

OF AIRBORNE RADI0 ACTIVITY IN AUXILIARY BUILDING.

'

220 4. STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE INDICATED BY STEP

CHANGES IN COUNTRATE ON THE OFFGAS MONITOR AND

MAKE-UP FLOW RATE. .

320 '5. AUXILIARY OPERATOR IS INJURED AND CONTAMINATED
'

WHILE INVESTIGATING MAKE-UP PUMP PROBLEM. OFFSITE
- MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.

380 6. FIRE IN CIRCULATING WATER PUMP HOUSE. OFFSITE

FIRE ASSISTANCE.

390 7. FIRE CAUSES LOSS OF ALL CIRCULATING WATER PUMPS

AND CONDENSER VACUUM REQUIRING STEAMING TO

ATMOSPHERE TO CONTINUE C00LDOWN. MAJOR FUEL

FAILURE OCCURS.
,

425' 8. OFFSITE POWER IS LOST. "B" DIESEL GENERATOR PICKS

UP VITAL LOADS.

UNTIL 9. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM IS ON NATURAL. CIRCULATION ;

TERMINATION REMOVING DECAY HEAT BY STEAMING TO ATMOSPHERE. |

.
|

!
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NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO GPU SUBMITTAL
_

II.K.2.14/II.K.3.7 (PORV OPENING PROBABILiY) -

CONCURRED WITH GENERAL TECHNIQUE
.

'

.

REQUESTED ADDITIONAL DETAILS ON METHODS USED
-

.

[[.K.I.2 (SAFETY EFFECT OF PORV FSOLATION SYSTFM)

REQUESTED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
.

1) PROBABILITY OF STUCK OPEN SAFETY VALVE

RESULTING FROM OPERATION WITH PORV BLOCK

VALVE CLOSED.

i

2) PROBABILITY OF STUCK OPEN SAFETY VALVE RESULTING

FROM DEPRESSURIZATION EVENTS.
,

a *
.,

3) PORV OPENING PROBABILTTY nUE TO ICS FAILURE
'

'

WHICH TERMINATES ALL FEEDWATER FLOW.

4) SAFETY VALVE FAILURE RATE BASED ON OPERATING
..,

EXPERIENCE.

GPU' RESPONSE

- WORK INITIATED Ar B&W TO DEVELOP ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION

* EXPECT TO SUBMIT REQUESTED INFORMATION BY-

' SEPTEMBER 1.1981 - -

i
.

.

T 7 keen
- - . ..
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1.

POWER OPERATED RELIEF VALVE. ISSUES_

I I . K. 2.14/I I . K. 3. 7 - -

_

-----

PERFORM AN ANALYSIS TO ASSURE THAT THE FREQUENCY

OF PORV OPENINGS IS LESS THAN 5% OF THE TOTAL NUMBER

OF .0VERPRESSURE TRANSIENTS. USE REVISED SETPOINTS

AND TRIPS.

~

II.K.T.1

. f3ROVIDE A SYSTEM TO AUTOMATICALLY CAUSE THF PORV

BLOCK VdLVE TO CLOSE WHEN RCS PRESSURE DECAYS AFTER .

PORV HAS OPENED. FAILURE OF THIS SYSTEM SHOULD NOT
,

t

' AGGRAVATE PLANT 'fRANSIENTS kND ACCIDENTS (IMPLEMENTATION-

DEFERRED UNTIL COMPLETION OF If.K.3,'2f.

MM

PERFORM AN ANALYSIS OF IMPROVEMENTS WHICH DECRE SE

PROBABILITY OF SBLDCA DUE TO STUCK OPEN PORV'.

EVALUATE SAFETY VALVE FAILURE RATES BASED ON OPERATING

EXPERIENCE IN PLANTS DESIGNED BY THE NSSS VENDOR.

.

-w'

eB"

.

|
'

!

- - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - ._.
.
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II.K.2.14/II' K.'3,7 PORV OPENING' PROBABILITY'''

1' .

ANALYTICAL ESTIMnE . ._.
-

!

,

DEFINED RANDOM VARIABLES:

HIGH PRESSURE TRIP SETPOINT
,

PRESSURE 0VERSHOOT
,

PORY OPENING PRESSURE

PERFORMED MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS OF PORV OPENING DROBABILITY

RESULT = 3.9 x 10-6 / RX - YR

.

- ESTIMATE FROM OPERATING EXPERIENCF
_.

148 PdRV ACTUATIONS (PRIOR TO IMI-2 ACCIDENT)
'

-
.

~42 PORV ACTUATICNSTOST TMI-2) WOULD HAVE-

OCCURRED WITH OLD PORV SETPOINT

WITH NEW SETPOINT, 3 PORV ACTUATIONS EXPECTED-

OUT OF 190 OLD SETPOINT ACTUATIONS

- RESULT = 1.6% PORV OPENING PROBABILITY FOR
'

OVERPRESSURE TRANSIENTS

. CONCLUSIONS
,

TWO METHODS GIVE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT ANSWERS-

BOTH ANSWERS MEET 5% CRITFRIAj
- -

,

'

:

.

- . . _ , - _ - - - -- -
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II.K.3.2" SBLOCA PROBABILITY _
. , - ..

PORV 0 PEN'ING PROBABILITY ,

ESTIMATED ANALYTICALLY BASED ON FIVE INITT TORSe

OVERPRESSURE TRANSIENT-

TRANSIENT WITH DELAYED EFd-

.

OPERATOR ACTION-

INSTRUMENTATION / CONTROL FAULTS-

OVERC00 LING EVENT AND DELAYED HPI THROTTLING-

RESULT = 2.3 x 10-2 / RX - YR.

*
,

PORY FAILING OPEN PROBABIL}TY'
,

*

c; ESTIMATED BASED ON EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS
, ,

^

BASED' ON FIVE MECHANIC L FAILURES IN > 250 OPENINGS

NET FAILURE RA 2.1 x 10-2f 3g333g

TOTAL PORV SBLOCA"PROBABIL'ITY '= 4.7"x 10-4/RX - YR.
'

TOTAL SBLOCh" PROBABILITY = 1 x 10-3 ~ RX" ~ YR./

~

PRESSuRIzsR SAFETY' VALVE FAILURE RATE

3 CASES WHERE VALVES LIFTED ON B&W PLANTS

NO CASE OF FAILURE TO CLOSE
-

.

.

's
...

E

- _ , _ , _, , ,_.w._
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CONTPGt POM HABITABILITY
. 1

.
_

1

'ProurR=MENTs: O!UREF-0737, ITEM III.D.3.4) '-

1. EVALUATE CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY FOR:

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL RELEASE (P.F. 1.78), '

ACCIDENT CHLORINE RELEASE.(P..G. 1.95),

- DBA P.ADIATION SOURCE IERM (SP.P-15.E.5)

L IDENTIFY POSSIBLE NEED FOR CohTROL ROOM MODIFICATIONS

OR PR~/IDE ASSURANCE OF CONTROL ROOM HABITABILITY

PER FDC-19.
~

-

3~. SUBMIT INFORMATION PER h'UPEF-0737, ITEM III. D 3.4,

i ATTAC>9 TENT 1.

Pnontem: -

Tas TPI-l CONTROL BUILDING YENTILATION SYSTEM IS INADEPUATE

TO MONITOR AND CONTROL A TUXIC GAS OR RADI0 ACTIVE GASEOUS

|~ RELEASE AS REQUIRED BY NUPEF-0737, ITEM III.D.3.42

CAUSE OF PRbELEM' CORRECTIVE dCTION:.

(1) CONTROLROOMISOLITIONIS (1) MODIFY OR REPLACE DAMPERS

NOT SINGLE FAILURE. PROOF

Q) N0 00!CK-RESPONSE DETECTORS C) INSTALL REDUNDANT SAFETY-

AND ALARMS FOR CHLORINE AND GRADE DETECTION AND' ALARP
'

OTHER T0XIC GASES SYSTEMS.

,

.
.

.

LICTMstNGNTATUS:

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS RESULTS AND IDENTIFICATION OF PEQUIRED I.

MODIFICATIONS FOR RADGAS AND CHLORINE WILL EE SUBMITTED..

TO NP.C WITHIN A MONTH. ANALYSES ARE CONTINUING FOR OTHER

T0XIC GASES.
" "''

-
. .

ICHEDULE:

MODIFICATIONS WILL BE IMPLEMENTED BY JANUARY l',1983
.--- .

.

.. . _ . _ _ _ _ - ._ . - - .-
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UNITED STATES I.N/ k NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

y , .n ( ; WASHINGTON, D. C. 20554.

j Ij$- ;-,

.

@%
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HANDOUT FOR THE ACRS SUBC0ftiITTEE MEETING ON TMI-l
JUNE 25, 1981 Agenda Item No. 5

.

Non TMI Related Items Requiring Resolution Prior to TMI-l ' Restart
~

~ ~ ~~ -- 'idiu11eiiin 79 27 - __[ I~

1 I
~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.u-._" - . -

- - - - - - -
_

Requi rement - -

- --
-- 3_-

The following are commitment items imposed by Commission Orders to the
B&W licensees as a result of the Crystal River No. 3 event of February 26,
1980 and the items are related to issues in_I&E Bulletin 7927. . ' _

~
-- -. _ _ . . __-

' The licensee will be required to implement all. four items prior to restart.

1. Actions which will allow the operator to cope with various combinations
of loss of instrumentation and control functions. This includes changes
in (A) equipment and control systems to give eTear indications of funccions
which are lost or unreliabTe; (B) procedures and training to assure posi-
tive and safq manual respcase by the operator in the event that competent

.

'

instruments are unavailaole.

2. Determination of the effects of various corbinations of loss of instru-/ mentation and control fuactions by design review analysis and verification
by test.

3. Correction of electrical deficiencies which may allow the power operated
relief valve and pressurizer spray valve to open on non-nuclear instrumenta-
tion power failures, such as, the event which occurred at Crystal River,'

-

Unit. 3 on February 25, 1980.

4. Submit to the NRC a written response to I&E Bulletin 79-27.

Position for Restart

These items were . imposed as a condition for continued operation on all
operating B&W plants by Commission Orders issued on April 14-22, 1980. -

--

Status . ,.

The staff has not issued a Cornission Order imposing the 4 items on TMI-1
because of the Comission's shutdown order. However, the licensee was
made aware of these items being imposed on other BaW plants. Presently

-

the licensee is partially responsive to this issue.
- . . ._ ___ . . .

|-

'

|
-

.

_ ._
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.
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-III. Contain. ..it Spray Effectiveness

Requi rement'

The staff has determined that the use of sodium thiosulfate is an unreliable'

when used with sodium hydroxide as a containment sprayI2 suppressor-
solution in the event of a design basis accident. The staff has requested ;

that all operating plants delete sodium thiosulfate as a M1utMn in the
Irr addition,. a detennination on the fadinecontainment spray system.

removal effectiveness of the containment spray using sodium hydroxide should
br. evaluated using the method described in fiUREG-CR0009.

-

_ . _ . . . _ . . . _ _ _ .

.

Position for destart
-

.This. problem has been existing for several years and._the. staff has .iudged
thac it should be resolved pic. co restart. This issue has been resolved
for all other operating plants. - -

Status

The staff is waiting on the licensee's response to our letter dated 14 arch 7,
~

1980. <
-

r
.

k

9

|

,

s

s
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ICSMlNI P0h'ER - BEFORE'

-

.

*
.

'

.,

V3 "A" ATA -

tl @m HAilD -> PLAflT CONTROLj 4
IllV 2 - ICS-

,

""''

A
A AUTO Nill -> COUTROL R00fi^ =-

i .

h INDICATI0il

I

.

'

. .

-
.

s o L0ss OF POWER TO ATA ca HAf!D OR AUTO TO ICS/Util.

- .

'
.

- INADEQUATE CONTROL ROOM INDICATION FOR HOT SHUTDOWN

INADEQUATE CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION FOR HOT SHUTDOWN-

CORE COOLING BY PR'IFARY FEED M!D BLEED-

.

S

--
|

'

------- = - _ . - . - . _ .

\ |

|
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ICS/NNI IMPROVEMENTS
_. __ . _.

FAILURE MODES & EFFECTS ANALYSIS-

EQUIPMENT TEST-

MODIFICATIJN OF VALVE FAILURE MODES-

CONTROL ROOM DISPLAY INSTRUMENTS-

INDEPENDENT OF ICS/NNI'
.wd-

.

POWER SUPPLY MONITORING? -

. .

ADDITIONAL BUS TRANSFER-

.

e

e

; -

- - .

I
*

. ._ .. . _ _ _ . . . . ..

|
|

1
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. MODIFICATIdN OF VALVE FAILURE MODES
'

.- . . . . . . . .. .

ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES.

-- CHANGED FROM FAIL MID-OPEN TO FAIL CLOSED

ON LOSS OF SIGNAL

- PROVIDED ALTERNATE MANUAL CONTROL INDEPENDENT'0F ICS,

PRESSURIZER SPRAY VALVES.

- CHANGED FROM FAIL MID-OPEN TO FAIL CLOSED ON
LOS'S OF SIGNAL

TURBINE BY-PASS' VALVES -

-

,
.

g - CHANGED FROM FAIL MID-OPEN TO FAIL CLOSED. ON
*

LOSS OF SIGNAL

,

-e

1
.. . . - ..-

. .
'

B

5.-
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INSTRUMENTS TO BE PROVIDED IN THE CONTROL ROOM

_. ._ _
INDEPENDENT OF ICS/NNT. (REQ'D FOR HOT SHUT-DOWN)

- QTS 6 PRESSURE (A & B)

PRESSURIZER LEVEL-

_

MAKE-UP TANK LEVEL-

RCS PRESSURE [_-

RCS COLD LEG TEMP. (A & B)(n -

. .

RCS Hor LEG TEMP. (A & B)-
.

I

l

.-

i

.

\ . -

.
.

. . - . .. .. .

-

@

- - - - _ - - - - - - - - _ - - - -
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' '

ICS/Illll PCilER - AT RESTAPT -

.

A n
.

POWER

MONITOR
'

VB "A" ATA a
*

3m HAllD J + PLA.NT CONTROL
'

INV --* I' f 4

A M --h]p'
2 AUTO + COMTROL 800M
#_m

_,- ,- "g7y
'

$
'

INDICATION<

,
^

,- * ADDITIOilAL
'

CONTROL R00ns

NEW lE INDICATION,

INSTRUMENT
VB "B" SYSTEMS

INV _ _ Jj _ ^ > ADDITIONAL
B 4 ______ CONTROL P.00M

b IllDICATION
' -

,

.s

'

ATE
R

IllV J-

}y^ > ALTERf1 ATEE. A

7 2 CONTROL ROOM

$ E CONTROL-

0 LOSS OF POWER TO ATA OR HAND OR AUTO TO ICS/!!!!I

| - ADE5UkTE CONTROL R.00M INDICATION FOR HOT SHUTDOWN

ADEQUATE CONTROL FOR NOT SHUTDOWN l
-

l

CORE C00LI!1G VIA STEAM GEilEPATORS|
-

,

.. ____

-

-0- LOSS OF POWER TO VB "A", VS "B" OR ATB .-

NO EFFECT ON NORMAL CONTROL OR INDICATION--

?0DR [RGINAL
-
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NRC I&E BULLETIN 80-11 (MAS 0i1RY WALLS).. . . .._-._.

~
.

SCOPE OF APPLICATI0fl
~ '

- -

,

'

AUXILIARY BUILDIll6 - 15 WALLS USED AS 'Kfl0CX00T" PANELS

ELEVATOR SHAFT Ill REACTCR BUILDI!!G

AIR SHAFT IN INTERMEDIATE /TURBI!!E BUILDIt!G
.

.
.

TYPE OF C0tiSTPIJCTION-

; .
-

-

ELEVATOR AllD AIR SHAFTS PARTIALLY RElf1 FORCED HOLLOW BLOCK
L 'CONSTRUCTI0tl

'

- -

AUXILIARY BUILDIttG - MULTI WYTHE Uf!REll! FORCED SOLID BLOCK

C0ftSTRUCTION

-

.
.

, .

-

.

.

-

.

.

'
'

.

-

.

-
.

-
.

.. .

-
. .

. .

. .. . . . .. .
. . . . . . . . . . . .

~
. .

^

- . .-- .. . - ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . . . . - . ...*

. .
. . .
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BOUNDARY C'ON DI Tl O N S
. .

'

4 , .: . : . ,- r
|

. :. .: , ... . , ..

EDGE 1 = FIX ED
.

2. .s ,% ';(Jai :| i :

'

. ,.
. , .

DGE 2 = FREE - -e*'-'
. ..,

- ~-
'

- -- .

1.. . .

_E D G E 3 : F REE
.

,
. 2.x 8 K E Y . . .. _ _..._

-

_

c D GE 4 = SIMPLY SUPPORTED -

SECTION A-A
.

.- - --. . .
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CONCLUSIONS .

%=

.
1.' FORMULTIWYTHECONsTRUCTION,PROVIDECOLLARJOINTS

'

(I.E", ASSURE GAP BETWEEN BLOCK WIDTHS IS FILLED).
,

2.' REPAIR VISIBLE CRACKINE IN AIR SHAFT.

.

3. REINFORCE PORTIONS OF ELEVATOR SHAFT.

. .
-

.

-

-

. .

-

' .

t.. ANTICIPATED SCHEDULE-

.

FIRST PRIORITY - TO REINFORCE OR CORRECT CONSTRUCTION TO

ASSURE WALL FAILURE DOES NOT JEOPARDIZE ABILITY TO ACHIEVE

AND MAINTAIN SAFE SHUTDOWN.

-
-

. .

. ..

-

.

--

. . .
.

.

.-
'

'

. . . . . . . . .- . -- - --
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TMI-l MODIFICATIONS - GPUflC REQUIRED

.

INTEGRAT8 CONTROL SYSTEli .e-Control Power Supply for Atmosphere Damp.

Valves on ICS Power Failure<

e Loss of Power Indication
e Valves Fail Shue on Loss of Power

Przr Spray
Condenser Dump-

Atmospheric Dump
e Przr Heaters Low Level Cutout Override
o Indication of Cri?.ical Plant Parameters
Independent of ICS/NNI

RCS Pressure
RCS Temperature
OTSG Pressu.:e
MUT Level
Przr Level

.

' AUXILIARY FE8 WATER * Backup Air Compressors to Supply Selected Valves
Flow Control .

-Atmospheric Steam Dump.

( , APW Pump Recirculation
Turbine Steam Pressure Control

. e OTSG Level Indication Independent of ICS
e Manual Flow Control Independent of ICS

.e Flow Control Valves Tail Open on Loss of Air,

e EFW Turbine Pump Relief Valves Spring Replacement

TMI-2 SEPARATION e Separate TxI-1 aCS Sampling Pacility
e Fuel Handling Building Barrier and Isolation

Dampers
.

PRESSURIZER HEATERS . Move Circute Breakers for Two croups
Outside Containment -

|
,

CONCRETE C0ATING e Recoat in Selected Areas of Auxiliary Building
and Containment

~

.
-

.

. _ _ ._ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .--. . . - . .

.
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TMI-l Modifications - GPUNC Requiredt

| Page.2 *
.

-

~
1

1

GQ.N"30L ROOM DESIGN + Relabeling /namarcacion :

Kt.V -W e Relocation of Instruments and Controls i

e ESAS Status Panel Reformat
- e Relocation of Alarm Windows

INSTRUMENTATION e Raise orso tevel Transmitters
e Raise Pressurizer Level Transmitters
o Butt Splicing / Heat Shrink Tubing /Conax

Connectors Inside Containment
*

.

DECAY HEAT PUMPS e vibration Monitors'

e Remote oiling *

e Remote Venting

'

VALVE POSITION INDICATION e MS safeties positi Inaicacia
e Nameplates for Valves with Demand Indication

,

t .

855 COMPUTER . nigher speed printer (4o trM)
,

'

MOD COMP IV COMPUTER e High Speed Alarm Printer (79 LPM)
e High Speed Utility Printer (300 LPM)
e Color CRT's in Control Room (1 alarm /2 utilitj)

REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS e Remove surge suppression Capacitor to Improve
Reliability in Radiation Field

CABLE TRAYS . Replace Approximately 200 Connection
Assemblies

CONTAINMENT COOLING e Additional Industrial Cooler
e Ind. Cooler Chemical Addition System
e Modify Containment Cooling Far. Motors

.

*= e ==e e e .

.
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TMI-l & difications - CPUNC Required
Page 3

ENGINECRED SAFEGUARDS e Provide Automatic Reset,'

- ACTUAT10tTSYSTEM e Modify Clark Relays

BERGENCY PLANNING + Raal Time camma Radiation waitors at
10 Locations

e, New Radio Communications Channel for

Environmenta". Monitoring Teams

IE BUS LOADING e Automatically Trip Loads on ESAS

PORV e Added Manual Control from Control Room .

* Replace Installed PORV with Refurbished Valve

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY e Replace Containmene Isolation valve (n-v7)
'

e Added System for Leak Checking Decay Heat
- and. Core Flood Check Valves

e Replace Purge Valve Seats,
,

( e Modify Makeup System Crana Check Valve.

Internals -

.

ABRA e Install Makeup valve Room Shield Wall
e.Falocate Waste Evaporator Feed Pump

DIESEL GENERATOR * Replace Air Intake Duct Elbows

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION * Replace 11 ASCO Solenoid Valves

,

*

.

I

.

. . . . - . _ . _. . . _ .. . _ . _ . . . . ._

, . - __
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'

TMI-1 MODIFICATIONS - NRC REQUIRED.

,

'

.

'
f e Line Break Detection
i IE3 79-05A CONTAINMENT ISOLATION e Reactor Trip

(4/5/79) e Containment Pressure
(4 psig or 30 psig).

. High Radiation in
Process Lines

,

PORY SETPCINT . Raised to 2450 psig

RX TRIP SETPOINT . towered to 2300 psig

4
IEB 79-053 - ANTICIPATORY REACTOR TRIP e Loss of Both MEWP
(4/23/79) e Turbine Trip -

w
NUREG-0578 PRESSURIZER HEATERS . 252xw Manuaur

(9/13/79) EMERGENCY POWER Transferred to Diesel
'

30P,V AND SA:ETY VA VE . view Meters Downscream
30SITIONItdICATIOl of Poav and sv, .

( . Accelerometers on PORV-

,

e Tail Pipe Temp. Detectors

INADEQUATE CORE COOLING . Incore Thermocouples (23000)
e RCS Saturation Margin Monite
e Wide Range Th (1200F-9200F)

H C2 ONTROL = Install H2 Recombiner

SHIELDING DESIGN REVIEW e Relocate Stack Monitor
e Shield MCC 1A/1B

POST ACCIDENT SAMPLING . Shield /Retout. RCs
Sample Lines

RCS HIGH POINT VENTS e Pressurizer Degas Line

-0SC/TSC

(cont.) '

-'

| ..

_ . . - . . . - - . . . - .

b

w"

T@ .

_

- - - - -.
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TMI-1 Modifications - NRC Requir'ed.
Page 2 *

.
-

(
.

auRza-0578 CONTAINMENT WATER LEVEL e Control crada wide
(continued) Range ~(0-90")

IODINE / PARTICULATE SAMPLING

NOBLE GAS MdNITORS e Rx Bunding Purge-

e Condenser Off-Gas
e Main Steam

AUXILIARY E EDilA::ER e MFP Auto Start on Loss
AUTOMATICI3111AION of 4 RCP or 2 MFP

e Operability on Loss of .
All AC (Backup Air Bottles)

e Condensate Storage
' Tank 20 Min. Alarm
e Control Room Annunciation

for All Auto Starts,
,

'

k C.

.

*
..

IEB 79-27 ICS/NNI POWER . Manual sus Transfer
(11/30/79)

- from Control Room
o Losc of Power Alars

10 CFR 73.55 SECURITY SYSTEMS e Positive Access Control
System

e Subdivided Vital Areas
Into 3 Zones

e Power Supply (Diesel /UPS)
e Motion Detection System

.
.

_

|. .

__ . . . ..

,

D

.

4

. - - - - .
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'
TMI-l Modifications - NRC Required
Pqe 3 .

,

'

.

10 CTR 50 FIRE PROTECTION e Halon rire Suppresst=
App. R for Computer

- * Fire Door Upgrade
e Hose Reels

* Containment i

Auxiliary Bldg.
Control Bldg.

* Fire Detection
Containment
Intermediate Bldg.
Auxiliary Bldg.

* Sprinkler System
Auxiliary 31dg.

e Deluge System
Auxiliary Bldg.

* Emergency Lighting
e Fire Dampers

.

.

.j

S. . ,

IEB 79-02 PI3ING SYSTEM e Modify Approximately
IE3 79-14 SU3 PORTS 400 supports

e Add 65 New Supports

NUREG-0737 C01"30L ROOM DESIGN e cuard Rails to Minimize
'

(10/31/80) [{EC. .W J-aandle Inadvertent
Actuation

e Color Code Alarms for
Prioritization

* Show Normal Range on Meters
e Annunciator Alarm Volume /,

Tone Adjustment

'
.

.-

= = . _ _ . . . . . . ..

., . *

4

, - -
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TMI-1 Modifications - NRC Recuired~
Page 4

;

-
.

LOCA ANALYSIS e HPI Cross Connects
e HPI Cavitating Venturis'

!DEGRAD 8 GRID e Replace timitorque cears
* on BSV-1A/13

e e Added Solid State Under-
voltage Ritlays to Trip*

4160V Buses at 3550-3560V

IEB 79-18 RADIATION EVACUATION ALARMS e Additional Alarms / Lights
,in High Noise Areas

RADWASTE e Temporary Solidification
'

Syste=
; e Radwaste Staging Facility

CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES e timit Opening to 305--~~-.

i TELEPHG E EQUIPMENT + vie =1 Bus Peed.

INPLANTCONMUNICATIONS * Additional Sound Power
Phones and Page Station.

~

CONTAINMENT SPRAY PH CONTROL . Deletion of Sodium
Thiosulfate

-

e BWST/NaOH Tank Differential
. - Pressure Indication

EMERGENCY PLANNING e zarly warning Sirens

,

e

em S ' e ee 6* M 8e 'W.

- \

.

|

. .

, - - . _ _ . _ - . _ _ . - - - _ . . _ _ - _ . _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - . _ - - _.
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REQUIREMEilT

flVREG - 0737 SECTION ll,f 2

-

" LICENSEES SHALL PROVIDE A DESCRIPTION OF ANY ADPITIONAL INSTRUNENTATION OR

CONTROLS (PRIMARYORBACKUP)PROPOSEkFORTHEPLANTTOSUPPLEMENT. EXISTING^

INSTRUMENTATION (INCLUDING PRIMARY CdOLANT SATURATION MONITORS) IN ORDER TO
PROVIDE AN UNAMBIGUOUS, EASY-To-INTERPREI' INDICATION OF INADEQUATE CORE ,

-

COOLING (IEC)."
-

"THE EVALUATION IS TO INCLUDE REACTOR-WATER-LEVEL INDICATION."
.

.

W

&

9

>> .o T 4 li ., , t
-

.
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GPUN APPROACH TO

EVALUATION OF WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT
.

* DEFINE USE A!Q DEVELOP CRITERIA

- PARTICIPATED IN B&W OWNER'S GROUP EVALUATION

- [N-HOUSE EVALUATION VS OPERATOR GUIDELI!tES

- CONSIDERING USES OTHER THAN OPERATOR ACTION
.

* EVALUATE POTENTIAL DETECTORS

. - PARTICIPATED IN BaW OWNER'S GROUP EVALUATION

- [N-HOUSE EVALUATIONS

- SPONSORING' STUpY BY CONSULTANT OF POSSIBLE METHODS ,

- C'00PERATING IN UNIVERSITY PROPOSAL RE NEUTRON DETECTORS
.

/ - wit L REVIEF EPRI EVALUATION (DUE OCTOB.IR 1981)
s .

'

SELECT APPROPRIATE ACTION

- INSTALL AVAILABLE DETECTOR (S)

- SUPPORT FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

- DEFINE ALTERNATE APPROACH

.

l

..

| -

1
.

. .

__.
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.

SPUN DEFINITION OF INADEQUATE CORE

COOLING
/

" INADEQUATE CORE COOLING MEANS THOSE CONDITIONS
.

UNDER WHICH THE LIMITS OF 10 CFR 50.% ARE

EXCEEDED."
'

'

. .

$

.

a

e

'4 e

6
e

9 y

e

We

e

.

|

|

'

,

|

4.. ; ,
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.
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-

.

-
.

.

|

|

HUMAN FACTORS CRITERIA FOR INSTRUMENTATION
-

'

'
'

~

| .

..

PROVIDE ONLY INSTRUMENTS THAT OPERATORS WILL USE*
,:.

TO PERFC'.M THEIR JOB. ,

DISTINGUISH BETWEEN NEEDS OF OPERATORS,. SENIOR*

OPERATORS, SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISORS, AND OTHERS.
~

.

AVOID AMBIGUCUS INDICATIONS.-

PROVIDE SPECIFIC TRAINING AND PROCEDURES FOR EACH-

INSTRUMENT USED BY OPERATORS.
~

.

e

P

e e

e a

e

t

N

'*

6

- - - - , - . ,. s
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0_ PERATOR ACTIONS RFI ATEN .0 WATER l EVEL MEASUREMENT
'

*-

,

~

JI FORMAT 01 VA:_UE OF W/"ER
OPERATOR ACTION Na AVAILAB E I EVFI SIGH1

LOCA RESPONSE

- VERIFY ADEQUATE HPI Flow ESAS STATUS fANEL, HP! FLOW METERS NOT uSEFuL.

- THROTTLE ilPI FLOW T MARGIN, PZR LEVEL, LPI FLOW OPERATOR ACTIONS
337 UNCHANGED *

-

- DETECT APPROACH To IN-CORE T/C'S . PROBABLY NOT USEFUL'
INADEQUATE CORE COOLING

OVERC00 LING RESPONSE

-IN TJATE/ VERIFY
ESASSTATuSPANEL,HPIFLOWNETERs NOT uSEFUL

Hr. rLOW

- THROTTLE HPI FLOW T MARGIN, PZR LEVEL OPERATOR ACTIONS
SAT UNCHANGED *

,

.

'llEAD BUBBIE RESPONSE
.

- DETERMINE BUBBLE. EXISTS PZR LEVEL, PV TESTS UNDEFINED

- 8EPRESSURIZE/ SLOW UNDER EVALUATION UNDEFINED

LOOLDOWN

'

RCS VENTING (POST-AccinE81).
.

- OPEN VENTS UNDER EVALUATION UNDEFINED ,

- CLOSE VENTS UNDER EVALUATION UNDEFINED
-'

,

.

G

e

* MIGHT BE USED AS CONFII:MATORY INFORMATION

_ _ . __ .
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-
,

'

0THER POSSIBlE USFS OF nATER IFVFI MEASUREMENT

ilSE COMMENTS

'

CONFIRH NEED FOR WATER INJECTION ' USEFULNESS DEPENDS ON SPECIFIC' ,

- DESIGN - ALL DESIGNS NOT RELI ABLE
FOR ALL SCENARIOS,

lbT USEFUL* DISTINGUISH BETWEEN LOCA AND
' -

OVERC00 LING
'

' USEFULNESS DEPENDS ON SPECIFIC' AID IN POST-TRANSIENT EVALUATIONS
DESIGN AND ACCIDENT SCENARIO.

*
.

.

O

9

$~

t

s

.
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'

I EADING CANDIDATES i .< l EVE! MEASUBEMENT
-

' '

.

METHOD DEVEl0PER COMMENTS
-

VESSEL P WESTINGHOUSE DIRECT LEVEL MEASUREMENT UNDER QUIESENT.
CONDITIONS.

-

EG8G
INDICATES" EQUIVALENT" LEVEL FOR 2 PHASE, LOW

GE FLOW CONDITIONS.

DIFFICULT TO INTERPRET WITH FORCED FLOW. .-

HOT LEG B&W .SIMILAR IN PRINCIPLE TC VESSEL AP.
A GOOD " ANTICIPATION"-BUT NOT FULL RANGE.

HEATED CE INDICATES LEVEL AT DISCRETE INTERVALS.
-

T/C'S ORNL RESPONSE VS QUALITY OF fluid MUST BE KNOWN.

(EG&G) Reau!RES APPROPRIATE PENETRATIONS IN REACTOR .

HEAD,

NEUTRON EPRI (PREVIOUSLY) NON-INTRUSIVE DETECTORS.

DETECTORS PSU (POTENTIALLY) IESTS INDICATE SENSITIVITY GOOD WITH WATER'
"

LEVEL WITHIN 8 FEET OF TOP OF CORE.

CORE Ex!T ? MAY BE ABLE TO CORRELATE TO WATER LEVEL IF
BELOW TOP OF CORE.

| T/C'S .

1

1 . .
-

|'
* ,

;

f -__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __
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.

COMPARISON TO NRC CRITERIA
i

'

VESSEL HOT-LEG HEATED NEUTRON CORE EXIT

aP aP T/C's DETECTORS T/C's

ff' TG 0737 CRITERIA -

1. UNAMBIGUQUs:

A) PUMPED VOID FRACTION N0(?) N0(?) ? YEs YEs |

B) STAGNANT BOIL-OFF YEs YEs YEs YEs YEs

C) NO ERRONEOUS ICC ? ? ''Es ? YEs.

2. ADVANCE WARNING YEs YEs YEs YEs YEs*

3. FULL RANGE NO NO No NO **

ll . QUALIFICATIONS

A) EN /IRONMENT ? ?- Yes YEs ?

(, B) SINGLE FAILURE YES YEs YEs YEs YEs
-

c) 1E POWER YEs YEs YEs YEs YEs

D) AVAILABLE BEFORE YEs YEs YEs YEs YEs
ACCIDENT

E) 0/A YEs YEs YEs YEs ?

F) CONTINUOUS ? Yes YEs YEs YEs
INDICATION

G) RECORDING ? YEs YEs YEs YEs

H) Is0LATION YEs YEs YEs YEs YEs

I) OPERATION CHECKS ? ? ? ? YEs

.

I- * BY GPU DEFINITION OF INADEQUATE CORE COOLING.

** FULL RANGE OF TEMPERATURES, NOT FULL RANGE OF WATER LEVEL.

.
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CURRENT GPUN CONCLUSIONS
' -

RE WATER LEVEL MEASUREMENT<'

-
.

N6T REQUIRED PRIOR TO TMI RESTART*

- NO NEED AS INPUT TO SAFETY SYSTEMS.

- REQUIRED OPERATOR ACTIONS ARE BASED ON EXISTING INSTRUMENTS.

CRI.TERIA FOR DETECTOR NOT YET CLEAR-

- PROBABLY NOT FOR USE BY CONTROL PANEL OPERATORS. .

- MIGHT BE HELPFUL AS CONFIRMATORY OR LATER DIAGNOSTIC
INFORMATION.

- MIGHT HELP GUIDE LONGER TERM ACTIONS (E.G., VENTING) . -

- ADDITIONAL EVALUATION IS NEEDED.
.

NO " IDEAL" DETECTOR HAS BEEN [DENTIFIED
'

-
.

- FORCED FLOW VS LOW FLOW / STAGNANT POOL IS A PROBLEM.
'
''

- EXISTING SYSTEMS NOT SHOWN TO MEET NRC CRI.TERIA.
. .

- NEW APPROACHES SHOULD BE CONSIDERED.

'I

PREMATURE INSTALLATION IS INAPPROPRIATE
'

-

- MAY ADD UNNECESSARY COMPLEXITY

- COULD BE MISLEADING UNLESS USE IS CAREFULLY DEFINED.

GPUN SHOULD CONTINUE TO PURSUE CRITERIA AND DETECTORS-

.

S

4

'

.
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The Uni: I plant procedures are being revised so that . hey provide
-

j s

the operator with an easy to read, well defined document he can rely on' -

during normal and emergency condi:1ons. The changes being incorporated
!

include:*

A. Screasing :he hear transfer aspec of maine = dad"g adequate

core cooling
.

3. Incerporation of NRC bulletin. guidance
.

C. The leesons learned cask. forces recommendation on operator

performance

D. The philosphy of using mul iple plan: paramacars to judge
.

system condi:1ons

E. Ta-inddng as follovup ac:Los the rechecking of key paramatars

using available alternative daddcations-

7. Denoting cha usa of newly installed systems designed to assist in
7

,

+
' '

combating any accident , ,

G. Providing firm instructions on coned "dag high pressure injection

and prov dd"g def**d tive instrue:1cn on bypassing engineered safeguardd

sdpists.

H. Tart"Adng in the procedures defd d tive operator guidance where necessary

:o accomolish core cooling through alther the ?OR7 or code safe:7

valves in order :o prevent core damage. The instrue:1ons clearly

specify these actions are permissible and required., even : hough

during normal plann operation the plant procedures and Tech Specs

prohibic operating vi:h indications of a solid pressuricer.

C ., I. Ta-iddng independen: verification of system lineups and components-

to ensure al:ernate amargency feedvater and alternace engineered safeguard

systems are functional prior to allowing =aintenance or :esting on any
I

portion of these systems. Including procedura requirements for

?DDR [M' NALT\d Q JJ., . - - . . . . '..

.. . .
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independent system alignmen: af:ar =aite==ca or :asting to

ensura system readiness.,

,

J. Upgrading da proceduras to reflect :he newly installed change
:'

modifications.

K. Incorporating fi=n guidance to # d-d aca che emergency plan when

ba applicabla E-plan triggering level is reachad.
,

L. Making procedure words and plant equipr.mne labels agree.
.

Caution notes are being enclosed.in blocks to visually aid :he operator

in noting the importance of these 1: ems.

In order :hac the operator more fully unders ands the purpose and in:ent

of the emergency proceduras an object e section is being incorporated into#

each procedura. .

To ensure our procedures do not become cumbersome to use, but s:dil
'

( give sufficiant guidanca to the operator, when required, appendiras have been

added to some proceduras giving step by step al:arnata .ac:fons to be taken*'

:

if during tha course of the procedura a required action does not take place
,

as azpacted.

i An example of chasa would be a::ac%.nts giving s:sp by step acti:.a :o

placa the energency feedvatar system in sar71ca should camponents in tha

system fail :o function.
.

Many of cha above changer came a5ou: dua to our anagsmant s:udy of the
~

! Uni: II accident and tha human engineering :aams walk. through of our procedures.

Soma addi:fonal emargency procedura changes resulted f =m ac:ual sdw!= tor

chae%c of :ha plant proceduras using ac:nal OfI operations crews.
,

Thema crews noe only ch.cre.A ou: :ha procaduras and nade changes but also

verified :ha proceduras and the erser concept of train 1=g were compac1hla.

P00R OREL
!
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DE-I Procedure Review and Aporoval

?;evious Method

Under the previous method of procedure review gud approval there was a

lack of continuity b changes. (No one person controlled the changes to any
,

specific procedure.) ,

Tha tee 64e=T/safacy :sviar greg, ? CRC, was flooded with changes - many

of which were minor and. #a@d'*1 cant; this situation obst:ucted the ? CRC's

ability to focus on safoty significant changes and finall . the Unit Super-

intendent in having to approva all proceduras, whachar safety related or not,

was greatly extended. Due to tha numerour changes, including non-safety

related chac5es, the' Unit Superintendent .ould not davoca as much tima as

he would have likad to tha reviar and approval of changes. Also, due to the

large number of changes it was diffic.21e to focus on the safety related-

.

items.
~

New Method:. .

Under the new machod of procedura rad.ar and approval, da system has been.

: .
,

substantially reset. secured. The concapes of ? cesdura Cwners and Responsible

Officas have been established. A Procadure Owner is that person assigned

tasponsthility for a specific OC'-Uni: 1 ?:ocedure. The ? ocedure Owner will

be responsihla for ensuring char his procedura is madutained accurate and up-to-
,

date. Tha ?:ocedura owner vi.L1 he responsilla for reviewing all changes to his

procadure, dus fssuring cowe#""#' 7. . A Rasponsihla Office is that departnant or

group (.such as Operations Department, Maintenance Department, Rad Con Depart-

ment, ate.) which. is assigned :ssponsibility for specific groups of CC-Unit 1

?:ocedures. The Responsilla Officas will insure that their procedures mesh and
..

fit smoothly v'-hh not only their department but also vich. incarfac1=g depart:nants

as well. Additionally, tha approval regtirements have been revamped (within the
.

Three of Five
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, ,
constraints of the current TMI-I T.S.) to place approval authortcy v.ch the most

cognizant management representative. This more specific approval authority

will provida a more realistic work. load and should enhance the quality / depth of
# review. (i.e.: the approval authority should be able to devote more attention

to the review and approval of changes and thus be able to focus batter on those

changes which.may be safety significant.) A.pending TSCP.would allow the review

function of the PORC to be separated. The initial revi f changes for tech 4"=1

accuracy and safacy significance will Be satisfied by the Responsible Offices'
,

Department Head review and concurrence and by a Technical Function review and

concurrence (for specific key procedures) . Specific assignment of the ? ORC's

review requirements should enhance not only the quality of the procedures but also

the level of confidence that items of safety significance are not overlooked.

Additionally, the IOSRG is respons1hle to independently evaluate the tecM4e=1

adequacy and clarity of procedures important to the safe operation of the unit on-

a periodic basis.

New Administrative Procedura addition to ensura dissemination of

manacement operations policias,

A new administrative procedure titled " Conduct of Operations" has been-

written. This procedura establishes written guidelines for focual professional

conduct of operations in che plant. Types of items ecvered in this procedura
,

are our policias on the following items:'

.

Control Room formality

Control Room access

Control Room distractions

', Eating in the Control Room

Trainee superv1sion

|

| ..

:

1
1

Four of Five i
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1

Shift Supervisor responsib''#:7

Communications.-

.

*Component labeid g requirements

'Jorking hours ,

!,

Incident review requirements i

?rocedural complianca :
i

Establishment of a key procadura book |
.

Housekeeping and cl==nT 'n=ss

Forsonnal work.at,#ra ansL attention

The addition of this procedure estahlishes a firm written management posi:1cn

as items necessary to ensure a well crganized disciplined plan: operacions.
,

-

M

b

e

1

1

O

i

I

.

.
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Revision 13
*

'

THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION,

UNIT NO. 1 EMERGENCY PROCEDURE 1202-3
*

,

~

TURBINE TRIP
' "

1.0 SYMPTOMS
_.

1.1 ICS in the tracking mode. ~
.

1.1 Turbine stop and combined interwediate valves closed.

1.3 Generator. breakers open and megawatts electric 2ero.

1.4 Reactor trip (if initial reactor power >20 percent).

'

! NOTE: If both main feedwater pumpi a~re' tripped and initial !
i reactor power was >10 percent, reactor will trip. !

l.5 Any one of the following turbine trips:

a. Generator fault,

b. Reactor trip
,

c. Bottf feed pumps tripped
_

*

d. . Moisture separator leve.1 high

e. Main condenser vacuum <22" HG
t

f. Vibration 3 mills on Bearings 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12

Vibration 10 mill; en Bearings 3,4,5,6,7,8
,

g. Loss of both :nain tureine speed signals

h. 0ver speed RPM >108 percent

i. Backup over speed RPM >112 percent

j. Hydraulic press <1100 PSI

k. Thrust liearing failure or bearing oil <15 PSI

1. EHC loss of d.c. power
s

m. Shaf t oil pump <105 PSI at >1300 RPM

k

FOR USE IN UNIT 1 ONLY
1.0
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'

n. l.oss of Stator Cooling and load not <25 percent after 3.5

minutes -

o. 2 of 3 exhaust hoods >225'F.
,

,

p. Manual actuation of main turbine and generator bearing
.

deluge system..

. . .

3.2 Irenediate Action

A. Automatic Action
,

1. Reactor- trip (if initial reactor power >20 percent or if

RCS pressure >2300 psig).__ _ _ - . -

2. Turbine stop and combined intercept valves close, and

generator breakers open.

3. Turbine bypass valves or atmospheric relief open to

controT 1010 PSI steam generator pressure (or at 895..

*

psig if reactor has ,not tripped).
,

*

,

! NOTE: . The Atmospheric Relief Valves will also open if steam !
i generator pressure reaches 1027 PSI. !

.
.

,

N

4. Moisture separator drain tank pumos rip.

5. ICS trips to track and runs back at 20 percent / min., or,

if the turbine trip is from loss of feedwater pumps, the

run back is 50 percent / minute.,

6. If both the main feed pumos have tripped, the sceam .

driven and motor driven emergency feed pumps will start. l

7. The feed demand will control 0.T.S.G. at minimum level

(30").

\

Q,
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"

8. The Turbine Motor Suction Oil Pump, Bearing 011 Lift
4

Pumps and Turning Gear Oil Pump will start as turbine
,

speed decays.

# B. Manual Action
-

.

1 NOTE: An asterisk (*) indicates that the parameter value must.!
'

L be reverified as the first step in the follow-up !
i action _ Use redundant indication where possible. !

'l. If initial reactor puwer was >20 percent (with feedwater
.

available) or >10 percent (without feedwater), verify a

reactor trip has occurred and also follow EP 1202 4,

" Reactor Trip". If reactor trip did not occur at >20

percent power (with feedwater available) or at >10

percent (without,feedwater), promptly trip reactor.
~

2.. If turbine trip is due to loss of both Mairr Feedwater
,

' k- pumps also follow E'P 1202-26A.

3. Verify that the Turbine Stop Valves are closed,

generators breakers and field breakers are open. Close

turbine extraction steam valves as follows:

A Stage EXVlA/B 6 Stage EXV4A/B

8 Stage EXVSA/B/C/D 10 Stage EXV6A/S/C/D

*4. Verify steam generator levels are at 30" on the startup

range. If any feedwater stations are in hand, total

feedwater should be reduced manually to keep steam

; generator level at 30" on the startup range.
I

e

.

98
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*S. If reactor trip nas not occurred at low inicial power

levels, verify turbine bypass valves control steam |

generator pressure at 895 psig and reactor power is '

,

stable with constant Tave.

3.3 Follow-Up Acticn

Objective:
~~

If the reactor has tripped, the objective of this procedure is to
,

conserve RCS inventory to ' offset shrink, ensure the core is 1

percent shutdown, remove decay heat thru.the. steam-generators and

arrive at a stable hot shutdown condition.

If the reactor has not tripped, the objective of this procedure is

to maintain the reactor at a stable low power level.

1. Reverify the parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are in the

required range. Use redundant instrumentation if availabic.

! NOTE: a. If a turbine rotating component failure occurs :
! causing a Reactor Trip, then an Unusual Event
1 shall be declared (carry out EPIP 1004.1). 1

! b. If a turt'ine failure occurs resulting in casing i
! penetration, then an Alert shall be declared :
: (carry out EPIP 1004.2).

_2. Verify that the pressurizer safecy valves and RC-RV-2 (PORV)

are closed by verifying that the disenarge ao indicators

| indicate approximately zero, that no flow is indicated on the-
,

| acoustic monitor for the RC-RV-2 (PORV), and the PORY demano
!

indication light indicates closed. Also check backup

indications of relief valve flow such as RC Drain Tank level
.

and discharge pipe temperature indication. If the PORV or

pressurizer safety valves are open, evaluate symptoms _and
'

determt.j whether other emergency procedures apply.

FOR USE IN UNIT I ONLY
~
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3. Verify that turbine bypass valves (or, if. vacuum is lost in

main condenser, atmospheric reliefs) are controlling steam

generator pressure at 1010 PSI (if reactor is tripped).
,

-

.

4. If reactor has tripped, maintain hot shutdown conditions per

OP 1102-10 unless it is desirable to, proceed to cold shutdown

conditions

5. Verify that.the feedwater heater water levels are below the-

high level alarm point and open all extraction steam valves

that were closed in step 3 of manual action.
.

6. Check 6th Stage Heater Drain Tank Level.

Stop Heater Drain Pumps if level is less than 12 inches.

7. Start or verify running the A.C. Motor Suction Pump, the

Turning Gear Oil Pump, the Bearing Lift Pumps.

8. I'f reactor has not been tripped maintain stable low power
-

. .

conditions per OP 1102-2 until cause(s) for ' turbine trip is *
-

found and corrected or it is decided to proceed to hat or cold

shutdown conditions..

/

! -

I
'

s
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.

LIGE ESPmSIElE 10 GTAIN| E/AUJATE AND*
IltEDIATELY Cat!JNICATE Ilf0RT#fr INFOR% tim.

WSITE AND TO 0FFISITE OFFICIA.S. m TE DAY
'

OFTE ACCIENT TEE WAS A 05M f9IUE OF
ET ED 1D DO THIS.

.
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-
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EPORT BY TE i%)CRITY STAFF 0F TE HOUSE CCitIt id d:

! IiUERIOR #1D INSilAR AFFAIRS

| RXJSE C3HITTE STAFF EPORT CmCLUSIm

|

"TE ECORD INDICATES THAT IN EPORTIIE TO STATE NO
'

RIERAL OFFICIKS ON MARCH 28,1979, TMI MN1MERS DID

NOT COMNICATE I!ER% TION IN THEIR PWSICN TIMT

TEY IMERST000 TO BE REl.AED TO TE SEEITY CF THE

SITUATION, T}E LACK OF SUCH ITER % tid FEVENTED;

i
'

STATE NE FEDERAL CFFICIALS FRm ACCWATELY AE 3 SITE

t hE CONDITION OF THE Pl#lT.IN ADDITIM, TE nECORD .,
,

IliDICATES THAT TML P#iMERS FESENTED STATE NO
'

RIEFAL OFFICI#.5 MISIBDING STATEERS (I.E., STATE-

IEES THAT HEE IPACCURATE AND INCCWETD TPAT

CG6EfED THE INESSIm THAT 11E ACCIIEIE 'AS SUB-

ST#lTIMLY LESS SEVERE #1D TE SIRTATIm ICE LNDER

CDiiTROL THN1 WAT TE F#1 AGERS TEE VES BELIE /ED NO

WAT WAS IN FACT BE CASE."

.
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TEGNICAL SECIFICATIWS VS PF0EDl]ES

f TEG SECS CDVER f0WAL CF8ATING #0 SMHIDil
'

CMDITIGE. TEY AE IIfUiEiTED THRIJGi CERATING

PECDJES.

f. IN K.CIEF SITUATImS, EEEiC/ PECSUES

PESGEE K.TICNS TO TAKE. SOE CN.L FOR ACTIGE

C[NTRARY TO TEG SECS.

.T.' IN ACCIENT SITUATIWS NOT CDVEED BY EEEBCI
,
,

PECEDWES, GEPATORS ARE Eftuto TO TAKEs

,,

IyiT ACTICNS. TO 'EllRI TE PUtTTO A
'

-
,

Sue (momm.
-

.

C RULE OWiE EING DFAFTED.'
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RJRT}ER Cm0JJSIm-EE01T REFGT

"SIGNIFICME OF TEE (AEB01T'S) L6SCNS IS

THATNE'S ACTIm PUW IS INCORRECTEEING
,

BASED m E FALECmCLBIm THAT TE

SERIGEESS OFTE ACCEENT WAS TE FESULT

T TERATOR ERER.' IN FACT IT '#S E RESULT

T FAILTY PROCEDGES."
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GPU COMMENTS ON CONCLUSION OF

EDWARD C. ABBOTT, ACRS SENIOR FELLOW,

CONCERNING LESSON LEARNED FROM A

REVIEW OF TMI-2 ACCIDENT REPORTS

AS TO REPOETING OF INFORMATION TO

PUBLIC OFFICIALS DURING AN EMERGENCY
( WHICH IS SET FORTH ON PAGE 11 OF THE,

ATTACHMENT TO MR. ABBOTT'S JUNE 4, 1981..

'

MEMORANDUM TO DR. DADE W. MOELLOR, CHAIRMAN,,

ACRS SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE TMI-l RESTART.

.
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GPU has concluded that the aggregation of plant *

,- information, the synthesis of that information into an

assessment of the safety status of the plant and its .,

Potential for hazarding the local populace, and the

communication of that quality of information to the

company management, state authorities, and the NRC was

inadequate during the first few days of the accident.

GPU does not believe that the communication failures

was the result of a conscious effort to mislead.

'
Tens of thousands of pages of testimony,

,

! interviews, and. depositions exist relating to the.

accident. Conclusions' drawn from those records must -
, ,

give adequate recognition to the state of knowledge

prior to the accident, the stress of the situation,

the extended time period of the record, the degree of

insepanability of original knowledge from acquired

| knowledge, the influence of the interviewer, the

background and interests of the diverse participants,
o

and many-other factors. The Three Mile Island accident
!

is probably unique in terms of the number of in-depth,

public investigations. These investigations were

conducted by competent individuals who had no allegiance

'

to the Company or the technology and who sought only to~

|

extract the full learnings from the accident.

\
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We would urge that Mr. Abbott, as well a's anyone j
.

~

else reviewing the " Report by the Staff of the House

Cocmittee on Interior and Insular Affairs on the

'
Reporting of Information Concerning the Accident at

Three Mile Island", would take into accour.t the
.

.

conclusions resulting from those various extensive
'

investigations. Specifically:

1. Report of The President's Commission on The

Accident at Three Mile Island - The Need for

Change: The Legacy of TMI - October 1979

Page 18.- We do not find that there was a

systematic attempt at a " cover up"

by- tha sources of information.

2. Three Mile Island - A Report to the Ccmmissioners
(

And to the Public - Vol. I., Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Special Inquiry Group (Rogovin), Jan. 1980

Page 156 - While both the public information

performance of Met-Ed and the NRC can

be faulted in many instances, we found

no evidence that officials from either

the utility or the regulatory agency

willfully provided false information to~

the press or public.

Page 159 - In sum, we concluded that the evidence

failed to establish that Met-Ed manage-s,

ment or other personnel willfully withheld

information from the NRC.-
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3. Memorandum to Chairman Ahearne from Mitchell.

- Rogovin and George T. Frampton, Jr., Subject:
Questions Submitted by Congressman Udall, .

# March 4, 1980

I'' Page 2 - The evidence failed to establish that

Met-Ed management or other personnel

willfully withheld information from the

NRC. There is no question that plant

information conveyed from the control-

room to offsite organizations throughout

the day was incomplete, in some instances

,

,

delayed, and often colored by individual

interpretations of plant status. Indeed,
,

information conveyed by Met-Ed, NRC, and

B&W employees in the control room to their- .

T
'

own managements and offsite organizations

was in many cases incomplete and even

inaccurate .

"However, based on the evidence, we ,could

not conclude that the causes of this break-

down in information flow went beyond
.

l
confusion, poor communications, and a l

-

:

failure by those in the control room, |

including NRC and B&W employees, to

comprehend or interpret the available
7
V ..

information, a failing shared to some
i

extent by offsite organizations as well." '

~..,
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4. Nuclear Accident and Recovery at Three Mile
'''

Island - A Special Investigation - Subcommittee,

on Nuclear Regulation for the Senate Committee

on Environment & Public Works - July 1980
(?

Page 13 - The evidence reviewed by the special

invesuigation does not confirm any

intentional concealment of information

by the utility on the first day of the

accident.

5. Investigation Into Information Flow During

the Accident at Three Mile Island - -

NUREG-0760 - January 1981

Paga 11 - 5. Information was not intentionally

withheld frem the State on the

day of the accident.

6. Information was n'ot intentionally

withheld from' the NRC on the day

of the accident.

Members of GPU's senior staff have spent many hours

discussing the conclusions of the various reports. We

agree that there are many human behavioral factors that

can contribute to or impede effective communications. *

We do believe that these kinds of influence should be

given specific recognition. GPU has (a) issued to all
,

shift supervisors, and posted for the benefit of all

nuclear personnel, a policy statemebt emphasizing the

importance of candor and timeliness in all communications,
-
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and, (b)/to better assure that meaningful information
:.

critical to the best assessment of any emergency ,

.

situation is communicated and that such communications
' ' , are thereby less vulnerable to inadvertent omissions'

due to the stress of the moment or the^ specific focus

of the reporting or the receiving party.

Since the TMI-2 accident the Company has under-

taken a complete re-evaluation of its response

capabilities during an emergency situation, resulting

in the development of.an entirely new Emergency Plan.

The Plan, the basic document which directs and governs
^

. the Company's response to an emergency, is the end

result of a process involving the Company, the NRC,

(- the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),

Pennsylvania. state agencies and others. '

The Company submitted Revision 3 of our new

Emergency Plan in January 1981. Throughout this one

and one-half year process, the Company has met, and

coordinated its Emergency Plan, with the Commonwealth

' of Pennsylvania (including PEMA, BRP and PennDOT) ,

and the five counties of Dauphin, York, Lancaster,

Cumberland and Lebanon. This coordinated planning
;

process began with agreement on organization and

.
communication concepts, including such matters as

~

which offiste agencies would be, notified of an
emergency situation at TMI, when and by what means,

!
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that notification would take place, and what

information would be transmitted. Additional
,

meetirigs continued throughout the detailed planning
'

/ stage. Items discussed at these meetings -- for

, example, initial and continuing notification procedures,
early warning system, evacuation time studies, and the

specific support role of BRP -- assure that, in the

event of an emergency at TMI, the proper interface

between onsite and offsite response personnel will occur.
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